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RELEASE NO. 3
February 26, 1969

The following pages of the "Museum Handbook", Part I, are
enclosed for insertion in your copy as follows:
Chapter
Contents

Destroy Old Pages
2
2\ 9, 10 & 11

Index
Appendix G

Insert New Pages
2
2, 9, 10 & 11
1 thru 6

Museums in three areas of the National Park System were
recently burglarized. In one, all the specimens displayed in the
room were stolen. In another, each firearm and sword was systematically removed from the exhibits. The third lost a rifle and
sword. At least two other museums not in national parks have
suffered selective thefts of valuable weapons within the last few
months. Other countries report an increase in the stealing of
museum objects. Petty thievery and vandalism that accompany
current social unrest also threaten park museums.
With these hazards in mind, superintendents should re-evaluate
the risks and review the protection provided museum collections for
which they are responsible. The enclosed guidelines are issued to
help them make a balanced judgment.
After bringing the new material to the attention of all those
concerned, file this transmittal sheet for future reference.
Additional copies of this release are available for your use,
hut requests should be based on actual needs.

Enclosures
Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D.C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM
Part I - Museum Collections

AMENDMENT NO. 2
March 18, 1969

Enclosed for insertion in Part I of the "Museum Handbook" are
two pages as follows:
Chapter

Destroy Old Page

3

4

4

--

9

Illustrations

Insert New Pages

After this amendment has been brought to the attention of all
interested personnel, and the new pages inserted in their propei
place, this transmittal sheet should be filed for future reference.
Please note that the fumigation warning signs have been made a
National Park Service Form 10-9. These signs are now available an.
should be ordered on a DI-1 requisition in the usual manner.
Additional copies of this amendment are available; however,
requests should be limited to the number of handbooks in use.

Deputy Assistant Director
Enclosures

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM
Museum Collections - Part I

AMLTfDMENT NO. 1
December 4, 1968

Enclosed is revised material to be inserted in Part I of the
Museum Handbook after being brought to the attention of all
interested personnel. This transmittal sheet should be filed for
future reference.
Chapter
Contents
2
Appendix K

Insert New Page
5& 6

Destroy Old Page
5& 6

10

10

8

8

Additional copies of this amendment are available; hovever,
requests should be limited to the number of handbooks in use.

Enclosures

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM
Part IV--Exhibit Maintenance & Replacement

RELEASE NO. 2
November 18 1968
1-

>

Enclosed is Part IV, Exhibit Maintenance and Replacement, of
the "Museum Handbook." It comprises an Index, chapters 1 through
3, and Appendices A, B, and C. Please place this material in the
binder with Parts I and II. The cover sheet for Part IV was issued
with Release No. 1 dated August 22, 1967.
After the enclosed has been brought to the attention of all
interested personnel, this transmittal sheet should be filed for
future reference.
Additional copies of this release are available; however,
requests should be limited to the number of basic handbooks in
use.

Assistant Director;
Enclosures

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
jmoKUH
iiuaeum Collections - Part I

RELEASE NO. 1
August 22. 1967

The Museum Handbook combines in a single volume for efficient
use the subject matter that was originally planned as three separate
handbooks. Enclosed are the cover and table of contents lor the
Museum Handbook and the completed portion oi' Part I, Museum Collections.
The existing Museum Records Handbook becomes Part II, Museum
Records. Please place it in the same binder with Part I. A new
cove. 3heet for Part II is also provided herewith.
Part III of the Museum Handbook will concern furnished historic
structure museum maintenance and operation. Part IV will proviae
instructions and guidelines on exhibit maintenance, repair and replacement. The enclosed table of contents indicates the portions of the
Museum Handbook still in preparation.
After cringing the new material to the attention of all those
concerned, file this transmittal sheet for future reference.

Assistant birec\or
Enclosures j

Interior - Duplicating Section - w'ash ington, D. C

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK

AMENDMENT NO 5
August 21, 19G7

MUSEUM
Part II - Museum Records

Enclosed are Exhibit A, Sample Accession Book Page and
Exhibit B, Sample Source of Accession Card, for insertion in your
copy of Part II, Museum Records.
These pages originally intended as part of Amendment No. 4,
are provided in properly identified handbook format. A few changes
have been made in the accession entries, Schedule A, to clarify
transactions and add others which might be helpful.

Assistant Director
Enclosures

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D.C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MOSlUjj
Part ii--Museum Records

AMENDMENT NO. 4
November 7, 1966

The present "Museum Records Handbook" is being designated
Part II of the new 'museum Handbook," Part I of which will be issued
shortly. New covers will be issued with the new Part I.
Enclosed are 18 pages for insertion in your copy of Part II,
Museum Records, as follows:
Chapter
Index
1
2
3
5
6

Destroy Old Pages
2 & 3
1
2 A 3
1,5*6
3*4
8
Sample Accession Book Page
Sample Source of Accession Card

Insert New Pages
2 & 3
1 b la
2, 2a a 3
1, 5 , 6 & 6a
3, 3a * 4
8 * 8a
Exhibit A
Exhibit B

Page 2 of the Index; page 3 of chapter 2; pages 1, 5, and 6
of chapter 3; and page 8 of chapter 6 are reissued to incorporate
pen and ink changes made on them during the past six years. The
samples of the Accession Book Page and the Source of Accession Card
are provided in properly identified handbook format.
The revised page in chapter 1 adds a clarifying statement on
accessioning specimens received on approval. The revision on page
2 of chapter 2 makes the source of accession file a required part
of the museum records. The change on page 3, chapter 5 expands
onto a new page 3a and revises the special Instructions for
accessioning archeological collections to allow for cases in which
the museum receives and holds the material from an excavation for
the archeologist. It also defines "field collection status." The
revision under "Report to Finance Office," chapter 5, page 4, shifts
primary responsibility for assembling the report data from the
interpretive staff to the park property officer.
PEN AND INK CHANGE: On all pages of the Museum Records Handbook
not affected by this amendment, between the words "Handbook" and
the chapter in the upper right corner, INSERT the words "Part II."

As presently planned the "Museum Handbook" will contain the
following four parts:
Part
Part
Part
Part

I, Museum Collections
II, Museum Records
III, Historic House Museums
IV, Exhibit Maintenance and Replacement

Parts I, III and IV will be issued as they become available.
After bringing the new material to the attention of all personnel concerned with museum records responsibility, it should be placed
in the handbook and this transmittal sheet filed for future reference. Additional copies are available but requests should be
limited to the number of basic handbooks you have on hand.

Acting Assistant Director
Enclosures

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM IECORDS

AMENDMENT NO. 3

April 25 j 1962
The enclosed page, chapter 3, page 8, "Museum Catalogue",
is for insertion in your copy of the National Park Service
Museum Records Handbook. It supersedes existing page 8,
chapter 3> which should be destroyed.
This revised page provides information concerning Form
10-25Ua which has recently been made available to fill an increasing need in many field areas for a form which can be used
in an inventory or "location" file. The form is the same size
and format as Form 10-25^ but is of salmon card stock.
PEN AND INK CHANGES. oodex, Pa^e 2, after "Installation,
new records system", insert Inventory File, Form 10-254a,
Chapter 3.. Page 8".
After "loans, indefinite", insert "Location File, Form
10-254a, Chapter 3, Page 8".
Form 10-25^a is now available and should be ordered on a
DI-1 Requisition in the usual manner.
After bringing the new material to the attention of all
those concerned, it should be placed in the Handbook and this
transmittal sheet filed for future reference.

Assistant Director
Enclosure

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM RECORDS

AMENIr-uENT NO. 2
May 5 , 1 9 6 1 ~

The attached page, chapter 5, page 3, "Exceptions to Standard Procedures (con.)"* is for insertion in your copy of the
National Park Service Museum Records Handbook. It supersedes
existing page 3* chapter 5, Amendment No. 1, which should he
destroyed.
This revised page includes instructions pertaining to major
archeological investigations similar to the Wetherill Mesa Project, Mesa Verde National Park.
After Bringing the new material to the attention of all
those concerned, it should be placed in the Handbook and this
transmittal sheet filed for future reference

Aesisxant Director
Attachment

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM RECORDS

RELEASE NO. 3
February 1, I960

The attached page, Exi. .bit E, is for insertion in your copy of
the National Park Service Museum Records Handbook following
"Exhibit D" .
This is a set of condition standards for firearms which was
officially adopted by .the National Rifle Association and recently
published by them on page 15 of the NRA Gun Collectors Handbook.,
Washington, D. C.
It has been decided to adopt this set of standards as a basis
for describing the condition of firearms in our Museum Catalogue
Record. This system is not to be used in place of the narrative
description of condition, however. A complete description of
the condition of each firearm is essential in the Catalogue
Record along with the standard term for its overall condition.
PEN AND INK CHANGE: Chapter 3, Page 5, No. k "Condition" Second line, after "condition", insert the following sentence:
"For firearms use the set of standard terms appended as
"Exhibit E" .

Assistant Director
Attachment

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM RE ORDS

RELEASE NO. 2
October 16 , 19i?9

The attached pages, Exhibit D, numbered 1-13, are for
insertion in your copy of the National Park Service Museum
Records Handbook following "Exhibit C".
This is a "List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the
United States" as they appear in the index to the Bureau of
American Ethnology Bulletin lLS, John R. Swanton, The Indian Tribes
of North America.
This bulletin, recommended as a reference for classifying
ethnological collections, is out of print. The attached list is
issued for the convenience of those parks unable to obtain a copy.
It will also serve as an easy reference for all parks concerned
with classifying ethnological material.
PEN AND INK CHANGES: Chapter 6, page 8, "Ethnology (con.)"
Fourth line, insert the following sentence after "Bulletin 1L5,
1952": A "List of Standard Names of Indian Tribes of the United
States" taken from the index to this Bulletin is appended as
"Exhibit D".

Assistant Director
Attachments

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C-

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK
MUSEUM RECORDS

AMENDMENT NO. 1
July 6, 1 9 5 9 ~

The following pages of the National Park Service
Museum Records Handbook are attached for insertion in your
copy of the Handbook:
Destroy These
Chapter
New Pages
Superseded Pages
Index
3
5
6

1,2,3
2
1,2,3,^,5,6,7

Index, pages 1, 2
Chapter 3, page 2
Chapter 5, pages 1,
2, 3, 1+-

l-15(with appendix)

Sample form "Museum Catalogue Record"at end of
Handbook, (Exhibit C) is superseded by the attached new sample
form "Museum Catalogue Record". The new form illustrates a
classification entry as proposed in chapter 6.
Revised chapter 5 includes additions to "Special
Instructions" pertaining to historical specimens and incorporates
the list of supplies in the Handbook. It also clarifies property
accountability under "Indefinite Loans" and "Report to Finance
Office".
Chapter 6, pages 1 through lp is the new standard system
for the classification of museum specimens. Appended to Chapter 6
is a copy of Appendix I: Taxonomic Classification: Animals and
Appendix II: Taxonomic Classification: Plants as published in
the National Research Council, HANDBOOK of BIOLOGICAL DATA.
PEN AND INK CHANGES: Chapter 2, page 3, "De-Accessioning"Change last sentence on page to read "A Board of Survey Report
or Transfer of Property form will also be required in accordance
with the Property Accounting Regulations of the Service."
Chapter 3, page 1, item "2.
the word "numerically'' is misspelled.

Second Copy" - Second line,
Delete the letter "b".

Chapter 3, page 1, second paragraph of item "3- Third
Copy", "The Museum Branch will supply permanent typewriter
ribbons, selected after special Bureau of Standards Tests."
Delete this sentence. This information is superseded by the
list of supplies in chapter 5.

Chapter 3, page k - Last sentence in first paragraph.
First word of sentence is misspelled; should read "Include".
Delete last letter "d".
Chapter 3, page 6 - Seoond paragraph of item "k",
third line, insert in parentheses after the word "specimen"
"(other than loans)".

Assistant Director
Attachment

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SnRVICE
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
MUSEUM REOORDS HANDBOOK
Attached ia the new (revised) Museum Records
Handbook which is issued to instruct all personnel concerned with the operation of museums in the procedures
for recording and accounting for museum specimens.
This material is punched so that it may be put
into a standard 3-ring binder, or it may be used with its
own cover just as issued.
This transmittal letter should be filed for future
reference.

Assistant Director
Attachment

Interior - Duplicating Section - Washington, D. C.
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PART I

MUSEUM
COLLECTIONS

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

MUSEUM
Museum Collections

HANDBOOK
Part I

INTRODUCTION
Part I of the Museum Handbook establishes guidelines for managing park collections. It concerns the discharge of a trust on
which the reputation of the National Park Service, as a safe custodian of our national heritage, frequently depends. The chapters
which follow will help you carry out your share of the Service's
important responsibilities toward the museum objects in its care.
(Refer to Part II. Museum Records for the accessioning, cataloguing
and property management of specimens; and to Part III. Historic
House Museums for the care of furnishings).
Museums shall be developed, maintained and operated in the
areas administrated by the National Pax-k Service when they are
required for the preservation of original objects important to the
parks or are needed in the interpretation of the parks. This basic
guideline determines when and why parks have museums. When a park
does have a museum, it has by definition a collection of objects
to develop, maintain and use. These objects are important for
interpretation, or study, or documentation. Otherwise they should
not be in the collection. Many of them are valuable in terms of
money, some are irreplaceable. All of them are subject to deterioration or loss from numerous destructive agencies. So, collections
require continual protection and knowledgeable care.
A collection is useful to the park and the public when the
specimens are:
-

selected purposefully
readily available for study
well preserved
accompanied by adequately organized information about them
used to their potential in the park program.

These conditions define the curatorial task. The regional museum
curator and the Branch of Museum Operations will help you in it.
Regional Museum Curator Newell F. Joyner spent much of the
last two years of his life preparing material for this handbook.
Knowing that his time was short, he worked on it with exceptional
perseverance. It represents both his knowledge as an accomplished
curator, and his devotion to the Service.
Release No. 1
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Page 1
WHAT TO ACQUIRE

Basic Authority
The Act establishing the National Park Service (39 Stat. 535)
includes in its statement of purpose both the conservation of
natural and historic object
and their enjoyment. Museums are
the special institutions devised by society to preserve, study
and interpret such objects when they cannot be safely left in
place. Therefore, the authority for the museum program has an
accepted basis in this Act.because museums are proper means for
carrying out Service responsibilities pertinent to preservation,
interpretation and enjoyment.
The
that the
maintain
sites of

Historic Sites Act (A9 Stat. 666) states, in Section 2(f)
Service shall "...where deemed desirable establish and
museums..." in connection with historic or prehistoric
national significance.

In a number of instances the action establishing an individual
unit of the National Park System authorizes or directs the establishment of a park museum.
The Antiquities Act (3A Stat. 225) and accompanying Regulations
(A3 C.F.R. Part 3) control the collecting of objects of antiquity
from government-owned lands, of which all Service areas are clearly
a part. Such objects include archeological and paleontological
material.
An Act to facilitate the management of museum properties by
the National Park Service (69 Stat. 2U2) specifies the authority
of the Secretary of the Interior to accept donations, purchase
museum specimens with donated funds, exchange museum specimens,
accept loans and pay necessary transportation costs involved, and
make loans of museum specimens.
Appendix A contains the laws most frequently referred to in
museum operations - The Management of Museum Properties Act, the
Historic Sites Act, and the Antiquities Act with its regulations.
The Secretary's authority under the Management of Museum
Proper-ties Act is delegated to the Director in 205DM. Not being
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Part I
Chapter 1
Page 2

Basic Authority (con.)
reserved under Delegation of Authority Order Ik and subsequent
orders, this authority is delegated to the Regional Directors,
except for the acceptance of gifts of personal property valued
in excess of $10,000, or money in excess of $10,000. The Regional
Directors, in turn, have delegated their authority under the Act
to the Superintendents, except that Superintendents in grades GS-10
and below may not accept gifts of personal property valued in excess
of $5,000 and donations of money in excess of $5,000.
Under- Delegation of Authority Order Ik and subsequent delegations from the Regional Directors, Superintendents have the authority,
which preceded the Management of Museum Properties Act, to accept
or decline, in accordance with established policy and procedure,
museum specimens offered as gifts or loans.
Scope of Collections
The National Park Service permits and encourages the acquisition
of museum objects by field collecting, gift, loan, exchange or
jurchase, in accordance with estaolished procedures, wnen these
objects are clearly significant to Service areas. This basic accession policy gives Superintendents and their staffs the opportunity and incentive to develop and refine park collections to
their maximum utility and value. It assumes that park museums will
actively collect and preserve those specimens which really contribute to the understanding and interpretation of the park, and
which cannot be adequately preseived or studied if left in place.
The successful execution of this policy requires that the day-today decisions on wnat specimens to acquire and which to reject
or eliminate be wise and well-planned. Therefore, the Duperintenaent
includes a clear definition of the proper scope of the collections
as one of the area objectives In Chapter 2 of the Master' Plan.
Because the objectives must be stated briefly, he defines the
scope of the collections again - in lull detail - in the Interpretive
Prospectus. This becomes the park policy guiding the acquisition
and disposal of museum specimens.
By carefully defining the scope of collections, the
Superintendent promotes their' sound growth while guarding against
the very real danger of random expansion. The definition sets
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Scope oP Oflections (con.)
limits to the collections. It specifies the place, time and
subject to which the collections must relate, and also considers
the use to which they will be put. The specimens must truly represent or interpret a certain geographical area. Usually this is
the park, but sometimes E larger specific territory is justified.
The specimens must date from, or specifically relate to, the time
span the park seeks to interpret or preserve. They must clearly
pertain to certain facets of history or prehistory, or certain
natural conditions, processes or events which comprise the
significant aspects of the park. The collections must reflect
the balance of park values, neither ignoring nor overemphasizing
secondary aspects, for example. The collections must relate to the
capabilities of the park for their preservation, and to their
potential use for research, documentation and interpretation.
The scope of collections definition also sets goals. Within
the limits of pertinence and practicality, it calls for building
up thoroughly representative collections marked by authenticity
and quality. The collections shall preserve those features of
the park v/hich cannot safely be left in place. They shall
establish and record information needed in the development, protection and interpretation of the park. They shall serve the
genuine study and reference needs of the park staff and visitors.
They shall represent all the fields necessary to accomplish the
purposes of the park museum.
The Superintendent should revise the scope of collections
definitions in the Master Plan and Interpretive Prospectus whenever
changed conditions clearly alter the needs and purposes of the
museum.
Guidelines follow to help formulate and apply the scope of
collections statement. They employ the traditional concept of
two series of specimens, one for exhibition and the other for
study. This is because 6omewhat different guidelines are used in
acquiring objects piimarily intended for one or the other function.
Do not consider this a sharp division in your collections. The
same specimen often serves both for exhibition and study, either
at once or at different times.

Release No. 1
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Exhibit Series
The exhibit specimens comprise those needed to illustrate and
interpret the park story through museum and wayside displays.
Throughout the interpretive planning process, the park interpreter
and all who help prepare or review the plans should consider, in
their thinking, every kind of material object associated with the
park story. Some objects will relate so closely to the key ideas
ox' events of the story that they contribute strongly to understanding or appreciating it. Such specimens include dinosaur
fossils at Dinosaur, catlinite pipes at Pipestone, and the Liberty
Bell at Independence. Other specimens will help to clarify, vitalize, humanize, personalize or symbolize elements of the story.
Codfishing and shipbuilding artifacts at Salem Maritime, or personal objects associated with President Washington or members of
his cabinet at Federal Hall, can add reality and interest to the
interpretation.
The decision regarding what specimens will help tell the
park story comes initially in the Exhibit Plan, or in the Furnishing
Plan lor an historic structure. The plan specifies the objects to be
displayed, thus creating a "want list". Objects not alreaay in m e
collection need to be acquired promptly. Construction schedules
must be met, however, so the Exhibit Plan want list may omit some,
perhaps many, objects which would help interpret the park but are
net readily available. For these desirable but currently unobtainable specimens, the park needs a long-xange want list. This
should be compiled at the time of exhibit planning and used in a
continuing acquisition program. You should supply a copy of the
list, through channels, to the regional curator for use in clearing house operations, and should keep 11 up-to-date. In preparing
the long-range want list, review again all the kinds of objects
involved in the park story. Be practical still, but this time do
not be bound rigidly by the display space presently available, or
by the fact tnat you know where such specimens are.
Every specimen acquired for the Exhibit Series has an educational or communicative function to perform in the interpretation
of the park. It should be the best available example of exactly
the right object to accomplish the interpretive purpose. The
following guidelines may help in selecting specimens for exhibition.
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Exhibit Series (con.)
The object must be what it purports to be, it must be authentic
(see Chapter 3, pages 24, 25). Almost always an original object is
preferable to a facsimile. The exceptions are when exposure to
light or other unavoidable display conditions would harm the
original or when the original is unique or extremely rare and
would be better protected or more useful elsewhere. The StarSpangled Banner and the Wright Brothers' first plane both preserved in the Smithsonian Institution where professional curators
and expert conservators can keep them under observation, and
millions of visitors can see them, illustrate the latter condition.
In most cases where the original is unavailable, an example of
the same kind of object is better than a copy. A specimen actually
from the site, or directly associated with the event or person
involved in the park story, is more desirable than a similar item
without such association. Exhibit specimens should be of high
quality in terms of their particular interpretive functions. This
requires sound judgment in choosing and applying the criteria
appropriate to each situation. A mounted bird, for example,
should be of the proper plumage and the taxidermy should be as
fine as possible in form, posture and finish. For some situations,
a cultural object should be of the finest craftsmanship, for others
it should be typical or average. Some exhibits call for specimens
to be in new condition. In this case, an object should be just as
it came from the maker, without scratches or signs of wear, and
with all working parts functional. Sometimes a museum specialist
can restore a used object to look like new. This is likely to be
expensive, so the Museum Laboratory should be consulted before the
specimen is acquired. Often exhibits call for specimens in the
condition of everyday use. In such situations, be sure to instruct
the museum specialist who cleans and preserves the specimen to
restore it so that it reflects the nature of use and degree of
maintenance provided by the original user. Occasionally exhibits
use specimens in relic condition. The museum specialist at the
laboratory needs to know this fact when he applies necessary
preservative treatment. The interpretive value of a museum depends directly on the quality of the specimens it exhibits.
Park interpreters have the opportunity and responsibility
to refine the exhibit series. They not only need to search for
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Exhibit Series (con.)
and acquire the specimens on the want list, but should actively
replace existing specimens with better ones.
National Park Service museums do not exhibit live wild mammals
o: birds in captivity, unless very unusual interpretive ciicumstances
justify an exception to general practice. Fishes and aquatic invertebrates may be exhibited when they are significant to the park
story. If the interpretation of the park requires the exhibition
of other live animals show them in natural settings rather than
cages. Make the confinement devices as inconspicuous as possible.
Study Series
The Study Series consists of the specimens not on display in
the exhibit room or waysides but needed for any of several other
purposes. Some specimens need to be gathered and preserved for
research into park resources or trie park story. Some provide
permanent documentation of the park's resources, or of data used
in research. Some are for reference - to guide administrative
decisions, to instruct seasonal interpreters and other parx employees,
to assist •. isiting specialists, and to answer questions from the
public. Some form a reserve for future exhibition, foi illustrating
talks, and for othei interpretive uses. You measure the value of
such a study series by its utility, not by its size. To build a
useful collection you must follow an active, planned acquisition
program based on the scope of collections definition. The
Superintendent directs the program and the interpretive staff carries
it on, with assistance from other park employees and collaborators.
It requires selective, purposeful collecting to build up and round
out the series, supplemented by the careful elimination or replacement of inappropriate specimens to refine it. A well-balanced
collection, fitted to the park's needs will not be achieved by
passively acquiring only what happens to be offered or, on the
other hand, by promiscuously gathering whatever can be obtained.
Under some circumstances, study specimens for research or
documentation may be preserved and used to better advantage in a
museum outside the park. Research workers may find a city or
university museum more accessible, better equipped for study purposes, and with more comparative material in the collections.
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Take, for example, a park's study series of insects. Hundreds of
species live in the park. They form a vital part of the complex
Die-logical interrelationships which require preservation. Thus
the park needs to know about them, and this knowledge can only come
from thorough, well documented collections. However, the. staff
may need to keep at hand, as specimens for ready reference, only
those insects which are conspicious enough to excite visitor questions or which create management problems. All the rest might be
more useful in the entomological collections of a nearby university
museum. Obviously, this arrangement would save curatorial time
and money for the park. All concerned would benefit whether the
specimens were on loan from the park or were collected under' permit
and belonged to the outside museum, but the park should maintain
an active card file shoving what and where these materials are.
If a park adopts the idea that specimens collected there but
preserved in another museum can actually function as part of its
study series, it must use good judgment to decide what belongs at
the park and where the rest will serve satisfactorily. While the
interpreters know what specimens they want for refe.ence use by
the staff and visitors, the esource studies specialists in the
Hegional Office should advise on the collections needed at the
park for research and record. All other specimens within the defined scope of the collections might be sufficiently useful to the
park if preserved elsewhere. But where? Will they be near enough
for the interpreters to consult them and keep an unofficial eye on
their maintenance? Does the institution have professional curators
and adequate facilities to care for them? Can the park borrow
specimens for temporary use or reclaim lent material readily when
needed? Will the institution supply lists and scientific data
concerning specimens from the park? Will scholars find the collections convenient to use? In most instances the safest choice
will be one or more well established museums relatively near the
park. With such considerations in mind, the Superintendent encourages and guides the completion of the study series by the staff
and by specialists from outside the Service operating under collecting permits. He checks to see that these supplementary collections continue to be preseived and available. He makes suxe that
the park knows where these collections are and what they contain.
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1.

In Natural Areas

The ultimate goal is a collection which will completely represent, by authoritatively and fully identified catalogued specimens, the plant and animal life, and the rocks, minerals and
fossils, that occur within the park. Justification for such a
natural History collection is that sound research, accurate interpretation and, in many instances, wise management depend on it.
The collection should aim at completeness, not only taxonomically,
but also in the significant ecological, biological and geological
aspects. Each park determines, on the basis of its present and
foreseeable needs, how much 01 the total collection should be
maintained in the park museum. Frequently the park will want:
- well prepared study skins and skulls of an adult
male, adult female, and an Immature specimen of
each species of mammal found in the park, and similar
series of well made study skins of biras, along with an
example of any noticeably different seasonal or ecological
variation.
- corresponding representation of the other vertebrate
species, preserved in liquid as a rule.
- good specimens showing the sexual and developmental forms
of those invertebrate species which require interpretation
or control.
- specimens forming an inventory of the principal
invertebrate families in the park.
- well mounted herbarium specimens of each species of
seed plant. Both flowers ana fruits should be
represented, as well as important variations.
- specimens of the ferns, fern allies and conspicuous
thallophytes.
- characteristic hand specimens of each rock
formation, and additional specimens illustrating
any significant geological factors or events.
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- samples of any mineral deposits.
- the species of macroscopic fossils found in the park.
Local circumstances will justify variations in this pattern.
It is established policy that all "type specimens" collected
in a national park be deposited in the National Museum.
Game heads and similar hunting trophies are not proper material for the study series unless they are authentically related
to the park, and represent species no longer found there, or have
significant historical association with the park.
Historical and anthropological study series in natural areas
are limited to those specimens which contribute directly to the
preservation, interpretation or management of secondary park values
clearly identified in the Master Plan. Within these limitations,
follow the guidelines for historical areas.
?

Tn Historical Areas

The goal is to collect and preserve those man-made or natural
objects which were significantly associated with the human activities
commemorated by the park. These activities may be nistoric in the
usual sense, etnnological or prehistoric. They may involve events,
particular persons and ways of life. They comprise the park story
and, of course, are basic to the scope of collections definitions
Significant association implies that the objects were used in important aspects of the activity, were linked by use or ownership
to important participants, or make important contributions to our
knowledge of the story
How do artifacts contribute to historical
knowledge? Some specimens provide information not available from
written records. While this is true of archeological material in
particular, other objects may also reveal new facts. Such specimens
are essential documents for research, and as records. Some objects
verify statements in the written record. These specimens have value
both for recording history and for reference use. Historical objects
also increase and deepen our understanding by giving more concrete
and detailed meaning to parts of the verbal record. They thus become
valuable as reference material for staff and visitors. The study
series should contain a good example of each kind of object which
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meets the tests of significant association. If the object actually
used in connection with the park story cannot be obtained, another
of the same kind should be substituted.
Build up and round out the historical study series by an
active program of acquisition. Search for the specimens that are
significantly associated with the park story. Waiting for people
to bring items in is too haphazard a way to create a fine collection.
When someone does offer a specimen, however, determine whether or
not it fits your needs. If it represents a significant association,
does not duplicate material already in the collection, is in satisfactory condition, and can be acquired without restrictions, accept
it. If there is any doubt on any of these factors, or on the
identification or authenticity of the object, decision to accept
it should be delayed. The owner may be willing for you to hold it
on approval, or may agree to retain the specimen and keep his offer
open. The Regional Curator can then help decide whether or not it
is worth acquiring. A good rule of thumb in such cases is to accept
only objects you would be willing to buy. Sometimes you are offered
specimens of historic value which are not appropriate to your park.
With the help of the Regional Curator, find out before accepting or
rejecting them if another park needs them. If not, the Service has
a standing agreement with the Smithsonian Institution to let the
National Museum know that the specimens are available. Send this
information promptly through channels.
If specimens preserved in the collections of other museums
adequately serve the research, documentation or reference needs
of the park, examples of the same kinds should not be required in
the study series maintained at the park. Make sure, however, that
the objects of concern to you in the other museums are safely kept
and properly documented. Do not take this for granted in some
local museums. Make sure, also, that the specimens are where you
can benefit from them. In many cases it will be found that historical
materials pertinent to the park are not concentrated in a single
museum, but scattered in numerous collections. These situations
affect the degxee to which you can depend on help from outside museums
in reducing the requirements of the study series you maintain.
Continual close liaison with the museums concerned is needed.
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The historical parks include several groups in which the
individual areas commemorate separate aspects of the same general
theme. The Civil War battlefields are one example, the Oregon
Trail sites another. The parks in such a group can increase the
overall value of their study collections ny judicious mutual
specialization. If one battlefield assembles a definitive series
of Civil war swords, another of artillery projectiles, a third
of meuical and surgical materials, each has a unit of scholarly
importance without wasteful competition among the parks for
specimens, and without seriously weakening the general study series.
Manuscripts and historic photograpns are especially important
specimens for an historical study series when they clearly relate
to the nark story. Laxge collections of manuscripts and photographs, however, require special facilities and staffing for
their preservation and proper utilization. These provisions are
beyond the proper functions of the Service. Therefore, extensive
manuscript and photogiaphic collections will normally be deposited in
archives or libraries outside the park. These, or any other collections that require facilities you cannot presently provide,
should not be acquired without consulting the regional director.
The large quantities of artifacts excavated during archeological
investigations in a park require special acquisition and storage
procedures. The archeologist keeps all the specimens from the excavation until the completed studies on the project have been published or circulated for review as an official report. He then
retains all the specimens for an additional waiting period of 12-lb
months to allow normal consideration of his work by other professional
archeologists, historians, or curators within and outside the Service,.
During this time, the archeologisT. ordinarily holds the collection
in his laboratory, but he may deposit it in the park museum. If he
aoes the latter, see Part II. Museum Hecords, Chapter •), page j.
The museum accessions the whole collection and places it in safe
keeping. The outstanding specimens which are obviously of such
caliber that they should be in the exhibit or study series, are
catalogued promptly and filed in the museum collections for extra
protection. The rest of the material is held in a temporary uncatalogueo. status as a field collection waiting to be culled. As
soon as possible after the post-report interval, whether the
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archeologist has retained the collection or deposited it in the
museum, an expert or team of experts sorts the specimens into three
categories:
(a)

Material to be kept as permanent collection- This comprises the specimens of exhibit quality, specimens of
scientific significance including any objects illustrated
or specifically referred to in the report, type specimens of bulk material and specimens needed for conrparative purposes. Objects in this group become part of
the exhibit or study series in the park museum. You
may place them, to the extent desirable, in designated
museums outside the park through loan or exchange procedures .

(b)

Material saved for possible restudy. This is largely
bulk duplication of common specimens - in historical
archeology, such items as nails or definitive sections
of bottles, in Amerindian archeology, such material as
potsherds or definitive stonework specimens. These
objects have been studied as far as present techniques
or circumstances warrant, out might yield valuable
information when archeologists develop new analytical
methods or raise fresh questions. The specimens in
this group are not unique. The museum has acquired,
in the preceding group, one or more catalogued examples
of each kind. These duplicate specimens, properly
identified by their field numbers, should be packed
in sealed containers. The outside of the container
should carry a label stating the contents, the
archeological site data, and tht catalogue numbers of
the specimens representing r. is material in the museum
collection. Store the containers in a safe, reasonably
accessible place, but nor with the museum study series.
Enter this group in the museum accession record, if not
previously accessioned. Also note on the catalogue
form for each representative specimen, how many duplicates
have been saved, and where you have stored them.
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(c) Waste Material. The mateiial that remains has served
its purpose in the investigation. The experts can
conceive of no further scholarly or interpretive use
for it. It consists largely of additional duplicates
oi' very common recovered objects. The archeolpgist
uisposes of it in a manner that will avoid creating
future problems. Amerindian material may ue packed
in heavy polyethylene bags, for example, and reburied.
The archeologist picks a place with similar soil
conditions and keeps the material from different excavations separate. He marks the site and records it
on the archeoiogical base map in the Master Plan. It
may be wiser to destroy some excess historical material
altogether. If the objects in this group were accessioned
as part of the total collection from the archeoiogical
project, deaccession them by noting the amount and
nature of the discarded material under the oiiginal
entry. Record the kind, quantity, manner and place of
disposal in the accession folder.
The study series for an historical area may need specimens of the plants and animals involved in restoring and preserving the historic environment, in addition to natural objects
related :o the park story. The park may also nave secondary
rallies in its natural features which require sjiecimens in the
collection for reference or record.
v.

Cn Recreation Areas

The objective is to acquire and preserve those study specimens actually needed in the management and interpretation of the
area. The scope of collections definition must clearly state the local
requirements, which may vary considerably from one area to another.
In many cases it will recognize two principal functions of the
study series. The recreational uses of the land ana its resources
may necessitate intensive management of the environment in order
to ; reserve tne condition desired. If so, specimens of the plan,
and animal species involved will be needed for research and record.
The resource studies staff in the regional office should be
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consulted on the size and scope of the research collections required.
The specialists can also advise on the need for research specimens
of the soils or rocks included in the environment. These areas
often provide interpretation as a recreational activity. To the
extent that interpretation is an important element, the park needs
reference collections as a basis for the natural history or historical subject matter presented. The interpretive staff needs study
specimens of the conspicuous plants and animals for reference
purposes. Beach-combing and other popular recreational activities
involving nature study may tend to increase public use of the reference series. If the recreation area includes historic or archeological features, specimens will have to be placed in the study
collections for preservation, as well as for study. With a good
scope of collections definition to set the limits, the park may safely
adopt the guidelines given above for natural and historical areas. A
recreation area, like parks in the other categories, may also consider
collections in well established museums outside the park as part of
its study series, to the extent that they really function as such.
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When it is decided what specimens a museum needs, National
ParK Service accession policy "permits and encourages" you to acquire them. This chapter discusses the several procedures by which
specimens are obtained, and suggests safeguards in their application.
Field Collecting
The best method of acquiring museum specimens for scholarly
purposes is, usually, field collecting. The park interpreter or
a visiting specialist goes out into the park and gathers the things
he needs. With each one he obtains the full, exact data that should
accompany it. The plants and animals of the park, local rocks and
minerals, fossils, archeological artifacts both prehistoric and
historic, and historical material that may be found in abandoned
buildings, constitute the principal kinds of specimens obtained by
field collecting. The recorded speech of native or oldtime inhabitants, and photographic records of their activities, may also
be collected in the field.
To protect park resources, the Service requires that employees,
as well as visiting specialists, obtain a permit before collecting
specimens in a park. The superintendent issues collecting permits
for plants, animals, rocks and minerals in accordance with regulations (see Appendix B). Ordinarily he includes rocks containing
coiurnon invextebx-ate fossils under these regulations. Vertebrates may
be collected by federal employees only. The Secretary of the Interior
issues permits for collecting archeological specimens and fossils
under the Antiquities Act (see Appendix A). This applies to
troth historical and prehistoric artifacts, but paleontologies!
permits are usually for vertebrate fossils. For most archeological
and paleontological field work in the parks, however, the Service
specifically assigns fully trained and experienced staff archeologists
or paleontologists who, since they are working on approved resource
studies projects, do net require additional permission. Collecting
permits issued by the Service do not obviate the need for peimits or
licenses required by other agencies.
The permits issued to visiting specialists also help the
superintendent guide the development of the study series. Each
permit specifies where the collected material will be preserved.
The superintendent may request that certain specimens be added
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to the park museum to fill gaps in the reference collections. He
may direct other specimens toward the particular outside museums
where they will most effectively supplement the collections held
in the park. In issuing permits, the superintendent can also control the quality of the resulting specimens by making sure that
the collectors are competent. Field collecting requires specialized
technical skills as well as knowledge. The permittee needs to know
what to collect and how to collect it. He must know what information to record about the specimen itself, where and when he found
it, and significant related factors. He must be able to prepare it
skillfully for study and permanent preservation.
The protection of park resources requires that field collectors,
as a rule, not collect particularly rare plants or animals in a
park.
Related to field collecting, but random rather than purposive,
are casual surface finds and road-kills. To deal with these efficiently, the park needs procedures that will assure prompt reporting,
and a decision about keeping or discarding them. Much of the value
of such specimens is lost unless you know exactly where and when
they were found. Thus, standing instructions should direct the
finder to notify the park staff member responsible for the museum
collections without delay. This employee, in turn, should be read}'
to decide whether or not to save the specimen reported. If it is
to be saved, he should arrange for its care and delivery to the
museum, and give any necessary instructions for its interim preservation. Construction crews encountering archeological or paleontological material should report it immediately.
Purchasing
Often the best way to get specimens for the exhibit series is
to buy them. When .you putchase a museum object, you can be sure it
is what you want and in the condition you want it. You acquire it
without any obligation to the previous owner about its use or
disposal. The money to buy specimens usually comes frqm the
appropriated project funds for constructing-museum exhibits, or for
restoring and refurnishing historic structures. In special circumstances, specimen purchases may be charged to exhibit
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rehabilitation or visitor services accounts. Cooperating associations cci only provide fluids to purchase needed objects, thus
fulfilling one of their prime functions. Donated funds may come
from other sources as well. Sometimes prospective donors can be
persuaded to give purchase funds instead of buying a specimen for
the museum. You then can buy exactly the specimen the museum needs
and avoid possible misunderstandings about the use of the object later.
When museum specimens are bought, follow established Service
purchasing procedures. In most instances, arrange to obtain an
object on approval so an expert can check its authenticity and
condition before it is .purchased. Then, if it is decided to acquire
it, the procurement officer will issue a regular purchase order.
If you find or anticipate that the seller will have difficulty
submitting his bill in proper form, the procurement officer can
prepare the bill on blank, paper and send it with the purchase order.
Then the seller need only sign and return the papers. Occasionally,
a small dealer or private collector will balk at even this much
red tape. In such cases the procurement officer has, or can obtain,
authority to use Standard Form kh, Purchase Order-Invoice-Voucher.
This form, signed in advance by the authorized official, can also
be used when making purchases at auction. Any seller not familiar
with government purchasing procedures deserves a clear explanation
of how and when he will be paid.
In purchasing museum specimens, there is the problem of making
sure that the Service gets its money's worth. Caveat emptor - the
dealer may ask as much as he can get because specimens often have no
firm market price. Such factors as condition, association, collecting
fads and his own ability to document the object, may greatly affect
the asking -rice. It is up to you to determine how much the Service
rightfully snould pay. You need to consider how much knowledgeable
collectors are currently paying for comparable material if possible,
what it would cost to search for another similar specimen at a lower
price, and what value to allow for condition, association, rarity and
perhaps other special factors. If you lack data for making a sound
judgment, the regional curator and the chief curator, Branch of Museum
Operations, will help.
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The law prohibits purchasing bald or golden eagle specimens
or objects containing their feathers, claws and other parts
( see A; penc.L/C A ) .
Gifts
Acquiring a needed specimen by gift saves public funds and
often promotes good relations as well. Dangers may counterbalance
these ob' ious advantages, however. It is so much easier to accept
an oiler than decline it, that you may be tempted to take an object
the museum does not need. The desire not to disappoint, and the
fact that it is free may color one's judgment. Does the specimen
really fall within the aei'ineu scope of the collection': Does the
museum have a clear responsibility for its preservation" Will
it ac+ually serve a useful purpose'. If not, the cumulative costs
of its storage and care will waste more money than the object is
worth. Does the donor understand how you will use ani acknowledge
his gift'. If not, misconceptions may sour his good will.
The superintendent has the authority to accept or decline museum
specimens offered as gifts. Delegation orders limit this authority
to gifts valued at -$10,000 or less for superintendents in grade GS-11
or above, and to gifts valued at $b,000 or less for superintendents
in lower grades. Kefer offers valued above these limits to the
regional director. Consult him also when an offer entails expanding
the museum's facilities in order to preserve or use the gif+.
A donation of a museum specimen is a legal transaction. No
question regarding ownership of the object should remain. This
involves instruments which: (a) state the donor's offer without restriction, (b) accept the offer on behalf of the National Park J rvice ana
(c) acknowledge receipt of the object. The transaction may be
documented adequately in most cases with a single letter- sent by the
superintendent and countersigned by the donor. A countersigned copy
must Ou kept in the accession file. This letter should contain the
following elements:
1.
gift.

The sincex'e thanks of the National Park Service for the
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2
Acknowledgement that the specimen or collection has been
pH
recei\ .
3- Statement of what is given, but with care not to confirm
the donor's identification if any doubt exists (e.g. "the cane
which your evidence indicates was carried by George Washington"
ratheJ than "George Washington's cane").
k. Reminder that the value of the gift is deductible for
income tax purposes.
5- Request that the donor sign both copies of the letter and
return one in the enclosed self-addressed envelope.
b. Donor's statement with space for signature and date -"I hereby release to the National Para. Service as an unconditional
gift the article(s) listed above." A brief sample letter comprising
all these elements follows, but should not be used as a pattern for
every occasion:
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Mr. George A. Monroe
912 West Main Street
Princeton, Missouri 97756
Dear Mr. Monroe:
On behalf of the National Park Service I wish to acknowledge and
to accept with gratitude your generous gift of a Springfield rifle
musket whicti family tradition reports that your great-grandfather
carried in the Battle of Wilson's Creek. This gift will be a
significant and welcome addition to our museum collections.
In order to complete the gift, you are requested to countersign
both copies of this letter, return the copy to us and retain the
original for your own records. A return self-addressed envelope
is enclosed for your convenience.
Gifts to the National Park Service are tax deductible as charitable
contributions.
With ueer appreciation of your kindness.
Sincerely yours,

Supe rintendent
I hereby release to the
National Park Se.vice as
an unconditional gift
the a: tide listed above.

Donor

Date

Enclosures 2
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The superintendent's judgment of the individual circumstances
will determine any additional explanations that may be desirable.
To forestall an embarrassing misunderstanding, for instance, it
might be pointed out in the letter that the museum will ha.e other
important uses for the specimen besides exhibiting it. Follow the
example of Edison National Historic Site and enclose with the
letter an expert curatorial analysis. This would identify the
object, describe its condition upon receipt, and exjlain its significance in relation to the park collection. 'Whatever form the
correspondence takes, it should be characterized by sincerity and
warmth.
After the countersigned copy of the acknowledgement is received,
it is gooc. practice to send the donor a certificate as further exP ession of gratitude. Tuo certificates, illustrated in Appendix C,
are available. Grdei them on a DI-1 Requisition in the same marine.
as numbered forms. Use the smaller certificate for most gifts, and
reserve the large one for donations of outstanding value or importance.
Prospective donors sometimes insist on conditions which limit
the use of their gift. Experience has demonstrated that restrictive
gifts are so dangerous to sound museum development that the superintendent
should ordinarily decline them. Rarely, the unique value or a specimen
may variant the acceptance of certain conditions. For instance, an
important portrait of General Burgoyne may be worth accepting with the
provision that it be retained at Saratoga National Historical Park.
On the other hand the same portrait, probably, should be rejected
if the park would be obligated to keep it on exhibition. In considering such an offer, the superintendent may be sure that the
majority of restricted gift., accepted by the National Park Service
in the past have been regretted afterwards. He can reject it courteously by pointing out that the Service subscribes to the resolution
unanimously adopted by the Council of the American Association of
Museums in l°A5i
"Whereas, museums have commonly received collections
through gifts and bequests made with conditions
requiring the material to be kept separate, exhibited
in one way or another for long terms of years or in
perpetuity, or- other-wise specially administered; and
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"Whereas, nr seums nave suffered greatly in their
management and work as a result of such restrictions; and
"Whereas, limiting terms of gift and bequest are not
consonant with the best policies and aims of museums,
but tend rather to warp or retard their development
and to inhibit change; so be it
"Resolved that the American Association of Museums
recommend to museums that they accept no gifts or
bequests of exhibition material upon which any
conditions are attached."
Often the donor can be persuadec to withdraw the condition
limiting his offer. He is likely to be reasonable as well as
public-spirited. Perhaps he wants his gift kept on display.
Point out, for example, that a museum values the specimens in its
study sei'ies as highly as those on exhibit, cares for them as
faithfully, and uses them for fully as important purposes. Explain
that a museum forced to stagnate loses the vitality to preserve
and use its collections. Recall that, because none of us can
foresee the future, the museum needs to be free to use the gift in
whatever ways will best serve the public interest. Let the donor
see that, in addition to his doing the museum a favor, the museum
undertakes a costly obligation to house, preserve and use the
specimen. In a sense donor and museum become partners in devoting
the gift to public service. If he offers a collection and wants
it kept as a unit, show him that the relations among similar
specimens are vital to studying and exhibiting them. Unnatural
groupings handicap the museum and curtail the usefulness of the objects.
One condition a donor often wants is his name linked with
the specimen on display. Although many museums do this, the
Service does not. In a park museum the Service acknowledges its
gratitude to all donors by listing them together on a plaque or in
a book placed where visitors may see it. Two practical reasons
support this policy. Putting donors' names on specimen labels
tends to diminish the effectiveness of an exhibit. By lengthening
the labels this practice discourages some visitor's from reading them.
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For people who do read the labels, the names divert attention
from the idea being interpreted and add little or nothing to an
understanding of the object. Use of donors' names on the labels
also may create a reaction opposite to the one intended. Some
visitors resent the names in the exhibit, regarding them as an
expression of status seeking or at least as an intrusion. This
method, therefore, defeats to some extent its purpose of eliciting
a grateful feeling toward the donors
A dignified plaque or donors
book avoids both objections.
Loans
Museums ordinarily borrow specimens on their own initiative
for either of two purposes. One involves a short term loan, the
other a long period. Frequently, a museum needs an object for
temporary use. A research project may require a borrowed specimen
for comparison with those in hand. A special exhibition may include
borrowed objects. Such brief loans are always for a specific use
and a predetermined period. The long term loan requested by the
borrowing museum aims to fill a gap in the exhibit series. The
museum hopes to use the borrowed specimen until it can be acquired
or replaced.
In borrowing a specimen, the superintendent gives the lender
a letter of receipt. This letter expresses the appreciation of
tne National Park Service. It also must identify the object
clearly, but with special care not to confirm any questionable
data of the lender's. It must state definitely the period of the
loan. The letter should remind the lender that, while the Service
will assuredly care for his specimen as if it belonged to the
museum, responsibility cannot be assumed for any loss or damage.
Insurance arrangements, if any, should be mentioned in the letter.
Tne park retains a copy of the letter of receipt in the accession
file, '.-/hen the borrowed material is returned, record the fact
carefully in the Accession Book. The superintendent concludes
the transaction with a letter again thanking the lender and
stating the time and manner of the object's return. In some circumstances it is good practice to enclose a receipt to be signed
by the lender and returned in a self-addressed envelope as acknowledgement that he received the material. Retain the signed receipt
and a copy of letter of thanks in the accession file.
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Loans (con. )
You should encounter few problems with loans in which you
are the active borrower. Be sure to return or renew them on time.
Keep a list of expiration dates, perhaps in conjunction with your
museum records, and enter the ones for the current year on your
calendar. Record both the borrowing and return fully and promptly.
Negotiate indefinite loans, and generally all long term loans, only
with other well established museums. Regulations often prevent
museums giving, trading or selling their surplus specimens. These
institutions can lend an object for permanent use without specifying any date for its return. Good management in some instances
leads them to require periodic renewal. In either case, dealing
with other museums largely avoids situations in which a lender or
his heirs unexpectedly require you to return the object.
Lenders often expect the Service to insure their property
while it is in its care. *Tf the owner requires in writing as
a condition of the loan that the Service carry a specific amount of
insurance, government funds may be used for this purpose. Since the
Service may not volunteer to insure borrowed objects and may not
insure its own collections, some lenders agree to extend existing
policies to cover the specimen "wall-to-wall", from the time the
specimen leaves their collection until it returns. You may also
ask your cooperating association, or some other friend of the park,
to pay the cost of insurance under an all-risk, wall-to-wall policy.*
Problems occur most frequently with unsolicited loans from
individuals. People offer to lend objects to museums for a variety
of reasons. When the motive is truly public-spirited, and the
specimens will benefit the museum, such a loan may be accepted
safely, if both parties clearly understand the conditions and
the date of return or renewal. Too often, however, the lender
hopes to obtain free storage, personal prestige or increased
market value for the object. Avoid these loans because the owner
will want his specimen back whenever it suits his personal interests.
If there are specimens on indefinite loan from any source except
an established museum, take steps to change the status of the
material. You may be able to convert the loan to a gift. If not,
set a definite expiration or renewal date, or at least get a
written agreement that the lender or his heirs will notify the
museum a specified number of days before withdrawing the specimens.
Make the period long enough to revise the exhibits containing
the borrowed objects. Failing such arrangements, return the objects
to the lender.
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n

cople sometimes bring specimens to the museum for identification, to offer them as a gift or loan, or hoping to sell them.
If the employee responsible for the museum is not immediately
available, the visitor may leave the objects with the nearest
member of the park staff, intending to come back or write a letter.
The specimens remain as a loan for which the park is responsible.
To avoid awkward situations, the employee receiving the specimens
needs to give the visitor a receipt and retain a copy with the
material. He must be sure to write down the owner's name and
address, and the reasons for bringing and leaving the objects.
A prepared form like the example in Appendix D helps record the
proper data. Keep a supply of the forms at information desks,
ranger stations, or other places where visitors may deposit
specimens. The employee accepting custody of the material from
the visitor is also responsible for getting the specimens and
data to the museum promptly.
Procedures to follow in lending, rather than borrowing,
museum specimens are detailed in Chapter 6.
Transfers
When another park has a museum specimen that would serve the
public interest better in your park, acquire it, if possible, by
transfer. If the museum holding the specimen regards it as surplus,
no difficulty arises. Should the two parks disagree on where the
specimen would be more useful, refer the question to the regional
director.
To transfer a museum specimen from one park to another,
execute form DI-1GA- or 10-285. Place a signed copy of the form
in the accession file of both parks. The receiving park pays
any transportation costs involved. To locate specimens available
for transfer, use the Regional Clearing House procedures described
in Chapter 6. Specimens may be obtained through the Clearing House,
also, by transfer from Federal agencies outside the Service.
The particular danger to avoid in acquiring specimens by transfer is poor judgment. Take objects only because the museum really
needs them, not because they are free.
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Exchanges
An exchange consists of giving up one or more specimens your
museum does not need in return for one or more of equivalent value
which it does need. If you adhere to the letter of this definition,
exchange provides an excellent means of refining and strengthening
the collection. It may provide needed specimens when purchase
funds are lacking. It may offer a method by which another museum
can furnish you specimens it could not give or sell.
The superintendent has the authority to make exchanges of
museum objects. He documents the final transaction by a letter
to the other party of the exchange. The letter clearly identifies
the specimens given and received and explains the basis for his
judgment that they represent equivalent value. The letter should
describe the objects and give their catalogue numbers if any.
Signed copies of the letter, along with signed copies of the
property transfer form or receipts required by either party, should
be placed in the accession files of both incoming and outgoing
specimens.
In negotiating exchanges, the superintendent ordinarily works
through the Regional blearing House. This usually provides a
broader choice of objects to acquire because the clearing house
is likely to be in contact with more museums, dealers and collectors.
It can also help protect you from mistakes in evaluating and authenticating the specimens involved. Such errors constitute the
greatest danger in making exchanges. It is not necessary to insist,
however, on an exact dollar-for-dollar deal. Utility of the
specimens to the museum enters the equation along with market value,
but the exchange is subject to audit.
Referral to the Smithsonian Institution
Whenever you decline an
regional director promptly.
offered them, and the nature
forwards this information to
Operations then transmits it

offer of museum specimens, notify the
Tell him the kind of objects, who
of the offer. The regional director
the Director. The Branch of Museum
to the Smithsonian Institution.

This procedure acquaints the Spiithsonian with the availability of specimens which might be desired for the National Museum.
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In return, the curators of the National Museum will refer to the
National Park Service sources for specimens in our want lists.
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PREPARING SPECIMENS FOR THE COLLECTION
No matter how a museum specimen is acquired, you immediately
aecome responsiole for its safe keeping. This obligation involves
tnree lines of activity: the accessioning of the specimen as directeu
in Fart II. Museum records; the necessary steps to prepare it for
preservation; its continued protection. This chapter concerns
the initial preparation that many specimens require. For protective measures see Chapter U, Caring for a Collection.
•./iien a museum object is obtained that fits one of the following
categories, accession it promptly, but do not at once place it in
•,ue cabinet or on the .shelves set aside for items waiting to be
catalogued:
organic material
Waterlogged specimens
hapidly deteriorating objects
Fieshly collected biological specimens.
Each of these requires special treatment before it is put in the
collection.
organic Material
A specimen composed o f , or containing, animal or vegetal
matter may narbor an insect infestation. If the object is not
treated accordingly, you not only risk its damage or destruction
but also may introduce the infestation into the collection where it
can spread. Animal products are most vulnerable. They include fur,
feathers, wool, silk, leather, rawhide and parchment. Insects may
also infest inadequately cleaned horn or bone. Plant materials
are subject to attack, too. Herbarium specimens and objects o f
wood or paper, especially, need treatment, but cotton, linen ana
other plant products iuay be infested.
A s soon as a specimen in this category is accessioned, fumigate
it to kill any insects it may contain. It is good practice to make
this a routine procedure whether signs of infestation are detected
or not. To do it efficiently, keep a fumigating chamber ready for
use. The chamber may be any tight container large enough to hold
the specimens plus an evaporating dish for the fumigant. For example,
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Organic J .erial (con.)
set asiue a standard specimen storage cabinet for this purpose.
Since it has spot-welded joints, the cabinet will not be completely
airtight. Seal the joints with tape, if necessary. You should
need only one or two drawers in it. Because the fiutuigating gas
is heavier than air, place the specimens to be treated in a
drawer at the bottom of the case, or on the case floor. If
several items are being treated at once, spread them out to expose
them freely to the gas. A board 25" long x 8" wide will fit a
pair of the empty drawer guides above the specimens to hold the
dish of fumigant without obstructing the flow of gas. Place a
glass pie plate or other shallow glass o. ceramic pan on this
board. Lay a strip of burlap or other suitable cloth, say
18" long x V wide, aero?" the dish and along the board as a
wick to increase the rate of evaporation. Pour a cupful of the
recommended fumigant into the pan and close the cabinet tightly.
Leave it for three days at normal room temperature (c. 70° F.)«
This treatment, with the fumigant recommended, should kill all
stages of any infesting insects including the eggs. For other
sizes of fumigating chamber, use a pint of the fumigant per
72 cubic feet of space.
All fumigants are dangerous, so take the necessary precautions.
The kinu recommended for ordinary use in park museums is a mixture
of ethylene dichloride (70$ - 75$) and carbon tetrachloride
(30$ - 25$). This mixture is widely used under such trade names
as "Dowftune 75" for treating stored grain. For this reason
suppliers usually market it in large drums. Since the park would
hardly use more than a gallon in a year, order it through the
Branch of Museum Operations if small enough quantities are not
available elsewhere. Do not get the two chemicals separately
and mix them yourself. Ethylene dichloride has a flash point
of 55° F«j so by itself is highly explosive. The addition of
nonflammable carbon tetrachloride reduces the fire hazard to a
reasonably safe level, between that of kerosene and ethyl alcohol,
.vhile breathing a good dose of ethylene dichloride causes nausea,
a single exposure to too much carbon tetrachloride brings
unconsciousness and death. Both compounds inhaled in small
amounts over longer periods may permanently injure various internal organs. Concentrations too slight to smell may be
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dangerous. For carbon tetrachloride the safe threshold is 25
parts per million of air, and for ethylene dichloride 100 parts
per million. Therefore treat the fumigant as a flammable and
poisonous liquid or gas. Keep the container tightly closed.
Store it in a cool place away from people. Be sure the container
carries a warning label, e.g.
DANGER
Hazardous vapor and liquid
May be fatal if inhaled or swallowed.
Causes skin irritation and blisters on prolonged contact.
May cause eye irritation.
Use only with adequate ventilation.
Do not breathe vapor. Do not take internally.
When necessary, use gas mask suitable for organic vapors.
Keep out of reach of children.
In case of skin contact, wash with soap and water.
For eyes, flush with plenty of water for at least
15 minutes and get medical attention. Remove and
wash clothing before re-use. Do not wear shoes
until free of all chemical odor.
If illness results from inhalation, remove to fresh
air and call a physician. If swallowed, call a
physician and induce vomiting by giving an emetic
such as two tablespoonfuls of salt in a glass of
warm water.
Do not use fumigated material until aeration has
eliminated the odor of the fumigant.
Fumigate in a room not occupied by people and from which you
can safely dispel the fumes at the end of the process.
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Organic Material (con.)
Ideally, he study collection room would provide these conditions,
but it may be necessary to use other space. Have everything ready
when the liquid is poured into the evaporating dish and close the
chamber immediately. Close the fumigant storage can promptly and
leave the room. Be sure to post a warning sign on the door of the
room as well as on the fumigating chamber, e.g.
DANGER
Fumigation in progress
Poisonous and flammable gas
(Ethylene dichloride - carbon tetrachloride)
KEEP OUT
*Signs for this purpose are available as Form 10-9, obtainable on
a DI-1 requisition in the usual manner. (See Figure 1 4 . ) *
When you open the chamber again, do so at the end of the day.
Provide enough ventilation to clear the fumes from the building
before morning. Have the park safety officer check your whole
fumigating procedure.
For a few kinds of specimens this method of fumigating will
not work satisfactorily. The gas does not penetrate deeply enough
into the tunnels of wood-boring insects to kill them all. Similarly,
the fumigant may not reach far enough into the stuffing of upholstered furniture. Have such specimens fumigated in a vacuum tank
if you can. By exhausting the air before releasing the fumigant
into the tank, the gas is forced into every space. Some retail
stores, warehouses, exterminating firms, and institutions, maintain
the necessary equipment. If you cannot conveniently get the specimens that require it treated under vacuum, apply insecticides as
follows. For wood borers inject a 2% solution of chlordane *in
deodorized kerosene* into the individual tunnels with a medicine
dropper or hypodermic needle or, if the wood is unfinished, saturate
it by immersion or by painting on as much as the object will absorb.
Remember to read the insecticide label carefully and observe all
precautions. To reach possible
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Organic Material (con.)
infestation in upholstery, use a duster or a large hyperdermic
needle to force a liberal quantity of powdered insecticide into
the padding. Liquid applications sufficient to penetrate might
stain the fabric cover. Use silica aerogel, 10$ DDT or 5$
chlordane. This treatment is for specimens and should not be
applied to furniture people will use. Check the label to assure
safe handling of the insecticide you choose.
Waterlogged Specimens
Objects which have lain for many years under water, or in wet
soil, often retain their original form to a remarkable degree.
If the object is of wood, leather or other organic material, however,
its solid, well preserved appearance may be deceiving. The internal structure frequently has deteriorated. The component cells
maintain their shape because they are full of water. Consequently,
as soon as you bring the specimen into the air and the water begins
to evaporate, the cell walls start to collapse. The object shrinks.
It becomes brittle, or may even disintegrate. A few hours of drying can ruin it for study or exhibition. Another hidden danger
exists if the specimen is of iron and the water is salty. The iron,
because of its structure and impurities, becomes permeated with the
saline solution. When exposed to air, the dissolved salts act as
an electrolyte in decomposing the metal. The destructive action
continues as long as moisture from the air reaches the salts.
Therefore, when a waterlogged specimen composed of organic
material or iron is obtained, do two things at once. First, keep
it wet (using fresh water rather' than salt water). If it is too
big to immerse, soak it and wrap it in plastic sheeting. Second,
telephone for specific advice about treating it. Phone the
regional curator-, the chief curator, or the museum specialist at
the Eastern or Western Museum Laboratory.
For organic specimens, the treatment recommended will probably
involve the application of polyethylene glycol. This material comes
in u wide range of molecular weights with corresponding differences
in properties. The size, nature and condition of the object determine
what molecular weight and method of application to use in treating
it. Polyethylene glycol, molecular weight 600, is a hygroscopic
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Waterlogged Specimens (con.)
liquid. Soak as much as possible of it into a specimen of
waterlogg.i wood by immersion or repeated brushing. It replaces
the water inside the wood. By continually drawing moisture from
the air it keeps the interior of the specimen permanently wet.
Another method better suited to some specimens uses polyethylene
glycol, molecular weight H000. Dissolved in alcohol, the material
can permeate the specimen. As the solvent evaporates, the
polyethylene glycol remains in the cells as a wax-like support.
Because of these variables, and because experimentation, with the
material continues, it is better to call for advice than to rely
on generalized instructions.
Iron recovered after long immersion in salt water may require
baking at a carefully selected temperature up to several hundred
degrees F. for a long enough period to drive out all the water.
You then apply a waterproof coating to prevent any moisture
reaching the salts remaining in the specimen. This usually means
covering the object with a suitable oil, or bituminous, paint.
Since temperature is critical, and the baking may require equipment
not available at tire park, you should call for special instructions.
This is doubly important when the specimen combines iron with wood
or other materials, as in a waterlogged musket.
Hapidly Deteriorating Objects
Occasionally other specimens are acquired that need emergency
treatment. They are deteriorating too fast to wait their turn in
the normal schedule of cleaning, repair or restoration and protective processing. This critical condition occurs most frequently
when mold attacks a specimen, or when iron actively rusts. An oil
painting which has begun to lose flakes of paint may also neea
prompt attention.
Mildew growing on a specimen should be killed at once. The
mold digests part of the substance on which it grows, leaving the
object weakened and often discolored. The spores develop quickly
and may spread the infection. Fumigate the specimen with thymol,
unless oil paint, varnish or thermo-setting plastics are involved.
Thymol fumes tend to soften them. Thorough treatment takes about
two weeks. Use a container you have equipped with a i-O-watt
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Rapidly Deteriorating Objects (con.)
incandescent lamp. Mount the lamp on the floor of the container,
preferably with the switch outside. Support a small glass or
ceramic dish about 2" above the lamp. Place the specimen on an
open rack a foot or so above the dish. Put thymol crystals in
the dish, allowing an ounce for l6 cubic feet of space. Close the
container, turn on the lamp for two hours, then turn it off. Turn
it on again for the same length of time each day I'or two weeks.
Open the container the following day and remove the specimen.
Heat from the lamp melts the thymol and fills the container with
fungicidal gas. Before returning the specimen to the collection,
clean off the remains of the mildew with a 6oft brush. Thymol
sometimes irritates the skin and eyes, so avoid touching it or
prolonged contact with 'the fumes.
If a molding specimen cannot be fumigated, take it outdoors
to minimize contaminating the collection space. Remove as much
of the fungus as possible with a soft brush. Then, use a combination of mild heat and moving air to dry the specimen. A
hair dryer, or an electric lamp and a fan may serve this purpose.
When excess moisture that permitted the mildew to grow has been
driven off, be sure to keep the specimen at a relative humidity
of 50^-65%. At a higher relative humidity, the mold will reoccur .
When a specimen made of iron or steel is acquired with its
finish in good condition, take prompt action to protect it. Fingerprints where you or others have touched the metal, start corroding
it at once. Moisture from the air may induce rusting even where you
have not touched the specimen. Therefore, as soon as such an
object is accessioned, wipe it thoroughly with a cloth to remove
the finger marks and surface moisture. Then, rub on a temporary
protective coating of neutral paste wax, e.g. Simoni^.. This should
keep the metal finish in its present condition until you are ready
to have it cleaned and treated for study or exhibition. As an
aaded precaution, it is good practice to keep a pair of clean
cotton gloves to put on whenever you handle a metal specimen.
Oil paintings, like most specimens, deteriorate slowly. They
reach a critical stage when, through age or accident, flakes of
paint begin to come loose. A well trained and skillful
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conservator can do wonders in reattaching loose paint as long as
it is still in its original position. Once it flakes off, however, you cannot put it back like pieces of a Jigsaw puzzle. The
problem is to hold the loose paint in place until the conservator
can undertake the restoration of the painting. When an oil painting is accessioned, examine it carefully for evidence of flaking.
If there are any signs of it, handle the picture with extra care
to avoid loosening or losing any flakes. Lay the painting face
up on a table or shelf so gravity will help hold the paint. Then,
phone the museum specialist (art) in the Eastern Museum Laboratory.
Describe the condition of the painting to him. If he concludes that
the painting should be fefced, he will provide a supply of long
fiber tissue paper and dilute starch peste, with any special
instructions required.
To face a painting means to cover part or all of the painted
surface with a temporary reinforcement. The facing holds the paint
firmly in place, but can be removed without damage to the painting
at a later stage in restoration. Ship a properly faced painting
to the conservator for treatment. See Appendix F for packing
instructions. The usual facing process begins with laying the
painting face up on the table. Support the canvas by placing
under it a smooth block of wood or stack of cardboard cut to size.
Cut a piece of tissue into a rectangle an inch or two larger than
the area of loose paint. If the tissue does not exceed 6", it will
be easier to handle. Lay it carefully over the weak area. Hold
it gently but firmly in position with one hand. With the other
brush the dilute paste over the tissue. Use a good quality, clean
paint brush about an inch wide. Start each stroke from the.' center
and work out in opposite directions - left, right, up and down,
in successive strokes. The wet tissue becomes very fragile so try
to avoid tearing it. See that the tissue is in contact with the
paint at every point leaving no bubbles. Do not try to straighten
out any wrinkles by lifting the tissue because the paint would
come away with it. If the condition of the painting requires it,
you can cover the entire face with rectangles of tissue, overlapping
the successive pieces a little at their edges. When the paste
cries, the tissue forms a strong support for the loosened paint.
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Freshly Collected Biological Specimens
Ordinarily this kind of specimen is encountered when it is
collected personally. The methods of preparing plant and animal
specimens for preservation and study tend to follow long established
tradition. Technological progress has, as yet, effected little
change in the ways of pickling, pressing, skinning or mounting
study material. This suggests that you should master the timetested techniques, but be alert for improved materials and procedures. Because there are specialized methods for many different
kinds of biological specimens, it is impractical to repeat full
instructions here. Use the notes which follow to supplement the
published directions cited for the various groups. As you consult
older references, keep in mind that you need to preserve more
structural details and more data for present and future research
than sufficed in the past. Modify older instructions to save or
expose such structures, and record additional significant data.
Specimen Labels. Plant and animal specimens have scientific
value only if they are accompanied by accurate information.
Therefore, fill in the specimen label before you prepare the
specimen, as a rule. Later, when you attach the label to the
prepared specimen, they become permanently associated. Because
the label must be durable, even withstanding prolonged immersion
in pickling fluids, both paper and ink must be of high quality.
Include the following information on specimen labels:
Locality -

Tell where you collected it. Be precise enough for
others to find the place on available park maps, but
include state, county and elevation also.

Date

Tell when you collected it. Record month, day and
year, but abbreviate the name of the month rather
than using a number.

-

Collector - Give your name fully enough to avoid confusion. Use
both initials and your last name at least, or your
full name as you ordinarily sign it.
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Freshly Collected Biological Specimens (con.)
Sex

- For all vertebrate animals, record the sex
'unless you would have to mutilate the specimen
to determine it. Use the standard symbols
of Mars for male, and Venus for female.

Measurements

- Record the standard measurements of birds and
mammals because you cannot obtain them accurately from study skins. See Birds and
Mammals below for details.

Field number

- Enter on the label the number which refers to
your field notes concerning this specimen.

Catalogue number

- When you catalogue the specimen, add this
number to the label.

Identification

- As the specimen is determined, include the
scientific name on the label.

The form of label, and its attachment to the specimen, vary with
different groups and preparation methods. These practices are
noted in the sections which follow concerning techniques of
preparation.
Field Notes. A specimen label is too small to contain all
the important information that should be linked to the specimen.
When you collect and while you prepare a plant or animal for
study, record the collateral data that will make it useful in a
wide range of research. It may be necessary to describe the
collecting locality more exactly because other scientists should
be able to find approximately the same place where the specimen
was taken. Ecologists need to know about the habitat. They ask,
for example, that when fishes are collected you record the clearness and color of the water, its temperature and the corresponding air temperature, the kinds and abundance of water plants
growing there, the character of the bottom and of the adjacent
shore, the distance from shore and the depth at which you collected, the depth of the water at that point, the strength of
current, tide conditions, time of day and method of capture.
Make habitat notes in comparably significant detail for the
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Fresaly Collected Biological Specimens (con.)
other kinds of animals or plants collected. Other biologists will
depend on your field notes for life history and behavior data,
.fiat 'lie you observe the animal eat or find in its crop or stomach"
•/hat were its ceding habits? At what stage of reproductive activity
was it. './hat can be told of its age? Howraucndid it weigh? If
the specimen is a plant, how abundant was it? './hat insects were
observed pollinating it? If too large to collect as a whole, how
fall was it? The taxonomists need your notes on the structural or
other diagnostic features that will be lost in the prepared specimen.
For plants, these include color and odor of flowers, sap color and
perhaps bark characteristics; for birds, the color of eyes, beaks, and
any areas ox" bare skin; for mammals, the color of eyes, lips anu
hairless areas, and the number and airangement of pads on the soles of
feet. .Specimens preserved in fluid also require color notes.
Pielu notes may be recorded on Form 10-257, Natural History
Field observation. If so, be sure to assign them field numbers
and file them carefully for permanent reierence. There are advantages in using DI-6, Field dervice Book, for your field notes.
It is pocket-sized and has a stiff cover. The paper is 25F rag
bona, and uhe pages can be transferred easily to the catalogue
folder file. Some naturalists prefer a hard cover pocket notebook with permanently bound pages such as Federal Supply Service
No. 7530-222-3521, although the paper may be less durable.
Plants. The preparation of plant specimens begins as you
collect them. The best procedure for most flowering plants and
ferns is to carry a press along into the field. Place the specimen
in the press directly", arranging it in the newsprint pressing
folder in the position it will be mounted later. Make field notes for
the specimen on the spot, and write the field number which corresponds
to these notes on the pressing folder containing the specimen.
Be sure the specimen includes all the parts needed for its
identification and study - usually root, stem, leaves, flower and,
if possible, fruit. Ail parts should be from the same individual
plant, ox' course. Unless special circumstances preclude it, collect
as many spec Linens as you will need of the same kind of plant at
the same place. The minimum ordinarily will be two complete
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Freshly Collected Biological Specimens (con.)
specimens - one for the park herbarium, and the other to send
away for expert identification. Additional specimens may be
needed for exchange or to study variation within the population
at this particular location. Use the same field number for all
the examples of a plant collected at one time and place. If you
do not have a plant press with you, collect the specimens into
plastic bags and put ther in the press as soon as you get back
to the museum.
At the museum, after a field trip, open the plant press and
go ever each specimen in its pressing folder. Make sure that the
plant is arrangea just as it is to be when dry. Turn over a few
leaves to show the underside. Adjust the flower parts for good
visibility. At this stage fill in the specimen label except for
the identification and the catalogue number. Preferably, type it,
using the same permanent ribbon as for museum catalogue cards.
Otherwise, print it with pen and permanent, carbon base ink.
Slip the label into the pressing folder with the specimen, and
replace the folder in the press with the proper arrangement of
blotters and ventilators.
when the specimen is thoroughly dried, mount it on a standard
herbarium sheet and paste the label in the lower right corner.
Detailed instructions for the standard methods of pressing and
mounting plant specimens are contained in Appendix E. Consult
Appendix £ also for special methods to follow in preparing algae,
fungi, lichens and bryophytes, as well as those flowering plants
which require different treatment.
Birds and mammals. The techniques for converting a bird or
mammal into a good study specimen are well established. Following
the recognized procedures assures better specimens at lower cost.
Even If you are an expert in making study skins, therefore, be
sure your park library contains R.M. Anderson, "Methods of Collecting and Preserving Vertebrate AnimaJ-s" (revised fourth edition,
Bulletin 69, Biological Series 18, National Museum of Canada,
Ottawa, 1965). Review the directions from time to time. If you
are not satisfied with the quality of the study skins you make,
or with the speed at which you can make good ones, consider additional training. The regional curator can help to arrange for
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practice under expert guidance at a larger natural science museum.
Another useful reference is E. Raymond Hall, "Collecting and
Preparing Study Specimens of Vertebrates" (Miscellaneous Publication 30, Museum of Natural History, University of Kansas,
Lawrence 19o2). The American Museum of Natural History, the
Chicago Natural History Museum, the United States National
Museum and the British Museum (Natural History) also have published clear, detailed instructions.
When a bird is collected, it is ordinarily made into a study
skin. 'When a small mammal is obtained, prepare it as a study
skin, and preserve the skull separately. If the rnammal is larger
than a raccoon, make a'cased skin, and keep the cleaned skull as
well. Study skins are filled, and have reinforcements for the
limbs and tail. Cased skins are cleaned and dried on a frame, to
prevent shrinkage in preparation for later tanning. Rarely it
may be desirable to preserve a bird or mammal whole in liquid
for special study, or prepare it as a skeleton. Whatever form
the specimen takes, the treatment should protect it from decay
or insect attack. The specimen should be suitable for thorough
and convenient scientific examination. It should be compact so
you can store it economically. Consult the references cited
above for special instructions on preparing water birds which
require extra degreasing, bigheaded birds such as ducks and
some woodpeckers, owls, rabbits, bats, beaver, muskrat, porcupine
and flying squirrels. Grease all owed to remain in any skin will
eventually ruin it. The decomposing fat makes skin brittle and
works through it to discolor the feathers or hair. So thorough
removal is essential.
The preparation of bird and mammal skins may involve the
use of potentially dangerous substances. Know the dangers and
cake the necessary precautions. Many workers treat the skins
with arsenic as a preservative and insect deterrent. They use
commercial white arsenic as a dry powder or mixed with yellow
laundry soap and warm water. Arsenic is a stomach poison and
skin irritant. Therefore, if it is used, avoid applying it
directly with the fingers and keep the powder away from the eyes,
nose and mouth. Wash hands thoroughly after use. The arsenical
soap is somewhat safer to handle because it is easier to control.
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label the container conspicuously as a poison. Better yet, do
as some major museums do and avoid using arsenic altogether.
One relatively non-poisonous substitute is borax. Another is
composed of l6 parts potassium nitrate mixed with 1 part alum.
Both work well as skin p-eservatives, and you can control insect
infestation by other means safer than arsenic. Many collectors
degrease especially fat skins in a bath of white gasoline,
benzene or naphtha Others use carbon tetrachloride. While all
these are good grease solvents, the first three are dangerously
inflammable while benzene and the last are toxic to breathe in
quantity, or in repeated small amounts. Use them with extreme
caution. You can degrease the skins effectively and more
safely in a vapor chamber. Use 1, 1, 1 - trichloroethane. It
vaporizes at l6o°F. The rising vapor penetrates the skins
draped over rods and the extracted grease drips back with the
solvent as it condenses.
Before starting to skin the animal, prepare the specimen
label. Make the skull label also, if you are working on a
mammal. Remember that the label becomes a permanent part of
the specimen never to be separated from it. A standard pattern
in the content and form will help everyone who studies the collection. For example, while writing always keep the string to the
left. Enter on the first line the name of the collector, his
field number, and the sex of the animal. Next, record the
locality where it was collected. Then add the date and the
standard measurements. Record the measurements always in the
same sequence and in millimeters. For birds measure: (a) length
from tip of bill to tip of longest tail feather with the specimen
laid flat on its back, (b) distance from wing tip to wing tip
with wings stretched out full length. For mammals, make the
following measurements: (a) total length with the animal laid
flat on its back from tip of nose to end of last vertebra in
the tail excluding the hairs, (b) length of tail from its base
to end of last vertebra in the tail excluding the hairs, (c) length
of hind foot with the foot pressed flat from end of heel bone
to tip of claw on .longest toe. Later, use the other side of the label
to record the scientific name of the animal, the name of the
determiner, and the museum catalogue number. On the skull tag,
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mark the field number and collector's name. This will be enough
to link it to the skin and field data. When the specimen is
catalogued, apply the catalogue number directly to the cranium
and also to the mandible.
Make the labels as shown in Figure 1, 2-1/2" long x 5/8"
wide, with two holes drilled in the positions indicated near one
end. String 12" - 13" of No. 30 or No. 40 uncolored linen sewing
thread through the holes in the manner illustrated in Figure 1, and
tie the two strands together with a square knot 1" from the end of
the label. Use high quality paper stock. Some museums specify
Resistall Linen Ledger, manufactured from 100% new white cotton
fibers by the L.L. Brown, Paper Company, Adams, Massachusetts.
Substance 36 is a good weight, but other museums prefer the heavier
Resistall Index Bristol. The special advantage of these papers over
all rag stock is said to be their durability in preservative solutions. Museums can use the same material for labeling various kinds
of specimens, including those kept in fluid. Letter the information
on the label in India ink, or other permanent carbon-base ink such
as Higgins Eternal, using a fine pen. Since it must be legible to
all users, print all label information.
When finished preparing the study skin, tie the specimen label
to the crossed legs of a bird, or just above the heel on the right
hind leg of a mammal. Fasten it tightly and securely so it can
neither slip off nor come untied. Attach the skull label by tying
it around the lower jawbone. Do not pull the thread tight as it
could break the bone in small species, but be sure the knot is firm.
Use a regular specimen label for the skull and snip off the extra
paper.
Coldblooded vertebrates. To obtain good study specimens of
fishes, amphibians or reptiles, kill the animals in a manner that
leaves the muscles relaxed. Then fix or harden the specimens in
positions suitable for study and storage, and finally transfer them
to a preserving fluid. The publications by Anderson and Hall, cited
for birds and mammals, also contain instructions of expert collectors
for preparing the lower vertebrates. Refer to them for details, but
since methods vary, the following tabulation may be helpful:
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Fishes
1. Killing - drop alive into a solution of 1 part commercial
formalin (e. 10$ aqueous solution of formaldehyde) to 9 parts water.
2. Laoeling - use the same kind of specimen label as with
bi -d and mammal study skins, employing high quality paper resistant
to fluid preservatives; fill in the data in the same sequence using
permanent carbon-base ink, and being suie it is completely dry before immersing the label; attach it securely to the caudal peduncle.
(If you are holding several fishes with identical field data for
future determination ahd cataloguing, you may postpone making
individual laDels until then. Meanwhile, write the data in soft
pencil on a slip of strong white paper and place this temporary
label in the jar with the specimens.)
j. Fixing - when the fish succumbs, slit the abdomen with a
sharp blade about half the length of the body cavity on the right
side (unless the specimen is under six inches in length); leave
in the formaldehyde solution j to 7 days according to size; wash
in water, using a little alum and a brush to remove mucus if
necessary, then soak 2 to k days in several changes of water.
k. Preserving - transfer the specimen to a tightly closing
container where it will remain completely immersed in 75$ ethyl
alcohol; since water and body fluids in the specimen will dilute
the alcoriol, change over the first few days to attain the correct
percentage gradually. This minimizes shrinkage.
Amphibians
1. Killing - drop alive into a solution made by dissolving
several crystals of chloretone in a quart of water.
2. Labeling - use the same specimen labels as for other
vertebrates; fill in the data in the same sequence using permanent
carbon-base ink dried thoroughly before immersion; tie securely
but not too tightly around the body just behind the front legs of
salamanders, and just in front of the hind legs of frogs and toads,
or just below the left knee of the latter. (Labels for tadpoles and
salamander' larvae can be Inserted in the individual vials holding
each specimen.)
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3- Fixing - remove from the killing solution within an
hour; place on a wet paper towel laid in the bottom of a shallow
pan, position the specimen for convenient study by straightening
the body, extending the legs, spreading the toe6 and arranging
the tail out straight or curved back along the body to prevent
breakage; cover with a second towel to hold the parts in place;
gently add a solution of 1 part commercial formalin to 12 parts
water immersing the specimen; except with quite small species,
inject some of the solution into the body cavity and tail with
a hypodermic needle, being careful to avoid distending the
animal, or slit the abdomen and tail with short incisions to
one side of the midline, soon after hardening begins; leave in
the formaldehyde about 2 days; wash off the formaldehyde with water.
k. Preserving - immerse in 60^ ethyl alcohol, keeping the
specimen completely covered by the liquid and maintaining the
strength of the alcohol.
Reptiles
1. Killing - drown in warm water, preferably dissolving a
few chloretone crystals in the water. (For an alternative injection method see Hall, "Collecting and Preparing Study Specimens of
Vertebrates," p. 37).
2. Labeling - use the regular vertebrate specimen labels
described above; record the data in the same order, with the same
permanent ink, which must be dry before the label goes into the
fixing solution; tie not too tightly around the body of a snake
about l/k to l/3 of length behind head, or Just behind front legs
of a small lizard, and tightly to the left hind leg of a turtle or
large lizard.
3. Fixing - as soon as animal dies, transfer to a solution
of 1 part commercial formalin to 12 parts water; make sure the
fluid penetrates by injecting it into the body cavity, tail and
limbs, making an injection every few inches in snakes, and in front
of each leg, as well as in the neck, and tail of turtles, or make
slits at each point suggested for injection; coil snaikes to fit
the jar in which you will store them, arrange the legs of lizards
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for good visibility and compact storage, spreading the toes and
straightening the tail or bending it to lie beside the body,
extend the neck as well as the legs and tail of turtles and prop
the mouth open; keep in formaldehyde solution 2 days; wash well
in water. (For instructions on everting the hemipenis in snakes
and lizards see Hall, "Collecting and Preserving Study Specimens
of Vertebrates," p. 38.)
k. Preserving - completely cover with 75$ ethyl alcohol
maintaining the concentration and level of the fluid. Since
alcohol is volatile and highly inflammable, with a flashpoint
close to that of gasoline, observe fire safety precautions strictly.
Insects. 'While the methods of preparing insects for study
are standardized, they vary for large and small ones, hard and
soft ones, scaly ones, greasy ones, and so on. Since no single
procedure will apply to all the kinds of insects important in your
park, consult the published instructions of experts which are merely
outlined below. Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication
601, "Collection and Preservation of Insects," by P.W. Oman and
Arthur D. Cushman, describes most of the techniques you will need.
Kill most large insects with a gas. Oman and Cushman tell
how to make two kinds of killing bottle, one using cyanide as the
lethal gas, and the other employing ethyl acetate. You may be
well advised, especially if you collect only occasionally, to
use the ethyl acetate because cyanide is potentially so dangerous
to humans. Keep several killing bottles of various sizes at hand.
Wipe the insides when they become soiled or damp. Place a few strips
of toilet paper in each bottle so the captured insects will not
damage each other. Reserve one of the larger bottles exclusively
for butterflies and moths so the scales that rub off their wings
will not spoil other specimens. Insects that are quite small, and
a few larger forms including mayflies, stoneflies, termites and
ants, should be killed in 75$ alcohol, or in a mixture of 8 parts
alcohol, 1 part glycerin and 1 part glacial acetic acid. The
alcohol-glycerin-acetic fluid leaves specimens more flexible and
so less liable to break when you handle them. Incidentally,
handling insects with forceps rather than fingers, throughout the
preparation processes, usually reduces breakage.
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Preserve most insect specimens dry, mounted on special pins.
You should mount very small species on microscope slides, however.
A few soft-bodied forms of intermediate size are best preserved in
75A> alcohol or the alcohol-glycerin-acetic mixture in small vials.
You may mount, specimens from the killing bottle directly on pins
unless the bodies contain too much fatty tissue. In the latter
case, degrease the specimens before pinning by immersion in xylene
until the excess fat has dissolved. Then let them dry on an absorbent pad. Before pinning specimens killed in alcohol, you must
degrease them also. First dehydrate them in 100% alcohol, which
may require several hours or a day. Next, transfer them to xylene
for a similar period; then diy and pin. Consult Oman and Cushman
for the details of pinning. To have a good specimen you should use
the right size insect pin, insert it at the correct point, and
keep the back of the insect at a uniform distance below the pinhead. The specimen should be Horizontal when viewed either
lengthwise or sldewise. The pin should enter the body near its
center of gravity, but where it will not damage or obscure important structures. This point differs among the insect orders,
as illustrated oy Oman and Cushman. After pinning, spread the
wings of'butterflies, moths, dragonflies and damselfiies, and the left
wings of grasshoppers and cicadas. Use a spreading board, as
described in uioan and Cushman. To reinforce the fragile bodies of
dragonflies and damselfiies, run a fine, stiff wire from the head
straight through to the tip of the abdomen. For hard-bodied insects,
too small to pin but too large for a slide mount, use a triangle
cut with a special punch from label stock. Mount the paper point
on an insect pin and attacn the specimen, by the right side of its
thorax, to the tip with a drop of adhesive. Soft-bodied insects
Of corresponding size are mounted on very fine headless pins called
"minuten nadeln". These, in turn, are stuck in small rectangular
blocks of balsa wood mounted on regular insect pins
For the critical study of some insect groups, uissect out the genitalia or other
specialized structures, and mount them on microscope slides.
The specimen labels used for vertebrates are far too big to
fit into an insect collection, yet the same kind of information
must be associated with each specimen. To do this, use the same
high quality, liquid resistant paper ana permanent, carbon-base ink.
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With a erowquill pen, print the data in as small letters as you
can and still keep them legible. The finished label should not
exceed about l/U" in height and 1/2" - 5/8" in width. Give the
locality on the first line, the date of collection on the second,
and the collector's name and field number on the third. If collecting is consistently in one locality, it pays to have labels
printed in b-point type with the locality, the month, the first
two numerals of the year and your name, leaving spaces to letter
in the day, the last two numerals of the year, and the field
number. Should the locality require more than one line, use
a separate label for the collector's name and field number.
When the specimen is identified, add another label bearing the
scientific name and the' name of the determiner. The first label
goes on the pin a little below the specimen. The middle step of
a standard pinning block sets it at the preferred height. The
long axis of the label parallels that of the specimen with the
top of the label to the right. The second label parallels the
first, but. at the height of the lowest step in the pinning block.
If a third label is necessary, place it correspondingly lower on
the pin. For specimens preserved in alcohol, use the same kind
and size of label ana slip it into the vial with the insect. Face
the lettering outward so it. can be read through the glass. It
follows that only one specimen is kept in each vial unless several
examples of the same species are collected at the same time and
place. To label microslides, cut the label stock to fit one end
of the glass slide, letter the data with permanent ink, and paste
the paper securely to the slide. It is a wise precaution to
scratch the field number into the glass of the slide so the
essential data can be traced if the label ever comes loose.
The preservation of other invertebrates requires a variety
of methods wiriich may differ with the purpose of the collection and
the experience of the curator. The following paragraphs outline
some general instructions. For more specialized techniques
consult "The Preservation of Natural History Specimens," Volume I,
Invertebrates, by Reginald Wagstaffe and J. Havelock Fidler
(Philosophical Library, New York 1955). Do not use this reference
for insects, however, because it describes a European system not favored
for American collections. See also William K. Emerson and Arnold
Ross, "Invertebrate Collections: Trash or Treasure" in "Curator1)
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Volume VIII, no. h, 19&5- Emerson and Koss recommend adding 1 part
of glycerin to 19 parts of the alcohol in the final preserving
fluid. This gives added protection should the alcohol evaporate
faster than anticipated. Do not add glycerin for vertebrate specimens because it has a clearing action undesirable in this case.
Arachnids. Kill in 75$ ethyl alcohol, and preserve in
alcohol of the same strength. Use the same high quality, liquid
resistant paper for labels. Letter the data with permanent carbon-base ink. Place the label in the vial with the specimen.
Centipedes and millipedes. Kill and preserve in 75$ ethyl
alcohol. Letter the labels with permanent carbon-base ink on
the regular resistant stock, and insert in the vial with the
specimen.
Crustaceans. Use 30$-U0$ ethyl alcohol as the killing agent.
As soon as the animal dies, transfer it to 6o$ alcohol and leave
overnight. Then place it in 70$ alcohol for preservation. Make
the specimen label with the same resistant paper and permanent ink.
If the specimen is collected in the water, record the depth at
wnieh you found it, along with the usual data. Keep the label in
the vial or jar with the specimen.
Annelids. Before killing earthworms, leave them overnight
on moistened soft paper to clear soil particles out of the digestive
system. Then kill by immersing in 8$-10$ ethyl alcohol.
Straighten the worms at this stage, if necessary. Transfer- promptly to a solution of 1 pax-t commercial formalin to 10 parts water,
for preservation. Leeches x-equire anesthetizing before you kill
them, otherwise they may contract too tightly for stuoy. Use a
chloretone solution as with amphibians, or add a bit of tobacco
to the water, When the leech becomes insensitive, wipe off excess
mucus aixd lay it flat on paper toweling dampened with 50$ ethyl
alcohol- Carefully four 50$ alcohol into the container without
dislodging the specimen. Do not quite cover it at first, but after
.10 minutes add enough of the alcohol to immerse it. Allow the leoclx
to harden in tnc 50$ alcohol. Then pass it through increasing
concentrations up to 85$, which is the strength to use for preserving it.
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Anesthetize marine worms also with chloretone solution. Kill in
8$-10$ ethyl alcohol and move the specimens into gradually increasing concentrations until you have them in 70$-75$ for
preservation. Since various kinds of worms are preserved in
liquid, use the resistant label stock, record the data in permanent carbon-base ink and place the label in the container
with the specimen.
Mollusks. Ordinarily, living specimens will be collected
but only the shells preserved for study. To remove the soft parts
from inside the shell, dip the animal into boiling water approximately one minute or until the valves open. By placing the shell
in a small net, it can he held in the hot water conveniently.
Then clean out the shell us i
forceps, a hooked needle or wire,
and perhaps a knife for cu.t^ng the aiductor muscle. Finish
cleaning the outside of the shell with a brush. Save the operculum,
if present, and keep it with the shell. Press bivalves shut again
and tie with white string until the hinge stiffens. Let the
specimen dry. Some fresh-water mussels have a thin coating on the
shell which can be preserved by covering with a fine layer of
vaseline or wax. It is not necessary to clean the soft parts from
very small shells that may be too fragile for such treatment.
Place these in 70$ alcohol for at least a day. Then let them dry
slowly. If the outside of the shell is dirty, shake the specimen
in a small vial of water with a little sand. You may find it convenient to place a specimen label in the individual specimen tray
for each shell. The primary labeling, however, will be the catalogue number marked in India ink on each specimen. Slugs and
cephalopods demand a different technique. Drown slugs in a bottle
of warm water, brinhul and tightly closed. Leave them in the water
about a day without disturbing, so the animal will not contract.
Transfer to 70$ ethyl alcohol for a few days. Change the alcohol
as it becomes diluted by body fluids. Then preserve in 80$ alcohol.
Kill cephalopods in 30$-^0$ alcohol, adding it slowly at first to
narcotize the animal. Transfer to 80$ alcohol using plenty of it
and changing it about three times because of the volume of water
in the animal. Preserve in 80$ alcohol. Prepare specimen label
in the usual way for iimmersion.
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Echinoderms. Kill sea urchins and starfish in fresh water.
Leave them for a few hours, then transfer to ethyl alcohol starting
with 30$-40$ and working up to 70$ for preservation. Kill brittle
stars in 70$ alcohol. Change the solution to maintain its strength
and preserve in 70$ alcohol. Preserve sea cucumbers in 70$ alcohol
also, but they must be anesthetized to prevent contraction, and
special care taken to counteract the large volume of water in
their bodies. Place the specimen label, prepared for immersion,
in the container with the specimen.
Coelenterates. To kill jellyfish and other coelenterates in
a relaxed condition, add formalin to the water, little by little.
Preserve in a solution of 1 part commercial formalin to 20 parts
water. Insert the label in the container as previously described.
For the continuing care of biological, specimens in the collection, see Chapter h.
The alcohol used to prepare and preserve specimens should
approximate the recommended percentages. If it is too weak, the
specimens will decay; if too strong, the tissues become hard and
brittle. Check the strength of the mixture with an alcohol
hydrometer graduated in percentages. The following dilution
table may help in preparing the desired strength:
95$ alcohol to 85$
80$
75$
70$
60$
50$
D0$
30$
10$
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Identifying and Authenticating Specimens
The curator's final step in preparing specimens for the collections is to identify them. Little or no use can be made of an
object in research or interpretation, until you know what it is.
Therefore, identify each specimen as completely and accurately as
possible. Anyone soon reaches the limits of his own expertness,
however. So when persona1, experience, the available reference books,
and opportunities for comparisons have been exhausted, consider
the determination of the object as still tentative. Have a
specialist in that particular category of objects confirm, refine
or correct it.
The procedure for obtaining expert determinations of natural
history objects begins with selecting the expert. Choose someone
who is an acknowledged authority on the group of specimens concerned.
If it is not known who is especially qualified, ask the regional
curator for advice. As the next step, write to the specialist
md obtain his permission before sending him the specimens for
identification. He may welcome the opportunity to be helpful and
to study material from your particular area. On the other hand,
what he is asked to do requires considerable time and work. Consequently it is customary, in some fields of natural history, for
the specialist to keep part or all of the material sent to him for
determination. That is why two specimens of a plant growing in
the same colony should be collected if possible. Press both, mount
one for the herbarium, and send the other unmounted to the expert.
he sends .you the name of the plant, and keeps or discards the
specimen- In the case of other natural objects, clarify in advance,
usually by correspondence, the situation in regard to duplicate
specimens and the status of the specimens as government property.
Any duplicates he wishes to keep would be recorded as on indefinite
loan. Pack the specimens carefully so the specialist receives them
in good condition. Include all the data about each object that
will help or interest him as he studies it. Try to make it as
easy as possible for him to repack and return the objects safely.
Be sure to record his name as identifier in the catalogue.
Follow the same procedure to obtain expert identification of
excavated Indian material. Archeologlsts rarely ask to retain
any of the specimens sent to them, however. If they do find need
for a specific duplicate, they presumably will initiate the
request for it.
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The identification of historical artifacts may follow a
somewhat different pattern. It. is harder to find people who nave
won scholarly recognition as authorities on these objects, on
the other hand, sooner or later most of the historical specimens
will be sent to the Museum Laboratory for preservative treatment
or to be incorporated in an exhibit. At that time the staff curator
of the Branch of Museum Operations will secure expert identification
of the artifacts. Send a copy of the catalogue record for each
specimen along with it. Request help through the regional curator
for experts to identify other historical objects in the collection.
The procedure for historical material will apply generally to ethnological specimens as well.
With many historical objects there is the added problem of
authentication. The history of a specimen must be verified. Was
it really made in this community or by that craftsman? Did it
really belong to this person or play a part in that event? Such
questions may be crucial in the decision to acquire toe object,
as well as in making use of it. To answer them satisfactorily
requires all the pertinent information that can be gathered
The
data must when be weighed and sifted, rigorously applying the rules
of evidence as in a court of law. The evidence, the reasoning
and toe conclusions, should remain available for review by others
in the futurehen an acquisition or price is in question, call
or. the regional curator, or Branch of Museum Operations for help.
Before ..cquirin. any object of questionable authenticity, accept
it on approval. Then submit it for critical examination by experts.
Send it to toe Branch of Museum Operations for this purpose, if
necessary
If the specimen is already in the collection, the
staff curators will evaluate its authenticity along with identifying it, when it is sent to the Museum Laboratory for treatment
or exhibit preparation. They will need all the information about
the object that can be supplied.
Even after the specimens in the collection have been identified and authenticated by specialists, welcome revisions ana refinements by other bona fide experts, and record them In the
museum catalogue.
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Museums interpret history and natural history in terms of
their physical objects. Some of these, such as the Liberty Bell,
Washington's inaugural costume, and the artifacts uncovered at
Jamestown, have transcendent national importance in themselves.
Others are simple everyday objects which reflect aspects of the
story an area commemorates. Still others record and verify
research concerning the resources preserved by the park. All are
alike in requiring constant care to preserve them. Metals corrode;
paints, dyes and inks fade; cloth, hides and wood are subject to
insect and rodent attack; and many other hazards threaten the
survival of museum specimens. None will last forever, but with
proper attention you can enable specimens to endure for centuries
to come. It is the obligation of the National Park Service to make
sure that they receive this care.
Basic Steps
Whoever acts as curator of the park collections, usually the
chief interpreter or a designated member of his staff, must do
four things regularly and without fail:
1. See that each specimen entering the collection is properly
prepared for preservation.
2.

Place the object in a safe environment.

3.

Inspect it periodically.

4.

Provide it repeated preservative treatment as necessary.

The first step involves the various procedures discussed in
Chapter 3, Preparing Specimens for the Collection. For your convenience, Chapter 3 limits its instructions to the kinds of objects
needing treatment immediately upon receipt. In addition the collection probably contains artifacts which are not deteriorating
rapidly enough to create an emergency. Nevertheless, these
specimens ordinarily need cleaning, repair and protective coating,
or other initial preservative treatment, perhaps including
restoration. The best treatment to apply varies with the nature
and condition of each object. Choosing the right materials and
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Basic dteos (con.)
metiiQos, and knowing just how fast or how far to proceed, require
trainee, juagiiient and skill. Specialized knowledge i*ather than
iiastc is paramount. Therefore, the Service provides centralized
treatment by experienced museum specialists (conservators) ir>
most cases. Correct procedure enjoins the regional curator to be
informed, through channels, of all untreated artifacts in your care.
Depending on the particular situation, directions will be provided
for shipping specimens to the Branch of Museum Operations or to
another appro*, eu conservation laboratory for treatment, or a
museum specialist will come to the park to work on the objects there,
o. Jeta Lied instructions will be given for treating them locally,
iioscnttally, Lhe tx*eatment involves removing dirt or other
deleterious foreign matter from l.he specimen by methods thai, do
no "arm to the object itself. Then, the specific causes of
ueierioratLon are removed or counteracted. Broken parts are reattached, and weak points strengthened. In some instances, further
treatment restores the object to the condition or appearance it
had when originally in use. The standard reference for the care
of artifacts is Harold J. Plenderleith, "The Conservation of
Antiquities and works of Art", London, Oxford University Press,
Ippo, out Larks snould make use of the central staff of specialists
i.iaintainci by tue National Park jervice to provide the skills and
e.iu ipment • equired.
To execute the second step, placing the specimen in a safe
environment, implies protecting it as fully as practicable from
the numerous agents of deterioration and destruction. The factors
involved and the recommended methods ax-e discussed in subsequent
sections of this chapter.
Inspection, tne third step, is a vital responsibility. It
is pa t of your job to examine every UTxecimen in the collection
at regular intervals. The frequency of inspection may vary with the
nature cu" the material and the adequacy of storage facilities.
If the collection is carefully filed in the standard cabinets,
racks, ami shelving, in a secure room with goou control of light,
temperature, and humidity, ordinarily your inspection can be
timed as follows;
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Basic Steps (con.)
Geological specimens, ceramic, glass and well treated metal
once a year
Specimens subject to insect attack or mold - every six months
Specimens preserved in liquid - every six months
When storage conditions are less than ideal, check the objects
oftener. Specimens on exhibition also need more frequent examination. In addition to daily inspection of exhibits through the
glass, open the cases every. 3 to 6 months for a closer look at.
any specimens susceptible to light, mold, insects or corrosion.
The act of inspection consists of searching for evidences of
deterioration in each specimen. It is necessary to know what may
attack the object and what the agent or its effects look like.
Gee the section on Agents of Deterioration below.
The fourth step becomes essential because several kinds of
objects require periodic treatment to assure their continued
protection. As soon as the effects wear off, they must be processed again. The following list is not exhaustive but includes
the commoner situations needing step k:
herbaria - refill trays of paradichlorobenzene crystals in
each cabinet every 3 months, fumigate with ethylene Bichloride carbon tetrachloride (Chapter 3; P-2) every 6 months.
insect collections - refill small unit tray of paradichlorobenzene crystals in each drawer every 3 months.
study skins - refill small unit tray of paradichlorobenzene
crystals in each drawer every 3 months.
specimens preserved in liquid - add enough alcohol of the
proper strength every 6 months to keep jar filled.
iron artifacts - wipe clean after each handling and renew
protective covering as needed.
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Basic Steps (con.)
leather artifacts (except rawhide and buff leather) - apply
lanolin-neatsfoot oil (e.g. Lexol) or British Museum leather
dressing every year.
leather bookbindings - apply British Museum leather dressing
every year.
paper - turn pages of exhibited books, even under ultraviolei
filters, every month*
textiles (especially wool) and artifacts containing hair,
feathers, hide or wood - refill small unit tray of paradichlorobenzene crystals in each drawer, and hidden containers of crystals in
each exhibit case every 3 months.
Adjust the suggested frequency of treatment to fit observed
conditions in the museum. For specimens on exhibition as furnishings
in historic houses see Part 3. Historic House Museums.
Agents of Deterioration
To protect a.collection intelligently and efficiently, you
must know the enemy. By knowing what factors endanger specimens
and how these factors operate, and by being able to recognize
their presence or the conditions that favor them, they can be
combatted successfully. You are almost certain to encounter the
following destructive agents, and must be continuously on guard
against them.
Humidity. Water vapor in the air, and the liquid water which
condenses from it, form a potential hazard to museum specimens.
Humidity affects objects in several ways. Too low a relative
humidity extracts water from some materials, with resultant damage.
Paper, parchment and leather become brittle. Glue and paste dry
out and lose adhesive power. Even well-seasoned wood in equilibrium
with its normal environment will lose water and may warp. When
relative humidity is too high, many materials absorb water Trie
water enters into degenerative chemical reactions, as in the corrosion of metals. It also permits the growth of mold which digests
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
components of the specimen, and leaves disfiguring stains. It
softens adhesives. Rapid changes in relative humidity cause
hygroscopic materials to swell and contract. Wood warps and
checks. Oil paintings crack and flake. If the object contains
soluble salts, these dissolve, migrate and recrystalllze which
may cause either chemical or mechanical damage.
When inspecting the collection, watch for the evidence of
poor humidity conditions. Mold appears as fuzzy patches growing
on any organic material, or as discolored spots on paper. Active
corrosion forms encrustations on metal. Paintings sag a little
on their stretche or become too taut. The paint cracks, cups
and begins to flake. Wood cracks, bends or twists. Flakes crack
off salt impregnated metal. These, however, are signs of damage
already well underway. It is better to measure the relative
humidity and keep it within safe limits. As discussed below under
Climate Control, you should aim at maintaining the relative humidity
between hyjo and op"$ with 55$ as an ideal, except in semi-arid
sections where hygroscopic specimens have already achieved equilibrium at a lower percentage.
Temperature. Low temperatures, as they occur in nature, do
little or no harm to museum specimens. High temperatures above
70° F permit molds to grow, and may speed up the life cycles of
harmful insects. Fluctuating temperatures, however, can be doubly
destructive. Matter tends to expand and contract as temperature
rises and falls. When a specimen incorporates two or more substances
that respond to temperature changes at different rates, dangerous
strains can develop. A secondary effect of temperature variation
is more often serious. When temperature drops, relative humidity
rises, and vice versa. To hold relative humidity within safe limits,
you ordinarily must control the temperature, as well. Try to keep
it between 6o° and 75° F.
In caring for the collection keep watch of temperatures along
with humidity. Temperatures above 70° F., and wide fluctuations,
are danger signals. When conditions are too warm, look for mold
on organic materials, especially in dark and poorly ventilated
places. If the temperature varies much beyond the recommended
range of 60°-75° P« j check composite artifacts t-o Bee if the bond
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
between materials is loosening. Such specimens may include paintings, objects made of two or more kinds of metal, or wood and metal
combinations.
Light. The radiant energy of light absorbed by molecules of
a specimen may cause chemical changes that seriously damage the
object.
Organic materials are most vulnerable, but even such
seemingly inert substances as some ceramics and glasses are affected.
One familiar result is, the fading of colors. Less apparent is the
weakening of fibers. Silk, for example, may lose half its strength
from less than'a month of exposure to sunlight. Both wave length
and amount of light influence the processes of degeneration. The
shorter wave lengths, especially in the ultraviolet range, produce
the greatest photochemical activity, but the visible spectrum also
causes deterioration which increases with the amount of light and
the duration of exposure.
In checking the collection, make sure that organic materials
not on display are stored in darkness. Watch susceptible specimens
on exhibition for any signs of fading or of threads breaking.
More important, use filters to screen out the ultraviolet components
of sunlight or fluorescent light, and limit the amount of illumination to 15 foot candles or less in exhibits containing vulnerable
specimens such as documents, textiles or water colors.
Dust. Composed largely of minute mineral particles, dust is
an abrasive. 'When water condenses around the particles, some of
them become active chemical agents attacking the specimens directly.
Dust disfigures specimens by soiling the surface, and its removal
involves washing, wiping or shaking, which accelerate wear and tear
and increase the risk of physical damage. Nearly all types of objects
suffer to some extent if allowed to gather dust.
Again, prevention is better than treatment. Keep most specimens in dust-tight storage or exhibit cases. Provide dust covers
of unbleached muslin for objects stored on shelves or otherwise
exposed in storage. If plastic covers are "sed, be sure to allow
enough ventilation to avoid condensation. Check for accumulated
dust, perhaps with some form of "white-glove inspection." Clean
specimens by approved methods before they get too dirty.
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
Chemical Air Pollution. Industrial fumes, motor vehicle exhausts, and domestic heating byproducts contaminate the air with
numerous chemical compounds. These include, or combine to produce, sulphuric acid and other strongly corrosive or oxidizing
agents. Some of the pollutants attract water and so facilitate
harmful chemical reaction. Near the coast the air contains
chloride salts and other compounds. Those are often highly corrosive. The salts in solution also penetrate porous specimens
where they may migrate inward and outward, crystallize and redissolve with changes in humidity. As crystals, the salts may
occupy considerably more space than they do in solution, developing severe pressures within the object. Thus, air pollution
exposes many kinds of museum objects to chemical and physical
damage. Metals, stone and many organic materials suffer attack,
fabrics and leather especially.
'latch for rust or flaking in iron specimens, corrosive incrustation on copper and its alloys, heavy tarnishing of silver.
Observe stone objects for signs of flaking or crumbling. Look
for evidence of rotting in textiles, or of leather becoming brittle.
Since there is no convenient way of determining the amount and
kinds of air pollution in the museum, be vigilant to detect its
effect on specimens. In urban areas, and elsewhere if conditions
arc bad, steps should be taken to clean and filter the air as well
as treating the specimens.
Mold. If the collection provides organic material to grow
on and the humidity exceeds 65yc with a temperature 70° or above,
mildew can be expected. Mold spores are so fine, light and
numerous that they occur practically everywhere. It has been
estimated that molds have destroyed more specimens than any other
agency. Since the mycelium actually dissolves and absorbs components of the specimens, it causes more than superficial damage.
As described under humidity above, look for velvety patches
or smaul areas of discoloration. See Chapter 3> pofor emergency
treatment. Particularly avoid a warm, damp environment for
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
Insects. Some of the destructive species of insects, almost
certainly, will get into the collection sooner or later. The
damage they do can be rapid and irrevocable. Therefore, insect
infestation is one of the real emergency situations encountered
in curatorial work. Insects attack, in some degree, all specimens
composed of organic materials. They eat the sizing-on paper,
the glue in bindings and the paper itself. They devour cloth,
hair, feathers. They bore tunnels in wood. The insects wreaking
havoc with your collection may be larvae or adults, small or large,
conspicuous or hidden. The most common invaders include dermestid
beetles, powder-post beetles, clothes moths, silverfish and cockroaches.
To recognize infestation by the common insect pests, look
for the following signs:
Dermestids - the carpet beetle and related species that attack
a wide variety of museum specimens are destructive as larvae. The
adults are small, about 1/8" - 3/l6" long, and inconspicuous. The
larvae are elongate-oval or tapering and 1/V' - l/2" long (see
Fig.2), characterized by prominent reddish, brown or black bristles.
The first, evidence may be a cast larval skin, visible on the white
background of the specimen tray or the case floor. A fine dark
powder may collect below the point where a dermestid is feeding.
In insect collections this dust gathers at the foot of the pin
while the larva devours the body of the specimen. Infestation
may be detected through visible damage to an object such as holes
in woolen textiles, loose hair or pile, and wings or legs falling
off mounted insects.
Powder-post beetles - several species of wood boring beetles
attack the wooden parts of museum specimens. The larvae do the
damage, but you do not see them, and rarely see the adults.
Evidences of a powder-post infestation are the small round or
oval holes some species leave at the surface, and the fine light
powder that may accumulate below such openings, or that can be
shaken or tapped out of them.
Clothes moths - you probably recognize and kill on sight
the adult moth with its narrow, buff-colored wings spreading about 1/2."
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The larvae do the actual feeding on hair, fur, wool, feathers or
other animal fibers. They are white grubs, about 1/2" long, with
nark heads. They spin a light-colored web or case covering their
bodies, and you may observe these before seeing the insect iiself
(sec Fig. j). Moth holes and other damage caused by their reeving
may r>e all too evident unless you detect the infestation early.
Bilverfish - these wingless insects which nay be up to 1/2"
long have a tapering shape and three prominent caudal "bristles"
(see Fig. h).
Their bodies are covered with gray scales. At all
stages of development they nay be destructive bo paper specimens,
bookbindings, rayon textiles and starch in cloth. Most often
their presence is detected by seeing a silverfish when a light
is turned on, a book opened or a specimen lifted. 3y closer inspection, you can tell where size or paste has been eaten from the
surface of paper. In extreme cases the insects may have removed
:;ne entire surface including any printing or lettering on it.
This can ue <.i isastrous with specimen labels as well as specimens.
Cockroaches - all five species that infest buildings are
relatively broad, oval, flat,brownish insects. They vary in sire
according to age and species, from barely visible to 2" long.
They eat many tilings, out are especially destructive to bookbindings, any paper having paste on it, mounted insects and some
textiles, hoaches tend to feed at night and are most often seen
when a light is turned on. Look for them in dark crevices and other
hiding places during your inspections. Also watch for the
characteristic egg cases (see Fig. 3). Evidence oi their feeding
on paper specimens nay resemble tne work of silveifisn.
To treat an insect infestation, see Chapter j, pp. 1-S.
Additional preventive measures include keeping paradichiorobenzene
crystals with all organic specimens, the use of insect-tight storage
cabinets, and rigorously good housekeeping.
Bodent's. Mice, rats, squirrels and other small rodents that
sometimes infest, buildings nay attack museum collections. Because
they can destroy numerous specimens in a single night, their incursions eaJl tor emergency measures. These animals may eat some
kinds of organic specimens, and use otners for nest building.
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
Prehistoric fiber sandals, for example, provide fine nesting
materials. So do valuable textile specimens and paper including
specimen labels.
Watch closely for droppings, for signs of gnawing on vulnerable
objects, and for the rodents themselves. Standard specimen storage
cabinets, herbarium and insect cabinets, and most exhibit cases
are designed to be rodentproof. Use traps or poison with prescribed
safeguards, to eliminate infestations in the building.
Fire. Few museum specimens would survive a major fire, at.
least without severe damage. Metal cabinets and shelving for
specimen storage transmit heat readily, and afford little protection. This is why you keep the original copy of the museum catalogue in the park vault or wherever it will receive maximum fire
protection.
'-•/hen inspecting collections, make sure that flammable materials do not accumulate near the specimens. Do not let paints,
solvents, packing materials, lumber and cleaning materials be
stored in the same room with the objects. If small quantities of
flammables are at hand for frequent use, place them in special
containers approved for fire protection. Stress good housekeeping
in the museum. Eliminate extension cords and any other makeshift electric wiring. Work out with the park Safety Officer the
number, kinds and proper location of fire extinguishers and who
should be trained to use them. Decide what specimens, if any,
are so rare and valuable that they should be evacuated from the
building in case of fire. Mark their location clearly, and work
out a plan of action with the Safety Officer and the local firefighting organization. Study and apply recommended practice for
fire protection in museums, as issued by the National Fire
Protection Association.
Humans • Careless handling, malicious destruction, and thef-> ,
constitute the principal human hazards bo the collection. Broken,
bent, scratched, dented, soiled or corroded specimens may result
from careless handling. When objects are dropped, piled together
or leaned against somebhing improperly, damage may occur. Even
nominally clean fingers leave a print of oil and moist salts that.
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
can corrode metal. The dangers of handling are greatest while you
are transporting specimens within or outside the museum. Malicious
damage tends to be unpredictable, but thieves usually steal objects
they hope to sell. Weapons, jewelry, small paintings and things
associated with famous names are most tempting.
In guarding against human destructiveness, do not curtail the
legitimate uses of the collection. By keeping a specimen in its
individual chipboard tray you can handle it more safely, seldom
touching the object itself and protecting it from accidental contact with other specimens in the same drawer. The other items of
standard specimen storage equipment aiso help to minimize careless
handling. They should eliminate the need to pile objects together
or lean them against one another. Strictly observe rules for
transporting specimens in the museum. For example, carry only one
object in your hands at a time. Keep one hand under the specimen.
Do not lift a specimen by protruding parts that might prove fragile.
Place the object in a padded tray for moving from room to room.
If more than one are put in the tray, use adequate padding to keep
then from touching one another. "Museum News", September 1964,
pp.'33-39, contains a convenient list of general rules for handling
art objects, compiled by Frieda Kay Fall. They can be readily
adapted to other types of specimens.
When specimens are shipped, pack them with special care.
Ordinarily this involves wrapping the specimen itself in white
tissue paper fastened snugly with masking tape (but being sure
the tape does not come into contact with the object), then
surrounding the wrapped specimen with corrugated board securely
taped, then carefully wrapping the package in kraft paper, and
sealing it with tape. Pack the wrapped object in a box suitably
padded with shock absorbing material so that it "floats" with
adequate protection on all sides. If several specimens are
shipped together, float each one in its individual carton as
described above and then carefully pack several of these into a
strong wooden shipping box with adequate padding. Never, on the
other hand, pack heavy objects in the same shipping box with light
or fragile ones. Whenever specimens are packed for shipment,
assume that the package will receive rough handling en route despite
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Agents of Deterioration (con.)
precautionary markings. See Appendix F for special instructions
on packing oil paintings for shipment.
National Park Service museums, like other museums, have
experienced thefts. The thieves have included an expert who
removed a valuable specimen from a case and left a cheap replica
in its place, a disgruntled former employee seeking revenge,
a kleptomaniac, roving juvenile gangs, and unscrupulous visitors
pocketing souvenirs. The range of incidents emphasizes the
necessity of appropriate security measures. Specimens on display,
which often comprise the ones most attractive to thieves, should
be encased, well fastened or kept under reasonable surveillance.
Assign responsibility for museum security to the curator, or
some other specifically designated staff member. Have this
person study the installation and operation of the museum from
the standpoint of protecting the specimens from theft or vandalism.
V/hen suitable, measures are approved, have him apply or supervise
them. These may include procedures for closing the museum each
night to be sure no hidden thief remains inside, daily inspections
to assure prompt report of any loss or tampering, closer control
of keys, training of attendants to detect and react properly
to signs of trouble, and making provisions to prevent an insider
from removing specimen records to cover the theft of objects.
The curator should control access to the study collections by his
presence or by locked doors as a rule. Again this does not. mean
making it harder for interested people to see and use the collection.
For especially valuable and vulnerable material an automatic
detection system or night guards may be justified.
Climate Control
By keeping museum specimens in a suitable environment, you
prolong their existence and minimize the preservative treatment
they need. Materials differ in their optimum humidity and
temperature requirements. The working comfort, of the people who
use the specimens must also be considered. Taking the variables
into account, it has been determined that the best attainable
conditions for most museum collections comprise the following:
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Relative humidity
Temperature
Light
Air

hyfc - 65$
6oo - 75°F.
15 Pool candles or less,
free of ultraviolet
freed of as much dust and
chemical pollution as is
practicable.

Museums in most parks should try to maintain this climate in the
exhibit and study collection rooms the year round. Special circumstances admit a few exceptions, however. In the semi-arid
sections of the Southwest, specimens have adjusted their watercontent in balance with a lower range of moisture in the air.
Museums in such dry areas should hold the relative humidity as
near 30$ as feasible. Some park museums necessarily close during
the winter, often becoming buried in snow. The continuous cold
protects objects from insects and mildew and the snow denies
access Lo some other destructive agents, but humidity conditions
may become detrimental, especially during thaws. A careful
inspection with this in mind, made when the museum is reactivated,
may indicate future protective measures. Fortunate museums that
are far from industrial plants, traffic congestion and sources
of blowing dust, need not worry about purifying the air.
The first step in climate control is to measure the temperature
and relative humidity of the air surrounding the objects in the
collections, and the amount of light that reaches them. The
instruments used to determine the relative humidity will also indicate
the temperature. At least two kinds are needed. As the basic instrument, use a battery operated aspirated psychrometer. This compact piece of equipment has a small electric fan driven by flashlight
batteries. The fan draws a uniform stream of air over the wet bulb
and dry bulb thermometers. As long as the wick is clean, distilled
water used in the reservoir, and adequate battery power maintained,
the psychrometer will provide accurate readings. Employ it to
take periodic measurements of relative humidity and temperature in
the rooms as a whole, and in confined spaces where £>oor air circulation may create different conditions. Use it also, to calibrate
the second instrument. The psychrometer does not permit you Lo
measure effectively the relative humidity inside exhibit cases and
specimen storage cabinets where most objects are kept. For chose
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situations a hygrothermograph that will measure relative humidity
and temperature continuously for as long as a week, and record
them by inked lines on a chart is needed. Set the hygrothermograph
inside and close the case. It will operate long enough to record
the atmospheric conditions as they settle down to normal after the
opening and closing. The recording instrument depends on a hair
or synthetic fiber element that expands and contracts as it absorbs
or releases moisture. The element, however, tends to accoramodaie
to prevailing conditions so must be calibrated every few weeks by
comparing the reading with that of the psychrometer and making any
adjustments required. If the collections contain important or
valuable objects susceptible to damage by too much or too little
moisture, measure conditions continually. Do so, especially if
the local climate imposes severe humidity conditions
Both instruments are usually on the Federal Supply Schedule (6685-5785736 and 6685-551-3188). Museums that face less critical climatic
situations should make occasional checks at different seasons to
be sure that humidity percentages really are not dangerous. For
this purpose, borrow the necessary instruments through the
regional curator.
To determine the amount of light striking the specimens, use
a light meter which you may also borrow through the regional
curator. Ordinary photographers' light meters do not give
readings in foot candles, so use a meter which registers directly
the foot candles of light, e.g. GE Type 213- Hold the meter close
to the specimen without shading it. If no daylight enters the
rooms housing specimens, one set of readings should suffice until
new lighting fixtures are introduced. When natural light reaches
the objects, a series of measurements are needed to reveal the
range produced by daily and seasonal cycles, and by changing
weather. Be sure that the light fixtures and all transmitting
or reflecting surfaces are clean, and that any fluorescent tubes
are relatively fresh when taking readings.
As yet, no convenient device for measuring and analyzing air
pollution in museums is available. So watch for situations in
the neighborhood that might produce dangerous concentrations, and
observe closely for surface deposits anb other signs of air
contamination.
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Climate Control (con.)
The control of relative humidity in the museum may involve
three approaches, singly or perhaps in combination; condition the
air and circulate it through the museum; simply add water vapor to
the air at one time and extract it at another to counteract
seasonal and day-to-day weather changes; or buffer the humidity
fluctuations that normally occur. The choice should depend on
such factors as the importance and susceptibility of the objects
being protected, as well as on cost. Air-conditioning, if it is
designed and operated in the interest of the specimens, provides
the fullest and most effective control. A good system should be
able to hold both temperature and relative humidity continuously
within the safe limits defined above. A problem occurs in freezing
weather, however, because water vapor condenses on the cold surface
of windows and exterior walls even when the overall relative humidity
of the inside air is far below the desirable minimum. Condensation occurs, for example, when the air-conditioning system is
delivering air at relative humidities of 30$ - 35$« Th e resulting
liquid water damages or disfigures woodwork and structural members.
Thus, in a climate with cold winters, an air-conditioned museum
must be particularly well insulated and have double glazed windows
in order to allow proper humidity levels. Another difficulty arises
if the equipment is turned off at night to save money. In the
visitor center of one humid park this practice not only permitted
the relative humidity to climb too high overnight but caused wide,
rapid fluctuations each morning as the system resumed operation.
If air-conditioning is impractical, use humidifying and
dehumidifying appliances in the museum rooms to raise and lower
the relative humidity before it exceeds safe percentages. In
temperate climates, this usually means operating the dehumidifier in summer when humid weather prevails outside, and turning
on the humidifier in winter to overcome the drying effect of
central heating. In both situations, control the equipment
with humidistats that will turn them on and off in response to
significant changes in the relative humidity of the room air.
You will also need to keep a hygrothermograph in operation, or
a dial hygrometer under observation as a check on the actual
conditions the appliances create. If a dial hygrometer, which
is cheaper,is used, be sure to calibrate it regularly also
(see Chapter k, pagelj). Portable dehumidifLers designed for
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Climate Control (con.)
household use serve the purpose adequately if fitted with humidistats. Some extract water by refrigeration. Others use silica
gel and reactivate it automatically. In selecting a humidifier,
choose one that supplies water vapor by evaporation. Avoid for
museum use the kinds which create aerosol dispersions of water
in the air because they also may spread chemical impurities
contained in the water.
Small room dehumidifiers can be used to dry the air in individual exhibit cases displaying valuable objects. This has
worked well in the highly humid and salt-laden atmosphere of
seme Atlantic coastal forts, for example, where exposed metal
specimens would visibly corrode overnight. In such critical
circumstances, a spare machine should always be at hand in case
of mechanical failure. Silica gel will serve the same purpose if
a sufficient quantity is exposed to the air inside the case and
reactivated as often as necessary. Silica gel is reactivated by
heating it at about koo°F. for several hours. By including a small
amount of the gel treated with a humidity sensitive blue dye it
is easy to tell by the color (which turns pink) when it needs
baking
Both the dehumidifying appliance and the silica gel method
require specially designed exhibit cases to contain but conceal the
drying agent.
'/hen objects which require controlled humidity are kept in
tight exhibit or study collection cases, buffering may suffice.
Buffering depends on the fact that a hygroscopic substance readily
exchanges water vapor with the air around it until its moisture
content is in balance with the relative humidity of the air. In
this state the substance gives.off or takes in moisture whenever
the relative humidity falls or rises. It thus tends to hold the
relative humidity close to the point, of equilibrium. Therefore,
if you can condition such hygroscopic material to air at 55$
relative humidity and enclose enough of it in the case with the
specimens, it will keep the case air near the optimum percentage.
For precise control you would need special laboratory equipment
to condition the buffer, since it must be held under just the
right atmospheric environment for several days. To calculate
accurately the amount of buffer needed would require special data
on the hygroscopic characteristics of the material. In less
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critical situations, take advantage of the buffering effect
without such precision. Silica gel is an excellent buffer, wood,
cellulose fiber boards, newsprint, and cotton or linen cloth,
have similar hygroscopic properties at a lower level of efficien y.
These materials placed in a case tend to reduce the magnitude of
relative humidity changes. Use them particularly to supplement
other control methods and to protect specimens in shipment.
Since wood, fiber board, and newsprint may contain acids, the
cloth offers a safer substitute for silica gel. To give some
idea of effective quantities, one successful installation reported
in Technical Supplement No. 11, "Museum News", used about k pounds
Of conditioned silica gel to every 3 cubic feet of air in the case.
Care was taken to expose the gel as fully as possible to the case
air.
Temperature control in an air-conditioned museum should give
few problems. Be sure, of course, that the system opex-ates continously to maintain the stable environment needed for the specimens.
If the museum is not air-conditioned, there may be more difficulty
with temperature in summer than in winter. Most central heating
systems should permit, in the cold months, room temperatures above
6oo and well below 75° overnight and on weekends, as well as
during working hours. In summer you may have to depend on the
judicious manipulation of shades and ventilation to hold to a
minixnum periods when the temperature in the museum exceeds 75° •
Shutting out as much as possible of day-time heat, and letting
in cooler night air, help the situation some. Almost without
exception, in park museums, exhibit lighting is outside the cases
Check, however, to be sure that sufficient air and glass separate
the light sources from the specimens to prevent heating of the
objects.
Control of light in a museum should protect the specimens
from ultraviolet radiation and from too much exposure to the
visible spectrum. Although the ultraviolet factor could be
eliminated by depending entirely on incandescent lamps for illumination, most park museums choose to cope with it for practical
and esthetic reasons. Museums usually want a token amount of
daylight, not to light the exhibits but to keep in touch with the
outdoors. Trie light contains much ultraviolet, but adds to visitor
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comfort and pleasure. Park museums also prefer fluorescent lamps
because they generate less heat and cost less to operate. On
the other hand; they emit ultraviolet wave lengths. As a first
step in control, minimize the amount of ultraviolet coming from
these two sources. Let no direct sunlight reach a specimen. Use
curtains, Venetian blinds, baffles, overhangs, plantings, or other
means, to moderate the amount of daylight entering the rooms containing specimens, without cutting off a view or at least a sense
of the outdoors. When a fluorescent tube burns out in the museum,
always replace it with a standard warm white lamp. White fluorescent
tubes come in at least seven color variations - white, soft white,
warm white, deluxe warm white, cool white, deluxe cool v/hite, and
daylight. Tests have indicated that the standard warm white lamps
normally release substantially less ultraviolet than the others.
That is why nearly all park museum exhibits originally have this
type of light. A second step should be taken when an exhibit
contains an important specimen liable to photochemical damage. It
should be shielded from all ultraviolet radiation. The best method
presently available filters out all wave lengths of radiant
energy below visible light by a chemical formulation in clear
plastic, L'or example Plexiglas UF-j. To filter out the ultraviolet
components of all light reaching the object, cover it with a sheet
or box made of this highly transparent, almost colorless material.
If there are several specimens in the case to protect, and daylight
is not involved, slip sleeves of the plastic filter over the fluorescent tubes. Sheets of the material could be used to cover windows
or case tops, but it would be relatively expensive and hard to keep
clean without scratching.
To protect specimens from an excess of visible light, control
the amount striking them. Limit the level of illumination and also
its duration. Measures for reducing the quantity of daylight in
your museum are noted above. If the light meter still shows more
than 15 foot candles reaching vulnerable objects, notify the
regional curator. Exhibits are lighted for convenient and effective
viewing. An exhibit specialist, should collaborate on the necessary
changes in number, voltage, or distance, of the light sources, to
retain the proper display effect. Paper and ink may suffer particularly
from exposure to light. Therefore, cover any valuable document; on
exhibition with a clear yellow filter such as Plexiglas 2208.
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This cuts out the light waves at the lower end of the visible
band without affecting legibility. The remaining light, however,
can still energize photochemical deterioration, so turn the pages
of a book at least once a month. A single page document should
not ordinarily remain on exhibition. Show it on special occasions
and substitute a photocopy (identified as such) for everyday viewing. It is also good practice to install a dense filter or opaque
cover over especially susceptible objects and let visitors lift it
to examine the specimens. As another way to minimize the time of
exposure, provide a'ineans for visitors to switch on the case lights
while using the exhibit.
Air pollution presents another problem in climate control.
If the museum is air-conditioned, reasonable control can be achieved
with care and testing. The right kind of ^ry filter can renove
00$ or more of the solid particles. Avoid electrostatic filters
for museum use because they tend to add ozone to the air. Ozone is
a strong oxidizing agent. The water spray that washes and humidifies
the air in the system takes out some of the remaining solids and
some of the gases. By making the water alkaline it will remove more
of the dangerous sulphur dioxide. Activated charcoal in the system
also eliminates some gaseous pollutants. Some museums without airconditioning have reduced air pollution in study collection storerooms
by installing good quality dry filters in the doors and any other
c.ir intake points.
Study Collection Space
Good management of a park collection requires space for the
preparation, storage and study of specimens. Each of these functions calls for specialized facilities. You cannot provide them all
satisfactorily in a single room. They share, however, the need to
be together because each involves the same objects and the same
people. It is equally Important to locate the facilities close to
the interpretive office. The interpreters must work on the collection
between other pressing duties. When outsiders use the specimens,
the interpreters should oversee it.

ing.

Specimen preparation involves fumigating, cleaning and mountIt often produces strong, unpleasant odors as well as dust
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and waste matter. It needs effective ventilation. It also requires lighting for close handwork. In this space the naturalist,
for example, makes study skins, dries and mounts plants, pins insects, or trims rock specimens. The archeologist washes sherds,
restores pottery or removes corrosion from excavated metal. The
historian cleans or treats a variety of artifacts.' The minimum
equipment includes a fumigating chamber, a well lighted work
table, a laboratory sink with drainboards, hot and cold water,
and proper cabinets .for the varied instruments and the supplies
which often include moderate quantities of flammable liquids and
poisons. The nature of the collection will dictate what other,
more specialized equipment you need. Although the disagreeable
byproducts must be isolated, visitors find it fascinating and
instructive to observe specimen preparation in progress. In the
exceptional instances where the work goes on much of the time, this
interest may Justify a viewing window from the exhibit room or
other public space.
The storage of specimens imposes different requirements.
In this space, especially, relative humidity and temperature
need to be controlled; light must be excluded from vulnerable
specimens; objects should be protected from insects rodents
and air borne pollution; fire needs to be guarded againsc; and
accesc must be limited. The next section of this chapter describes
the kinds of specimen storage equipment to use. To calculate
how much space should be reserved for this function, estimate the
number of cabinets and length of shelving needed to file the
present collection in a systematic and convenient, manner and to
provide for its planned growth. Allow aisles four feet wide
between rows of cases for safe handling of drawers and large
objects.
Using the collection in research demands room to spread out
specimens for comparison, to examine them closely, measure them,
describe them and draw or photograph them. Such work needs good
light
The space should also be well ventilated because some of
the objects will reek with preservatives. Equip it with study
tables at which to examine specimens critically using microscopes
or whatever other optical or measuring instruments are required,
and to record the results. Study tables are needed Cor as many
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staff members and visiting specialists as are likely to use the
collection at the same time. Often one will suffice, but some
parks with important collections may need several. Provide
enough counter or table top space, in addition, to lay out several
drawers from standard specimen cabinets. Museum records will
probably be kept here in the study area, except for the original
catalogue that usually belongs in the park vault. 'Heady access
to a sink is desirable.
Specimen Storage Equipment
Keep study specimens in the cabinets, shelf units, or boxes
detailed below. Service-wide adoption of this equipment has had
several advantages. Every park obtains types that have been
thoroughly tested and proved effective and convenient, adds compatible
units as the collection grows, and swaps surplus units or parts
with other parks. Your familiarity with the equipment carries over
when you move. Standardization permits quantity buying with some
savings in cost.
Standard specimen cabinet (Fig. 6 ) . This tightly closing
steel case practically excludes insects, rodents, light, dust and
room air. Therefore use it for most museum objects including
study skins, geological specimens, archeological and ethnological
materials, and historical artifacts. On the other hand, for insect
collections, herbaria, zoological specimens preserved in liquid,
framed pictures and documents, as well as outsized objects, use
the cabinets or shelf units described for them below. The
standard cabinet is 29" wide X 3I-I5/16" deep X 36-7/8" hi ehThe flat top provides a convenient, counter-height woi'king surface,
but cases may be stacked two, or even three high as the collection grows. The gasketed front fastens with pressure catches to
assure tight sealing, and lifts free to provide easy access. The
cabinet has runners spaced 2" apart to accommodate 16 shallow
drawers. By using fewer drawers they can be spaced to take
taller or thicker objects. Most parks find it satisfactory to
order only 10 drawers per case. Each drawer will support at
least 50 pounds of specimens.
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n

arks having hides of larger mammals that will not fit in
the standard cabinet may order a wider case of similar construction for this purpose.
In using the standard cabinet, do not as a rule place specimens directly in the metal drawer. Put each object in an individual chipboard tray and set the tray in the drawer. The tray
protects the specimen from rolling and bumping other objects as
the drawer is slid in and out. It minimizes specimen handling,
makes arrangement more orderly and rearrangement easier. Each
tray xs lined with glazed non-acid paper as a further protection. Trays come in six sizes, numbered 1-6 beginning with the
largest (see Appendix H for nominal tray dimensions). A drawer
holds from four to 128 trays depending on the combination of
sizes that suit the purpose. The trays should fit fairly snugly
from side to side but allow space from front to back for inserting wooden blocks *"o carry group labels. When space in a drawer
is left for later acquisitions, fill the void with empty trays
turned upside down. This keeps the filled ones from slipping.
Specifications for the standard cabinet are given in
Appendix H. Check all new cases on receipt to be sure they
conform. Particularly in humid parks, set the cabinets on
wood strips to allow air circulation between the case bottom
and the floor. Parxs near the coast also wax such steel furniture as added protection against rust. Remember that a steel
cabinet does not protect its contents from fire because heat
transmitted through the metal will ignite flammable materials
inside.
Insect cabinet (Fig. 7). The cabinet itself provides a steel
enclosure for 12 standard Cornell type insect drawers. It resembles the standard specimen cabinet in construction and affords
essentially the same protection from destructive agents exclusive
of fire. It is 23-3/16" wide X 20" deep X U2-3A" high. The
top can be used as a work surface or the cases may be stacked.
The gasket sealed front forms a removable door.
The Cornell drawer is of wood construction with a removable
glass cover. The glass is held in a wooden frame fitted tightly
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over a flange on all four sides of the drawer and held firmly in
place by four brass hooks. In the drawer, use unit trays of
chipboard having a special pinning bottom and a glazed paper
facing. These come in three sizes, numbered 1 - 3 beginning with
the largest, so that from eight to 32 trays fill the drawer,
leaving space for label blocks. (See Appendix H for nominal tray
dimensions). Pin all the specimens of one species in a single
tray. For exceptionally large insects the drawer also has its
own pinning bottom.
Appendix H contains specifications for the insect cabinet
and Cornell drawer. The value of the case depends particularly
on the close fit of the drawer covers which should prevent such
pests as dermestids from reaching the specimens. So, check this
point with special care. Set the cabinet on wood strips, and
wax the outside if atmospheric conditions require.
Herbarium cabinet (Fig.8). This corresponds to the standard
specimen cabinet in general construction and protective features.
Instead of drawers, however, it contains 12 fixed steel compartments to hold pressed plant specimens. The case is 29-5/32"wide
X l8-25//32"deep X kO" high. It is counter-height and may be
stacked. The door is gasketed and removable. Each compartment
is 12-5/8" wide X 17-1/2" deep X 5-7/8" high. It will hold up to
about 30 standard herbarium sheets in genus covers, giving the
cabinet a capacity of over 900 specimens. The compartment partitions allow air circulation within the case for fumigating.
See Appendix H for specifications. Use them for inspecting
new cases upon arrival. Protect the steel from excessive
moisture if necessary, as noted for the standard specimen cabinet above.
Utility cabinet. Federal Supply Service Item 7125-269-853U
"storage cabinet, six adjustable shelves, set-up" provides a
convenient and economical unit for several categories of specimens. Use it for the jars holding reptiles, amphibians, fishes,
or invertebrates preserved in liquid. These need protection
from light but do not require a highly dust-tight, insect-proof
cabinet. If the jars tend to move on the shelves because of
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vibrations from outside, cover the surface with a sheet of
neoprene, for example. This cabinet, can give some added protection to manuscripts filed in the document boxes described
below. Thirty boxes per cabinet can be stored by removing one
shelf. To store long firearms out of sight and under lock
remove the shelves from one of these cabinets and build into it
a wooden gun rack (lig.u). The rack is designed so no part of
a weapon touches the metal of the cabinet. One cabinet holds
12 guns. Similarly a wooden rack can be built to hold swords
(Fig.10). The rack supports each sword by its hilt allowing the
blade to hang free. A hook beside each provides a place to
hang its scabbard. A leather scabbard, in particular, should
not. remain on the blade because it tends to absorb moisture
and hasten corrosion, but it is important to keep a sword and
its scabbard associated. Use this cabinet with the shelves
removed and a coat rod added to hang costumes and uniforms.
These specimens must be protected from dust and insects, however.
If the room is adequately air-conditioned, this can be done by
sealing the specimens in plastic bags containing a handful of
paradichlorobenzene crystals. Unless temperature and relative
humidity are controlled, moisture may condense inside sealed
bags. Under such circumstances, use muslin dust covers and replenish the fumigant in the cabinet frequently. By installing
notched boards on the sides of a cabinet without shelves it can
also be used to store textile specimens too large for a standard
specimen cabinet. Roll the fabric on a cardboard cylinder
several inches in diameter, slip a wooden rod. through the cylinder
and rest the ends in the notches. Protect the fabric with tissue
paper as you roll it and cover the roll with muslin to keep ou1
dust.
Steel shelving. Objects too big or heavy for a standard
specimen cabinet may be placed on shelves. This method of
storage provides no special protection from the agents of deterioration. It economizes space, however, promotes orderliness,
and reduces the necessary handling of the specimens. Federal
Prison Industries produces suitable steel shelving in a variety
of styles and sizes. For general storage of oversized specimens
standard plain skeleton shelving, Type E, Class II, perhaps,
offers greatest, flexibility. Park museums oidinaril/ use units
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36" wide X 2U" deep. These are available in four different
heights - 6' 3" with 7 shelves, 7'3" with 8 shelves, 8'3" with
9 shelves and 9'3" with 10 shelves. Too high shelves would
introduce handling risks, of course. If the situation calls for
back and ends on the shelves, ask for standard plain shelving,
Type A, closed, without door. This should be Class II also,
which assures that a shelf will support up to 1290 pounds
evenly distributed.
To protect +he specimens from oust, cover them with unbleached muslin. Be sure to flameproof the cloth before using
it. To do this dip the cloth in a solution of 7 ounces of borax
and 3 ounces of boric acid to 2 quarts of hot water. Squeeze
out the excess- Wash the dust covers before they collect too
..iuch dirt, and renew the flameproofing. Cloth is better than
plastic sheeting for this purpose because it avoids the danger
of moisture condensation which might occur if trapped air were
chilled.
Picture racks (Fig 1.1)- The safest way to store framed
pictures is to hang them on a wire mesh panel. It permits free
circulation cf air around the paintings so both face and back
respond to the same atmospheric conditions, and it reduces the
danger to frames and glass. Allow room behind the screen, or
mount it at right angles to the wall so you can hang pictures on
both sides of it. Use flattened expanded aluminum panels or
diamond mesh woven wire partition panels. These come in various
sizes, e.g. 3' X 8' or V X 8' for the expanded metal and 5'
wide X 7' nbgh, also 8' and 9' high in the wire mesh. If the
collection is large enough to require several panels, consider
mounting them on overhead tracks about 18" apart. They can be
installed in compact space and rolled out individually.
Print boxes (Fig.12). To protect unframed prints, maps,
drawings or water colors, store them in special containers called
print or Solander boxes. These boxes are constructed of light
wood covered with fabric and lined with an acid-free glazed
paper. A flange at the top, and metal clasps, keep the container
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reason?1" ly dust-tight and light-proof. The hinged back lies flat
when opened, to permit safer, easier handling of the individual
prints stacked inside. In some cases, the front drops similarly.
Print boxes come in at least four standard sizes. Each of these
provides an inside depth of about 2-1/2" to hold 25.- 50 matted
pictures. The other dimensions accommodate the following mat
size - lU-l/V X 19-lA", 1 •'»" X 22", lp" X 2h" and 22" X 23".
Larger sizes for mats up to 3o" X 42" are available on special
order. For added protection, store the standard size print
boxes in the drawers of standard specimen cabinets. Lay the bigger
ones flat on shelves.
Before placing valuable prints, naps and similar specimens in
a print box, have them mounted in standard window mats. A window
mat consists of two sheets of acid-free mat board composed of lOOy)
rag fiber. The specimen is mounted on the back sheet with a paper
hinge at the upper edge allowing an ample border of the backing
sheet all around. The second sheet is the same size as the back
one, and is fastened to it with a hinge along the upper edge. It
has an opening cut in it slightly smaller than the specimen so it
overlaps the latter a little on all sides. Lay a sheet of acidfree tissue paper or cellulose acetate directly over the specimen
between the mat sheets to protect the face of the object in storage.
All the specimens in one print box should have mats of approximately
the same size, and a proper size for the box, to minimize slipping.
Store less valuable specimens of this type in print boxes without.
mats, but place each picture or map in an individual folder of
acid-free kraft paper or cellulose acetate. Make the folder larger
than the specimen and close to the inside dimensions of the box.
Map file cabinet. The collection may contain historic maps,
prints, or similar specimens too large for even an outsized print
box. Store these in a steel map cabinet such as Federal Supply
Service item 7110-205-0821. This is a five-drawer unit with
separate base (7110-205-0322) and top (7110-205-0823). Two. three
or even four of the drawer units will stack one above another with
a single base and top. The cabinet carried in stock is 3 3 k" wide X
1:1-7/16" deep. Each unit of drawers is 15-3/8'' high. The base
and top together add l-j/l" to the total height. Two units of
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drawers, with a base and top, make a convenient combination and
snould provide enough of this type of storage for most collections. Similar cabinets may be obtained with larger or smaller
drawers, on schedule (F3C "Jl, Part V ) .
A map cabinet affords less protection from dust and insects
than a print box. Therefore, do not use it in preference to the
_ rint boxes ..hen the s^ze of a specimen permits a choice. All
maps and prints stored in map cabinets should be matted, or enclosed in individual folders of kraft paper or cellulose acetate.
If these large drawers are used to store textile specimens in
order to avoid folding the fabric, place each specimen in a folder
of kraft paper or acid-free tissue .paper. Kemember to take extra
precautions against insect attack.
Document boxes (Fig.l3). Protective containers for manuscripts
and other documents come in two sizes: legal - 15-l/U" wide X
10-1/V high X 5" deep, and letter - 12-1/V wide X 10-1/V' high
X 5" deep. Each box holds 50-75 documents, unfolded and enclosed
in individual kraft paper or cellulose acetate folders. The
boxes are made of kraft paperboard lined inside and out with
aluminum foil. They have a hinged overlapping cover, but do not
close tightly enough to exclude insects or be rated dust tight.
On the ether hand, the aluminum reflects heat so efficiently that
these light containers protect their contents from fire if the exposure is not prolonged. As suggested above, the document boxes
may be stored in utility cabinets or, of course, on open shelves.
Procuring specimen storage equipment. Funds to purchase the
equipment Jequired for protecting study specimens come from three
principal sources. These ax-e: appropriations for building construction; the park's Maintenance and rehabilitation account
(1^73)> and the allotment for preservation of collections maae to
the branch of Museum Operations. When the collection will occupy
newly constructed space, the amount programmed for erecting the
building should always include money for specimen cabinets and
shelving, along with other furnishings needed to make the structure operative, .hen you must equip existing space, anticipate
the cost of the equipment in the park's maintenance and rehabilitation program. In addition, the Branch of Museum Operations
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earmarks a portion of its allotted funds to meet emergency needs
for specimen storage equipment.
Each park submits a list of its current needs, through channels,
to the Branch of Museum Operations by March 31 annually. If the
park has construction or maintenance funds to buy the required items,
it sends a formal requisition with the list. If not, it indicates
the priority in which the equipment should be supplied. The.
regional director weighs the relative urgency of the latter requests
and forwards the consolidated lists to the Branch of Museum Operations
with his recommendations. The Branch then initiates the purchase
of all requisitioned items, and of as many of the others in order
of priority as its available funus permit. Procurement of this
equipment is centralized to take advantage of quantity purchasing,
assure interchangeability of corresponding parts, and maintain
desirable standards in protective features.
Central Repositories
Park museums regularly maintain their own basic study collections. Experience fully justifies this standard practice.
Specimens, as a rule, serve the park better on site, and park
staffs generally care for them well. However, when a park has no
space in which specimens can be safely kept, or has no staff member
qualified to take care of them, the collection needs to be protected elsewhere. This is a temporary arrangement pending development of adequate facilities and staffing at the park. Archeological projects often result in large collections which must be held
for an extended period before being culled. The volume of specimens may exceed available study and storage space at the park.
Central repositories provide a temporary home for collections in
such circumstances.
The National Park Service operates two central repositories
for museum collections. One is at the Southwest Archeological
Center in Globe, Arizona. The other is in the Southeast
Archeological Center being developed at Ocmulgee National Monument.
The primary function of these centers is archeological research.
They necessarily maintain their own study collections continually
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used by the staff and visiting scholars. When one of these centers
is asked to take temporary custody of a collection, part or all
of which should ..iome day return to the park, the specimens do not
ordinarily go into dead storage. The staff at the center provides
as complete curatorial service as circumstances permit. Specimens
may be cleaned, restored if they warrant it, identified, catalogued,
photographed, and described or illustrated in scientific.public .tions.
They will be used as vrarking components of the center's research
collection as long as they remain at the repository. You will receive
the three copies of any catalogue records made for specimens to be
returned to the park, and b. center will retain a duplicate copy.
No need has developed for central repositories except in the
case of archeological materials.
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All the curatorial tasks detailed in the preceding chapters
culminate in the utilization of the collections. You acquire,
prepare, and preserve specimens for people to use. The skill,
patience, and money invested in these objects is justified by the
use they receive. On the other hand, do not expect that people
will necessarily use the collections immediately or automatically.
In fact, the most important utilization may come 50, 100 or 1,000
years hence. Then some of the specimens gathered and preserved
with such care will be4 rare indeed, and scholars will have new
questions the collection can help to answer. Meanwhile the
present uses of the collection are important too, but they need to
be encouraged and developed by active effort. The following
discussion suggests how.
Exhibition
One of the most important and characteristic ways in which
museums employ specimens is to exhibit them. People learn from
exhibited objects. At the simplest level, seeing an object makes
actual the words we apply to it. The word symbols with which we
think and communicate acquire fuller, more accurate meaning.
Visitors can be told that the battle began with a bursting shell
from a 30-pounder Parrott rifle, but what can these words convey
to people who have never seen this kind of cannon and shell? If
other senses could be involved as well--letting visitors touch the
cannon barrel, feel the rifling, heft the shell, smell powder
smoke or hear the blast, the words would become still more meaningful. Rarely, however, is a specimen exhibited just to give concrete
meaning to its name. Displayed in context, the object helps
communicate ideas. You add to its interpretive power in various
ways. It is exhibited in a manner that shows how it works or how
people used it. It is placed with similar objects to invite
comparisons. It is grouped with the other things that normally
accompany it. Combined with labels, the object becomes evidence
supporting a conclusion, a symbol for a more abstract idea, or a
link with some person or event.
In addition to helping people understand, specimens on exhibition give enjoyment. Some have esthetically satisfying or exciting
form and color. The strangeness of others stimulates pleasurable
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feelings of curiosity. Visitors take comfort in familiar objects.
A few specimens evoke stronger emotions.
In developing the use of the collections, therefore, explore
fully the opportunities to include specimens in your exhibits.
Besides the regular "permanent" exhibits, consider the possibilities extending in at least two other directions. Special exhibitions are an important auxiliary technique. Characteristically
short-term, they highlight seasonal changes, mark an anniversary,
emphasize timely aspects of the park story, elaborate on a collateral interest, display recent acquisitions, or encourage appropriate
donations. Such exhibitions take time and money, but are justified
when they give greater depth and breadth to the park interpretive
program, increase pommunity interest, and generate favorable
publicity. If displayed too long, these exhibitions lose much of
their value. So schedule each one to last about a month. By
following it promptly with another special exhibition you can
establish a rotation of fresh, timely, significant displays using,
to good advantage, specimens from the park collections, and
objects borrowed for the occasion. The park museum is not the
only place to install special exhibitions. Often stores, banks,
schools, clubs or other institutions in nearby communities welcome
them. Even though such a special exhibition is temporary, use
techniques and standards of presentation that will communicate
with the visitor and evoke desirable response. A poorly designed
or crudely executed display would not be worth the effort. Since
many museums arrange special shows of their own, extend the use of
your collection by lending them specimens for this purpose.
The use of objects can be extended by developing ways to
bring visitors into closer contact with them. To many of us the
phrase "exhibit specimen" connotes something visible - in a case behind glass. Important as this is, it is only one exhibit
technique, and it utilizes only the visual sense. The effectiveness of an exhibit can be enhanced, often to a dramatic degree, by
bringing into play as many as possible of the four remaining senses touch, hearing, smell and taste. Achieve multiple use of the senses,
for example, by letting visitors manipulate the specimen in the
original manner. Grinding, and then tasting corn meal from a mano
and metate, writing with a quill pen or slate pencil, donning
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articles of clothing or armor, and taking readings with old navigation instruments, have been included in exhibits by imaginative
interpreters. Many other ways of letting visitors handle exhibit
specimens safely and instructively can be devised. Introduce
appropriate odors in the refurnished kitchen, the granary, the
stable or the shop. Audio devices may contribute the proper
sounds for a specimen whether it is a rattlesnake or a blacksmith's
hammer. Going beyond exhibits, use specimens to illustrate a talk
or guided trip, passing the objects around to be handled and examined, or merely holding them up and explaining them. You go a
step further when the specimen is demonstrated. How the object works
and what it accomplishes is shown. The visitor sees, hears and
sometimes smells what goes on. Often he can try his hand, and he
has the opportunity to talk with the knowledgeable demonstrator.
This may be the best way to interpret a complex specimen, or a
group of related objects like the tools of a trade. Demonstrations
may be continuously operating or periodically scheduled affairs.
They may be conducted in the museum, on site, or at a specially
prepared location.
To capitalize on the full interpretive value of the museum
collection and the time and money invested in it, analyze the program of interpretive services. Decide where specimens can help.
Choose the best methods of communication. Use them. It will
require imagination, experimentation and innovation. It is always
necessary to maintain quality, good taste, and a proper balance
between wise care of the specimens, and the possibilities they
offer for visitor edification and enjoyment. Interpretive progress
requires creative change. Standing still in this regard denies the
rewards of understanding to visitors.
Reference
Specimens not on exhibition comprise the study series. As the
term implies, the objects are used by studying them. Most frequently
they are turned to for specific, detailed information as to a reference book.. The objects provide authoritative answers. Park
interpreters depend on the collections to supply or verify many of
the facts they present in reports, park publications, talks, and
field trips. This is particularly the case with naturalists and
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archeologists who must rely on data furnished by correctly identified specimens.
Seasonal interpreters often use the study series even more
than the full-time staff. It may be their most dependable training
aid. From the specimens they learn to recognize the rocks, fossils,
plants and animals they will encounter and interpret. As seasonal
staff members find unfamiliar species in their field trips, the
collections help identify the forms quickly and accurately. The
specimens may also give details of a localized character the
interpreters could not get from books. When the seasonals give
talks or make other verbal interpretive contacts, they can speak
reliably and with confidence about the kinds of objects they have
examined and handled in the collections.
Wise decisions in the management and protection of a park
often depend on the correct identification of the plants, animals,
rocks or other features involved. Thus the staff members who
recommend measures, and those who carry them out, should use the
study series to check their determinations and then to make sure
they can recognize the specific forms in the field. When the
decisions involve historical restoration, the use of the collections may be equally vital.
Visitors also use the study series. Many want to know the
name of an unfamiliar animal or plant they have seen in the park.
The collections not only provide a prompt, authoritative answer,
but also may stimulate further interest. Some visitors seek more
specialized help because their vocation or avocation touches a
facet of the park story. The amateur botanist, or the gun collector, for example, may want to dig deeper, looking at all the
pertinent specimens and checking data on the catalogue cards. More
visitors will use the study series to good advantage if properly
controlled access is easy. Let people know what the collections
contain, and invite them to examine, the specimens in which they
are interested. In addition to what visitors learn from these
particular specimens, they appreciate getting behind the scenes
and realize the solid factual basis underlying park management and
interpretation.
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Sometimes a collection in the study series has enough significance or general interest to warrant installing it in "visible
storage". It then supplements the exhibit series and must do so in
accordance with the Interpretive Prospectus. The Fuller gun collection at Chickamauga and part of the bottle collection at Fort Pulaski
are used in this way. Visible storage implies protection and
accessibility for study along with attractive but usually compact
display.
Research
The collections serve the research needs of the park in several
ways. Accurately identified specimens form the datum plane for
essential ecological and some archeological studies. Intensive
analysis of the specimens themselves may comprise valuable contributions to knowledge—descriptions of new species, revised classifications or datings, for example. Broader studies use specimens
as part of the evidence leading to fresh conclusions, like the
discovery of the source of North Devon pottery in the Jamestown
collection. Often, as in the case of archeological projects, the
research creates the collection. To develop the research use of
the collections, first be sure to gather objects worth studying,
preserve them properly for study, and record full data about them.
Then take steps to let scholars know what resources the collections
contain. The annotated inventory compiled by the Southwest
Archeological Center is an excellent example. An entry from this
inventory comprises Appendix I. With the help of the regional
office, if necessary, get this kind of information about the
collections into the hands of professors and graduate students at
appropriate universities.
Documentation
A specimen which has been used in research acquires value as a
document because other scholars can verify the results only by
re-examining the original evidence. While this does not mean that
every specimen studied in the course of a research project trust be
kept permanently, you need to recognize and respect the documentary
importance of those specimens which were significant in the study.
Similarly, the objects which support statements in the interpretive
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programs have documentary functions. While documentation is a
relatively passive use of the collections, it justifies the continued preservation of many specimens.
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When any museum specimen ceases to have value in the park,
its retention in the collection vastes space, staff time, and
money. Good management requires disposal of it. Make sure first,
of course, that the object actually has no further use in the
museum. To get rid of it simply because it is in poor condition,
for example, may be unjustified. Proper restoration or repair
can often return it to usefulness
Before it is decided to eliminate a specimen, consider carefully all the ways in which museum
objects serve the park. If no further use can be found for a
particular specimen, then determine the best method of disposal.
Any object acquired by field collecting, gift, purchase, transfer,
or exchange, is Federal property for which you are responsible.
IOU may not give it away - even by returning a gift to its donor.
It cannot be thrown away or destroyed. It cannot be sold. The
means of disposal which are open, however, involve various potential
benefits to the Service. Therefore, they should be considered in
the following sequence:
1.

Transfer to another park within the System.
When a specimen not needed in one park is transferred
to another where it is useful, both parks benefit.
Such free movement of specimens on the basis of need
does more good than trying to negotiate value-for-value
exchanges between parks.

2.

Exchange or transfer to the Smithsonian Institution.
The exchanged objects remain Federal assets but with
mutually increased usefulness. This method also
enables you to tap important reserves of scientific
or historical material. Since exchange with the
Smithsonian is a continuing process, transfer unneeded
speclmens now with the expectation that they will
later provide a basis for some exchange beneficial to
the Service.

3. Exchange to other museums, institutions, or individuals.
Barter objects inappropriate to use in the Service
for specimens your park needs.
U. Long-term loan to responsible public or private institutions,
organizations, or agencies.
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Specimens which are neither usable in the parks, nor or
interest to other collectors, who could offer something
in exchange, may be put to good use hy a local museum or
school, for example, as a long-term loan.
5. Survey for disposal as surplus property.
A few objects having no scientific, historical, or
educational value may remain. Regular surplus
property channels provide the way to dispose of rhem,
so refer such specimens to the park's accountable
property officer.

To r e a l i s e the f u l l b e n e f i t s in these a l t e r n a t i v e methods of
disposal, and to minimize the paperwork involved, use the xtegional
Clearing House, tyefer, a l s o , to the management of kuseum Properties
Act (see Appendix A) and the "Property toanageinent Handbook'.
regional Clearing Horse Services
The f.egional Clearing House is a procedure to refine all paick
collections by concerted action to eliminate inappropriate specimens, fill gaps, and reassign objects to their places of greatest
usefulness. It provides an efficient channel for negotiating advantageous transfers, exchanges, and long-term loans to free the
collection of unneeded specimens. It helps replace some of them
«J.th objects the museum really needs. Throughout the process,
it protects the public interest.
Participate in the Regional Clearing House as follows:
1. Send the regional office a duplicate catalogue card
for each specimen in the park collections which seems to be inappropriate, or surplus to the needs of the park. Also send the
immediate and long range want list of exhibit specimens, along
with a list of objects needed to pound out and strengthen the
stucy series. Describe clearly the items on the want lists. If
help is needed In determining what is lacking, surplus, or not
pertinent, request the regional director to assign qualified
specialists to compile or review the selections.
2. The regional office compares the wants and unwanted
specimens with those of all other parks in the region. It sends
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your want list to the other regions for checking with their files
of unneeded specimens. When the regional office finds that, another
park has a specimen available which seems to fit your need, it
sends you a description. If it is decided to acquire it, notify
the regional office. The other park is then asked to send the
specimen. If the superintendent agrees, he ships the specimen
and Informs the regional office so the lists will be current.
3. When the want list contains specimens not available from
the parks, the regional office tries to locate the needed objects
in other museums, private collections, or dealers' stocks. It then
negotiates an equitable exchange, if possible, using your surplus
specimens or even those available from other parks. When a good
dear., has been arranged, the regional office notifies you and any
other parks involved. If acceptable, send the specimens directly
to the institution or individual offering the exchange. Report
the transaction to the regional office so the lists remain up
to date.
h. The regional office locates museums, schools, or similar
institutions that can make good use of the unneeaed specimens
which are also unsuitable for exchange. It arranges a long-term
loan. If acceptable, send the specimens directly to the borrowing
institution and notify the regional office.
5. It takes time and patience to negotiate productive transfers, exchanges, or loans. If the regional office fails to develop
a satisfactory disposition of your unneeded specimen in due time,
it ordinarily will recommend, by memorandum, that the Board of
Survey declare the specimen surplus government property to be
sold or destroyed under General Services Administration rules.
The region's memorandum releases the specimen from the clearing
house operation. To assure timely disposal, note on the working
(blue) copy of the catalogue card the date when the specimen was
referred to the clearing house. Then request action if it remains
too long.
In the Regional Clearing House procedure there are two additional responsibilities. Notify the regional office of any
promising leads you have for transfers, exchanges, or loans. Such
contacts complement the broader reach of the regional staff.
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In some instances you may be asked to carry out the negotiations
because you know the people involved, or are conveniently close
to them. Also, document the actual transactions involving your
collection. See Chapter 2 for recording transfers and exchanges.
Instructions on loans follow. The Board of Survey report documents
its action. Be sure to note the manner and date of .all disposals
on the museum catalogue form and in the accession records.
If there is a specimen which has deteriorated to a condition
of obvious worthlessness, bypass the Regional Clearing House and
refer it directly to the accountable property officer. Other
occasions may be found when it is possible to act directly in
arranging a transfer, exchange, or loan, to better advantage than
through the clearing house. If so, keep the regional office
informed.
Lending Museum Specimens
Long-term loans. This course of action accomplishes two ends.
It converts a presently useless specimen, or series of specimens,
into a useful one. In the process, it saves the space and care
the material required in the museum. On the other hand, lending
does not relieve you of all responsibility for the objects. They
remain in the museum records as part of the collection for which
you are curatorially accountable. Therefore, select carefully the
institution to which to lend, and make sure it understands the
nature and conditions of the loan.
The minimum condition is that the borrower return the specimens whenever the institution is no longer willing or able to care
for them. If the objects have little intrinsic value, or can be
readily replaced, this may be enough. The obligation then consists
of knowing that the borrowing institution is still in existence.
With more valuable specimens, a definite period should be set at the
end of which the borrower requests renewal of the loan for a corresponding length of time. The best period between renewals varies
with the importance of the specimens and the character of the
institution involved, but ordinarily should not exceed five years,
For particularly valuable items, inspect them between renewals, and
in exceptional instances, ask the borrower to insure them. When
a specimen on long-term loan wears out or deteriorates beyond
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repair, refer it to the accountable property officer.
To document a long-term loan, send the borrower a letter stating
what is being lent, how and when the agreement may be renewed, and
that the material be returned if the borrower can no longer take
care of it. Enclose with the letter two copies of Standard Form
10-127, Loan of Specimens (see Appendix J). Fill in part of the
form first, request the borrower to fill in additional parts,
and ask him to return one copy as a receipt. File a copy of the
letter and the loan form in the accession folder.
Short-term loans. Although not a mean3 of disposal, brief
loans require similar procedures. If the museum contains important
specimens, other museums or scholars may wish to borrow them for
special exhibition or study. Such uses increase the value of the
specimens to the public. Requests, therefore, should he granted
to lend objects unless they are unlikely to withstand the risks
involved. Consider the nature and condition of the specimen. It
may be too fragile to lend, or it may need preservative treatment
first, to strengthen and restore it. Also consider the capability and
experience of the borrower. Will the specimen be handled and protected by experts? Weigh the possibilities of damage or loss
against the significance of the special use proposed. If the loan
is justified, specify mutually satisfactory conditions. These
include the period of the loan, which is always definite and short
(usually less than si>.-months). Require that the borrower insure
the specimen under an all-risk, wall-to-wall policy, if the value
of the object warrants it. Sometimes it is desirable to specify
packing and shipping requirements, or special protective measures
while the specimen is in storage, or on display.
Document a short-term loan with a letter to the borrower
clearly defining the conditions. Enclose two copies of SF 10-127,
one of which the borrower returns as a receipt. Be sure the
condition report is complete and accurate for the outgoing specimen.
'./hen the specimen is returned, complete the loan form with equal
care. File the correspondence and loan form in the accession
folder, doth the loan and return of the specimen should be entered
on the catalogue card.
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LAWS AFFECTING MUSEUM OPERATIONS
An Act To increase the public benefits from the National Park
System by Facilitating the management of Museum Properties relating thereto, and for other purposes, appx-pved July 1, 1955 (69 Stat.

Mr?
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United states of America in Congress assembled, That the
purpose of this Act shall be to increase the public benefits from
museums estaolished within the individual areas administered by
the Secretary of the Interior through the National Park Service
as a means of informing the public concerning the areas and preserving valuable objects and relics relating thereto. The
Secretary of the Interior, notwithstanding other provisions or
limitations of law, may perform the following functions in such
manner as he shall consider to be in the public interest:
(a) Accept donations and bequests of money or other personal
property, and hold, use, expend, and administer the same for purposes of this Act;
(b) Purchase from such donations and bequests of money museum
objects, museum collections, and other personal properties at prices
he considers to be reasonable;
(c) Make exchanges by accepting museum objects, museum collections, and other personal properties, and by granting in exchange
therefor museum property under the administrative jurisdiction of
the Secretary which is no longer needed or which uiay be held in
duplicate among the museum properties administered by the Secretary,
such exchanges to be consummated on a basis which the Secretary
considers to be equitable and in the public interest;
(d) Accept the loan of museum objects, museum collections,
and other personal properties and pay transportation costs incidental thereto, such loans to be accepted upon terras and
conditions which he shall consider necessary; and
(e) Loan to responsible public or private organizations,
institutions, or agencies, without cost to the United States,
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Management or Museum Properties Act (con.)
such museum objects, museum collections, and oilier personal
property as he shall consider advisable, such loans to oe
male upon terras and conditions which he shall consider necessary
to protect t.ae puolic interest in such properties, (lb U.S.C.
s l3f.)
An Act To provide tor the preservation of historic American
sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities of national significance,
and tor other JUI•poses, approved August 21 ; Ipjb (*'9 Stat. 636)
Be it enacted by the Senate and. House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That it is
hereby declared that it is a national policy to preserve i'or
public use historic sites, buildings, and objects of national
significance i'or the inspiration and benefit of the people pi' the
United States (l6 U.S.C. sec. 46l,)
Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred
to as the Secretary), through the National Park Service, for the
purpose of effectuating the policy expressed in section 1 hereof,
shall have the following powers and perform the following duties
and functions:
(a) Sec.live, collate, and preserve drawings, plans, photographs,
and other uata of historic and archaeologic sites, buildings, and
objects.
(b) Make a survey of historic and archaeologic sites,
ouildingo, and objects for the purpose of determining which possess
exceptional value as commemorating or illustrating the history of
the United States.
(c) Make necessary investigations and researches in the
United States relating to particular sites, buildings, or objects
to ootain true and accurate historical and archaeological facts
an.: information concerning the same.
(d) l*'or the purpose of this Act, acquire in the name of the
United States by gift, purchase, or otherwise ai y piOi*rt.y,
personal or real, or any interest or estate therein, title to any
real property to be satisfactory to the Secretary; Provided, That
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Historic Sites Act (con.)
no such property which is owned by any religious or educational
institution, or which is owned or administered for the benefit
of the public shall be so acquired without the consent of the
owner: Provided further, That no such property shall be acquired
or contract or agreement for the acquisition thereof made which
will obligate the general fund of the Treasury for the payment
of such property, unless or until Congress has appropriated
money which is available for that purpose.
(e) Contract and make cooperative agreements with States,
municipal subdivisions, corporations, associations, or individuals,
with proper bond where deemed advisable, to protect, pi-eserve,
maintain, or operate any historic or archaeologic building,
site, object, or property used in connection therewith for public
use, regardless as to whether the title thereto is in the United
States: Provided, That no contract or cooperative agreement
shall be made or entered into which will obligate the general
fund of the Treasury unless or until Congress has appropriated
money for such purpose.
(f) Restore, reconstruct, rehabilitate, preserve, and maintain historic and prehistoric sites, buildings, objects, and
properties of national historical or archaeological significance
and where deemed desirable establish and maintain museums in
connection therewith.
(g) Erect, and maintain tablets to mark or commemorate
historic or prehistoric places and events of national historical
or archaeological significance.
(h) Operate and manage historic and archaeologic sites,
buildings and. properties acquired under the provisions of this
Act together with lands and subordinate buildings for the benefit
of the public, such authority to include the power to charge
reasonable visitation fees and grant concessions, leases, or permits for the use of land, building space, roads, or trails when
necessary or desirable either to accommodate the public or to
facilitate administration: Provided, That such concessions,
leases, or permits, shall be let at competitive bidding, to the
person making the highest and best bid.
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(i) '•.'hen the Secretary determines that it would be administratively burdensome to restore, reconstruct, operate, or maintain
any particular historic or archaeologic site, building, or properly
donated to the United States through the National Park Service, he
may cause the same to be done by organizing a corporation for that
purpose under the laws of the District of Columbia or any State.
(j) Develop an educational program and service for the purpose of making available to the public facts and information pertaining to American historic and archaeologic sites, buildings,
and properties of national significance. Reasonable charges may
be made for the dissemination of any such facts or information.
(k) Perform any and all acts, and make such rules and
regulations not inconsistent with this Act as may be necessary
and proper to carry out the provisions thereof. Any person
violating any of the rules and regulations authorized by this
Act shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500 and be
adjudged to pay all cost of the proceedings. (l6 U.S.C. sec. U62.)
Sec. 3- A general advisory board to be known as the "Advisory
Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments"
is hereby established, to be composed of not to exceed eleven
persons, citizens of the United States, to include representatives
competent in the fields of history, archaeology, architecture, and
human geography, who shall be appointed by the Secretary and serve
at his pleasure. The members of. such board shall receive no
salary but may be paid expenses incidental to travel when engaged
in discharging their duties *p such members,
It shall be the duty of such board to advise on any matters
relating to national parks and to the administration of this Act
submitted to it for consideration by the Secretary. It may also
recommend policies to the Secretary from time to time pertaining
to national parks and to the restoration, reconstruction, conservation, and general administration of historic and archaeologic sites,
buildings, and properties. (l6 U.S.C. sec. h(%..)
Sec. 'i. The Secretary, in administering this Act, is
authorized to cooperate with and may seek and accept the assistance
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of any Federal, State, or municipal department or agency, or any
educational or scientific institution, or any patriotic association,
or any individual.
(b) When deemed necessary, technical advisory committees may
be established to act in an advisory capacity in connection with
the restoration or reconstruction of any historic or prehistoric
building or structure.
(c) Such professional and technical assistance may be employed without regard to the civil-service laws, and such service
may be established as may be required to accomplish the purpose
of this Act and for which money may be appropriated by Congress or
made available by gifts for such purpose. (l6 U.S.C. sec. h'M.)
Sec. !>. Nothing in this Act shall be held to deprive any
State, or political subdivision thereof, of its civil and criminal
jurisdiction in and over lands acquired by the United States under
this Act. (16 U.S C. sec. U65)
Sec. J. There is authorized to he appropriated for carrying
out the purposes of this Act such sums as the Congress may from
time to time determine. (l6 U.S.C. sec. k6G.)
Sec. 7- The provisions of this Act shall control if any of
them are in conflict with any other Act or Acts relating to the
same subject matter. (l6 U.S.C. sec. ^67.)
An Act For the preservation of American antiquities, approved
June 8, 1906 Q h Stat. 225).
^~
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person
who shall appropriate, excavate, injure, or destroy any historic
or prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of antiquity, situated
on lands owned or controlled by the Government of the United States,
without the permission of the Secretary of the department of the
Government having jurisdiction over the lands on which said antiquities are situated, shall, upon conviction be fined in a sum of
no' more than five hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a period
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Antiquities Act (con.)
of not more than ninety days, or shall suffer both fine and
imprisonment, In the discretion of the court. (U.S.C., title l6,
sec. 13J.)
Sec. 2. That the President of the United States is hereby
authorized, in his discretion, to declare by public proclamation
historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and
other objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated
upon the lands owned or controlled by the Government of the United
States to be national monuments, and may reserve as a part thereof
parcels of land, the limits of which in all cases shall be confined
to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and management
of the objects to be protected: Provided That when such objects
are situated upon a tract covered by a bona fide unperfected claim
or held in private ownership, the tracts, or so much thereof as
may be necessary for the proper care and management of the object,
may be relinquished to the Government, and the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to accept the relinquishment of
such tracts in behalf of the Government of the United States,.
(U.S.C., title 16, sec. 1*31-)
Sec. 3. That permits for the examination of ruins, the excavation of archaeological sites, and the gathering of objects
of antiquity upon the lands under their respective jurisdictions
may be granted by the Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture,
and War to institutions which they may deem properly qualified to
conduct such examination, excavation, and gathering, subject to
such rules and regulations as they may prescribe: Provided, That
the examinpf.inns; »Ye»votions, and gatherings are undertaken for
the benefit of reputable museums, universities, colleges, or other
recognized scientific or educational Institutions, with a view
to increasing the knowledge of such objects, and that the gatherings
shall be made for permanent preservation in public museums, (U.S.C.,
title 16, sec. U32.)
Sec. k. That the Secretaries of the departments aforesaid
shall make and publish from time to time uniform rules and
regulations for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
this act. (U.S.C., title 16, sec. ^32.)
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Prescribed by the Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and
War to~Carr,7 Out the Provisions of the "Act for the Preservation
of American Antiquities/ approved June 8, lQQo (3^ Stat. 225)
1. Jurisdiction over ruins, archaeological sites, historic
and prehistoric monuments and structures, objects of antiquity,
historic landmarks, and other objects of historic or scientific
interest, shall be exercised under the act by the respective Deparuaents as follows:
By the Secretary of Agriculture over lands within the exterior
limits of forest reserves, by the Secretary of War over lands within
the exterior limits of military reservations, by the Secretary of
the Interior over all other lands owned or controlled by the Government of the United States, provided the Secretaries of War and
Agriculture may by agreement cooperate 'with the Secretary of the
Interior in the supervision of such monuments and objects covered
by the act of June 8, 190b, as may be located on lands near or
adjacent to forest reserves and militax-y reservations, respectively.
2. No permit for the removal of any ancient monument or
structure which can be permanently preserved under the control of
tl e United States in situ, and remain an object of interest, shall
be granted.
3. "ermits for the examination of ruins, the excavation of
archaeological sites, and the gathering of objects of antiquity will
be granted, by the respective Secretaries having jurisdiction, to
reputable museums, universities, colleges, or other recognized
scientific or educational institutions, or to their duly authorized
agents.
h. No exclusive permits shall be granted for a larger area
than the applicant can reasonably be expected to explore fully and
systematically within the time limit named in the permit.
5. Each application for a permit should be filed with the
Secretary having jurisdiction, and must be accompanied by a definite
outline of the proposed work, indicating the name of the institution
making the request, the date proposed for beginning the field work,
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Uniform Rules and Regulations (con.)
the length of time proposed to be devoted to it, and the person
who will have immediate charge of the work. The application must
also contain an exact statement of the character of the work,
whether examination, excavation, or gathering, and the public museum
in which the collections made under the permit are to be permanently
preserved. The application must be accompanied by a sketch plan or
description of the particular site or area to be examined, excavated,
or searched, so definite that it can be located on the map with
reasonable accuracy.
6. No permit will be granted for a period of more than three
year3, but if the work has been diligently prosecuted under the
permit, the time may be extended for proper cause upon application.
7after it
after it
order or

Failure to begin work under a permit within six months
is granted, or failure to diligently prosecute such work
has been begun, shall make the permit void without any
proceeding by the Secretary having jurisdiction.

8. Applications for permits shall be referred to the
Smithsonian Institution for recommendation.
9. Fvery permit shall be in writing and copies shall be
transmitted to the Smithsonian Institution and the field officer
in charge of the land involved. The permittee will be furnished
with a copy of these rules and regulations.
10. At the close of each season's field work the permittee
shall report in duplicate to the Smithsonian Institution, in such
form as its secretary may prescribe, and shall prepare in duplicate
a catalogue of the collections and of the photographs made during
the season, indicating therein such material, if any. as may be
available for exchange.
11. Institutions and persons receiving permits for excavation shall, after the completion of the work, restore the lands
upon which they have worked to their customary condition, to the
satisfaction of the field officer in charge.
12. All permits shall be terminable at the discretion of
the Secretary having Jurisdiction.
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Uniform Rules and Regulations (con.)
13. The field officer in charge of land owned or controlled
by the Government of the United States shall, from time to time,
inquire and report as to the existence, on or near such lands, of
ruins and archaeological sites, historic or prehistoric ruins or
monuments, objects of antiquity, historic landmarks, historic or
prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific
interest.
Ik.
The field officer in charge may at all times examine the
permit of any person or institution claiming privileges granted
in accordance with the act and these rules and regulations, and
may fully examine all work done under such [permit.
lp. All persons duly authorized by the Secretaries of
Agriculture, War, and Interior may apprehend or cause to be arrested,
as provided in the act of February 6, 1905 (33 Stat. 700) any
person or persons who appropriate, excavate, injure, or destroy
any historic or prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of
antiquity on lands under the supervision of the Secretaries of
Agriculture, War, and Interior, respectively.
16. Any object of antiquity taken, or collection made, on
lands owned or controlled by the United States, without a permit,
as prescribed by the act and these rules and regulations, or there
taken or made, contrary to the terms of the permit, or contrary
to the act and. these rules and regulations, may be seized wherever
found and at any time, by the proper field officer or by any
person duly authorized by the Secretary having jurisdiction, and
disposed of as the Secretary shall determine, by deposit in the
proper national depository or otherwise.
17- Every collection made under the authority of the act
and of these rules and regulations shall be preserved in the public
museum designated in the permit and shall be accessible to the
public. Ho such collection shall be removed from such public
museum without the written authority of the Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution, and then only to another public museum,
where it shall be accessible to the public; and when any public
museum, which is a depository of any collection made under the
provisions of the act and these rules and regulations, shall cease
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Uniform Rules and Regulations (con.)
to exist, every such collection in such public museum shall
thereupon r vert to the national collections and be placed in the
proper national depositoryProtection of Bald and Golden Eagles
The following excerpt from Part 11, Title 50, Code of Federal
Peculations applies certain provisions of 51* Stat. 250 as amended
by 73 Stat. 1U3 and 76 Stat. lab...

11.1

Eagles protected.

The taking, possession, or transportation of the bald eagle
(•ialiaeetus leucocephalus), commonly known as the American eagle,
or the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), or their parts, nests,
or eggs is prohibited, except as permitted in this part. No
bald eagle or golden eagle, or their parts, nests, or eggs may
be purchased, sold, traded, or bartered, or offered for sale, trade,
or barter in the United States or in any place subject to its
jurisdiction.
11.2 Permits to take for scientific or exhibition purposes.
Whenever the Secretary determines that it is compatible with
the ^reservation of the bald eagle or the golden eagle to take,
possess,or transport such birds or their parts, nests, or eggs
for the" scientific or exhibition purposes of public museums,
scientific societies, or zoological, parks, a permit may be issued
for such purposes.
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aeinnTows

UPCN WHICH THISflOLLEirrtNCPERMIT I S

issutn

It ia the intention of the National Park Service to further scientific reaearch within the areaa atbninlatered by it, and to cooperate with technical vnrkera to the fullest extent compatible with |ta charge to preaerve
all apeciaa of flora and fauna and all geologic malarial in a natural atate, inaofar aa ia poaaible.
1. Thia peuait applies only to animal life, planta, rocks and minerals.
aiateriala may not be collected under thia permit,

Arrheologic .1 and paleontological

2. The riillectiohe anal! be ueed for scientific or educational purposes only, ahnll be dedicated to public
benefit, and shall i.nt ha used for commercial profit.
1. All collecting must be done away from roads, trails, and developed areas, unless audi localities are
apecified in the permit. The collecting shell be conducted in such a manner aa not to attract attention or to cause
damage to the environment. Because of the scarcity or iaportance of soma specimens. Service ul 'icicle stay daaignate
the kind, number and sitae of specimens which amy be collected, and any other restrictions nere ,sary to the preservation of the area.
4. Th/"gNationai Park Service reserves the right, in the interest of science, In designate the depository
of all specimen, " m o v e d fib* a national park or monument and to approve or restrict treliefers of apecimena between
depositories.
fhe National Park Service also resarvaa the right to designate the (J. S. National Museum aa the depository of any type specimen removed from a national park or monument, after the collector haa made necessary
atudiaa and published the results of hia research thareon.
5. The Superintendanl may require the permittee to furnish an inventory and locality description ol any
oi all apecimena proposed to be collected before they are removed and, after the collection ia assembled, to submit
•t lor examination.
•
n. Ilea of Disposition of Praaarved Specimens: The collected apecimena shall be depoeited in a peraisinrnl
public auaeuai or in the exhibit, study or type collections of scientific or educational institutions. They must be
suitably recorded in -• permanent file and moat be available to the public.
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United States
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Lafayette Nationel Memorial
I have received the following specimens:
Description

Condition

Signature and title

Date

These specimens belong to:
Name

Address

Phone

Deposited by:
Name

• .

Address
Phone

The specimens are left for: gift, loan, purchase, identification,
other

(Fill out in duplicate. Give 1 copy to depositor.
Send other copy with specimens to park museum promptly.)
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PROTECTION OF MUSEUM COLLECTIONS FROM FIRE AND THEFT

Security
The security of the collections depends first and last upon
personnel. Someone obviously must become aware of an act of theft
or vandalism. Someone must prevent the offense or restore the loss
and, if possible, apprehend the offender. Most areas lack the manpower to keep a continuous watch on the collections, but much can
be done to extend the effectiveness of the existing staff.
Measures to consider include protective operating procedures,
detection devices and alarms. Good judgment is necessary to determine what special protection, if any, a collection warrants. The
costs of security which include staff time, equipment installation,
and service charges, must be weighed against (1) the monetary value
of the specimens; (2) their scientific, historical or interpretive
importance; (3) the possibilities of replacement; and (4) the reputation of the Service as a safe custodian of valuable property.
In cases where the money value of a specimen or collection predominates, the costs of special protection over a 10-year period
probably should not exceed the replacement cost. The amount which
may properly be spent to protect a collection of primarily
intangible value requires an administrative decision in each case.
The Superintendent should recommend the best protection he can
justify and request funds to implement it.
No staff or budget should prove too small to maintain the
following standard procedures if the park collection contains
tamp ting material that would be difficult or(expensive to replace:
1. By memorandum, assign specific responsibility for the
security of the collections to one staff member. Give him
authority and responsibility to deputize and train another reliable staff member to perform the security functions when he is not
on duty at the site.
2. Have him provide a thorough check on the building at
closing time each day. He should make sure that all exhibit
specimens are in their proper places, no one has tampered with
case or specimen fastenings, the study collection area has been
closed and locked, the original copy of the museum catalogue is
locked in a fire-resistant safe, all unauthorized persons are out
_,
„
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Security (con.)
of the building, all doors and windows are securely locked, and
night lights are on.
3. Have him check the exhibits at opening time to be sure all
specimens are in place.
4. Give him adequate control over keys, after-hours entry and
access to study collections (see "Museum Handbook", Part I, Chapter
4, page 12).
5. In accordance with an operating plan worked out in advance,
have him establish and maintain contact with the park protection
staff, the FBI and/or local police who will be called in when
trouble occurs.
6. Be sure the museum catalogue contains all the detailed
information needed to identify and establish ownership of a stolen
object if it is recovered.
7. Report any loss to the proper staff and police authorities
immediately.
Some other preventive measures give additional low-cost but
valuable protection. Would-be thieves and vandals prefer to avoid
well-lit, plainly visible areas. Good exterior lighting,' especially
at points of possible entry, helps deter these people. Night lights
in the lobby and hallways make it more likely that someone may
observe an intruder (but specimens which light tends to deteriorate
should not be subject to illumination at night). Landscape planting
and building design can eliminate, or at least minimize, potential
hiding places near doors and windows. Gates or chains can prevent
driving a get-away vehicle conveniently close to the building.
Devices can be installed in the building to detect the presence
or activity of an intruder. In effect they extend the eyes and ears
of the staff concerned with protection. During open hours they can
warn the attendant at the information desk or the security officer
that someone has opened an emergency exit, has entered a restricted
area or is tampering wijth an important exhibit. When the museum is
closed, these devices can signal the opening of a door or window,
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Che movement of a person inside Che building or Che Couching of a
specimen. They vary so widely in Cechnical naCure, cost and suitability Co a parCicular siCuaCion, that a SuperinCendenC needs
expert advice in making a wise choice. He can ask Che Service
Center to design a practical system on which several reputable
firms can bid, or invite several such companies Co study Che needs
of his museum and submit proposals for selection.
The detection device transmits its message to the person
responsible. Unless he receives it and acts promptly, the equipment is practically useless. The continuous availability of a
receiver and the speed and effectiveness of his response are,
therefore, key factors in designing or selecting a system. A
traditional burglar alarm using a loud bell or horn on the outside
of the building to alert anyone who happens to be within earshot
is of dubious value. The primary receiver should be the area's
protection staff, the responsible police headquarters, or a central station operated by the company installing the system. The
device should send its message when it detects intrusion, but also
if a malfunction occurs or someone tampers with it. Otherwise it
might be out of order at the crucial moment. All detection and
alarm equipment requires regular expert maintenance and periodic
testing.
Detection Equipment
The types of detection equipment available include the following:
Devices to Detect Unauthorized Entry or Exit.
1.
makes or
signal.
reliable

Door and Window Switches. Opening the door or window
breaks a built-in electrical contact which transmits a
This type provides a relatively simple, inexpensive,
but strictly limited form of detection.

2. Window Tape Circuits. A band of conductive tape glued to
the inside of the glass and connected to suitable terminals sets
up an electrical circuit around each window. If the tape is broken
by removal or breakage of the glass, the interruption of the current
Release No. 3
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Detection Equipment (con.)
triggers a signal. Many store windows have this protection. The
tape is plainly visible, so an intruder knows what to expect.
Being obvious, the tape is objectionable esthetically in many park
situations.
Devices to Detect Movement of Intruders Inside the Museum.
1. Pressure Switch Pads. A thin plastic sandwich contains
convex strips of metal,connected by fine wires
The plastic pad is
hidden under carpeting or floor mats. When an intruder steps on it,
his weight flattens the curved metal and makes an electrical contact. The current carries the signal. The pads may be located
inside points of entry, close to vulnerable exhibits or throughout
the museum. The pads are sturdy and moderate in price.
2. Sound Detectors. Sensitive microphones concealed at strategic points in the museum react to even slight increases in the
sound level by signaling the principal receiver. He may then turn
up the volume to determine what caused the noise.
3. Ultrasonic Detectors. A centrally located device fills a
room with inaudible high frequency sound waves. Any movement in
the area which interferes with the wave pattern activates a signal.
This type has been installed in museums, but some questions are
unanswered as to whether the waves are completely harmless to
specimens.
4. Photoelectric Cells. Two kinds of detection systems
depend on the response of a photoelectric cell to changes in illumination. One uses beams of light focused on a cell. By arranging
the light beams so that anyone moving from a point of entry to a
vulnerable exhibit would cross a beam, an intruder would interrupt
the light causing the cell to send its warning signal. A disadvantage of this method is the difficulty of hiding the equipment so
a thief will not be aware of the beams and perhaps avoid them. The
second type uses a photoelectric cell as in a light meter to detect
any changes in the overall illumination of an area. At night a
match or flashlight will induce a signal; in daylight a passing
shadow can activate the cell.
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Detect ion Bqufoment (con.)
5. Closed-Circuit TV. A number of large museums use TV
cameras mounted to scan the exhibit rooms so one man at a console
can maintain a watch over a wide area. This system is primarily
for daytime use and has the added disadvantage that the cameras
must be at least partially exposed to view and tend to give
visitors an uncomfortable feeling of being watched.
Devices to Detect Attempts on Individual Exhibits.
*•• Pressure Switches. Electrical switches including small
versions of the switch pads described above can be mounted beneath
or behind specimens. The weight of the object or its pressure as
mounted holds the switch open or closed. A slight decrease in the
pressure caused by someone trying to lift, or move the object activates the switch sending a signal.
?• Vibration Detectors. A relatively small electronic
device can be attached to the back of some specimens and to the
base or mounts of others. Any attempt to move the object causes
enough vibration to set off the device which transmits the warning
signal.
3. Capacitators. Devices which create an electrostatic
field within a case or around a specimen provide an "electronic
fence". Anyone reaching into the protected area upsets the
balance of the system which signals the change even before the
specimen is touched.
Many park libraries may contain some of the following helpful
references on museum security:
Chapman, Joseph M.

Stepping up Security
Physical Security
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Detection Equipment (con.)
Grossman, Albert J.

Television - Museum
Watchdog

Museum News, Nov. 1965
pp. 22-24

Michaels, Andrew F.

Security and the
Museum

Museum News, Nov. 1964
pp. 11-16

Noblecourt, Andre F. The Protection of
Museum, 1964, No. 4
Museums Against Theft pp. 184-196, 219-232
Probst, Tom

Electronic Eyes and
Ears on Guard

Museum News, Nov. 1965
pp. 11-17

Of these the one by Noblecourt comprising an issue of the UNESCO
quarterly. Museum, is the most comprehensive.
The planning and installation of security measures against
theft and vandalism should be correlated closely with fire protection. Dovetailing the day-to-day procedures and the detection
systems for security and fire protection should increase the
efficiency and economy of both.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPECIMEN STORAGE EQUIPMENT
Standard Specimen Cabinet
1. The terms "Museum Specimen Storage Cabinet", "Specimen Storage
Cabinet", or "Specimen Cabinet" are understood to mean a sixteendrawer steel storage cabinet designed for National Park Service
use for the storing and safekeeping of historical, archeological,
zoological, geological, and paleontologlcal specimens and objects.
The cabinets are designed to be dust-proof 'and Insect-proof when
closed. The individual drawers are designed to be completely
interchangeable with existing cabinets in use in National Park
Service museums.
2. The following specifications, standards, publications and
drawings of the issues in effect on date of invitation for bids
form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
(a) Federal Specification TT-C-UQO. Cleaning Methods and
Pre-treatment of Ferrous Surfaces for Organic Coatings.
(b) Federal Specification TT-E-520/.

Enamel, Alkyd, Semigloss.

(c) Federal Specification TT-P-636.
Wood and Ferrous Metal.

Primer Coating, Alkyd,

(d) Federal Standard No. 12H.
General Office Furniture.

Color of Painted Metal

(e) Military Specification MIL-W-12332. Welding, Resistance,
Spot, Seam, and Projection* for Fabricating Assemblies of
Low-Carbon Steel.
(f)

Steel Products Manual, Carbon Steel Sheets.

(g) National Park Service Drawing No. P-SC-la.
Copies of Federal Specifications and Federal Standards may be
obtained from the General Services Administration Business Service
Center, 7th and D Streets, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20hOrJ• Obtain
conies of Military Specifications from the Naval Supply Depot,
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Standard Specimen Cabinet (con.)
5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19120. Copies of this section
of the Steel Products Manual may be obtained from American Iron
and Steel Institute, ISO East *42nd Street, New York, New York 100173. The fabrication of the cabinets shall be of commercial quality
cold-rolled steel with a stretcher-leveled standard of flatness as
defined in Table 20 of Carbon Steel Sheets, Steel Products Manual.
The steel shall be bright, smooth., free from rust, scale, pits,
scratches, laps, crimps, and buckles affecting strength or appeal'-race. All 3teel sheets used for parts to be formed shall withstand
a l8o° bend with and across the grain without showing any fracture
on the out3ide of the bends. The gage numbers specified are the
Manufacturers' Standard Gage for steel sheets; 20-gage steel sheets,
where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of .0359"> l3-gage
steel sheets, where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of
.0^73" and l6-gage steel sheets, where specified, shall have a
nominal thickness of .0598". The decimal equivalents quoted for
the steel thicknesses are subject to the established standard
tolerances or ordering limits.
'1. Component parts of the cabinets shall be formed and the
cabinets shall be designed and constructed in complete conformance
with rational Park Service Drawing No. P-SC-la. No tolerances
will be permitted in the overall exterior dimensions of the cabinet
drawers. Other dimensions shall not vary from those indicated on
the drawing by more than l/l6". In the event of any discrepancy
between the drawing and these specifications, the specifications
shall govern performance.
5. Spot-welds shall not be closer to the edge of either adjoining
member than one-half of the greatest dimension of the spot-weld, nor
shall they be centered closer together than twice the greatest
dimension. Spot-welds shall be spaced on not more than 3" centers.
Squeeze time, weld time, and hold time shall be controlled to produce uniform welds that will meet the peel test specified in ^.1.1*
of Military Specification MIL-W-12332 and button diameter shall
conform to Table II as specified therein.
6. All exterior and interior unplated ferrous metal surfaces shall
be treated for painting in accordance with any method provided in
Federal Specification TT-C-k^O.
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Standard Specimen Cabinet (con.)
7- All exposed interior and exterior surfaces treated for painting as specified above shall he coated with primer conforming to
Federal Specification TT-P-636 except, when surfaces are prepared
for painting in accordance with type I or type II of Federal
Specification TT-C-U90, the prime coat may be omitted.
8. All primed surfaces of the cabinet shall be coated with enamel
conforming to class B of Federal Specification TT-E-529. The
color shall be in aqcordance with Federal Standard 12k and shall
be either lkOuk green 01 2613k gray as specified by the Contracting
Officer. Enamel shall be baked for not less than k5 minutes at
250OF. or equivalent time-temperature cycle as recommended by
the enamel manufacturer. Total dry film thickness of primer
and finish coat shall be not less than l.k mils or enamel thickness alone shall be not less than 1.0 mil. The finish shall
level out to produce smooth, uniform exposed surfaces without
runs, wrinkles, grit, areas of thin film or no film, and separation 'of color. Special attention shall be given to the bottom
and to the interior to insure that all surfaces are adequately
protected against rust. The adhesion and flexibility of the
applied enamel shall be checked by bending a test specimen l8o°
around a l/k" rod at room temperature. There shall be no injury
'o Jhe enamel.
9. The workmanship shall be of a quality to produce a serviceable
and neat item of office furniture and to withstand hard daily
usage. The features are: the proper forming to prevent sharp
exposed edges, smooth straight bending of channels and flanges,
strength of welding and bracing, accuracy of latching mechanism,
and the effectiveness of door seal.
10. The cabinet door shall be provided with a locking device
consisting of two steel studs welded to the bottom of the door
and two cast malleable sash fasteners secured to the door and
door frame with bolts of not le6S than 3/l6" diameter
Trie bolt
heads shall conform to the contour of the sash fasteners. The
bolts shall be provided with locknuts having not less than two
full threads or nuts and lockwashers. The bolts and sash fasteners
shall be made to resist rust by metal plating.
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Standard Specimen Cabinet (con.)
11. The cabinet door jamb shall be fitted with a polyurethane
foam gasket approximately l/k" thick of highest commercial quality
that will, when compressed, measure l/8" thick and provide a
continuous dust-proof and insect-proof seal around the entire
perimeter of the door. Strips of the same type and quality material
shall be fitted against the back of the cabinet to form a cushion
between the cabinet back and the drawers. All gasketing materials
shall be secured tightly in place with a permanent adhesive or
cemen' free of any ^properties that would cause the gasketing
material to deteriorate or otherwise change its characteristics.
12. The cabinet drawers shall be constructed to sustain weights
of at least 50 pounds without deformation.
13- The manufacturer is responsible for insuring that components
and materials used are manufactured, tested and inspected in
accordance with the requirements of referenced subsidiary specifications and standards to the extent specified or, if none, in
accordance with this specification.
1*+. The manufacturer is responsible for the performance of all
inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified, the manufacturer may utilize his own or any other
inspection facilities and services acceptable to the Contracting
Officer. Inspection records of the examination and tests shall be
kept complete and available to the Contracting Officer as specified
in the contract or order. The Contracting Officer reserves the
right to perform any of the inspections set forth in the specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure that
the cabinets conform to prescribed requirements.
15. Final inspection and acceptance shall be at destination and
the manufacturer is responsible for safe delivery thereto. Cabinets
and drawers shall be packed separately. Cabinets shall be wrapped
with kraft paper or polyethylene plastic and packed in durable
shipping containers with adequate padding to prevent any movement
or chafing of the cabinets within the containers. The shipping
containers shall be constructed of locally available crating
materials or of a heavy weight cardboard at the option of the
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Standard Specimen Cabinet (con.)
manufacturer. No more than 5 drawers shall be packed in any one
shipping container, and each drawer shall be so secured to prevent
any movement within the shipping container or direct contact with
one another.
lo. It is understood that any contract or order for cabinets
shall mean a basic cabinet without drawers. The desired quantity
of drawers will be included in the contract or order as a separate
item.
Insect Cabinet
1. The term "Insect Cabinet" is understood to mean a twelvedrawer steel storage cabinet designed for National Park Service
use for the storing and safekeeping of entomological specimens.
The cabinets are designed to be dust-proof and insect-proof when
closed. The individual drawers are designed to be completely
interchangeable with existing cabinets in use in National Park
Service museums.
2- The following specifications, standards, publications, and
drawings of the issues in effect on date of invitation for bids
form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
(a) Federal Specification TT-C-4Q0, Cleaning Methods and
Pre-treatment of Ferrous Surfaces for Organic Coatings.
(b) Federal Specification TT-E-b29.

Enamel, Alkyd, Semigloss.

(c) Federal Specification TT-P-636.
Wood and Ferrous Metal.

Primer Coating, Alkyd,

(d) Federal Standard No. 124.
General Office Furniture.

Color of Painted Metal

(e) Military Specification MIL-W-12332. Welding, Resistance,
Spot, Seam, and Projection; for Fabricating Assemblies of
Low-Carbon Steel.
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Insect Cabinet (con.)
(f)

Steel Products Manual, Carbon Steel Sheets.

(g) National Park Service Drawing No. P-IC-1.
Copies of Federal Specifications and Federal Standards may be
obtained from the General Services Administration Business Service
Center, 7th and D Streets, S.W., Washington, D.C. 201+07. Obtain
copies of Military Specifications from the Naval Supply Depot,
5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 1Q120. Copies of this section
of the Steel Products Manual may be obtained from American Iron and
Steel Institute, 150 East U2nd Street, New York, New York 100173. The fabrication of the cabinets shall be of commercial quality
cold-rolled steel with a stretcher-leveled standard of flatness as
defined in Table 20 of Carbon Steel Sheets, Steel Products Manual.
The steel shall be bright, smooth, free from rust, scale, pits,
scratches, laps, crimps, and buckles affecting strength or appearance. All steel sheets used for parts to be formed shall withstand
a l8o° bend with and across the grain without showing any fracture
on the outside of the bends. The gage numbers specified are the
Manufacturers' Standard Gage for steel sheets; 20-gage steel sheets,
where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of .0359", l8-gage
steel sheets, where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of
.OV78" and l6-gage steel sheets, where specified, shall have a
nominal thickness of .0598". The decimal equivalents quoted for
the steel thicknesses are subject to the established standard
tolerances or ordering limits.
k. Component parts of the cabinets shall be formed and the cabinets
shall be designed and constructed in complete conformance with
National Park Service Drawing No. P-IC-1. No tolerances will be
permit ed in the dimensions of the cabinet drawers. Other dimensions shall not vary from those indicated on the drawing by more
than l/l6". In the event of any discrepancy between the drawing
and these specifications, the specifications shall govern performance.
5. Spot-welds shall not be closer to the edge of either adjoining
member than one-half of the greatest dimension of the spot-weld,
nor shall they be centered closer together than twice the greatest
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Insect Cabinet (con.)
dimension. Spot-welds shall be spaced on not more than 3" centers.
Squeeze time, weld time, and hold time shall be controlled to
produce uniform welds that will meet the peel test specified in
k.l.k
of Military Specification MIL-W-12332 and button diameter
shall conform to Table II as specified therein.
6. All exterior and interior unplated ferrous metal surfaces
shall be treated for painting in accordance with any method
provided in Federal Specification TT-C-49O.
7- All exposed interior and exterior surfaces treated for painting as specified above shall be coated with primer conforming to
Federal Specification TT-P-636 except, when surfaces are prepared
for painting in accordance with type I or type II of Federal
Specification TT-C-4-90, the prime coat may be omitted.
8. All primed surfaces of the cabinet shall be coated with enamel
conforming to class B of Federal Specification TT-E-529. The color
shall be in accordance with Federal Standard 124 and shall be either
140^4 green or 2613U gray as specified by the Contracting Officer.
Enamel shall be baked for not less than 45 minutes at 250°F. or
equivalent time-temperature cycle as recommended by the enamel
manufacturer. Total dry film thickness of primer and finish coat
shall be not less than 1.4 mils or enamel thickness alone Bhall
be not less than 1.0 mil. The finish shall level out to produce
smooth, uniform exposed surfaces without runs, wrinkles, grit,
areas of thin film or no film, and separation of color. Special
attention shall be given to the bottom and to the interior to
insure that all surfaces are adequately protected against rust.
The adhesion and flexibility of the applied enamel shall be
checked by bending a test specimen l80° around a l'V rod at
room temperature. There shall be no injury to the enamel9. The workmanship shall be of a quality to produce a serviceable
and neat item of office furniture and to withstand hard daily
usage. The features are: the proper forming to prevent sharp
exposed edges, smooth straight, bending of channels and flanges,
strength of welding and bracing, accuracy of latching mechanism,
the effectiveness of door seal, joinery of drawers and tight
fit of drawer covers.
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Insect Cabinet (con.)
10. The cabinet door shall be provided with a locking device
consisting of two steel studs welded to the bottom of the door
and two cast malleable sash fasteners secured to the door and
door frame with bolts of not less than 3/l6" diameter. The
bolt heads shall conform to the contour of the sash fasteners.
The bolts shall be provided with locknuts having npt less than
two full threads or nuts and lockwashers. The bolts and sash
fasteners shall be made to resist rust by metal plating.
11. The cabinet door jamb shall be fitted with a polyurethane
foam gasket approximately l/k" think of highest commercial
quality that will, when compressed, measure l/8" thick and provide
a continuous dust-proof and insect-proof seal around the entire
perimeter of the door. Strips of the same type and quality
material shall be fitted against the back of the cabinet to
form a cushion between the cabinet back and the drawers. All
gasketing materials shall be secured tightly in place with a
permanent adhesive or cement free of any properties that would
cause the gasketing material to deteriorate or otherwise change
its characteristics. The inner walls of the cabinet shall be
similarly sealed with a permanently compressed polyurethane
gasket, along the back edges.
12. Drawers shall be of the Cornell type constructed in full
accordance with Drawing P-IC-1. The four sides shall be of
carefully selected basswood joined at the corners with compound
mortise and tenon or dovetail joints. The bottom shall be of
l/8" tempered hardboard (Masonite Duolux or equal) fitted and
glued into a groove on all four sides. The top frame shall be
of the same carefully selected basswood with corner joints reinforced
by a spline. The basswood fillet holding the glass shall carry a
polyurethane foam gasket securely glued to its lower edge. The
four hooks shall compress the gasket and hold the cover firmly and
snugly in place.
13- The manufacturer is responsible for insuring that components
and materials used are manufactured, tested and inspected in
accordance with the requirements of referenced subsidiary specifications and standards to the extent specified or, if none, in
accordance with this specification.
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lU. The manufacturer is responsible for the performance of all
inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified, the manufacturer may utilize his own or any other
inspection facilities and services acceptable to the Contracting
Officer. Inspection records of the examination and tests shall
be kept, complete and available to the Contracting Officer as
specified in the contract or order. The Contracting Officer reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in
the specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to
assure that the cabinets conform to prescribed requirements.
li. Tinal inspection and acceptance shall be at destination and
the manufacturer is responsible for safe delivery thereto.
Cabinets and drawers shall be packed separately. Cabinets shall
be wrapped v/ith kraft;paper or polyethylene plastic; and packed in
durable shipping containers with adequate padding to prevent any
movement or chniing of the cabinets within the containers. The
shipping containers 3kall be constructed of locally available
crating materials or of a heavy -weight cardboard at the option
of the manufacturer. No more than 2 drawers shall be packed in
any one shipping container,, and each drawer shall be so secured
lo prevent any movement within the shipping container or direct
contact with one another.
l ' . it is understood that any contract or order for cabinets
shall mean a basic cabinet with 12 Cornell type drawers.
herbarium Cabinet
1. The term "Herbarium Cabinet" is understood to mean a steel
storage cabinet designed for National Park Service use for the
storing and safekeeping of botanical specimens. The cabinets
are designed to be dust-proof and insect-proof when closed.
2. The following specifications, standards, publications and
drawings of the issues in effect on date of invitation for bids
form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
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Herbarium Cabinet (con.)
(a) Federal Specification TT-C-U90. Cleaning Methods and
Pre-treatment of Ferrous Surfaces for Organic Coatings.
(b) Federal Specification TT-E-529.

Enamel, Alkyd, Semigloss.

(c) Federal Specification TT-P-03 '•>. Primer Coating, Alkyd
Wood and Ferrous Metal.
(u) Federal Standard No. 12A . Color of Painted Metal
Ocncxal Office Furniture.
(e) Military Specification KIL-V7-12332. '.folding, I.esis'ance,
Spot. Seam, and Projection; for Fabricating Assemblies of
Tow-Carbon Steel.
(f) Steel ftroducts Manual.

Carbon Steel Sheets.

(g) National Park Service Drawing No. P-HC-la.
Copies of Federal Specifications and Federal Standards may he
obtained from the General Services Adrainistra-t ion Buniness Service
Center, T:-h and D Streets, S.'•.'., Washington, D.C. 20U07. obtain
copies of Military Specifications from the Naval Supply Depot,
y^ij "ahor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19120. Copies of this section
of Ll-e Steel Products Manual may be obtained from American Iron
and Steel Institute. 150 East It2nd Street, New York, Kew York 10017,
j. The fabrication of the cabinets shall be of commercLai quality
cold-rolled steel with a stretcher-leveled standard of flatness as
defined in Table 20 of Carbon Steel Sheets, Steel Products Manual.
The steel shall be bright, smooth, free from rust, scale, pits,
scratches, laps, crimps, and buckles affecting strength or appearance. All sleel sheets used for parts to be formed shall withstand
a 1:0° bend with and across the grain without showing any fracLure
on -.he outside of the bends. The gage numhers specified are the
Manufacturers' Standard Gage for steel sheets; 29-gage steel sheets,
where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of .0399"> lt-gage
3:eel sheets, where specified, shall have a nominal thickness of
G J 7 : " and it-gage steel sheets, where specified, shall 'nave a
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berbarium Cab inet (con.)
nominal thickness of .0590"• The decimal equivalents quoted for
Uic steel thicknesses are subject to the established standard
tolerances or ordering limits.
''-. Component parts of the cabinets shall be formed and the
cabinets snail be designed and constructed in complete conformance
uitn national Park Service Drav/ing No. P-HC-la. No tolerances
..ill be permitted in the overall interior dimensions of the individual compartmentsM Other dimensions shall not vaxy from those
indicated on the drawing by mr-ve than l/l6". In the event of
any discrepancy between the drawing and these specifications, the
specifications shall govern perforaiance.
p. Spot-welds shall not be closer to the edge of either adjoining
member than one-half of the greatest dimension of the spot-weld, nor
shall they be centered closer together than twice the greatest
dimension. Spot-welds shall be spaced on not more than 3" centers.
Squeezes tir,«, weld time, and hold time shall be contx-olled to produce
uniform welds that will meet the peel test specified in U.l.f of
Military Specification MIL-W-12332 and button diameter shall confonn
to Table II as specified therein.
6. All exterior and interior unplated ferrous metal surfaces shall
oc treated for painting in accordance with any method provided in
Federal Specification TT-C-^QO.
7. All exposed interior and exterior surfaces tx-eated for painting
as specified above shall be coated with primer confoxuing to
i-eaeral Specification TT-P-630 except, when surfaces are pi-epared
for painting in accoi'dance with type I or type II of Federal
Specification TT-C-'»90, the prime coat may be omitted.
3. All primed surfaces of the cabinet shall be coated with enamel
conforming to class B of Federal Specification TT-E-529. The color
shall be in accoi'dance with Federal Standard 12h and shall be either
.l.Ou'i given or 2613^ gray as specified by the Contracting Lfficer.
Enamel shall be baked for not less than h1} minutes at 250°F. or
equi\alent time-temperature cycle us recommended by the enamel
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Herbarium Cabinet (eon.)
manufacturer. Total dry film thickness of primer and finish coat
shall be not less than l.t mils or enamel thickness alone shall
be no' less than 1.0 mil. The finish shall level oui to produce
smooth, uniform exposed surfaces without runs, wrinkles, grit,
areas of thin film or no film, and separation of color. Special
attention shall be given to the bottom and to the interior to
Insure that all surfaces are adequately protected against rus5-.
The auhosion and flexibility of the applied enamel shall be
checked by bending a test specimen l30° around a l/V rod at
room temperature. There shall be no injury to the enamel.
').
The workmanship shall be of a quality to produce a serviceable and neat item of office furniture and to withstand hard
dail;. usage. The features are: The proper forming to prevent
sharp exposed edges, smooth straight bending of channels and
flanges, strength of welding and bracing, accuracy of latching
mechanism, and the effectiveness of the door seal.
10. Tie cabinet door shall he provided with a locking device
consisting of two steel studs welded to the bottom of the door
and two cast, malleable sash fasteners secured to the door and door
frame with bolt's of not less than 3/l'" diameter. The bolt heads
shall conform to the contour of the sash fasteners. The bolts
shall be provided with locknuts having not less than two full
•"oreads or nuts and lockwashers. The bolts and sash fasteners
3'..all be made to resist rust by metal plating.
11. The cabinet door jamb shall be fitted with a polyurethane
foam gasket approximately l/V' thick of highest commercial
qualify that will, when compressed, measure 1 .." thick and provide
a continuous dust-proof and insect-proof seal around the entire
perimeter of the door. All gasketing materials shall be secured
lightly in place with a permanent adhesive or cement free of any
proper-ies that would cause the gasketing material to deteriorate
or otherwise change its characteristics. The inner walls of the
cabinet shall be similarly sealed with a permanently compressed
polyurethane--gasket along the back edges.
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Herbarium Cabinet (con.)
1?. 'The manufacturer is responsible for insuring that components
and materials used are manufactured, tested and inspected in
accordance with the requirements of referenced subsidiary specifications and standards to the extent specified or, if none, Ln
accordance with this specification.
13. The manufacturer is responsible for the performance of all
inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified, the manufacturer may utilize his own or any other
inspection facilities'and services acceptable to the Contracting
officer. Inspection records of the examination and tests shall
be kept complete and available to the Contracting Officer as
specified in the contract or order. The Contracting Officer
reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth,
in the specification where such inspections are deemed necessary
to assure that the cabinets conform to prescribed requirements.
lb. Final inspection and acceptance shall be at destination and
the manufacturer is responsible for safe delivery thereto.
Cabinets shall be wrapped with kraft paper or polyethylene plastic
and packed in durable shipping containers with adequate padding
to prevent any movement or chafing of the cabinets within the
containers. The shipping containers shall be constructed of
locally available crating materials or of a heavy weight cardboard at the option of the manufacturer.
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S p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o r Specimen Storage Bquipinent

Sizes of specimen trays for Specimen Storage Cabinet
Size No.
1 - 11.7" x 14.5" x 1.5"
2 - 11.7" x 7.25" x 1.5"
3 - 5.85" x 7.25" x 1"
h - 5.85" x 3.625" x 1"
5 - 2.025" x 3.625" x 1"
•5 - 2.925" x 1.3" x 1"
Sizes of pinning trays lor Insect Cabinet, (Cornell 'Type)
Size No.
1 . U-3/8" x 7-9/32" x 1-5/8"
2 - '4-3/8" x 3-21 'Z2" x I-5/8"
3 . 4-3/3" x 1-13/16" x I-5/8"
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SAMPLE COLLECTION INVENTORY
TUZIOOoT NATIONAL M InTMENT
I. SUPEMAKY
The c o l l e c t i o n s number approximately 2,000 items; 1*50 w e
scored a t SVAC, the remainder a t the Monument. The c o l l e d ions
are of value for ( l ) display and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , (2) study of
the A.D. 1100-1'iCO Sinagua. and ( j ) a source for comparative
s t u d i e s . Trie weakness of the c o l l e c t i o n i s t h a t i t represents
"illy one s i t e and one period.
,1.

A:;EA VALUE

Tuzigoot preserves the remains of a scientifically excavated
hilltop Sinagua village occupied between A.D. 1100-lh00.
ITT.

COLLECTIONS
A.

IfPS Museum Records - lOQl; (as of Nov. 1962)
Cataloging is current and complete and the- catalog
duplicated for those Lterns stored at SWAU.
1.

Tuzigoot - 1520 items.
Tie major portion, 1365 items is from the 1933-3^
excavations. The collection is large, varied, and of
excellent quality, valuable for display, study, interpretation and comparison. Well documented, published
artifacts of the A.D. 1100 to 1^00 Sinagua.
2.

Tuzigoot Extension - 107 items.
Excavated materials, bone, stone, shell and clay.

3.

uatalacva - 63 items.
An excavated site, primarily bone, stone, clay and
shell.

'1.

hidden House and Sycamore Canyon - 10m items.
These collections are primarily from sheltered sites,
contain 58 perishable items and 10 split-twig figurines.
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COLLECTIi.NS ( con.)
'j.

Miscellaneous Verde Valley Locations - 78 items.
These include some good display pottery.

6.

Provenience Undetermined - 120 items.
Catalogued but undocumented materials including
52 perishable items possibly from Sycamore Canyon.

B.

Collections at Other Institutions
Some display quality items are on loan at the Smoki
Museum and the*State Archives in Phoenix.
0.

Materials Lacking
Tuzigoot is a completely excavated one period site.
The collections have the usual "open site" weakness in
organic materials; materials from an earlier period are
lacking.
IV.- THF MASTER PLAN AIJD MISSION 66
Ho archeological projects are planned.
V.

EVALUATION

Except for a lack of perishable materials the collections
are excellent for the site; they are also of high display value.
They are of high importance as a definitive Sinagua site
collection.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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I n t e r n a t i o n a l Centre for the Study of the Preservation and tao
Restoration of Cultural Property
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Inventory of the Museums Laboratories and
Restoration Workshops, Works and P u b l i c a t i o n s I , Rone:
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Centre for the Study of the Preservation and
the Restoration of Cultural Property, i 9 6 0 .
Bibliographies
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A Bibliography of Museums and Museum Work, I900 i960,
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Borhegyl, Stephen F., Elba A. Dodson and Irene A. Hanson
Bibliography of Museums and Museum Work, ljOu-61, Supplementary
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Peterson, Harold L.
Bibliography oq the Preservation of Mu»eum Specimens,
Preservation Leaflet s e r i e s , Washington:' Rational
Trust for Historic Preservation, I96?.
Rath, Frederic', L., Jr. and Msrrilyn Rogers
BTSHA Selective Reference Ouide to Historic Preservation,
Cooperstovn: lev fork State Historical Association, i960.
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F a y e t t e v i l l e , Ark. 72701.
Studies in Conservation, q u a r t e r l y , frou 1952, membership,
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for Adult T a x a t i o n , 1937 •
The Museum &•"•! Popular Culture, Mew Yoru: American Association
for Adult"Education, 1939A l o l , Roberto
Musei: Archltettora - Tecnica, Milan: nbepli, 1962.
Burns, led J.
The Rational Park Service Field Manual for Museums, Washirurtan:
Government Printing Office, 19A0.
Coleman, Laurence Vail
Historic House Museums, Washington: American Association of
Museums, 1933Manual for Small Museums, lev York: G. rMtnan's 3ons, 1927.
Museum Buildings, Volume I, Washington: American Association
of Museums, 1950.
The Museum in America, 3 volumes, Washington: American
Association of Museums, 1939.
Cummlngs, Carlos £.
last is Bast and West is West, Buffalo: Buffalo Museum
of Science, 1940.
Goode, George Brown
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America, Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for
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Washington: Government Printing Office, 1901.
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So Tou Want a Good Museum, Publications, n.i*. 17, Washington:
American Association of Museums, 1957The Management of Smell History Museums, Bulletins 2:10,
Madison: American Association for State and Local History,
1959Harrison, Raymond 0.
The Technical Reyiirements of Bmall Museums, Technical Paper
i, Ottawa: Canadian Museums Association, 1966.
Museums Association
Handbook for Museum Curators, Ix>ndon: The Museums Association,
195*4- - (the following sections issued to date:
A 1. Allan, D.A., D.E. Owen and F.S. Wallls - Administration,
i960
B 3. Horth, F.J. - Museum Labels, 1957
B k.

Moss, A.A. - The Application or X-Rays, Gemma Rays,
Ultra-Vlolet and Infra-Red Rays to the Study of
Antiquities, 195*+

B 5. Moss, A.A. - Blectrotyping, 1950
B 8. Moss, A.A. - The Identification of Metals, 1956

CI * 2.

Clarke, R. Ralnbird - Archaeological Field-work, 1958

C k.

Cranstone, B. A. L. - ethnography, 1958

C 6.

Higgs, J. W. Y. - Folk Life Collection and Classification,
1963

C 8.

Holmes, Martin - r^rsonalia, 1957
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E 7.
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the Industrial Revolution, I96I

F 1.

Wakefield, Hugh and Gabriel White - Circulating Exhibitions,

1959
F 2.

Henderson, S.M.K. and Hslen Kapp - Special Exhibitions,
1959

F 3.

Oven, David E. - Lectures, Film Shows and Concerts, 1956

G k.

Winstanley, Barbara - School - Loan Services, 1959).

Parker, Arthur C.
A Manual for History Museums, l e v York: Columbia University
Press, 1935Parr, Albert E.
Mostly About Museums, lev York: American Museum of latural
History, 1959Ralney, Froelich
The lev Museum, University Museum Bulletin 19:3, Philadelphia:
University Museum, 1955Royal Society of Arts
Museums In Modern Life, Iondon: RSA, 19*9.
United Hations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
The Organization of Museums: Practical Advice, Museums and
Monuments EX, Paris: UHESCO, i960.
Wittlln, Alma S.
The Museum: Its History and Its Tasks In Education, Lond.on:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19^9•
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Preparation of Scientific Specimens
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Bulletin 69, Biological Series lb, '»th edition, revised,
Ottawa: National Museum of Canada, J96>.
Anthony, H. E.
The Capture and Preservation of SmalJ Mammals for Study, Guide
Leaflet 61, 3rd edition, New York: "American Museum of
Natural History, 1931.
Blake, Emmet R.
Preserving Birds for Study, Fieldiana. Technique 7, Chicago:
Chicago Natural History Museum, 19'io
British Museum (Natural History)
Birds and their Eggs, Instructions for Collectors 2, 9th
edition, London: British Museum, 1 9 ^ •
Insects, Instructions for Collectors UH, ^th edition, London:
British Museum, 1963.
Invertebrate Animals Other than gaageku. Instructions for
Collectors 9a> 2nd edition, London: British Museum, 195*+•Plants, Instructions for Collectors 10, 6th edition,
Tondon: British Museum, 1965."*
Fossils, Minerals, and Rocks, ins Uuct ions for Collectors 11,
8th edition, London: British Museum, I962.
Alchohol and Alcoholometers, Instructions for Collectors 13>
2nd edition, London: British Museum, 1938.
Brooks, Stanley T.
Directions for Cleaning and Keeping a Collection of Shells
in a Workable Condition, Pittsburgh: Carnegie Museum,
1929?
Chapin, James P.
The Preparation of Birds for Study, Guide Leaflet 58, 2nd
edition revised, New York: American Museum of Natural History,
1929.
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"Invertebrate Collections: Trash or Treasure", Curator 8:k,
PP- 333-3*6, Mev York: American Museum of natural History,
1965.
Pranks, J.W.
A Guide to Herbarium Practice, Handbook for Museum Curators
Part E, Section 3, London: The Museuus Association, 19°5•
Gloyd, Howard K.
Methods of Preserving and labeling Amphibians and Reptiles
for Scientific Study, reprinted from Turtox Mews, 16:3,
Chicago: General Biological Supply House, 1938.
Hall, I. Raymond
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Miscellaneous Publication 30, Lawrence: Museum of
natural History, University of Kansas, 1962.
Hover, Rolland 0.
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Procceding* of the United States national Museum
Volume 119, no. 35*9, Waahimgton: Smithsonian
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Hummel, Bernhard and David Raup
Handbook of Paleontological Techniques, San Francisco:
W.H. Freeman and Co", 1965Lucas, Frederic A.
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Miller, Gerrit S., Jr.
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Mational Museum Bulletin 39, Part I, 6th edition revised,
Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1932.
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Government Printing Office, 1946 (reprinted 1964).
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3766, Washington: S. I., 1944.
Specht, Randolph C.
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40, Gainesville: Plorida Engineering and Industrial
Experiment Station, 1950.
Wagstaffe, Reginald and J. Savelock Fidler
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Barrow, William J.
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Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1955Buck, Richard D.
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(December 1964) Technical Supplement 6~ Part I, Washington:
American Association of Museums, 1964.
(^oudhury, Anil Roy
Art Museum Documentation and Practical Handling, Hyderabad:
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"General Rules for Handling Art Objects", Museum leva 43:1
(September), pp. 33-39? Washington: American Associatiom
of Museums. 1964.
Feller, Robert L.
"Control of Deteriorating Effects of Light Upon Museum Objects",
Museum 17:2; pp. 72-98, Paris: UIE8C0, 1964.
Gettens, Rutherford J.
"The Corrosion Products of Metal Antiquities", Annual Report
of the 3althsonian Institution for I963, Publication 4530,
pp. 547-568, Washington: Gdrernment Printing Office,
1964.
Greathouse, Glenn A. and Carl J. Wessel, eds.
Deterioration of Materials: Causes and Preventive Techniques,
lational Research Council, Prevention of Deterioration
Center, lev York: Reinhold Publishing Co., 1954.
Howard, Richard Foster
Museum Security, Publications, n.s. 18, Washington: American
Association of Museums, 1958.
International Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works
1964 Delft Conference on the Conservation of Textiles: Collected
Preprints, 2nd edition, London: IIC, I965.
Kane, Lucile M.
A Quide to the Care and Adauniatratlon of Manuscripts, revised
edition, lashville: American Association for State and
Local History, 1966.
Keck, Caroline K.
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and Small Museums, Mannyills: American Assoc fation for
State and Local History, 1966.
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Keck, Caroline K., Huntington T. Block, Joseph Chapman, John B.
Lavton and lathan Stolov
A Primer on Museun Security, Cooperstovn: Mew York State
Historical Association, 1966.
LeCear, Clara E.
Maps; Their Care, Repair and Preservation in Libraries,
revised edition, Waahirigtan: Map Division ^"Library
of Congress, I956.
Lydenberg, Harry Miller and John Archer
The Care and Repair of Books, 4th edition, Mew York:
R. R. Bowker, i960. "
Mincgue, Adelaide E.
The Repair and Preservation of Records, Bulletins of the
Mational Archives 5> Washington; Ckr/ernnent Printing
Office, 1943.
Mational Association of Mutual Casualty Companies
Handbook of Organic Industrial Solvents, Chicago: Mational
Association of Mutual Casualty Companies, 1958.
Mational Rifle Association of America
Qua Collectors Handbook, Washington: MRA, 1959 (reprinted
from American Rifleman).
Moblecourt, Andre*
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict,
Museums and Monuments VIII, Paris: UMESCO, 1958Plenderleith, H.J.
The Conservation of Antiquities and Works of Art, London:
Oxford University Press, 1956Plenderleith, H.J. and P. Philippot
Climatology and Conservation in Museums, Works and Publications
III, Rome: International Centre for the Study of the
Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property, i960
(reprint fron Museun, Volume XIII, no. 4, uTESCO, i960).
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"Fir* Detection - Fi -a Protection", Museum Sewa, Wt:9 (May),
pp. 11-17> Washington: American Aaaociatioa of Museums,
1966.
Stout, George L.
TbaCareqf Pictures, law York: Columbia, University f r e e s ,

i9w.
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Stolov, Nathan
Fine! amenta! Ca-se Peerage, for H;.sa/.ity S e n s i t i v e Museum C o l l e c t i o n s ,
.^.iseuK «,»wa T?abruiry 1966) Technical Supplement 1 1 ,
Washington: American Aaaociatioa of Museums, 1966.
Sugden, Robert P.
Care and Handling of Art Objects, Few York: Metropolitan
Museum of A r t , 1946.
"
Safeguarding Worka o f Art: Storage, Packimg, Transportation
and Insurance, Hev York: metropolitan Museum o f A r t ,
I9IJ0T
Thomson, Garry, ed.
Recent Advancea in Coneervatioa, Contributioaato the IIC Ron*
Conference, I961j London: Butterworths, 1963.
Werner, A.E.
"Scientific kethoda in The feanunatiam and Conaervatioa of
Antiquitiaa", Annual Report of the Smithsonian Inatltution
for 1962, Publication ^518, pp. 593-604, Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1963 (reprint from Science
Progreaa, 50:200, 1962).
The Care of Glass in Muaeuaa, Muaeun Neva (June 1966)
Technical Supplement 13, Waahington: American Aaaociatioa.
of Museums, 1966.
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The Museum Visitor: I - 8uxv*y Design, II - Survey Results, III Supplementary Studies, Report* fron Information Services
1, 2 , 3/ Toronto: Royal Oatario Museum, 1959/ I960, 196I.
Cart, Oeraaiae, Nolly Harrisoa and Charles Russell
Museums and Young People, Paris: International Council of
Museums, I$5g.
Frese, H.H.
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E.J. Brill, I960.
Harrison, Molly
Learning Out of School, London: Educational Supply Association,
Ltd.7 195^Museum Adventure, Iondon: University of London Press, 1990*
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Low, Shirley P.
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Problem* of Ihata^latloa in Muaeuna of Art, FXiblicatioaa, n.a.
Ik, Washington American Association of Muaeuna, 1935.
Mai ton, Arthur V., l i t * Goldberg Feldnan and Charlea V. Mason
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Figure 1.

Specimen label for vertebrates.

^J^
\

(See chapter 3. page 15.)

John V Smiih
226
d*
Lady AVTn , Zior, N. P, 60g5"ft
Washington Co , Utah
Oct }6, 1<?6
332-T28-50

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus fre*noM"ii
] 343
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Figure -2. Dermestid larva. Attagenus piceus.

(See chap, 4. page 8.)

Figure 2a. Dermestid Larvae feeding. Anthrenue sp.
PaKe *.)

(See chap. 4.

USDA photo
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Clothes moth and larvae. Tineola Blsselllella.
chap. 4. pages 8 and 9.) USDA photo.

(See

Silverfish, Thysanura
(See chap. 4. page 9.)
Figure 5. Cockroach egg case.
c. 1/4" wide. (See
chap. 4. page 9.)
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Standard Specimen Cabinet. (See chapter 4. page 21.)
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Figure 8.

Herbarium cabinet.
page 23.)

(See chapter 4.

Figure 7.

Insect cabinet. (See
chap. 4. page 23.)
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Figure 9. Gun
rack in utility cabinet.
(See chapter
4. page 24.)

Figure 9a. Gun rack, showing
construction.
Release No. 1

Figure 9b. Gun rack, end view.
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Figure 10. Sword
racks In utility cabinet.
(See chapter 4.
page 24.)

Figure 10a.
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Sword rack, showing construction.

Figure 10b.

Sword rack, swivel
base.
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Figure 11. Picture
racks. (See chapter 4. page 25.)

Figure 12. Print box.
4. page 25.)
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(See chapter

Figure 13. Document box.
(See chapter 4, page 27.)
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NATIONAL
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PARK SERVICE
HANDBOOK

PART II

MUSEUM
RECORDS

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

INTRODUCTION

The National Park Service is entrusted with the care of
many scientific and historical specimens which are part of our
national heritage. Some of the objects have great significance
from a scientific or cultural standpoint, aome have high monetary value, many form the solid basis for the knowledge necessary
to operate and Interpret the parks properly. We are responsible
for the preservation and use of these collections.
The primary step in caring for collections is to maintain
complete and accurate museum records- Without records most
specimens lose their value as sources of knowledge and much of
their monetary value as well. For many years the National Park
Service has had standard record forma and recommended procedures.
Nevertheless, our museum records in practice have become serioucly inadequate. To help correct this condition as promptly as
possible, the National Park Service Museum Records Handbook
provides detailed instructions to accompany revised and simplified standard forms.

Chief, Division of Interpretation

November 1, 1957
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MUSEUM RECORDS

The ACCESSION RECORD and the CATALOGUE are the two records
required in park museums. They are tools which provide four
essential kinds of information about the object:
1.

WHAT it is.

2.

HOW and FROM WHOM it was acquired.

3-

WHEN it was acquired.

h.

WHERE it is.

In addition, the museum records provide a fifth kind of information — what is its value — for financial control through a tiein with accounts in the general ledger maintained by the finance
office serving the park or office in which the museum is located.
Thus a more effective basis is provided for custodial responsibility through the dollar control established for each museum.
Material received from one source at one time constitutes
an accession. It represents a single transaction and may include
one or more objects. The material may be received as a permanent
addition to the collection (gifts, purchase, bequest, expeditions,
exchange), as an indefinite loan, or as a temporary loan for
special exhibition, study or examination. *Specimens received
from dealers or other persons "on approval" for possible purchase or acceptance are also accessioned.*
The accession record consists of an accession book, "source
of accession" card file, and accession folder file. The accession
record reports, in detail, HOW and FROM WHOM an accession was
acquired and WHEN it was acquired.
The catalogue records the objects in a museum collection
individually, giving a complete description and history of each
item. The catalogue record consists of Form 10-25^ (May 1957)>
Museum Catalogue Record, in triplicate, and a catalogue folder
file. The catalogue discloses WHAT an object is, WHERE it is
located, and its value for accountability purposes.
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The accession book and the original copy of the catalogue
form are the primary records. The usefulness of any collection
largely depends on the completeness and permanence of such
records.
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Accession Book
This is a bound book of permanent record paper, designed
especially for park museums. As each lot of specimen material
is received, it is immediately entered in the accession book
directly following the previous accession, and pertinent facts
are recorded under appropriate headings:
1 . Accession Number. Accessions are numbered in sequence
staiting with number one and progressing indefinitely in unbroken order. As accessions are recorded and assigned numbers
in order of arrival,, the accession book automatically becomes a
chronological list of materials received by the museum.
As the collection grows and a second accession book is
started, the numbering in the second book should begin where the
first one ended, continuing the same numerical sequence.
2. Date Received. This should be the date an accession is
r-.crived, not the date the entry is made in the accession book.
however, since it is very important to make the entry without delay, the accession should ordinarily be recorded the same day it
is received.
3« Description. The description here should be brief but
adequate enough to identify the accession. The number of objects
received should be noted whenever possible, except in cases of
large scientific accessions where this is not feasible and no
specific monetary value is involved.
k. Received From. Pull name and address of donor, lender,
vendor, or other source from whom received.
5« Remarks• Any unusual facts concerning the accession
which should be noted, such as, de-accessionings (return of loan
material, transfer, deterioration, loss, etc.), are entered here.
6. Catalogue Number. As objects in an accession are catalogued, the catalogue number, or numbers should be recorded here.
If an accession contains many objects and it is impossible to
list all catalogue numbers, the list may be put in the accession
file and a note "see ace. file' entered.
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Accession Book (cont.)
Entries should be legibly written with a carbon-base (India
or, for example, Higgins "Eternal Black") ink. The information
should be so recorded that the record of each accession ordinarily occupies a single line across both pages. *(See Exhibit A . ) *
Areas with an up-to-date accession book (permanent, 100$ rag,
ledger paper) should complete the volume now in use before
starting one of the new form books.
Accession File
All accessions should have an accession folder. This is a
regular correspondence file folder clearly marked with the
accession's number in a carbon-base ink and filed in numerical
order in a standard file cabinet. All correspondence (original
incoming and duplicate outgoing), and other documents relating
to the accession including letters of acknowledgement; agieements
of gift, loan, and exchange; return receipts; transcript of will;
deeds of gift; copies of bills of lading and invoices; reports
of damaged conditions; and any other material relating to that
particular transaction should be placed in the accession folder.
Until the specimens in an accession are catalogued, field notes
and other research data which would later be put in a catalogue
folder are retained in the accession file. The documents required
for accounting purposes will be retained, of course, in the
records of the finance office serving the park or office in which
the museum is located, but copies of these, ordinarily, should be
in the accession folder.
Incoming correspondence pertaining to the acquisition of
museum specimens need not be sent to Central Files, but Central
Files must be notified that the correspondence has been retained
in the museum record files. A brief note to this effect should
be made on the duplicate that is sent to the Central Files when
a reply is made to the correspondence.
Source of Accession File
*A source of accession file shall be maintained for all park
museum collections.* With each card filed alphabetically by name,
it becomes a quick and accurate way of finding all the accessions
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Source of Accession File (cont.)
received from one source. Source information should be typed on
blank 5 x 8 cards as soon as the new accession has been recorded
and assigned a number in the accession book. All accessions
(additions to the museum's permanent collection as well as loans)
received from one source may be listed on the same card. The
format illustrated *in Exhibit B* should be followed.
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Accession Tags and Accession Storage
An accurate accession record is of little use if the objects
to which it refers cannot be identified or located. Therefore,
new accessions must be tagged temporarily with their number until
they are catalogued, and placed in storage space specifically allotted to accessions that have not been catalogued. A portion of
standard storage equipment should be designated for this purpose.
It may be one shelf or one drawer in a standard storage cabinet,
depending on the amount of new material generally received by the
area. The portion of storage equipment designated should be used
for no other purpose and should be clearly marked "Accession
Storage."
Temporary tags may be baggage tags, cards, or stickers.
Care should be exercised in using adhesive tape since it causes
permanent harm to surfaces of material such as silver, lacquer
or enamel.
A box containing many objects which cannot be unpacked immediately may need only one label or the number might be marked
directly on the box with an indelible crayon. However, it is
wise to unpack new accessions as soon as possible so that the
condition of the objects upon arrival may be noted.
De-Ac ce 8 s ion ing
Objects permanently removed from the collection are deaccessioned or cancelled. The object may be withdrawn because
of deterioration, transfer to another area, exchange, loss, or
the return of a loan. Disposition of the object should be noted
in the accession book under remarks and on the source card. Any
correspondence or receipts referring to the withdrawal should be
placed in the accession file folder. If the object has been catalogued, disposition should be marked on the catalogue forms and
on the catalogue file folder. Neither the catalogue forms nor
the catalogue folder should be removed from their places. A
Board of Survey Report or Transfer of Property form will also be
required in accordance with the property accounting regulations
of the Service.
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MUSEUM CATALOGUE

Museum Catalogue Form
All significant facts regarding the physical appearance and
history of every object accepted for addition to the museum's
permanent collection are recorded on Form 10-25^ (May 1957),
Museum Catalogue Record.
The catalogue form is supplied in triplicate so that necessary copies may be typed in a single operation. It consists of
two paper copies (white and blue), designed to be filed in post
binders, and a third card-copy for index filing. The three copies
provide a flexible catalogue record which should be distributed
in the following manner:
1. Original Copy. Made of white permanent record paper and
typed with pexmanent ink, this copy is filed numerically (the most
recent number on top) in a post binder and constitutes the prime
record of all specimens in the museum's permanent collection.
It should be kept separate from the other museum records in a
fire-proof place, such as the park vault.
2. Second Copy. This is made of blue bond paper and is
also filed numerically in a post binder. This is the working
reference to the museum's permanent collection. Record of the
last object catalogued is always on top as the book is opened.
In this way the last catalogue number assigned to an object and
the approximate number of specimens in the permanent collection
may be seen at a glance.
3- Third Copy. This is a white index card which is placed
in a card file according to "classification1, as an auxiliary
record and an index to the collection.
Black carbon paper should be used in typing the triplicate
catalogue forms. (See Chapter 5-)
Information recorded on the catalogue foxm is gathered from
the accession book, accession file, careful study of the object's
physical make-up, and research. Specimens should be catalogued
as soon as possible after being received. Accuracy and thoroughness are important! Terminology used should be
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uniform and understandable. Slipshod cataloguing not only
results in inadequate and inefficient nnaseum records, but may
also cause unnecessary confusion in later years. The headings
Hated below are used on the catalogue form. The kind of
information that goes into the catalogue is suggested by these
headings:
a.

Classification. This is the systematic arrangement of
specimens into categories according to a definite plan
which will, in turn, determine the heading under which
the third copy of the catalogue form is filed, and
provide an important index to the museum collection.
In order to provide a uniform system of classifying
park museum collections for the convenience of interpretive personnel as they transfer from park to park,
standard categories for each subject field end proposed
in Chapter 6 of this Handbook.

b.

USDI - NPS Area.

c.

Catalogue Number. The system of catalogue numbering
starts with number "one" and progresses in numerical
sequence indefinitely, in unbroken order. This number
bears no relation to the accession number and has no
administrative function. It is the number assigned to
each object in an accession as it is studied and
subsequently catalogued. Once a number is assigned to
an object it is recorded in the accession book and
permanently affixed to the specimen; its sole purpose
being to distinguish that particular object. It should
imply nothing about the kind of object and no letters,
decimals, or fractions should be used. Objects received
in pairs or Bets, such as identical chairs, a portfolio
of prints, a pair of candlesticks, or a cup and saucer
are given separate numbers, and reference to the
catalogue numbers of related objects noted in the
"Description" on the catalogue form. Component parts
of specimens, such as a teapot and cover are treated as
one and given the same number. The skin, skull and
skeleton from one mammal specimen also receive the same
number, as do
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the bones of a single skeleton. In instances,
however, where component parts are of themselves
complete specimens, such as a sword and scabbard,
or the hat, trousers, and blouse of a uniform,
separate catalogue numbers are given, and the necessary information regarding the related objects
noted on the catalogue form.
As each object is
catalogued, it is assigned the number after the
last number used.
The numter available is immediately obtained by checking the working, or blue,
copy of the catalogue form.
d.

Accession Number. It is important to record the
accession number on the catalogue form as it provides an essential reference to the accession
record.

e.

Object. This denotes the naiiie of the object or a
single specific identification, e.g., skin and
skull of a meadow mouse, Microtus pennaylvanicus;
or English pistol, cl7b0.

f.

Locality. This defines the origin of the object;
the place where a natural history specimen was
collected, the site and level at which an archeologieal specimen was found, or tiie country or
place where an historic or artistic object was
made. The meadow mouse locality might be:
"Open field Just west of Mineral Museum,
north side of parkway, Mile 32^, elevation 3262 feet."
The pistol need only be recorded:
"English" or "Birmingham, England."
An archeological specimen from the park area
might be cited:
"Pueblo X, room 23, 2 feet from east wall,
k feet from north wall, 1-1/2 feet below
surface."

g.

Description. Information required to describe an
object varies with the nature of the specimen. The
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types of data listed below may seem complicated but
it ia important to know what to look for and record.
Certainly, it will not be possible to describe the
varied scientific and historical specimens in as
minute detail as might be done in a large museum
with a specialized staff, but the distinguishing
and significant features of an object need to be
recorded. If necessary, the blank reverse side of
the form may be used to continue the description.
Included information such as the following, if it
applies to the particular specimen:
(1) Physical Description. Point out distinguishing characteristics of historic or artistic
objects, such as style, color, shape, and design
details, materials of which it is made, maker,
and date or period. Material should be noted
as specifically as knowledge permits, e.g.,
oil on linen canvas; lead glazed earthenware;
or very hard, highly polished dark green stone.
With scientific specimens describe features
such as age, sex, special markings, and similar
characteristics that distinguish the specimen.
Features that are common to the species would
not ordinarily be described.
(2) Marks• Copy the field number, previous owner's
catalogue number, or old labels attached to the
specimen. Record maker's marks, proof marks,
hall marks and other special markings and note
their location. Rubbings of proof marks and
hall marks on important specimens should be
filed in the catalogue folder. Copy signature,
and date if included, and give location on the
specimen. Describe water marks in paper. Copy
any inscription, dedicatory or otherwise, and
translate it into English if necessary (the
translator's name should be noted in the
catalogue).
(3) Measurements. Either inches and feet or metric
rule, and always maximum unless noted otherwise.
Overall measurements are given for objects with
separate parts, such as a teapot with a cover.
Whether separate measurements will be recorded
for compdnent parts depends on the object. In
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Museum Catalogue Form (cont.)
many science collections detailed measurements
are given for the parts of an object in addition to the whole; e.g., a small mammal's tail,
hind foot, and ear measurements, as well as its
total length.
Depending on the nature and shape of the specimen, measurements may include any of the following dimensions: height, width, depth, length,
thickness, diameter. Once the various dimensions
of an object are given, they should always be
repeated in the same order. Height usually
precedes width in recording the measurements
of paintings, drawings, and prints.
If a part of an object is missing, it should be
specified that the given dimensions are incomplete together with an estimate of what the
complete dimensions would be if the object were
whole.
(k) Condition. State whether the object is in good,
fair, or bad condition. For firearms use the
set of standard terms appended as "Exhibit E."
Note missing parts, scratches, chips, tears,
repairs, etc.
(5) Histoiy. Although the detailed history of the
specimen may be in the catalogue folder where
field notes, correspondence, and special reports are accumulated, the description should
include, if space permits, brief information on
the habitat where a £>lant or animal was collected,
what collection an historic or artistic object
has been in previously, in what special exhibitions it has been shown, the preservative treatment it has received, and references to published
information about it. The sources of information about former ownership, or association
with a famous person or event snould be recorded
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Museum Catalogue Form (cont.)
so all such claims can be traced and evaluated.
A description of the meadow mouse might be like
this:
Immature male, total length l80mm, tail
35mm; hind foot 22mm; ear (from notch)
5mm. Skull data: condylobasal length
25mm, zygomatic breadth l8mm. Dentition
.worn. One-half lower jaw lost in cleaning.
Condition: Infested with botfly in inguinal
region. Left ear badly scarred. Shedline
across rump. Collected: 10/6/57, snaptrap in runway in bluegrass (Poa pratensis).
Or the pistol might be described:
9" round barrel, .69 calibre. Brass mountings, goose neck cock, lockplate marked
with crown over "GR", broad arrow in front
of cock, word "Tower" in back of cock.
Barrel bears Birmingham proof mark. Condition: Barrel slightly pitted around touch
hole, small sliver missing from stock near
muzzle. Otherwise condition very good.
h.

Date Received. Give the date which is the same as
in the accession book but is convenient to have here.

i. Received From. Give full name and address of donor,
vendor, or collector. If the collector is on the
staff, his title should be included. If the specimen is the result of a special expedition, archeological project, or other named enterprise, the
name should be included, e.g., George Smith, Park
Archeologist, 195& Excavation of Bluefield Site.
j.

How Acquired. State whether the specimen is a gift,
purchase, field collection, exchange, etc.
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Museum Catalogue Form (cont.)
k.

Value. Whenever possible, the purchase price or
appraised value of a specimen which has actual
monetary value should be recorded.
When such valuations are not available, the cataloguer must assign a reasonable monetary value for
accountability purposes to each specimen (other
than loans) which would be valued at $50 or more.
Most scientific specimens, for example, would not
need to be valued.

1.

Amendment No.
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m.

Determined By. The name of the expert who has
made an authoritative Identification of the specimen and the date it was identified. If the cataloguer makes the identification, the space is left
blank. The specific name determined by the expert
is entered under "Object". If there are successive
determinations with changes or refinements in the
identification, the details can be filed in the
catalogue folder and a reference noted on the catalogue form.

n.

Cataloguer. The individual who fills out the catalogue form should enter his name and the date the
object is' catalogued. If the park naturalist,
historian, or curator makes out the form in rough
draft for someone else to type, his name rather
than the name of the typist is entered.

o. Disposal. When an object is removed from the collection by loan, transfer, exchange or survey or by
loss or accidental destruction, the transaction
should be documented in accordance with established
procedures. The catalogue forms remain in place,
the manner and date of disposal are entered and, if
desired, a line may be drawn across the forms. The
catalogue number is not used again.
The space marked off in the upper right corner of
the catalogue form is for convenience in locating
particular specimens. In one museum, for example,
a red check might be placed here on the forms for
all specimens which have a catalogue folder, and
a green check for those which have photographs,
or which have been illustrated in publications.
Also, cards for specimens having monetary value
can be marked in this space so they can be spotted
for accounting purposes.
Catalogue Folder File
Some catalogued specimens will require a catalogue folder.
Thie is a regular correspondence folder clearly marked with the
specimen's catalogue number in a carbon-base ink and filed in
numerical order in a standard file cabinet. The catalogue folder
acta as a supplement to the catalogue form. All research information and correspondence relating to the specimen including
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bibliographies, photographs marked with negative numbers, field
notes, working notes, exhibition information, restorer's reports,
etc., are placed in the catalogue folder.
Naturally, many specimens will not need a folder, and by
the same token, a specimen that did not require a folder originally may need one at a later date. Through the year, all
additional or new information should be placed in this folder.
Many museums file photographs of a specimen in the catalogue folder. This is recommended, especially when detailed
study photographs are involved. When a small record photograph
of each specimen is used, it may be glued to the back of the
third copy of the catalogue form or better, to National Park
Service Form 10-30, Print File Card, marked with the catalogue
number in the upper right corner and filed directly behind the
catalogue form in the classified card file.
•Form 10-25*+a., Inventory or Location File Record
Form 10-25*+a is a single, 5x8, salmon-colored, card copy of
Form 10-25*+. It is provided as an auxiliary catalogue record,
not subject to regulations governing Form 10-25*+* hut to fill the
need in some parks for an inventory or "location" index file.
Inventory or "location" files can be useful, especially for
parks with historic house museums. Such files provide a record
of furnishings by room. It is often helpful to keep the "location" file in the house. Also, in parks where collections are
large, or housed in several buildings, a central file which
shows the specimens in each particular location is a convenience,
especially at inventory time (see chapter 5* page k, Report to
Finance Office).
The amount of information recorded on this form will be
dictated by local requirements or how the file Is to be used.
Some areas may wish to transfer all catalogue information from
Form 10-25*+, others may only require basic information such as
catalogue number, object name and accession information or location.•
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Affixing the Catalogue Number
Each object in the museum's permanent collection has its
own individual catalogue number which should be affixed in
permanent fashion to the object.
There are two commonly recommended methods fox' doing
this. The one used is optional, depending upon which proves
easier to handle. The basic principles to remember are: The
number must be easily found and clearly legible, it must be
highly durable, and must not interfere with the study or the
display of the object. As a rule, the number should be placed
in the same location on all objects of the same class.
One of the methods of numbering is to letter the number
in India ink on an oblong of white lacquer. A neat oblong
of flat drying white brushing lacquer, just large enough to
hold the number, is painted directly on the specimen and
allowed to dry. When the lacquer is set, the number is written
on the oblong in India ink with a fine steel pen. On white
china or glass, a clear lacquer may be used instead of the white.
Another method of numbering is to paint the number directly
on the specimen with a brush. If the material is porous such
as wood, a thin layer of shellac is first applied to the surface
to prevent absorption of the paint. Artists' oils and a number
"two" sable brush should be used to paint the number. On small
objects, requiring very small numbers, a brush should be
reduced to 3 or k hairs. Tubes of artists' oil paint are
easily procurable in art supply stores, paint stores, or mail
order houses. Be sure to use the best quality of professional
artists' oil colors, such as Grumbacker, Winsor & Newton Ltd.,
or Permanent Pigments.
Cadmium red is the preferred color, but on objects where
red is not clearly discernible, titanium white or ivory black
paint may be used. The paint should be slightly thinned with
turpentine. A drop of drier may be added if quick drying is
necessary. On smooth surfaces such as glass or china, lacquer
thinner should be used instead of turpentine, with a drop of
raw linseed oil and varnish.added to the oil paint so that it
will adhere to the surface and dry harder.
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However the number is applied, i.e., with ink or paint,
it should be finally covered with a thin coating of clear
white shellac, which is easily applied with one stroke of
a brush. If necessary, the shellac may be thinned slightly
with alcohol. For best results, it 1B advisable to wait a
day before applying this protective coating. With a minimum
of care, such numbers should last indefinitely unless removed
with alcohol (solvent for shellac) and acetone (solvent for
lacquer). As extra protection during cleaning, wax or scotch
tape may be temporarily placed over the number.
1. Wood, Stone, Leather, Porcelain, Class, Metal. Either
method of applying the number may be used. A standard location
on all objects of the same class is of considerable convenience
in referring to the specimen:
a.

Furniture is numbered near the top of the right
back leg, except on heavy pieces, which are numbered on the right side near the base

b . Ceramic and similar pewter objects are numbered
on the underside.
C. Glass is numbered on the underside. The number
should be as small and legible as possible.
d.

Paintings are numbered on the reverse side of the
lower right comer of both the frame and the
stretcher. Heavy paintings can also be numbered
on the lower right corner of the side of the frame.
Scroll paintings are numbered on the knob of the
scroll.

e.

Sculpture is numbered at the rear of the base near
the bottom.

f. Armor is numbered on "the inside of each major
element.
g.

Swords are numbered on the reverse side of the
blade just below the counter-guard.

h. Guns are numbered on the inside of the triggerguard or on the breech of the barrel opposite the
lock.
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1. Coins are numbered on the rim, if possible.
1. Specimens, such as a pin or a glass bead, which
are too small to be numbered, may be placed in
a vial with the catalogue number on the vial or
on a card placed inside it.
2. Textiles. The number should be lettered in India ink
on small oblongs of linen tape which are then sewn to the fabric.
If the fabric is fragile, such as lace, the tape should be attached with a small loop of thread.
a. Rugs, tapestries, and draperies have the number
sewn on the reverse side of the lower right corner.
b.

Clothing has the number sewn on the inside of the
neckband or waistband, depending on the type of
clothing.

3- Paper. The number should be written with a medium grade
lead pencil between HB and 2H. Neither indelible pencils nor
ink should be used.
a. Historic documents and prints have the number
marked on the reverse lower right corner.
b.

Books are numbered on the Inside of the front
cover; loose pages should also be numbered.

k. Natural History Specimens. Standard procedures for
these are well established.
a. Herbarium specimens are labeled and numbered with
India ink in the lower right corner of the sheet.
b.

Rocks and minerals are marked directly on any part
of the specimen which is smooth enough to permit the
use of pen and ink or brush, but that will not interfere with the use of the specimen for study or display.

c. Fossils are marked on any smooth and flat surface,
but not on any part likely to interfere with study.
Microscopic specimens are marked in the lower right
corner of 'their glass mounts.
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Mammals may be numbered with India ink on the tanned
side of the skin or en the specimen label. Specimen
labels are tags of heavyweight permanent record
paper attached with strong linen or nylon thread.
Skulls are numbered on the cranium and mandible
and skeletons are marked on the shaft of each bone
as well as on the container.
Mammals preserved in liquid are numbered on the label
attached to the hind foot of the specimen. The number is written in India inK or soft pencil. A sized
cloth label should never be used.

e.

Bird skins are marked with India ink on the specimen
label tied to the foot of the specimen.
The catalogue numbers of bird skeletons are marked
in India ink on the larger bones and on the container.
A specimen label including the catalogue number is
tied to the foot of mounted bird specimens. If the
bird is to be displayed, the label may be fastened
on the bottom of the stand or perch, or the catalogue number may be applied to the stand or perch.

f. Amphibians and reptiles in a liquid preservative
are numbered on the specimen label which is marked
with India ink or soft pencil and tied to the hind
leg or around the body just behind the front legs
of a limbed specimen, or to the neck region of
legless forms.
g.

Fishes in a liquid preservative are numbered on
the specimen label which is marked with India ink
or soft pencil and tied through the gill opening,
or around the caudal peduncle.

h.

Small invertebrates in a liquid preservative are
numbered in India ink or soft pencil on the specimen label inserted in the jar or vial.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Install"tlon of New Records System
Parks having museum operations should arrange for immediate
installation of the new system. If museum records are not upto-date, or non-existent, this should not be allowed to delay
the installation of the new records system. Depending upon the
amount of unaccessioned material and the information available,
one of the following procedures shall be adopted:
1. Enter all past accessions for which dates are known,
chronologically. Following this series, accessions of unknown
date are listed and noted a6 received before the beginning date
of the current records.
2. Estimate the number of unrecorded accessions and assign
a block of blank numbers. As chronology and source are established each accession is then assigned a number. If it is
impossible to ascertain the date of entry, the accession might
be numbered and listed as having been received prior to the date
of the current records.
3« In some collections both source and date of entry are
impossible to establish. This might be true in areas acquired
from other Government agencies. One number might be given to
all unaccessioned material of this type. If, during cataloguing,
source and date of entry are established, the object should be
assigned an accession number without regard to chronology and
a note to this effect placed in the accession record.
Exceptions to Standard Procedures
There are a few exceptions to the standard procedures which
should be mentioned, with the understanding, however, that they
should be kept to a minimum.
Books which are preserved and used primarily as historical
objects rather than for reading and reference, should be
accessioned and catalogued as museum specimens. Other books in
park collections are handled as library material. In the same
way manuscripts that are preserved for exhibition or as historical
documentation for other specimens in the collection or as
evidence in support of the park story should be accessioned and
catalogued as museum specimens. Manuscripts preserved as active
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Exceptions to Standard Procedures (con.)
research collections should be handled and recorded as part of
the library materiel rather than the museum collection. Parks
with relatively few manuscripts and without fully developed
library records may prefer to catalogue all manuscripts as museum
specimens to achieve better control. The same criteria should
be applied to photographs and other documentary materials. Thus
photographic prints and negatives preserved primarily for their
historical value should be accessioned and catalogued.as part
of the museum collection rather then as part of the regular
photographic files of the park.
Replicas of museum objects should be accessioned and
catalogued as museum specimens but display panels and dioramas
or other display art produced in connection with museum exhibits
are not catalogued.
Cannon and carriages exhibited outdoors which are not
incorporated in the design of a monument or marker, should be
accessioned and catalogued as museum specimens. This includes
cannon replicas and pedestal mounts.(See Assistant Director Tolson's
memorandum FO 12-56 Supplement No. 5, November 2k, 1958, revised.)
Insect collections are usually not catalogued. No individual
specimen number is assigned. All data are recorded on small labels
attached to the pin below the specimen and the series of specimens
representing each species is pinned in a separate tray. However,
in parks having small insect collections, regular cataloguing
procedures may be followed if desired. The data labels should
be attached to the pin as usual, bur with the catalogue number
added and the regiHar form's made out.
Herbarium collections in some institutions are not catalogued
on the grounds that the individual sheet labels form a satisfactory
catalogue. This does not provide for the safe-keeping of the
permanent record, which is an important part of the inventory of
park features. If an uncatalogued herbarium sheet is lost or
destroyed, the record of the specimen is lost with it. With
these considerations in mind, it is strongly recommended that
plant specimens be catalogued as part of the museum collections.
If exceptions to this procedure are desired, they should be
thoroughly justified to the Superintendent who will make the
final decision. Since each herbarium sheet ordinarily represents
an appreciable expenditure of government funds, property
accountability Bhould be considered in the justification.
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Exceptions to Standard Procedures (cont.)
Archeological collections also present special problems.
When specimens are excavated, the archeologist usually assigns
them field numbers or site designations in accordance with
established professional practices. These numbers serve various
scholarly purposes and are quite separate from the museum accession
and catalogue numbers which become associated with a specimen
after it enters a museum collection. ••The museum should accession
archeological collections immediately upon receiving them from
the archeologist. If the archeologist has already culled the
collection, he should supply for the accession file folder a
statement of what has been eliminated and the means of disposal.
If the collection has not yet been culled, the museum will hold
it in "field collection status", i.e., will postpone cataloguing
the specimens until an expert has culled it. At the time of
culling he will provide information for the accession file on
what he has eliminated and how. "Field collection status" is a
temporary arrangement which the museum will terminate as soon as
possible.* The practice favored by some archeologists of keeping
"open" accession numbers weakens the value of, and complicates
the use of the accession record for normal museum purposes.
Therefore, "open" accession numbers should not be used. The
culling of collections before they are turned over to the museum
removes in part the utility of "open" numbers. Specimens should
be accessioned as soon after field work as practicable, of course.
Trie archeological specimens are catalogued in the standard way
with a simple number for each specimen, except for large series
of type sherds and similar type series of, for example, projectile
points, pipe stems, or nails. In these instances, each representative specimen of a type series is given the same catalogue number.
The description on the card will note how many comparison specimens are in the series. This procedure involves the dangerous
practice of assigning the same catalogue number to more than one
specimen. It is permissible only with groups of archeological
specimens collected at one place and time, that is, having
identical data, and having identical temporal and cultural affinities and no significant differences. When a specimen in such a
series is found to be significantly different from the others,
it should be recatalogued as a separate item. In a few instances,
as at Gila Pueblo, and Ocmulgee, there are central repositories
for collections from more than one park. The staff of the
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Exceptions to Standard Procedures (cont.)
repository may use distinguishing marks on specimens to designate
the different park collections when necessary to avoid serious
confusion while specimens are being used in comparative studies.
These marks are not part of the catalogue number, but are
archeologists' markings like the site numbers. Similarly, in a
few parks which contain many individual ruins spanning-a long
period of time, major archeological investigations may require
the collections to be accessioned as excavation proceeds. The
accession number in these instances may also serve as part of
the archeologists' study marking on the specimen because it
identifies the site where the specimen was found. This practice
should be closely limited and approved in advance by the
regional director.
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Indefinite Loans
Technically an indefinite loan is not a permanent gift and,
therefore, is not described as part of the museum's permanent
collection. Actually, however, the park acquiring an indefinite
loan usually has long-term custody of it. For this reason the
records required for an indefinite loan are the same as those
required for a permanent gift, and are governed by the-same
standards. However, specimens acquired on indefinite loan are
not to be included in property accountability records regardless
of value.
Care must be taken, however, in affixing the catalogue
number to materials acquired on an indefinite loan basis. The
number should not be put on "permanently", but applied in such a
way that it may be removed easily if necessary, without defacing
or changing the object in any way.
If an indefinite loan is returned, the records are handled
the same.as with any de-accessioned article.
Report to Finance Office
A reporting of the catalogued specimens which are placed
under financial control (which must include all those having
monetary value of more than fifty dollars, other than loans)
should be made not less often than quarterly to the finance
office serving the park or office in which the museum is located,
on a receiving report, Form DI-102, or other suitable form. The
report should indicate either no change or accessions or disposals.
This listing should report the catalogue numbers in chronological
order, showing the value of each item and the total value of all
non-expendable specimens catalogued. *The property officer
should obtain the information required for this report from the
museum accession book, and catalogue.* Objects under financial
control which are removed from collections will also be reported
to the finance office on forms for Boards of Survey, Transfer of
Property, or other proper accounting form.
A physical inventory of non-expendable specimens having
monetary value must be taken at least once a year. The inventory
will be listed on Form DI-106, Inventory of Property, and furnished
to the finance office for reconciling to the accountability records.
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Report to Finance Office (con.)
The instructions contained in this handbook are those which
differ from the regular property accountability procedures of
the Service and the Department, which are applicable to all
phases of museum property accountability not herein covered.
Responsibility for Property Accountability
The park historian or the park naturalist may, when administratively advisable, be designated by the park superintendent as property officer for museum property with primary
responsibility for safeguarding such property and maintaining
prescribed records. However, such designation trill not operate
to relieve the park superintendent or other responsible
administrative officer of overall accountability responsibility.
Supplies
The following list describes the forms and materials
necessary to inaugurate and maintain adequate museum records
under the revised system. Each employee designated to prepare
and maintain these records should be furnished with these
supplies:
1. Museum Accessions Book, unless your park has an
accession book which meets the approved standards of permanent,
100$ rag, ledger paper.
2. Museum Catalogue Record forms, 10-25^(Mey 1957),
available in pads of 33 sets to the pad.
3. Post binder for original copy of the Museum Catalogue
Record. This binder is furnished with 3" posts which will hold
approximately 750 original copies of catalogue form 10-25L(May 1957).
h. Post binder for working copy of the Museum Catalogue
Record. This binder is furnished with 2" posts which will hold
approximately 500 working copies of catalogue form 10-25MMay 1957)Items 1-k are obtainable from the Washington Office and
should be ordered on Requisition Form DI-1, of which six oopies
are needed.
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Supplies (con.)
f>. C.tbon-baae ink for lettering catalogue numbers on specimens and entering records In the Accession Book. India ink
should be used on the specimen. However, such a carbon-base
ink as Hlgglns "Eternal Black" which may be used in fountain
pens, is more convenient for use in the Accession Book.
6. Crow quill pen points and holder for lettering catalogue
numbers on the specimen.
7. Artist's oil paints - cadmium red, titanium white and
ivory black, for lettering catalogue numbers with a brush. Oet
the smallest size tubes of professional artist's quality in a
brand such as Grumbacher or Permanent Pigment.
8. Lettering brush, sable, #2 size, for lettering catelogue
numbers in paint. Get two good quality brushes such as Delta
or Grumbacher.
9. White lacquer, as a base for catalogue numbers. Get
automotive grade, refrigerator white.
10. Clear lacquer, as a base for catalogue numbers. Get
either an acrylic lacquer or automotive grade, water white.
11. Claar (white) shellac, for protection covering of
catalogue numbers.
12. Artist's brushes, sable #3 size, for applying lacquer
and shellac. Get at least two good quality brushes such as
Delta or Grumbacher. Small bottles with applicator brush tops
such as correction fluid or finger nail polish come in, are a
convenient substitute and are handy for holding small quantities
of lacquer, shellac, and solvents.
13' Bolvents for cleaning brushes - acetone for lacquer;
alcohol for shellac; turpentine for oil paints.
Ik. Permanent black typewriter ribbon, for typing the Museum
Catalogue Form. Use one of the following based on Bureau of
Standards tests:
a.

Phillips Ribbon and Carbon Company, Inc.,
6l Halstead Street, Rochester 10, New York "Type Art" medium inked, black.
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Supplies (con.)
b.

Manifold Supplies Conrpany, 188 Third Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York - "Panama", Super Ultimo, black, #63.

c. Allied Carbon and Ribbon Manufacturing Corp.,
I65 Duane Street, New York 13, New York "Echo", black, medium.
15. Carbon paper, Grade A, extra quality as defined in
Federal Specification UU-P-158a and amendments, hard or
medium finish, for typing the Museum Catalogue Record.
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The following classification scheme for museum collections
is the standard system adopted for all National. Park Service
museums. It is designed to facilitate the use of the collections
for reference and research, and to help park interpreters in
their management of the collections. The classification system
is the basis for filing the third copy of the catalogue record,
Form 10-25L(May 1957)• Specimens in the study collections
should be filed according to the same system as far as is
practicable.
Classification depends on identification, fou should
classify your collection at the outset as completely as your
knowledge of the specimens permits. Then, as you actively
accumulate expert determinations of your specimens, carry forward your classification as provided in the standard system.
Probably you will find a few specimens that do not seem to fit
the system. Good judgment and cross references should help to
solve these problems.
Phrk collections are divided into the following general
categories: Botany, Zoology, Geology, Archeology, Ethnology,
History. Use separate drawers or index tab cards to mark, in
the catalogue card file, the divisions which apply to your
collection. In using the numerous subordinate categories
described below, subdivide your files with index tab cards only
to the extent practicable and useful for your collection. As a
rule of thumb, you may not find it necessary to subdivide groups
of less than 25-30 cards. It is important to avoid introducing
other categories in place of these. To assist you in refiling
cards after use, you may enter in the space marked "Classification"
on the catalogue card, not only the categories specified in the
directions which follow, but also as many of the larger index
tab card categories applicable to each specimen as you need.
These latter entries may be added in pencil or typed and may be
in the righthand portion of the space.
The instructions for classifying your collections are given
in detail under each major category so you can refer directly to
the information you need for whatever group of specimens you are
classifying.
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Botany
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue form,
type the scientific name of the order. Add the common name of
the order, if desired. Type on the next line the scientific
name of the family. Add the common name of the family, if desired.
In some orders, particularly of lower plants, it may not he
practical to use family designations. The scientific binomial
of the species is entered in the space marked "Object", and the
common name may be added here, also.
Prepare index tab cards for the phyla, classes, orders and
families represented in the collection. File the catalogue cards
in taxonomic order as far as families (or orders where families
are not used) according to the standard arrangement as given in
the National Research Council Handbook of Biolcgical Data. This
classification of plants is appended at the end of the chapter.
Extra copies are available. Below the family, (or order), file
the cards alphabetically by genus, and by species within each
genus.
Special plant materials that need to be referred to separately
in addition to, or rarely outside, the taxonomic series, may have
duplicate cards or cross reference cards filed under their own
index tab cards, arranged alphabetically at the end of the
botanical section. Such materials might include pollen, galls,
polished wood camples, or pathological forms, for example.
Zoology
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue form,
type the scientific name of the order. Add the common name of
the order, if desired. Type on the next line the scientific
name of the family. Add the common name of the family, if
desired. In some orders it may not be practical to use family
designations. The scientific binomial of the species is entered
in the space marked "Object", and the common name may be added
here, also.
Prepare index tab cards for the phyla, classes, orderB and
families represented in the collection. File the catalogue cards
in taxonomic order as far as orders according to the standard
arrangement as given in the National Research Council Handbook
of Biological Data. This classification of animals is appended
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Zoology (con.)
at the end of the chapter. Extra copies ere available. Below
the order, file the cards as follows:
Invertebrates - In most groups arrange feiuilies in alphabetical
sequence, then file genera alphabetically under family and species
alphabetically under genus. Parks having significant collections
of mollusk6 should file the cards and arrange the specimens in
the taxonomic sequence used in Thiele, J., Handbuch der
systematischen Vfeichtier Kunde. Insect collections should be
arranged in the sequence of families used by bhe Zoological
Record. Below families arrange the genera and species taxonomically
when advice from a specialist in the group is available. Pending
this, arrange genera alphabetically under family, and species
alphabetically under genus. Send lists of the families of
mollusks and insects in the park collection to the Regional
Office for arrangement in the proper sequence according to Thiele
and the Zoological Record.
Fishes - File families according to Jordan. David Starr,
Barton Warren Evermann and Howard Walton Clark, Check List of
the Fishes and Fishlike Vertebrates of North_and Middle America
North of the Northern Boundary of Venezuela and Colombia, 1930,
Reprint 1955, Government Printing Office. Pile"genera
alphabetically under family, and species alphabetically under
genus.
Amphibians and Reptiles - File families, genera and species
in the taxonomic sequence in Schmidt, Karl P., A Checklist of
North American Amphibians and Reptiles, Sixth Edition, 1953Birds - File families, genera and species in the taxonomic
sequence in the American Ornithologists' Union Check-List of
North American Birds, Fifth Edition, 1957Mammals - File families, genera and species in the taxonomic
sequence in Miller, Gerrit S., Jr., and Remington Kellogg,
North American Recent Mammals, Bulletin 205, United States
National Museum, 1955If you do not have the reference hooks cited for vertebrate-*
groups in your park library, you may borrow them from the
Regional Office.
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Special animal materiale that you will need to refer to
separately in addition to, or rarely outside, the taxonomic
series may have duplicate cards filed under their own index tab
cards arranged alphabetically at the end of the zoological
section. Such materials might include nest;-,, eggs, scats,
stomach content.3 ir feathers.
Geology
Use index tab cards tr divide your collection into minerals,
recks and fossils.
Minerals - In the space marked "Classification" on the
catalogue form, type the appropriate major group uame as used
in the Dana system. These groups are: Native Elements
Sulfides
Sulfosalts
Oxides
Oxygen Salts
Silicates
The name of the mineral is entered in the space marked "Object".
Use an index tab card for each of the above mineral groups
represented in your collection. File them in the sequence given
ebove. Within each group file the catalogue cards alphabetically
by the specific name of the mineral. If the mineral collection
Is of special scientific value, the catalogue cards should be
filed in the sequence of Eana numbers rather than alphabetically.
This sequence is contained in Palacl.o, Charles, Harry Bcrman and
Clifford Frondel, The System of Mineralogy of James Dv-ight Dana
end Edward Salisbury Dana, Seventh Edition, vol. 1~- 1555]!
vol. 2 - 1951 and vol. 3 in preparation. When the Dana number
is used, it should be entered in parenthesis after the specific
name in the space marked "Object" to avoid any confusion with
catalogue numbers Specimens containing more than one mineral will require
cross-reference cards.
Rocks - In the space marked "Classification" on the
catalogue form, type the name of the major group to which the
specimen belongs:
Igneous and Metamorphtc
Sedimentary
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Geology (COB.)
If the specimen is sedimentary rock, type on the next line
the name of the stratigraphic formation. The specific name of
the rock in entered in the space marked "Object". Use an index
tab card for each of the two major groups. For the sedimentary
series use index tab cards for formations also. Arrange the
formation tab cards in stratigraphic order starting with the
oldest. Igneous and metamorphic specimens may be cross-referenced
to the formation when this would be helpful. File the catalogue
cards alphabetically by specific names.
Fossils - These specimens are studied from two distinct
points of view, those of the geologist and the biologist. The
classification is correspondingly complicated to serve both needs.
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue form,
type the name of the stratigraphic formation. Type on the next
line the scientific name of the taxonomic class. Add the common
name, if desired. On the third line type the scientific name
of the order if known, adding the common name, if you desire.
If the family name is known, it may be typed on the fourth line,
or the name of the class may be omitted on the second line and
the order and family used as the second and third entries. The
scientific binomial, if it is known, the generic name along, or
the lowest known taxonomic category is entered in the space
marked "Object".
Prepare index tab cards for the formations and for either
classes and orders, orders and families, or all three categories.
Arrange the formation tab cards in stratigraphic sequence
starting with the oldest. If convenient group them under tab
cards for the geologic periods involved. Under the formations,
arrange the taxonomic tab cards in taxonomic order using the
standard classifications approved for botanical and zoological
specimens as far as they go. File the catalogue cards
alphabetically by families under the order, if necessary, by
genera under the family, and by species under the genus as far
as identification permits.
Archeology
Use this category for excavated specimens and similar
specimens collected in archeological field surveys, and
preserved to study and interpret non-European cultures.
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue form,
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Archeology (con.)
type the name of the material of which the specimen is made, for
example, stone or metal. Classify biological or geological specimens in these same categories if the primary source und value of
the specimens are archeological. The kinds ot material are listed
in the outline classification given below. Specimens manufactured
from more than one raw material are classified under the material
having the greatest representation in the specimen unless this is
a residual category such as Other Plant Materials. Do not type
further subdivisions in the "Classification" spuco on the
catalogue cards. The cultural uses or technology of materials
vary so much that standardization of categories at this time,
at least, would not serve a useful purpose. If your collection
is large enough to require further subdivision, clear the proposed
breakdown with the Regional Chief of Interpretation, who will see
that all collections in the same cultural area use uniform subheadings. Enter the approved subheading on the catalogue card
in pencil.
Prepare index tab cards for the four major material
categories listed in the outline classification b.,low, and for
the kinds of material represented in your collection. If your
collection is large enough to require it, make Index tab cards
also for the subdivision approved for your cultural urea.
Arrange the Index tab cards as follows, with necessary subdivision tab carls following the appropriate material category
card:
Mineral
Stone
Clay
Metal
GIBBS

Vegetal
(food
Fiber
Other Plant Materials
Animal
Shell
Bone
/untie r
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Hide
Hair
Other Animal Materials
Human Remains
Inhumations
Cremations
Other Human Remains
File the catalogue cards alphabetically by the name of the
object under the proper index tab cards. In arranging the
catalogue cards alphabetically by name of object, use the most
general part of the name. In other words, if you have a grooved
ax, file it under "a" rather than "g". If you have numerous
objects under the general name you may alphabetize them by more
specific parts of the name, or file their cards in the sequence
of the catalogue numbers.
European trade goods from excavated Indian sites should be
classified as archeological material under the above system if
the specimens are studied as part of the archeological collection.
They may be cross-referenced to the history section of the
classified catalogue card file if desired.
Ethnology
Use this category for material originally obtained from
living cultural groups of non-European origin and preserved to
study or interpret their life. Ethnologists are interested
particularly in the functional aspects of the cultures, so the
classification is based on activities. In the space marked
"Classification" on the catalogue form, type the function or
activity with which the specimen is associated. Use the activity
categories listed below. If the use of the object is unknown, it
ordinarily may be grouped in the last category, considering it as
an example of manufacturing activity. For objects in this final,
catch-all group, type on the second line of the space marked
"Classification", the name of the material of which the specimen
is made. The list of material given below is the same as that
used for archeological collections. If any of the other activity
categories contain enough objects to require subdividing, enter
the kind of object on the second line in pencil. No breakdowns
are given because collections vary. Consult the Regional Chief of
Interpretation to be sure you are using standard terminology.
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Ethnology (cont.)
Prepare index tab cards with the name:' of the tribes which
used the objects. Parks on the continent snow-id use the tribal
names as given in Swanton, John K., The Indiau Tribes of North
America, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin ITibj 1952. A
''List of Standard Names of Indian Tribes of the United States"
taken from the index to this Bulletin is appended us "Exhibit P."
Prepare index tab cards for the activity c«teg,itas represented
in your collection. As necessary, also pie part index tab cards
for the kinds of objects included under an uet. i •JI.J group. Use
these latter only sufficiently to make the e.u.i file workable.
Arrange the tribal index cards alphabetically. Under each tribe
arrange the activity index cards in the sequence given below.
Arrange the index cards for kinds of objects alphabetically
under the activity except for those under Arts and Industries
which should follow the sequence given below:
Tribe
Hunting and Fishing
Agriculture and Plant Gather w;,.
Food Preparation
Foods

Medicine and Narcotics
Shelter and Furniture
Clothing and Personal Adornment
Games and Pastimes
Warfare and Weapons
Council and Government
Ceremony and Religion
Mortuary Customs
Transportation
Arts and Industries
Stone
Clay
Metal
Glass
Wood
- Vegetable Fiber
Other Plant Materials
Shell
Bone
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Ethnology (cont.)
Antler
Hair
Other Animal Materials
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Ethnology (con.)
File the catalogue cards alphabetically by the name of the
object under the proper index tab cards. Use the most general
part of the name first in alphabetizing, for example, Seneca
beaded moccasins under "m". If you have a number of objects
under the general name, you may alphabetize them further by
more specific parts of the name, or file their cards in the
sequence of the catalogue numbers.
If your ethnological collection contains important groups
of objects which need to be consulted under other categories,
handle it by cross-referencing. Cards for baskets that are
scattered through the card file by function, for example, can
be cross-referenced to "Arts and Industries, Vegetable Fibers",
where they may be examined as a group. If the composition and
use of the collection clearly warrant it, the cards may be filed
under the Arts and Industries subdivision and cross-referenced
to tribe and function. Some ethnological specimens may be
cross-referenced to the history section of the catalogue card
file.
History
Use this category for specimens preserved to study or
interpret American history. Historical objects are so varied
and so often unique in one way or another, and they are studied
from so many points of view, that it is, perhaps, impossible to
devise a classification that will serve all needs equally well.
The problem is simplified somewhat because most park collections
are specialized in keeping with the significance of the park. By
dividing the clarssification into three main areas: military,
social-political and economic-industrial, you can concentrate
much of your classifying work in one or two of these areas. Use
index tab cards to divide your file if more than one of these
main areaB is represented in your collection, unless you need
to use only one or two subdivisions from another area, e.g.,
documentary material in a military collection. Carry the history
breakdown only as far as your collection requires for effective
use.
1. Military
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue
form, type the major category in which the specimen belongs.
These five categories are listed below. On the second line type
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History (con.)
the proper subordinate category as given in the list which
follows. Firearms require a third breakdown. Type this on the
third line. Prepare index tab cards for as many of the
categories as are represented in the collection. Arrange them
as follows:
Weapons
Firearms
Heavy Ordnance
Small Arms
Ammunition
Edged Weapons
Equipment
Accouterments
Artillery Equipment
Cavalry Equipment
Camp Equipment
Medical Equipment
Other Equipment
Uniforms
Apparel
Insignia
Flags
Awards and Decorations
File the catalogue cards alphabetically by the name of the
object under the proper index tab card. Use the most general
part of the name for determining its alphabetical order, for
example, foot officer's sword under "s". If you have a large
number of small arms, use additional index tab cards to group
the catalogue cards under hand guns and shoulder arms, for
example, and then under the ignition system. It is not necessary
to enter these subheadings on the catalogue card under "Classification",
but you may do so in pencil if convenient. Similarly edged weapons
may be subdivided into swords, bayonets, knives, and hafted weapons
if necessary for ready reference, and heavy ordnance or ammunition
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History (con.)
can be subdivided appropriately. In organizing the military
collection, place gun carriages, limbers and caissons with
heavy ordnance. Under accouterments, include equipment carried
on the person.
2.

Social-Political
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue
form, type the major category into which the specimen best fits.
You probably will find that most of your collections belongs in
a few of the large groups outlined below, but that you will need
several of the other categories for odds and ends. On the
second line, type the secondary category which applies to the
specimen. Some types of furnishings require a third subdivision
as listed below. Prepare Index tab cards for the categoriee in
which you have specimens. The notations in parenthesis are to
help you interpret the various classes. You do not need to
transcribe these notes to the catalogue cards or index tab cards
Arrange the index cards as follows:
Architecture
Building Materials (e.g. bricks, plaster, nails)
Architectural Details (e.g. moldings, mantels, hardware)
Furniture
Bedsteads
Chairs
Chests and Chest3 of Drawers
Cupboards, Sideboards and Wardrobes
Desks and Bookcases
Kitchen Specialities (e.g. dough troughs, dry sinks
flour bins.)
Mirrors
Racks (e.g. hat racks, towel racks, music racks)
Screens
Settees, Sofas and Day-beds
Stools and Benches
Table and Stands
Wash stands. Commodes and Bathtxibs
Whatnots and Shelves
Furniture Hardware
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Furnishings
Ceramics
Earthenware
Stoneware
Porcelain
Glassware
Metalware
Brass, Bronze and Copper
Iron
Pewter
Silver
Tin
Other Metalware
Woodenware
Textiles
Bedclothes
Curtains and Draperies
Floor Coverings
Other Textiles (e.g. cushions, tablecloths,
lace dollies)
Cleaning Devices (e.g. brooms, oopn, washing
machines)
Heating Devices (e.g. stoves, foot warmers,
fireplace equipment)
Lighting Devices (e.g. lamps, mutches, light bulbs)
Household Instruments (e.g. clocks, thermometers,
scales)
Miscellaneous Furnishings
Bed Accessories (e.g. springs, mattresses, bed
Jacks)
Boxes and Holders
Bric-a-Brac
Curtain Fixtures, Shades and Blindn
Household Tools
Trunks and Carrying Cases
Writing Accessories
Other FurnishingB
Personal Adornment
Clothing
Accessories
Grooming Devices
Physical Aids (e.g. eyeglasses, hearing aids, canes)
Smoking and Snuff Accessories
Amendment N o T T
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Hiatory (con.)
Recreation Devices
Musical Instruments
Sports and Games
Toys
Other Pastimes
Educational Devices (e.g. writing alates and tablets,
alphabetical and counting devices,
globes)
Religious Objects
Money and Stamps
Patriotic, Political and Fraternal Objects
cadges and Insignia
Flags
Medals
Souvenirs and Trophies
Fine Arts
Drawings
Paintings
Picture Frames
Prints
Sculpture
Silhouettes
Documentary Material
Books and Periodicals
Broadsides and Posters
Manuscripts
Manuscript Books
Maps and Charts
Newspapers and Clippings
Plans and Drawings
Printed Documents (e.g. certificate, diploma, receipt)
Sheet Music
Photographs
Negatives
Positives
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Transportation
Vehicles
Riding Equipment
Accessories
File the catalogue cards alphabetically, ordinarily by the
name of the object, under the proper index card. Use die most
general part of the name in alphabetizing. In filing the
furniture cardB it would be desirable to have a standard
nomenclature for the different pieces, but several names fur the
same thing are in use. Choose, if possible, the name that is
most descriptive of the type and in widest usage. The secondary
categories are largely by function. In furnishings, most
specimens will go in the secondary categories by material. Objects
made of several materials may need to be classified in the
functional divisions, for example a tin and wood footvarmer
under heating devices. Where you find a choice of categories,
you may cross-reference, if desirable. If you have a large
collection of ceramics, you may need to subdivide it with
index tab cards for the country of manufacture, arranged
alphabetically. In a few instances typological subdivisions
under country may be required. In the fine arts section, file
the cards alphabetically by subject, and under the subject by
artist, if known. In large collections, index tab cards for the
artists' names may be helpful. Classify books alphabetically
by author, and under the author alphabetically by title. File
the cards for manuscripts and manuscript books by writer in most
instances. Classify maps alphabetically by title or geographical
areas, newspapers by year and then by title, clipping by,subject,
plans by subject or title, and photographs by subject. In all
categories when more than one card is filed under the same name,
the sequence of catalogue numbers may be followed. If additional
categories seem to be needed for your collections, consultthe
Regional Chief of Interpretation.
3•

Ec onomic-Indu s tr ial
In the space marked "Classification" on the catalogue
form, type the kind of business, craft, profession or trade in
which the object was used. On the second line type the category
of object as listed below. If your collection requires additional
subdivisions, use any that appear under the same headings in the
social-political section (for example, under documentary material)
and type the name on the third line. If you need others, insert
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them in pencil on the third line or check them with the Regional
Chief of Interpretation before typing. You may find this
necessary in the "Other Equipment" category. Prepare index tab
cards for the businesses, crafts, trades and professions
represented in your collection. Arrange them alphabetically.
No list is proposed, but examples are agriculture, blacksmith lug,
fishing, gunmaking, spinning and weaving, whaling. Collections
at an industrial park may need to use crai'ts within the industry
as major or special secondary categories. Prepare index cards
for the following and arrange them in order under each of the
main index cards that requires them:
Raw Materials
Tools or Instruments
Machines
Transportation
Advertising Devices
Other Equipment
Products
Books
Documentary Material
Photographs
File the catalogue card alphabetically by the uame of the
object under the proper index tab card. Use the most general
part of the name for thie purpose. If there are several objects
of the same.name, file these cards in the numerical sequence of
the catalogue numbers. Cards for business records under
documentary material should be classified by type of record
and date, or other logical arrangement.
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Appendix
APPENDIX It TAXONOMIC CLASSIFK AVION ANIMA! H
CtaeaHlti alloc in pled from A. S. Pearse'a "Zoological Noma*." Section V, American Aeaociatt.ui for {i\n n.. v i.-.ccir.,ni of Sear-ace, Durham. North
Caroline. 1946. Eatinci g r o w s are indicated by an aaicrUk (»).
_
Order: A a cot torn~~'
~"
KU«W>MuANIM.Al4H.
Order:
Syconoae
Orderi
-.. yt lupiiylUOra
SubkIngdom: Pro<A«og_
Cluaa: llyuloaponglae
Orderi Teti aphylltdea
I. PHYLUM. PHI) IOZOA .
Order: Heaaeteruphora
Order; Trypunorhyncha
Subphylum: Plaamodroma
Order, lit ttrophyUtdtfJi
Order: Amphldlacophora
Claaei Maettgophora
Claeai
Deamoaponglae
VII.
PHYLUM) NKMLHTEA
Subclaae; Phylom.aaUglne
Orderi Carnoan
Claaa' An.ipla
Order: Chryi
>: adlne
Orderi
Chorlatlda
Order- Poleonemcrtee
Subordar: i*
.jnadine
Ordert Eplpolaalda
Order: tietunmomeriee
Subordar: R*..aochi yaidlnaOrder: Hndromerlna
C l a t i . I IIUJIIQ
Suborder: Chryaoaapalna
Ordtr: Poecltoaclerlna
Order) Hoploncmurtea
Order Crypto mar. edln a
Order: Haplosclerlna
Suborder: Mono tuiforn
Suborder: Kutryptomonadlna
Orderi Keratoaa
Suborder: Pulyitiufere
Suborder) Phoecapalne
III. PHYLUM: *ARCHAEOCYATHA
Order: BeUoncmertea
Order: Phylomonadina
Subkingdoro:
Metazoa
VIII. PHYLUM. ACANTHOCBPHALA
Order) Buglenoldina
Subklngdum: Enteroaoa
Cleat: L u. tulhocephala
Order: CMoromonadina
IV. PHYLUM: COELENTERATA
Order. Gyracenthocephala
Orderi DlnonagolMta
Claaa:
Hydroaoa
Order: Neoacanthocephale
Suborderi Poroceotrlnaa
O r d e r : Hydroida
Claaa: Mctaoenthocephala
Suborder: Perldlnilnea
Order: Trachyllna
Order: Peleencanthocephala
Suborderi Cyetonagellate
Orderi MiUtporlna
Order: ArchlacanthocephaU
Subclaae: Zoamaetiglna
Orderi Stylaatarlna
IX. PHY? MM; PHOSOPYQIA
Orderi Rhlioraeetlgina
Orderi Slphonophora
X. PHYLUM: ROTATORIA
Order) Protomonedlna
Claaai Scyphotoa
Claaa: Selai.nldei
Orderi Polytnaetlgine
Ordart Lucernarlidea
CUaut Bdelloidea
Suborder: Monomonadlna
Orderi Charybdeldea
Claaa: Mouogononu
Suborder: Dlplomonadina
Orderi
Corona
Order: PloLmu
Suborder: Polymoftadina
Order: Samaooatomaeae
Order: PloecuUriacea
Orderi HypermaatL*ina
Orderi Hhlaoatomeae
Ordari CoUothocacaa
Claeai Sereodlna
Claaai
Anthoioe
XI. PHYLUM: CASTROTRICHA
Subclaae: Rhlaopoda
Subclaaai
Octocorallla
Order: Maorodnayoldea •
Order: Prottomyaa
Order: Stolonlfera
Order: Chaetoi.otoldea
Orderi Myoetoaoa
Order: TeloaUeea
Suborderi Eumyceloaoa
XII. PHYLUM: BCHINODEH*
Order: Alcyonacea
Suborderi Sorophora
X1U. PHYLUM) NEMATOMORPHA
Order: *Trachypaammlacea
Ordari Amoablna
CUaa: Qordldldao
Order: Coeno thee alia
Order: Teatecaa
Claeai Nectonematotdea
Order:
Qorgonacea
Order; Poremtnlfara
XIV. PHYLUM: NEMATOiDEA
Suborder: Scluraxonia
Suboleaa: Actlnopoda
CLdt: i'i nan.. Hi,
Suborder: HolaxonU
Order: Hellosoa
Ordai: HhabdlUda
Orderi Pannatulacea
Orderi Rediolaria
Suborder: RhabditMa
Suborder: SetteuTflorat
Claaai Sporoaoa
Suborder: Aacurldata
Suborder: Subaelllfloraa
Subclaaai Taloaporldla
Suborder: Swongylata
Subclaea: ZoantharU
Ordari Oragarlolda
Order: Splrurlda
Order: Cerlnthldea
Suborderi Bug regarinarla
Suborder: Splrurata
Order: Antipatharla
Suborderi Schtmogregerlnaria
Suborder: Camallanata.
Order: Zoamhldea
Orderi Coccldla
C u e s . AphittmldU
Order: Actlnarla
Suborderi Eimerldea
Order: Enoplata
Suborder: Ptychodaaliaria
Suborderi Adeleldea
Suborder: Enoplata
Suborderi CorallLmorpharla
Orderi Haemoeporldla
dubordar: Dorylelmat*
Suborderi Aotlnlarla
Subcleaa: Acnldbaporldla
Subordar: Dloctophymata
Order: SclaracttnU
Order: Sarcoeporldla
Order: Ctu-omedorlda
Suborder: Astrocoenlida
Orderi Haploaporldla
Suborder: Monohyatarata
Suborder) Fungi Ida
Subclaae: CnldosporldU
Suborder) Dtamoacolaeata
Suborder: Favlida
Orderi Myxosporldla
Suborder: Cbromadorata
Suborderi CaryophylUida
Suborder: Euryapw.ee
XV. PHYLUM: TARDIGRADA
Subordar: DendrophyllUda
Suborderi Sptieeroaporee
Claaa: Heteroiardigrad*
Ordari Hugos*
Suborderi Plalyaporea
Orderi Arthrolardlgrada
Ordert Tabulate
Orderi ActtnorayxidU
Onl-i
Bahlnlaooldaa
V. PHYLUM) CTENOPHORA
Order: Mioroaportdla
Claaai i uutrdtgrBda
Claaai Tentaculata
Suborderi Monoonldea
XV). PHYLUM) CHAETOQNATHA
Suborderi Dicnldaa
Order: Cydlppldea
XVII. PHYLUM) BRYOZOA
Ordert HelUoooorldla
Orderi Lobata
Claaai Cntoproola
Subphylurai Cltlophora
Orderi Cestoids a
Claaa: Ectoproola
Claeai CUlaU
Orderi Platyotenea
Subolaaai Oymnolaamala
Subclaaai P r o t o o i l U U
Claaai Nuda
Ordari Cycloatomata
Subolaaai EuoUlata
Ordari Beroldea
Subordar: Tublpora
Orderi Holotrloha
H. PHYLUM) PLAVYHBLMINTHBS
Suboraer; Carloporlna
Suborder: A a torn aU
CUaa: Turbellarlit
Suborder: Carmmoporoldoa
Suborderi QymnoatomaU
Ordert Acoele
Suborder: Htderallolda«
Suborderi Triohoatoenata
Orderi Rhabdoooela
Order) Trepoalomata
Suborderi HymenoolooaaU
Suborder: Temnocephatlda
Order) Cryptoatomate
Subordar: Thlgmotrloha
Ordert Allolocoela
Orderi Ctanostoma
Suborderi Apoatomea
Orderi TrlcUdlda
Order: ChelloatomaU
Orderi Spirotricha
Order: Polycladlda
Suborder: Anaaca
Suborderi Hetttrolrleho
CUaa: T r e m a t o d a
Suborderi Aacophora
Suborderi Ollgotrloba
Subclaae: Monoganea
Subclaaai PhyUctolaamata
Suborderi Cunaatocnau
Order: Monoplathocotyiaa
XVIII. PHYLUM) BRACHIOPODA
Suborderi Hypotrieha
Orderi Polyopiathoootyiaa
Claaai Inarticulate
Ordert Cbonotrleho
Subclaaai Aapldogaatrea
Order: Atramata
Orderi Perltrleba
Subolaaai Dlganea
Orderi Neotremata
Suborderi SeaeUla
Order: O a e u r o e t o m e
Claaei Articulate
Suborderi MobtlU
Order: ProaoatomaU
Ordari *Paleotrtmata
Claaa i Suotorlo
Claaai Caatoidaa
Order: Protramala
Subhlngdomi Meeoaoa
Suboleaa: Ceetoidarla
Order: Telotremate
Subkingdomi Paraao*
Order: AmphUlnldea
XIX. PHYLUM: PHORONIOBA
Order: Oyrocotyildaa
XX. PHYLUM) POEBIOIDEA
D. WTCTOi rxJMTkBA
Subcleaa: Ceatoda
_______
XXI. PHYLUM) POOOHOPHOIIA
CUaa i CaloUponglae
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XXII. PHYLUM. PTKHOBRANCHIA
XXIII. PHYLUM; ENTEHOI'NEUSTA
Class: Halnnogloaatda
XXIV. PHYLUM. LINGUATULA
XXV. PHYLUM: ECIIINODEHMATA
Subphylum. Pulmutoxoa
Claaa: *Cyaloideu

Order: •Amphorldea
Ordari *Rhomblfera
Order: •Dlploportta
Ordari *AporiU
Ordari *Edrtoaaterolda
Claaai *BUatotdaa
Ordari •I'rotobUstoida
Ordari •Eublaatolda
Claaai Crlnoldea
Order; • C i m i n t i
Order: •Adunata
Ordar: Flexibllla
Suborder: •Sagenocrlnlda
Suborden •Tanocrinlde
Ordar: •InaduneU
Suborden *LarvlformLa
Suborder; • FiatuUta
Ordari Articulate
Suborder: BourguaUcrlnida
Suborder. Peniacrlnida
Suborder: Holoplda
Order: Comatulida
Suborder: OUgophraata
Suborder: Macrophreata
Subphylum: Aalaroaoa
Claas: Aataroidaa
Order: Phaneroaopea
Ordar: Splnuloaa
Ordar: Forcipulala
Class: Ophluroldta
Subclass: *Aegophlurtda
Order: •Lyaophlurlda
Subclass: Myophlurlda
Ordari *Ophlocyatllda
Order: *Aganaatarlda
Ordari Phrynophiurlda
Ordari Laamophlurida
Order; Onadhophlurlda
Order: ChUophlurida
Subphylum: Echlnosoa
Claaa: Bchlnoldaa
Order. •Bothriocldarolda
Ordari Cldarolda
Ordar: Cantrachlnolda
Suborder: Aulodonta
Subordan SUrodonta
Suborder: Camerodonla
Order; Exocycloida
Suborder. Haleotyplna

Suborder: Echlnonelna
Suborder: Clypeaatrlna
Subordan Nucleolitlna
Subordan Caaaldulina

Subordan Uraohlnlna
Subordan Spatanglna
Ordari Pariachoeohlnolda
Ordari Bohlnocyatotda
Ordari Parloboaehlnoida
Claaai Holothurloldea
Ordari Dendrochlrota
Ordari Elaatpoda
Ordari Aapldochlrota
Order: Molpadonla
Ordari Apoda
X X V I . PHYLUM: PRIAPULOIDBA
XXVII. PHYLUM. ANNELIDA
Olase: Archiannellda
Claaai Polyohaaia
Ordari Erraatta
Ordari SadanUrta
Claaai Myaoatoma
Claaai Ollgoohaata
Ordari Pltalopora plaalothaoa
Ordari Plealopora prosothaoa
Ordart Proaopora
Order: Opiathopora
Claaai Hirudinsa
Ordari Rhynohobdalllda
Ordari OnathobdelUda
Ordari PharyngobdelUda
XXVUL PHYLUM: ECH1UROIDBA
Claaai Bohlurlda
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Order: Kchturolnea "
; InirticiD.H: l.rt<i<iair*c«
Oi do n Xanopnauau
buperortktri PhyUocarlda
Order. Iloicion.yoia
Oritur: Nc twit in ecu
Claaa: SuccosomiUda
Order. •RhlAucnrtrtM
XXIX. PHYLUM: Stl'UNCULOIDEA
Older; 'Cerstiocarlna
XXX. PHYLUMi ONYCHOPHOHA
Order: 'Myrni-n<,esrbi;,
XXXI. PHYLUM: AI1THROPOOA
Supcrorder: *Nohacarlda
Subphylum : •'I nlublln
Itifraclaaat Kuinalacoatraca
Claas. *Hypop.uiu
Supcrorder: Syncsi id*
Claaa: *Opialhop«.ria
Oi dan Anuhpltlncaa
Claaa: 'Proper la
Supcrorder. Paraeartda
Subphylum; Chellcerata
Ordar: Myaidecea
Claaa: Meroeiomnla
Orde r; Tharmoabaanaeea
Order; *Eurypterida
Order: Cumsntt
Ordar; *Syniclphoaura
Order: Tanaldacaa
Ordar: Xlplioaura
Ordar: Uopoda
Class: Pycitogonldo
Suborder: Flabelllfera
Order: Colossendeoinorpha
Suborden Valvifera
Order: Nymphonomorpha
Suborder; Aaeltota
Ordar: Ascorhynchomorpha
Suborder: Phreatoioldea
Ordar: Pycnogonomorpha
Suborder: Eplcarldaa
Claaai Arachnlda
Suborder: Onlacoldea
Subctaaa: Latlgeaira
Order: Amphlpoda
Order: Scoipionee
^uhordari Cammaridea
Ordari Pseudoacorplonea
Suborder: HyperUdta
Order: Opii:.-... s
!
Suborder; Caprollidea
Order. •Archtiarbl
j
Sibor d#r: IngoKlaU Idea
Ordar: Acarl
; Super-order: Eucarlda
Suborder: Notoatlginata
I Order; Eupliauaiacaa
Suborder: Holothyroldea
, Order: Dvcpoda
Suborder: F'aiuamformea
!
Suborder: Natttntla
'
Suborder: Trotnbidlformea
.
Suborc'or. Rrptantla
Suborder: Sarcoptlformea
Supc: urdv.*. HoplocarlJa
|
Suborder: ToiiapndiLt
Order; Si • !•• iopoda
j Subcluua; Suthoslomata
• Superclass. Progoneata
1
' Order: "Ifuptopodti
Class: Pauropoda
j Order: •AnUiracamaril
Order: Pauropoda
i SuhrlnnS' Soluta
Suborder; Ectoinurpha
; Order: Tiigotiutuihi
Suborder; Endomot pha
, Subclass. Caulogastra
Clave: SymphyU
j Superoraer; Latlaterna
i Order: SymphyU
I Order: Pslplgradl
• Clses: Dlplopudu
• Supeiorder Camaroatomatu
Subclaau: Pselaphogimtha
' Order: Schizomida
Order: Anr.yrotricha
. Order: Telypbonlda
Order: ->Lophotrlcha
j Order: Kuatnrachnae
Jubciaaa: Chilognalha
I Superorder: Oplatnandrla
Superurder: LabeUata
| Order: Llmacomorph*
! Order: Phrynlchlda
j Order: Ontacomorpha
' Order: Araneae
Subunleri Sphaerotherla
[ Superot'der: Cuculllfara
Suborden Glome rldla
. Order: Rlclnulsl
Supurorderi ProterandrU
' Supcrorder: Hostrata
i Order: Cvlobognatha
j Order. Soil fugse
Order. Namntophora
'Subphylum; Mandlbulata
Suborden Chordeumoldaa
j Superclass Crustacea
Suborderi Stemmluloidaa
I Ctesa. Euciustacea
Subordan SlrLaroidea
dub* .ma: Ilrnnchluiiuda
Suborder. Lyalopetaloldaa
Order: Anomreca
j Order: Protaroaparmophora
Order: Notostrace
Subordan Poiydeamoldea
Order. Concnoatrava
Subordan Stroiujyloaomoldaa
Order: Claducera
Ordari OpUthospermophora
Suborder; Calyptornaru
Suborder. Julotdea
Suborder; Oymnomara
Subordan Splrorwloldea
Bubclaaai Oatracoda
Subordan Splroatreptoldea
Ordari Myodooopa
Subordan Cambaloldaa
Ordar. Cladocopa
3: per class i Oplathog oneata
Ordar: Podocopa
Claaa: Chllopoda
Ordari Platynopa
SubcUaa. Plauroatlgmorphora
Bu balsas; Cupapoda
Superordar; Eplmorpha
Ordar: Eucopepoda
Ordari GaophUomorpha
Suborder; Calanolda
Order: Scoloptndromorpha
Suborder: Harpactlcolda
Suparorder: Anamorpha
Suborder: C y cl opoida
Order: Lithoblomorpha
Suborder: Notodelphyotda
Order; Cratsroatlgmorphora
Suborder: Monstrlllolda
Subciaaat Notos Ugmorphora
Suborder.- Cullgolda
Order. Scutigoromorpha
Suborder: Lemaeopodoida
Class: lh*«ota
Order; Branchlura
Subclass; fiynaptera
Suborder: Argulolda
Order. Collambola
Bubclaaai Clrrlpadla
Ordari Protura
Ordar: Thoracic a
Order: Entotrophl
Suborder: i' irrltepadomcu phy
Ordart Thyaanura
Suborder: Lepadomorpha
Subclass; Pterygota
Suborder: Verrucomorpba
Order: Odonata
Suborder: Halanomorpha
Ordor: Ephameropiara
Order: Aacothoraclaa
Ordari Orthoptera
* Order: Apoda
Ordari laoptara
Ordari Rhlcocephala
Ordor: Dermaplera
Subclass' Malacostr.es
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Ordori Ploioplara
Ordar: OileTde
ouiHiini'i
it yiiMiuHtniiuin
Order: Embloptnra
Uulwu-ilur d l t i n n
Ordurt Hucoglutan
Order: I'aocoplera
Order: Squnllrt.-l
Ordor: Acoulii
Order: Zoraptern
ijhortlv/r;
3<|iial|ne
SuhorduT: Notnapldva
Ordari Mrliophuga
Order: flqunllfitdn
Suborder; Nudtoranchla
Order: Anoplura
Subordari gquMinlna
Subclass: Pulmoitato
Order: llemlptera
Order: I'rHiloptrorlda
Order: I.;»honun itophora
Suparurder: Rajlee
Subordari lleteroptera
Order: Slylommatophora
Order: Hajlda
Subordari Homoptera
Claa»: ScnphopoUa
Suborder: Froelllaa
Ordari Thyaanoplera
Clnaai Pelecypoda
Suliordcri Itlunoballna ,
Ordari Nauroptara
SubrUaa: Prlonodaamacsa
Suborder: Tolpedlnln.
Subordari Mefalopiera
Order: PalaaocOhcha
Suborder: Rajlaa
Subordari Haphidiodoa
Order: Taxodonta
(ubordor: Daayallaa
Subordari Planlpennla
Orderi SvhlaodonU
Sulwlaaai lloleatphall
Ordari Maeoptara
Orduri Oyaodonta
Ordari •Uradyadonilda
Ordari Olpiere
Subolaaa: Anomalodaaitineea Ordari ChUnaarlda
Subordari Namatooara
Ordori A iu»ma lubratichia
Claaai Onoiohihyea
Subordari Braahyoara
Order: SepUbrauchU
Subclaaai Choanlchlhyea
Ordari Slpbonaptara
Subclass; '1 olradesmarea
Ordari •Neocerelodonilda
Ordari Trlchoplara
Order: *l > «nlodonta
Ordari Croeaoplerytglda
Ordari I gejdoplera
Order: Diogenodonta
Suborder: •Rhlpldlelllna
Subordari Jugateo
Order: Cyclodonta
Suborder; CoelacanUuna
Subordari f r e n a t e e
Order: Teleodonta
Subclaaa: ActlnopierygU
Subordart Rbopalocera
Order: Aathenodonta
Suparordar: Choftdroalaloa
Ordari Coleaplera
Claaa: Cephalopoda
Order: ePaiaeontacida
Subordari Adephage
Order: TttrabranchU
Order: Polypttrlda
Subordart Polyphaga
Suborder: NautUo.de..
Ordari Actprnaarlda
Order: Hymenoptera
Suborder: * A mmonlto.de a
Ordari
•aubhtdoncide
Subordari Chalaatogaetre
Order: Dlbranchta
Suparordar: Holoatelce
Subordari CUatogaatra
Suborder: Vampyromorph ,
Order: Leplaeaielda
Ordari •PeUeodictyootrra
Suborder: Decapoda
Ordari • Pyonodonilde
Order: *Megaaecopteri
Suborder: Octopoda
Order: 'Aapldorhynohlda
Ordari •Prolephemerlrir
XXXIII. PHYLUM: CHOROATA
Order; Amllda
Ordari eProtodonete
Subphylum; Tonlcuta "
Ordari •Pholldophorlde
Claaa: AacidiAcaa
Ordari *ProtoparUrla
Suparordar:
Teleoateloa
Order:
Stolldobraitchlato
Ordari aProlelytroplara
Ordari laoapondyllda
Ordor: A.plraculata
Ordari aCalonaurodaa
Suborder: Clupelna
Order: PMebobranchlata
Ordari *Otoaaely1rodea
Suborder: SatmonlM
Ordar: Aplouaobranchlata
Order: aProtorthoplara
Suborder: OpiaiboprooUaa
Claaa: Lervacea
Order: *Protohemlptera
Subordari Oeteogloaelna
CIJHP: Tlinlln. *H
The following orrtera of Inaacta are lieted but
Subordart
Stomlatlna
Subclass: Myoaumatu
have dubloua recognition.
Suborder: dyiruiophotoderaUae
Order: Snlptda
Ordcri *Protoblattotdea
Suborder: aEnchodonttna
Order: Dolloltda
Order: *Hadantomoldaa
Suborder: Inloullna
Subclass: Pyrcaoioala
Order: aSypharoptaroldaa
Suborder:
Berycomorohlne
Order:
Pyroaomatlda
Ordari aMlaotartnltoldaa
Suborder: Eaoclna
Subphylur i. A crania
Order; eRcculoldaa
Order:
Bathydupelda
Class: Branchloatoml
Order: aHepalopleroldaa
Order: Mormyrlda
Order: Brsnchiostonuda
Order: aProtomacoptara
Order: Ataleoplda
Subphylum: Craniata
Ordari *Paralrlchoplara
Order:
ciganturida
Superclass: A gnat ha
Order: aParamacoptara
Order: Lyonarlda
Class: *Cephutaspldomorpld
Ordari esynarmogoldaa
Order: Oalarlophyalda
Order: "Oaleostraclda
Order: aDlaphanopteroldaa
Subordari Characlna
Order: "Anaaplda
Order: aAeroplanoptara
Suborder: Qymnotine
Class:
Peiromytontta
Order: *Protohymenoptnra
Suborder: Cyprlnlna
Order: Myxinlda
Order: *:'rntocoleoptera
Suborder: SUurlna
Order: Petromycontlda
Order: •Minmoptere
Ordari
Angullllda
Claaa:
«Ptarasptdamorphi
Order: aPruvuaiiloptera
Ordari
Hataromlda
Order:
•Heieroatracla
Orderi aMeganlaoptera
Ordari Synbranohlda
Order: *Cot>lnleplda
Ordari epermodoneta
Ordari SyneniognaUUda
Ordari •Euphansrlda
Ordari aArchodonata
Subordari Scornberaaoalaa
Superclass
Onatboatnmaiu
(Plscec)
Ordari eprotodiptera
Subordari Exocootlna
Class: *Plucodtrird
Ordari •Hemlpaocoptera
Ordari
Cyprtnodonuda
Order: •Acanihodtida
Ordari aCnamldolaatoldaa
Suborder: Amblyopaina
Order:
•Arthrodirlda
Ordari eparapleooptara
Subordari PoaoUltna
Suborder: *fiuarthrodlrlna
Ordari aArohaabymanoplara
Ordari
flelmoperclda
Suborder: •Arotolepina
Ordari •Palaeohyroanoptera
Ordari Zeomorphida
Suborder:
•Brachythoraotna
Ordari aprotoelcadlda
Ordbr: Solanlohthylda
Suborder: ePtyotadontlna
Ordari aprotofulgorida
Ordari Allotnognatblde
Suborder: + Phyllolaplna
Ordari eHemlodonala
Ordari Anaoenthlda
Order:
*Macropatatlchthyida
Ordari aAnlaOMta
Ordari Oaateroetelda
Order: * Ami arch Ida
Ordari eperlelytrodee
Ordert Parcomorphlda
Ordar: *StegoaelachUda
Ordari •Permodlolyoptera
Subordari Sphyraaolaa
Suborder:
*Stan
aloe
Ulna
Ordari aAphalophalabta
Subordari PhaUoatalblaa
Suborder: * Rhtnanlna
XXXI1. PHYLUM I MOLLUSC A
Subordari
PolynamUul
Order: *Pyl teoapondyUda
Claaai Creplpoda
Subordari Anabentlna
Class:
Chondrlchthyei
Ordari Eoplacophora
Subordari Channlna
Subclaaa; *Xtn acanthi
Ordari Maaoplaoopbora
Suborder: Parclna
Ordan •Xanaoantbida
Ordari leopUbophora
Subordari Blennllne
Subclaaa; *Cladoaelachli
Ordari Talaoplaoophora
Subordari Ophidllna
Ordar: *Cla doaalachlda
Claaai Oaairopoda
Subordari Aminodyllaa
Subclaaa; Selachll
Subolaaai Proaobranohla
Subordari SohlndtarlUU
Suparordar: flalaehllca
Ordari Arohaaogaairopoda
Subordari Calllonymlna
Ordari Haxaoehlda
Ordari Maaogaalropodo
Subordari Trlahlurloa
Subordari Haxanohina
Ordari Maogaatropoda
Suborder! Scombrlne .
Suborder: ChlamydosaUol tr
•,
•ubclaaai Oplathobraaohla
Subordari Luvarlne
Order; Haterodontlda
Ordari Teotlbraaohla
Subordari Tetregonurlna
Suborder; *Hyboriontin*
Ordari Ptaropoda
Subordari g l r o m . l t l n a
Suborder; Hatarodontlre,
Subordari Theooeomate,
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Suborder: KurUiui
Suborder; *Runijiho*tna
Suborder: Onblmn
Order* Suorpitunidii
Order: Cephalncanthlda
Or dor: Pugnaliln
Order: Pleurotiectlda
Suborder: Peeitodina
Suborder; Solvlna
Order: Icoatelda
Order: Chaotihurin*
Order: Maaiocembellda
Order: Echenelda
Order: TelraodonUde
Suborder: Bo 1U tine
Suborder: Ostraclontlna
Suborder: TetraodonUna
Suborder: Dlodonllna
Suborder: Molina
Order: Ooblaaoolda
Order; Batraohotdlde
Order: Loohllda
luborderi Lophiina
Suborder: Aniennarllna
Suborder: CoraUlna
SuperoUse: Tetrapoda
C U n : Amphibia
Superorder: *LabyrlnUiodontta
Order: *lehthyoategalla
Order: *Rhachltomlc
Suborder: *Loxommoldea
Subordar: *Edopeotdea
Suborder: •Eryopaoldea
Subordar: •Neorhachiieml
Order: •Steraoapondyli
Order: *>Embotomeri
Order: *Seymourlamorpha
Order: *Eoanura
Order: *Proanura
Order: Saltontla
Suborder: Amphtootla
Suborder: Optethoooela
Suborder: Anomoooeta
Suborder: Procoala
Suborder: Dlplaalocoela
Subolaao: *LopoapondyU
Order: •Aietopoda
Order: •Nectrldla
Order: •Mloroaaurla
Order: Caudate •
Subordar: Cryptobrancholdoa
Subordar: Ambyatomoidea
Suborder: Salamandrlodaa
Subordar: -Pro'ddea
c - d e r : Apoda
Clues: RepUlU
Subclaaa: Anepaida
O Jar: •Cotyloeauria
Suborder: *CaptorMnomorpha
Suborder: *Diadectomorpba
Order: Chelonla
Suborder: *Eunotoaaurla
Suborder: *Amphlchelydla
Suborderi Atheeae
Subordar: Thtcophora
Subclaoa: *lchthyoptorygla
Subclass; *Synaptoaaurla
Order: *Protoroaaurla
Orden *8auropterygla
Subordar: *Nothsaurla
Suborder: • P U e l o e a u r i a
Suborder: *Placodontla
Subolaae: Lepldoaaurla
Order: •Eoeuchia
Suborder: *Younglnl(ormes
Suborder: *Chorlatodare
Suborder: *ThalattoaaurU
Suborder: •Acroeaurla
Orderi RhynohocepheUa
Order: Sou a mat*
Suborder: LacerUlla
Subordert Serpentae
Subelaeoi •Arohoeauria
O r d e n •TfctoadonUe
Suborder: •Paeudoeuchu
Suborden •Phytoeaurla
Order: C i e e o d U U
Suborder: aProtoauohia
Suborder: •tebeooauohta
Suborder: dMeeoeuohla
Suborder: EueuoMe
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Oi der *PUTos.iurl
Suborder: •Hunnipliorltyticholdea
Suliortler: *i'i"i odm -tylolrion
Order: *S.i'ii'la( lno
Suborder: •Therouode
Subm drr: *S>itii*opuda
Order: •OrnithlacMu
Subordar; *Orntlhopudn
Suborder: *Ankyloa.iurla
Suborder: T c r a t o p a l a
Subcliiaa: *Syn.ipalda
Order: *I*elycof aurln
Suborder: *Oph:acodontIa
Suborder: *5phenncodontla
Suborder: *h'daphoaaurla
Order: *Thcrapalda
Suborder: •Dlnoceptmlla
Suborder: *Dlcynodonlle
Suborder: •Therlodontle
Order: *Ictidoeaurla
Cleee: Avee
Sub: lata; »A rchaeornithee
Order: Archaeopteryglformaa
Subolaae: Neorntthea
Superorder: *Odontognathae
Order: ^Heaperornlthiformee
Order: •Ichthyornlthlformte
Superorder: Palatognathae
Order: Caenegnathlformea
Order: Stru ihioniformes
Order: Rheiformee
Order: Caauarlirormea
j Order: *Dlnorniihlformta
j Order: •Aepyornlthlformaa
| Order: TlnamKormee
j Order: Impennea
i Superorder: Neognethee
Order: Oaviltormee
Order: Colymblformea
Suborder: Pterocletae
Suborder: Columbia
Order: Procellarllformea
Order: Sphent eel format
Order: Pelecanlformea
Suborder: Phefthontee
Suborder: Pelecant
Suborder: Fregatae
Suborder: Odontopterygaa
Orde r: Ciconllformee
Suborder: Ardetnae
Suborder: Balaanlclpltea
Suborder: Clconlae
Suborder: Phoenlcoptarl
Order: Anaerlformea
Suborder: Anhimae
Suborder: Anaerea
Order: Falconlformoa
Suborder: Caihartae
Suborder: r alconea
Order: QalUformta
Suborder: Galll
Subordar: Oplstliocomi
Order: Muaophagl
Order: Grul/ormes
Suborder: Meeoenatldea
Suborder: Turnlcaa
Suborder: Cruet
Suborder: Hellornlthee
Suborder: Hhynooheti
Suborder: Eurypygae
Subordar: *Phororhaoi
Suborder: Carlamae
Suborder: Oildee
Order: *Dletrymlformae
Order: Charadrllformea
Suborder: Charadril
Suborder: Larl
Suborder: Alcae
Order: Palttaolformea
Order: CuouUtormee
Order: Strlglformae
Order: Caprimulglformea
Suborder: Steatornlthee
Suborder: Caprlmulgl
Order: Apodifoimte
Suborden Mloropacl
Suborder: TroohUl
Ordori CoUlformea
Order: TrogonUormee
Ordert CornoIlformOB
Suborden A Ice dine •

3S0

ANIMALS «<• •< ludVU)
•i'.lxiriti'r: Mi-ropeu
Suborder; Coraell
Suborder: Ihtcttrotos
Order: Piulformoa
Subordar: Ualhulee
SulMirdvr: IMri
Order: PaaaerKorinuH
Subordar: Cuiylelmt
Suborder: TyreneJ
Suborder: MenureeSuuorder; Paaaerea
CUea: Mammalia
Subclaaa: Prototheria
Order: Monotremata
Subclaaa: •AUotherla
Order: *MulUtubercutala
Order: •TrtcenoetaMa
Subclaaa: Therla
Inrraelaaat *PanloUierla
Order: •Ptntotherle
Ordart *Symm»tf adnata
Infraclaeet M eta therla
Orden Mareuplalla
Infraolaei: Eu therla
Cohort: Unguiculata
Order: Ineecttvora
Order: Dermoptara
Order: Chlroptera
Suborder: Megechlroptera
Suborder: Mlorochiroptera
Order; Prima lee
Suborder: Proaimll
Suborder: Aotbropoldee
Order: •TUlodontla
Order: *TaenloaonUa
Order: Edentata
Suborder: •Palaewwdonia
Suborder: Xenartfcra
Order: Pholldota
Cohort: QUirea
Order: Lagomorpha
Order: Rodantle
Suborder: Scluromorpha
Suborder: Myomorpha
Suborder: Hyetrloomorpha
Cohort: Mutlea
Order: Cetaoau
Suborder: •ArchaeoeeU
Suborder: Odontocett
Suborder: MyatloetJ
Cohort: Perungulate
Superorder:; Ferae
Order: C e m Ivor a
Suborder: PCreodonta
Suborder; Flaalpeda
Suborder: PlnrdpedU
Superorder: *ProUiiuwilae>
Order: *Condylerthra
Order: •Lltopterna
Order: *Notoungulata
Suborder: *Nottoprogo*ia
Suborder: »Toxodonta
Suborder: •Typotherta
Suborder: •Hegetotfaerla
Order: *Aetrapotherla
Suborder: »Trlgoooaty1opolrtee
Suborder: *Aeirapotborloldee
Order: Tubulldentata
Superorder: Paenungulata
Order: *Pantodonta
Order: «Dlnoeerata
Order: •Pyrotherla
Order: ProboeoIdle
Suborder: •Moerltharioldee
Suborder: EUphantoldea
Suborder: »Delnotherloldea
Suborder: *Barytherlc4dea
Order: *Embrlthopoda
Ordtrt Hyraooidea
Order: Sirenla
Suborder: THotMOhUormee
Suborder: *Oeeeaoeiail fat m e t
Superorder: Meeaaaele
Order: Ptrleeodaatylu
Suborder) HlpcKAeryAia
Suborder: Ceratomarpha <
duptrordari Paraaonia
Ordari Artlodaslyla
Suborder: Sutformea
Suborder: Tylopeda
Suborder: Hum mantle

APPBKOIX II. TAXQNOMIC CtwUtt/fCATION: PLANTS
Clnaalflcallon adapted from lhat of Lupicr, A., i icd Dt*U. «-• Human aum*ralt
1. SCH120F1. . , (Docieria)
Claaa: ScliOoinycelen
O r d e n tiibucterla
O r d e r : Tliiobactorla
Claaa: Schlzopbyceae
U, MYXOMYCETES (Slime molds)
Ordei
'OJrc*- " a l o a
O r d e r : ~ tomy
llu
O r d e r ; Crtbr-i- 4lea
O r d e r : Enle
lei
O r d e r : Licet.-:
O r d e r ; Stemonllalea
O r d e r : Phyaaralea
Ordei*": M a r g a r i t a l e a
O r d e r : Trlchlelea
Ul. FLAQLLLATAE (Flagellales)
O r d e r : Pantoetometalea
O r d e r ; Dlatomaialea
Order: Protomeetlgalee
O r d e r : Chryaomonadalee
O r d e r ; Cryptomonadalae
O r d e r : Chloromonadalee
O r d e r : Euglenelea
IV. DINOFLAGELLATAE
C l a n : Adinlferldea
O r d e r ; Atheoatalee
O r d e r : Tnecstaiee
C U a i l Dinllerldea
O r d e r : Gyrnnodlnialee
Order: Perldinlalea
V. SILICOFLAGELLATAE
O r d e r : Siphonolea tales
O r d e r : Stereott-» tales
VI. HETEROCONTAE
VII. BACILLARIOPHYTA (Diatoms)
Claaa: C e n t r l c a e
Claaa; Pannalea
VIII. CONJUGATAE (Oreen algaa)
IX. CHLOROPHYCEAE (Blue-gra*n alga*)
Claaa: P r o t o c o c c a l e a
O r d e r : Volvocalea
O r d e r : Euprotococcalaa
Claaa: Ulotrlchalea
Claaa; Slphonocladalea
Claaa: Siphona'ea
X. CHAROPHYTA (Yellow-green algae)
XI. PHAEOPHYCEAE (Brown algae)
Order: Ectocarpalea
O r d e r : Sphacelurlalea
O r d e r : CuUerlalea
O r d e r : Dictyotelai
Order: Lamlnariulee
O r d e r : Tliopteridalea
O r d e r . Kucalea
XII. RKOrxJPMYCEAK (Red algaa)
Claaa: BangUlea
Claea: I t o r i d e a a
O r d e r . Nemalionalaa
O r d e r : Gelldialea
O r d e r : Cryptonemlalea
O r d e r : Glgartinalea
O r d e r : Rhodymenlalee
Order; Ceramlalea
XIII. EUMYCETES (Fungi)
Claaa; Phycomycetes
Subciaaa; Oomycetea
O r d e r : Monoblepharldalea
O r d e r : Saprolegnlalea
O r d e r ; Ancylla tales
Order: Peronoaporalea
gubclaaei Zygomycetes
O r d e r : Mucoralea
3CV. EMBRYOPHYtA SIPHONOaAltA
XVa, GYMNOSPERMAE (Conllera and t h e i r
laUaXe]
Claaa; CycadoflUcatea
Claaa: Cycadalaa
Family: Cycadaaeae
Claaa: Bannettltalaa
F a m i l y : Bennattltaoaae
Claaa: Glnkgoalaa
Family: Ginkgoacaae
Claaa Cordaitalea
Family: C o r d a l t a c e a e
Claaa; Conlferae
Famllv: Taxaceaa
/!/

P a r t 1: PLANT KlNOlx'SffiMA I 1» GROUP
O r d e r : Eiilomuphthorniea
O r d e r . EndogonalcJ
O r d e r : BaatdlQboi D lea
Clnsa: Aeuomyt eles

Ollira)
Cluaa: L ^(.•(ioflltciilek
C l m i Cy*ad*lt)s

O r d e r ; Luusculen
O r d e r ; I.nboulbo niultis
Clae a: P r o turn ycel«a
CI as a: liastdiomycctea

Claaa

O r d e r : tJaUbtginales
O r d e r : Uredlnalea
Subclass: h u b a s i d n
O r d e r ; Prolnbaeldioniycetee
O r d e r : Auioimsidlomycetes
Supplement a' : Fungi impcrfectl
Supplemenl b l
Lien*!!**

Subciaaa: PhycollchatuM
Subciaaa: Aacoitcheitea
O r d e r : Pyre not a ' p e a t
Order- Gymnocarpeae
Subciaaa: B a i i d l o U t h e n e t
JX1V. AHCHEGON1ATAE
IXlVa. HKYOPHYTA (Mowsea, l i v e r w o r t s ;

I Clue: HapaUcaa
Order: M ercban t telea
O^der: Anthoc*rotal*a
I
O r d e r - Junuurrnanmuleii
j Claaa; Musci
i S u b d u a l Spnugnales

I

Subclass; Andreas atea

!
I

Subciaaa. Bryalen
O r d e r Oroup: Bubrylnaled
O r d e r ; IT.'tBldenUlea
O r d e n Dlcranalei
Order: Puttlalai
Order: Grimnuaitm
O r d e r . Fuiiai ialos
Order:
flftllatOStagalaa

Order: Leitnarlakas
O r d e r : Juy,;la>) dales
O r d e r : Jul lei l&lea
Oroer
Buudkiu*

Order, Fagalae

Order: Tatrajthtdales
Order;
Order:
Order;

I
1

Eubi j a! it a
iaobryitles
lloukerUiea

|

Older: Hypnobryalda
Order Group: BtntbaunUnaiea
Oroer: BuxbauaalalM

l

O r d e r Group; Polytrlchinalea
O r d e r ; PolyUlcholea
Order; Da* aotUaiea
X I V D . PTER100PHYTA ( F e i n t and t h t l r allliij
C l a l i ; PsllophyUru.e
j Claaa: Artlculatae
Subciaaa: li utuurtlcul titoles
' SubCiaaa: Spr.unophylleiea
< S u b d a a a i CbciroatrobaleB
Su! Claaai P-idudobomUlea
Sut.: taa: Equtaetalaa
Cs w'jr: EueoulH'.aiea
Or.T.r. Calamitalaa
i Claaa: i-y .opucuina-.'
O r d e r : i-ycopodluitju
Order
beluglnellaiet
Subord.Ti- Seluglnanii.v-a^
Suborder i Lepidopliytlneaa
Claaa: Pallatlnae
ClfiNl: laoetluae
C l a s a : Flllclnae
Subciaaa. Euaporkiigmtae
O r d e r : OpKiogloaialea
O r d e r : Mai'HMlalea
Subciaaa: LepiouporatiglatBe

Family:
Family:

Baiandedioralei
.-olygoimlee

|

Pumiiyi P a n d t n a c e a e
>'i-iniiy: Sparganiaoeae
O r d e n HeiobUc
iiibOi'der' Pot«magetonln*ae
Family; AponogetonacSM
r i. :• lly; ;1otairiOf etonaoaae
" i m i l y ; Najadaoaaa
dubordari Scheuchserlneae
Family; Scneuchxerlaoeae
j u b o r d e r : AUama tineas
Family, Allemataceaa

i
I
1

Suborder; Rulomlneae
FttinUy; Bulomaceae
Family: H y d t o c h a r t u c e a e

Pinacese

Fumiiyi Taewdlaoaaa

bll

Order
Oroer

Order: C e u i r o a p a r m a e
O r d e r : .'tan.lei
j
O r d e r : Rhoeadalua
Order: Sarracenialee
Orddi
Hoaales
|
Ordei
Pandalea
Order: Guranlalwa
Order: Saplndalec
Ordei . iUr„mn j l o *
Order: MalvalM
Order: Parletalea
Order; Opunttaiea
.".-. der
Myrtiflorae
Order; tlf . b e l l i n o m a
j 3ubcl.ti.i .. Meluchlainydeae
O r d e r Dlupeniialea
Order: Ericalet
C , deri P r l m u l a l e a
O r d e i : Plumbaglnalea
O r d e r ; Ebenaies
O r d e r ; Contorlee
Order: Tubinorae
O r d e r : Plariiaginalee
Order; Rubiatet
O r d e r ; Cuovrbitalas
.. •adXaltt CaeaeaTeaeeaNali .

Fumiiyi Cepbaletaaaeau
Family;

Oi.ier, U n i t i e s
O r d e r : .'n,.,«temo[ial*i
O r d e r : Protest**
O r d e r : Santalalea
Order: A m t docilities

.

Podocarpaceat
Aruucarlaceae

Fumlly: C u p r e a a a c e a e
Claaa; Gnetalea
Family; Ephedracuue
Family: Wei wllachlaeceau
Fumlly; Gnelacoae
XVb. ANGIOSPERMAE (Flowering plants)
C l a l b ; Monocotyledonene
O r d e r : Pundanules
F a m i l y : Typhaceae

B*niMtill*l*a

Claaa; Glnkgoales
Ciat*; CurdultaUa
Cl*as: Canlfere*
Class C n t U l t l
XVb. ANQIOSPCHMAE (Flowering p l t n u )
Claen: Mouoculyledoneae
O r d e r ; Pandanales
O r d e r : Ilelobta*.'
O r d e r : Trluridal *s
O r d e r ; GlumTflcr.ie
O r d * r : Prlncipea
O r d e r ; Synanthae
Oruur. Spaihiflorue
0 r d it r: F a r l n o a L A
,
O r d e r : LiLilfloiue
Order
SclUmlnees
O r a e r . Mb r o n p e r m a e
; C'tnas. DU.utylerlnneae
; Subnlaaei Arenichlamydeae
O r d e r : VvrttctUataa
Order. Ptperalei
Order: Hydroatachyataa
Ordei ; Sall< alee
|
O r d e r ; G a r r ynlet
i
Oraer: Myricalta
O r d e n Balinopjidalea

Bubcleta: Hemlbeatdll

i

..*'<lrr: f v i i r o u t u n d u l e i
.IV a.MHMYOPHl'TA SIMIONOCAMA
(I*h >n*i i(jnitioi'|

XVa, UYMNUS 'M1MAE (C tntEara and their

Order: Sperntophthoralaa

Supplement to c l a s s e s Aac.omycetea and P r o t o m y c e l e a .
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Order: Triuridotea
Family: Trluridoueae
Ordtri aiumiflorno
Family: Qrnmlneae
Famllyi Cyperaceee
Order. Principe*
Family: Pal mat
Order: Bynanthae
Family: Cyclanthaceae
Order: Spa thin o n e
Family: Araceae
Family: . Lamnaceae
Order: Farlnoaaa
Suborder: FlagtUarllneae
Family: FlagcUerieceae
Suborder: EnanUoblattae
Family: Resttonaceae
Family: Centroiepidaceae
Family: Mayacaceae
Family: Xyrldacaae
Family: Erlocaulaceae
Suborder: Bromalilntaa
Family: Thurnlacaaa
Family: Rapateaceae
Family: Bromellaceae
Suborder: Commellnlneae
Family: CommeUnaceee
Suborder: Pontadarllneaa
Family: Ponledtrlaceae
Family: Cyanaatracaaa
Suborder: Phllydrlneae
Family: PhUydracaae
Order: L U t i n o r i e
Suborder: Juncinaaa
Family: Juncaceae
Suhorder; LUUnaaa
Family; Stemonacaaa
Family: Llliaceae
Family: Haemodoracaaa
Family: Amaryllldacaae
Family: Vellomlacaaa
Family: Taccacaaa
Family: Dloacoraaceae
Suborder; Iridlnaaa
Family: Irldacaaa
Ordar: Scltamlneae
Family: Muaaoaaa
Family: Zlngloeractae
Family: Cannaeaaa
Family: Marantaceae
Order: Mlcroaparmaa
Suborder: Burmannilneae
Family: Burmennlaoeae
Suborder: Oynandrae
Family: Orchldacaaa
Claaa: Oicotyledoneaa
Subclaas; Archlcldamydaae
Order: Vorticillatae
Family: Caaua* i=*oaae
Order: Piperalea
Family: Saururaoaaa
Family: Piparaoaae
Family: Chloranthaoeaa
Ordar: Hyd>oatachyalaa
Family: Hydroeteohyaceea
Order: Saliealea
Family: Ballceoeae
Ordar: Oarryalee
Family: Qarryaoeae
Order: Myrlealea
Family: Myricaceae
Order: Balanopeldalea
Family: Balanopaidaoaae
Order: Laltnerialaa
Family: Laltnerlaceae
Ordar: Juglandales
Family: Juflandacsaa
Order: Julianlalea
Family: Julianlaoeae
Order: BaUdalea
Family: Batidaeaae
Order: Fagalea
Family: Betulaoaaa
Family: Fajeceaa
Ordar: Urucaiaa
Family: Ulmacsat
Family: Rhoiptalaaoeaa
Family; Moraceas

WADC TR 14-17)

*

1'iunlly. Urtlcacuuv
Order: J'odontarmohnloB
Family; Padua tciiiotinceae
Order: Protoiilea
Fnmlly: Protunccne
Order: Snntiilales
Suborder: SantitUuoae
Family: Olacacoae
Family: Opiliacene
Family: Octoknemataceae
Family: Orubbiaceae
Family: Santalaceae
Family: Mysodendraceae
Suborder: Loran'.hineae
Family: Loranthaceae
Order: Ariatolocbialea
Family: Arlatolochlaceae
Family: Rafflaalaceae
Family: Hydnoraceae
Order: Belanophorales
Family: Balanophoracaaa
Order: Polygonalea
Family: Polygonaceae
Ordar; Centroapermae
Suborder: Chenopodlineaa
Family; Chenopodiacaaa
Family: Amaranthacaaa
Suborder: Phytolacclneae
Family; Nyciaginacoae
Family: Phytolaccacaaa
Family: Qyroatemonacaaa
Family: Achatocbrpaoaaa
Family: Alaoacaae
Suborder: Portulacineaa
Family: Portulacacaaa
Family: Baaellacaaa
Suborder; CaryophyUinoao
Family: Caryophyllaceae
Order; Ranalea
Suborder: Nymph a e In a ae
Family: Nymphaeaceae
Family: Caratophyllaceaa
Suborder: Trochodendrlnsae
Family: Trochodendracaaa
Family: Carddlphyllacaaa
Suborder: Ranunculineaa
Family: Ranunculaceae
Family: Lardlaabalacaaa
Family: Berberldacaaa
Family: Menlapsrmaceaa
Suborder: Magnohlneaa
Family: Magnollacaaa
Family: Him an tartar ace a«
Family: Calycanthacaaa
Family: Lactoridacaae
Family: Anonactae
Family: Eupomatlacoae
Ka.-r.iiv: Myrlailcacaae
Family: Oomurtagaceaa
Family: Monimlaceaa
Family; Lauraceae
Family: Me rnandiacuae
Ordari Rhoaadalaa
SUborderi Rhoeadlntae
Family) Papaveraceae
Suborder: Capparidlneae
Famllyi Cepparldaoeae
Family) C rue If a rat
Famllyi Tovarlaceae
Bubordert Resedineae
Family) Rased* e n
Suborderi Morlnglneee
Family: Morlngaceae
Suborderi Breiechnelderlneae
Family: Bretachntldereoeao ,
Order) Sarracenialea
Family: Sarraceniaceae
Family: Nepenthaceae
Famllyi Droaeraceae
Order) Roaalea
Subordert Saxlfraglneae
Family: Craesulaceae
Family: Cephalotaceae
Family: Saxifragaceae
Family: Plttoaporacaaa
Family) Byblldacaas
Family: Brunelliaceae
Family: Cunonlacaae
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Family. ~ MyrothamitaveM
Family: liiunlaoeue
Famllyi llamnmelldacea*
Family: llorlouleceiie
Family; luuromralacaae
Suborder; Roaineae
Family: Platanacee*
Family; CrottaosamaUetae
Family: Hoaaoeae
Family: Connaraceae
Family: Legumlnoaae
Order: Pandt.lea
Family: Pandaceae
Order: Geranlalea
Suborder: Ueranllneae
Family: Oxalldaceae
Family: Oeranlaceae
Family: TropaeoUceae
Family: Linaceae
Family: Erytr.roxylaceae
Family: Zygophyllaceae
Family: Cneoracaae
Family: Rutacaaa
Family: SUnarubaeeae
Family: Buraeracaae
Family: Mtliaceaa
Family: Akarlaceae
Suborder: Melplghlinese
Family: Malplghlaceaa
Family: Trigoniacaae
Family: Voohyalaeeae
Suborder: Polygellnaae
Family: Tremandraoeaa
Family: Polygalkcaae
Suborder: Dichapetallneee
Famllyi DlchapataWceae
<
Suborderi Calllirichinaaa
Family: CallUrlohaceae
Order: Sapindalea
Suborder: Buxlneae
Family: tiuxaceaa
Suborder: Empetrbteae
Family: Empetraceae
Suborder: Corlerliaeaa
Family: Cortarlaceae
Suborderi Llmnanthlneaa
Family; Llmnanthacsaa
Suborder: Aitacardllnaae
Family; Anacardiaoaaa
Suborder: CeLaslrtneas
Family: CyrllUoaaa
Famllyi PantaphyUaaeeM
Family: Coryuocarpaoeee
Famllyi Agulfoliaoeae
Family: Celaatraoeae
Family: Hippocratoaoeae
Famllyi Salvadoraoeaa
Family; Stackhoualaoeae
Family; Staphylaaoaaa
Suborder: loaoinaoeae
Family: loaoinaoeae
Suborderi SapiniUneae
Family: Aextoxlcaoeae
Famiiyi Actraoeaa
Family) Hippooaetanaoeae
Famllyi Sapiodaoeaa
Suborderi SabUaeat
Famllyi Sablaeeae
Suborderi MelUnthineae
Family; afelUnihaeeae
Suborderi Dldleraineae
Family: Dldlereaceae
Suborderi Beiaamlalneae
Family: Balaamlnaceaa
Orden Rhamneiea
Family: Rhamnaceae
Family: Vitaoeae
Order; Maivalee
Suborderi EUeooarplneae
Family: Elaaocarpaceae
Suborderi Chlaenlndae
Family) Chlaeoaeaae
Suborder: Mai vine ae
Fnmlly: Tlliaoeae
Family: Malvaceae
Familyi Bombacaoeae
Family: Sterculiaoeae
Suborder; ScylopeUlineae

Family: ScyiofM>1alaceae
Order: Partetnle*
Suborder: Thetnean
Family; Dilleitloceae
Family: Actinidiaceae
Family. Eucryprdacete
Family: Meduiagynaeeae
Familyt Orhnsceat
Family; 8!r*iburgerlaceae
Familyi Caryocaraceae
Familyi Marc:jr,»\'>»eeaa
Family: Quilnaceae
Family: Theaceae
Family: Qutilfaraa
Family: Dlpiarocarpacaat
Suborder: Tamarlotneae
Faroiiy: ElaUnaoeae
Family: Franhaniaceat
Family: Tamarloaoaaa
Subordart Ciatineat
Family: CUtabaat
Family: B l u c m
Suborder: Coo hi M pe rrnloeae
Family: Cochloapermaeeaa
Subordart Flacourtilnaaa
Family: Canaliacaaa
Family: Violaoaaa
Family: Fiacourtlaoeaa
Family: Stachyuraoeae
Family: Turoeraceae
Family: Maleaherblaceae
Family: Paaalfloraaaaa
Family: AcharUcaae
Suborder: Papaylntae
Family: Caricacaae
Suborder: Loaaineae
Family: Loaaaotae
Suborder; Datlaolneae
Family: DaUacactat
Suborder: Begonilnaae
Family:
fiegonlaceae
Suborder: Anclatrocladlneae
Family: Anclatrocladaceae
Order: Opuntlalea
Family: Caotaoeae
Order: Myrtlflorae
Suborder: Thymelattoeaa
Family: Oeiaaolomataota*
Family: Penaeaoeae
Family: OUnlaceae
Family: Thyroelaaaoeae
Family: Elaeagnaceae
Suborder: Myrttneae
Family: L.y three tea

APPKNIHX II. TAXONOMIC t.XApVilrJCATeOH; HaSrtTS(CoaaclurtertJ
PnrMl; JMlANbHOOAMAFr FAMlLIET{l''wclU'k'd)
r w n u y : nfi^iopynwacene
i • i\ iJvgluMptfMeMaa
Family i Sonnur* Max ena
r'antil ft •'. "H'ilanitCoae
Family: Ci y pic ron lucent
KaraUyi Apocynaueae
Fiiiuily: PuntcMceae
!• omit;
* B^ii'ptadaccue
Fnnilly: Lecythidaceae
Order.
IWfloTM
1- fimlly: Rhliophoraceae
•ttawrater: ConvclviRmeae
Family. Nyiaacaar
Kon. Ily- Convolvolaceet
Family; Alnngiaeeat
Family. Pol a mon lace at
Family: ComliniiciMB
Fond!/;
Kouquieraueaa
Fam ily: My Mac eat
SuUurPer; l-cnnoineaa
Family | Melaitomataceae
Family: L o n n o a c t i t
Family. Hydrocaryactae
Outiorder, iiorref IMnea*
Family: Oanotheractaa
Family: Hy«'rcphyliacaaa
P am 11 y: Halorrhagaceae
Ft mil y. Borraglnacaaa
Subordar: Mippurldintae
Suborder:
Verbenlneae
Family; Hlppurldaceae
Family:
arbenecaat
Family; Thelygonaceat
Family: l.abiataa
Subor (*<•••: Cynumurlineae
.Jutnrdec;
flolanlntau
Family; Cynomor t a c i t
Family. Nulanaoeat
Ordar Umbelltnorat
Family Solanaceat
Family; Arellaceaa
Family: Scropbularlaotat
Family: Urn bell iferae
Faintly: Rlgnonlaf erne
Family: Cornacaat
Family. Hadaluctat
SubcUat: MttachUmydeat
Family *<artyntacaaa
Ordar: Dlapanalalaa
Family fVcbanchactaa
Family: Diapenalacaaa
Family QtintrtWM
Ordar: Ericalaa
Family. C. ulu moll lace at
Subclaaa: Xrlclnaaa
Family Lantlbulariacaae
Familyi Clethraceae
Family: Olobuiartaeaet
Family: Piroiacaaa 4
jiiborder.
AoaniMneae
Family: F r i c a c e a t
Famrt.': At- uithacata
Subclaaa; Epacrtdihtaa
Ihiborder, M u oporlA«at
Family: Epacrldaoaae
F'aJbUv- Uvtipoi'" ; I M
Ordar: Prlmulalaa
Suborder; Phr'-mlntat
Family; Theophraetacaea
Family: Phryrruce • •
Family: Myralnaceae
Order: Plantaglnelaa
Family: Prlmulacaaa
Order: Plumbaglnalaa
Family: PlanUgtatc *a«
Family: Plumbag inacaat
Order: RubUlea
Ordar: Fbenalaa
Family: Rubiaeaai
Suborder: Sapotlnaaa
Family) Capri folUceee
Family; Sapotacaaa
Family: adoaaceae
Family: Hopleatlgmataceae
Family; Valerianaoeae
Suborder; Dloapyrlneee
Family; Dlpeecaceaa
Family: Ebenaceae
Order) Cucurbitalta
Family: Dlcltdantherecee*
Family: CueurbJLtaceaa
Family: Symplocacaae
Order: Ciiapanulatat
Family; Styracaceae
Familyt Campanulaceae
Family: Llsaocarpaceae
Family: Qoodenlaoaaa
Order: Contortaa
Karnily: BruDonlaoeae
Suborder: Otelntoe
Family: StylldUceaa
Family; Olenceae
Family: Calyoeraceae
Suborder: Oentlar.lneae
F .unity. Composltae
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As i l l u s t r a t e d above, the nane and address which i d e n t i f i e s the source of an accession, and
the accession number, are a l l the information necessary for the "Source of Accession" r e c o r d .
However, some a r e a s , where t h i s f i l e i s used more frequently, may find i t convenient to add a
brief description, the date of the accession or catalogue numbers.
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Corner Chair
LOCALITY

American (probably made in Philadelphia)
DISCWTION

cl760. Four cabriole legs terminating in ball and elav'feet. Ornate shell carving on
knees. Extension of rear supports simply vase-turned. Back low, top rail has central flat
cresting which terminates on either end in flat out-curved arm rests. Two matching splats
in back, in pierced scroll design. Slip seat square, upholstered in horse hair(not original).
Deep valanced seat rail at front has two large semi-circular pendants. Good condition,
slight checking on flat surfaces. Re-enforcement blocks on inside of legs not original, one
missing rear leg. Measurements: Overall height of back 28", height of seat 17^", slip
seat 15^" square. Family tradition attributes this chair to Benjamin Randolph, Philadelphia
cabinet maker.

DATE RECEIVED

5/I2/I938
VALUE

I
—
NO
W>
Ml
MX

HOW ACQUIRED

RECEIVED R O M I N M <M* addnm)

Mrs. John R. Sumner, 23 Winding Lane, Chester, Pa.
PRESENT LOCATION

Gift

DETERMINED BY

DATE

MANNER Of DBROSM

DATE

$200.(Est.) Parlor, Morris House
CATALOGUER

David C. Smith
RC*> 1 0 - 2 3 * (Hay l»37)

5723/38
a. A aentaaaar auanaa omct i ian e-r-auaia
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LIST OF STANDARD NAMES
FOR INDIAN TRIBES OF THE tJNITED STATES
Taken From
John R. Swanton, The Indian Tribes of North America
Smithsonian Institution
Bureau of American Ethnology
Bulletin lUs

Alabama
Abihka
Alabama
Apalachee
Apalachicola
Atasi
Chatot
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Creek Confederacy
Eufaula
Fus-hatchee
Hilibi
Hitchiti
Kan-hatki
Kealedji
Koasati
Kolomi
Mobile
Muklasa
Muskogee
Napochi
Natchez
Okchai
Okmulgee
Osochi
Pakana
Pawokti
Pi Lthlako
Sawokll
Shawnee
Taensa

Release No. 2

Tohome
Tukabahchee
Tuskegee
Wakokai
Wiwohka
Yamaaee
Yuchi
Alaska
Ahtena
Aleut
Dihai-kutchin
Eskimo
Haida
Han
Ingalik
Koyukon
Kutcha-kutchin
Nabeana
Niska
Natsit-kutchin
Tanaina
Tanana
Tennuth-kutchin
Tlingit
Tranlik-kutehin
Tnimshian
Vnnta-kutchin

September 1959

MUSKUM RECORDS
List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the U.S.

Arizona
Apache
Cocopa
Halchlldhoma
Halyikwamai
Havasupai
Hopl
Kohuana
Maricopa
Mohave
Navaho
Paiute
Papago
Pima
Quahatlka
Sobaipuri
Tonto
Walapal
Yavapai
Yuma
Arkansas
Caddo
Cahinnio
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Illinois

Kaskinarapo
Michigaroea
Mosopelea
Ofo
Osage
Quapav
Tunica
Yazoo
California
Achomavi
Alliklik
Atsugewi
Bear River Indians
Cahuilla
Chemehuevi
Chetco
Chilula
Release No. 2

HANDBOOK
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Chimariko
Churoash
Costanoan
Cupeflo
Dakubetede

Dieguerio
Esselen
Fernandeno
Oabrlellno
Halchldhoma
Huchnom
Hupa
Juaneno
Kair.ia
Karok
Kato
Kawaiiau
Kitanemuk
Konomihu
Koso
Lassik
Luiseno
Maidu
Mattole
Miwok
Modoc
Mohave_
Nicoleno
Nongatl
Okvanuchu
Paiute, Northern
Patwin
Pomo
Salinan
Serrano
Shasta
Sinkyone
ToIowa
Tubatulabal
Vanyume
Wailaki
Wappo
Washo
Whilkut
September 1959
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List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the U. S.
California (cont'd)
Wintu
Wintun
Wiyot
Yahi
Yana
Yokuts
Yuki

Apalachee
Apalachicola
Calusa
Caparaz
Chatot
Chiaha
Chilucan

Yuki, Coast, or Ukhotno'm
Yuma

Chine
Creeks

Yurok

Fresh Water Indians
Ouacata
Guale
Hitchiti
Icafui
Jeaga
Koasati
Macapiras, or Amacapiras
Mikasuki
Mococo or Mucoco
Muklasa
Muskogee
Ocale or Etocale
Ocita
Oconee
Onatheaqua
Osochi
Pawokti
Pensacola
Pohoy, Pooy or-Posoy
Potano
Saturiwa
Sawokli
Seminole
Surruque
Tacatacuru
Tawasa
Tekesta or Tequesta
Ucita
Utina, or Timucua
Tocobaga
Yanasee
Yuchi
Yufera
Yul
Yustaga

Colorado
Apache
Arapaho
Bannock
Cheyenne
Comanche
Jicarilla
Kiowa
Kiowa Apache
Navaho
Pueblos
Shoshoni
Ute
Connecticut
Mahican
Mohegan
Niantic, Western
Nipmuc
Pequot
Wappinger
Delaware
Delaware
Nanticoke
Florida
Acuera
Aguacaleyquen
Ais
Alabama
Amacano
Amacapiras
Release No. 2
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MUSEUM RECORDS
List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the U. S.

Georgia
Apalachee
Apalachlcola
Chatot
Cherokee
Chlaha
Chickasaw
Creeks
Guale
Hitchitl
Kasihta
Oconee
Okmulgee
Osochi
Sawokll
Shewnee
Tamathll
Timucua
YamaBee
Yuchi
Idaho
Bannock
Kaliepel
Kutenai
Nez Perce
Paiute, Northern
Poloos
Salieh or Flathead
Shoshoni, Northern
Shoshoni, Western
Skitswish
Snakes
Spokan
Illinois
Chippewa
Delaware
Foxes
Illinois
Klckapoo
Miami
Ottawa
Potawatoml
Release No. 2
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Sauk
Shawnee
Winnebago
Wyandot
Indiana
Chippewa
Del&are
Erie
Illinois
Iroquois
Kickapoo
Mesopelea
Miami
Neutrals
Potawatoml
Seneca
Shawnee
Wyandot
Iowa
Chippewa
Dakota
Foxes
Illinois
Iowa
Missouri
Moingwena
Omaha
Oto
Ottawa
Peoria
Pone a
Potawatoml
Sauk
Winnebago
Kansas
Apache
Arapaho
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Ch ippewa
September 1959
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oTStaniuTfd Names for Indian Tribes of the U. S.

LIGX,

Kansas (cont'd)
Comanche
Delaware
Foxes
Illinois
Iowa
Iroquois
Jicarilla
Kansa
Kickapoo
Kiowa
Kiowa Apache
Miami
Missouri
Munsee
Osage
Otc
Ottawa
Pawnee
Potawatomi
Quapaw
Sauk
Seneca
Shawnee
Wyandot
Kentucky
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Mosopelea
Shawnee
Yuchi
Louisiana
Acolapiasa
Adai
Alabama
Apalachee

HANDBOOK
Exhibit D
Page 5

Chitimacha
Choctaw
Doustinoni
Houma
Koasati
Koroa
Mugulasha
Muskogee
Natchez
Natchitoches Confederacy
Ofo
Okelousa
Opelousa
Ouachita
Pascagoula
Quapaw
Quinipissa
Souchitioni
Taensa
Tangipahoa
Tawasa
Washa
Yatasi
Maine
Abnaki
Malecite
PassamaqucHidy
Pennacook
Maryland and District of Columbia
Conoy
Delaware
Nanticoke
Powhatan
Shawnee
Susquehanna

Atakapa
Avoyel
Dayogoula
Diloxi
Caddo
Chatot
Chawasha
Release No. 2
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List of Standard Haines for Indian Tribes of the U. S.

Massachusetts
Manlean
Massachuset
Nauset
Nipmuc
Pennacook
Pocomtuc
Wampanoag
Michigan
Chippewa
Foxes
Kickapoo
Menominee
Miami
Neutrals
Noquet
Ottawa
Potawatomi
Sauk
Wyandot
Minnesota
Arapaho
Cheyenne
Chippewa, or OJibwa
Dakota
Foxes
Iowa
Missouri
Omaha
Oto
Ottawa
Ponca
Sauk
Winnebago
Wyandot
Mississippi
AcolapiBsa
Biloxi
Capinans
Chakchiuma
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Re lease No. 2
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Choula
Grigra
Houma
Ibitoupa
Koaeati
Koroa
Moctobi
Natchez
Ord or Ofogoula
Okelousa
Pascagoula
Pensacola
Quapaw
Taposa
Tiou
Tunica
Yazoo
Missouri
Caddo
Dakota
Delaware
Foxes
Illinois
Iowa
Kickapoo
Missouri
Omaha
Osage
Oto
Sauk
Shawnee
Montana
Arapaho
Arikara
Aasiuiboin
Atsina
Bannock
Cheyenne
Ch ippewa
Cree
Crow
Dakota
September 1959
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List of Standard Names**for Indian Tribes of the U. S.
Montana (cont'd)
Hidatsa .
Kalispel
Kiowa
Kutenai
Mandan
Nez Perce
Piegan
Salish
Sematuse
Shoshoni
Siksika
Spokan
Tunahe (Tuna'xe)
Nebraska
Arapaho
Arikara
Cheyenne
Comanche
Dakota
Foxes
Iowa
Kansas
Kiowa
Missouri
Omaha
Oto
Pawnee
Ponca
Sauk
WinneDago
Nevada
Koso
Paiute, Northern
Paiute, Southern
Panamint
Pueblo
Shoshoni
Ute
Washo

HANDBOOK
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New Hampshire
Abnaki
Pennacook
New Jersey
Delaware
New Mexico
Apache
Comanche
Jemez
Jicarilla
Keresan Pueblos
Kiowa
Kiowa Apache
Lipan
Manso
Navaho, Navajo
Pecos
Piro pueblos
Pueblo Indians
Shuman
Tewa Pueblos
Tiwa Pueblos
Ute
Zuni
New York
Delaware
Erie
Iroquois
Mahican
Mohegan
Montauk
Neutrals
Saponi
Tuscarora
Tutelo
Wappinger
Wenrohronon
North Carolina
Bear River Indians
Cape Fear Indians

Release No. 2
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List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the U. 8.

North Carolina (cont'd)
Catawba
Cheraw
Cherokee
Chovanoc
Coree
Eno
Hatteraa
Keyauwee
Machapunga
Meherrln
Moratok
Natchez
Neuslok
Occaneechl
Pamlico
Saponl
Sara
Shakori
Sissipahaw
Sugeree
Tuscarora
Tutelo
Waccamav
Wateree
Waxhaw
Weapemeoc
Woecon
Yadkin
Yeoplm
North Dakota
Arapaho
Arlkara
Asslnlboln
Cheyenne
Chippewa
Dakota
Hidataa
Mandan
Ohio
Chippewa
Delaware
Erie
Release No. 2
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Honnlaeont
Illinois
Iroquois
Kickapoo
Miami
Mosopelea
Neutrals
Ofo
Ottawa
Potawatomi
Seneca
Shawnee
Wyandot
Oklahoma
Alabama
Apache
Apalachee
Arapaho
Biloxi
Caddo
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Comanche
Creeks
Delaware
Foxes
Hitchitl
Illinois
Iowa
Iroquois
Jicarilla
Kansa
Kichai
Kickapoo
Kiowa, and Kiowa Apache
Koasati
Llpan
Miami
Mikasuki
Missouri
Modoc
September 1959
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Oklahoma (cont'd)
Muklaea
Munsee
MUSK of..ea
Natchez
Nez Perce
Okmulgee
Osage
Oto
Ottawa
Pawnee
Peoria
Piankaahaw
Pone a
Potawatomi
Quapaw
Sauk
Seminole
Seneca
Shawnee
Tawakoni
Tawehash
Tonkawa
Tuskegee
Waco
Wea
Wichita
Wyandot
Yscani
Yuchi
Oregon
Ahantchuyuk
Alsea
Atfalati
Bannock
Calapooya
Cayuse
Chastacosta
Chelamela
Chepenafa
Chetco
Clackamas
Clatskanie
Clatsop
Release No. 2
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Clowwewalla
Dakubetede
Hanis
Klamath
Kuitah
Latgawa
Lohim
Luckiamute, LaJaniut
Miluk
Mi sh ikh wutme tunne
Modoc
Molala
Multnomah
Nez Perce
Paiute, Northern
Santiem
Shasta
Siletz
Siualaw
Skilloot
Snake
Takelma
Taltushtuntude
Tenino
Tillamook
Tututni
Tyigh
Umatilla
Umpqua
Wallawalla
Walpapi
Wasco
Watlala
Yahuskin
Yamel
Yaquina
Yoncalla
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Erie
Honniasont
Iroquois
Saluda
September 1959
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Pennsylvania (cont'd)
Saponi
Shawnee
Susquehanna
Tuscarora
Tutelo
Wenrohronon
Puerto Rico
Agueynaba
Arecibo
Aymamon
Bayamo
Coomo
Guanica
Guarionex
Humacao
Loalza
Mabodamaca
Mayaguex
Urayoan
Utuado
Yagueca
Yauco
Rhode Island
Narraganaet
Niantic, Eastern
Nipmuc
Pequct
Wampanoag
South Carolina
Catawba
Cherokee
Chlaha
Chickasaw
Congaree
Creeks
Cusabo
Eno
Keyauwee
Natchez
Pedee
Saluda
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Santee
Sewee
Shakori
Shawnee
Slssipahaw
Sugaree
Waccamav
Wateree
Waxhaw
Winyaw
Yamasee
Yuchi
South Dakota
Arapaho
Arlkara
Cheyenne
Dakota
Kiowa
Mandan
Omaha
Ponca
Sutaio
Winnebago
Tennessee
Catawba
Cherokee
Chiaha
Chickasaw
Kaskinampo
Mosopelea
Muskogee
Natchez
Ofo
Shawnee
Tali
Tuskegee
Yuchi
Texas
Akokisa
Alabama
Anadarko
September 1959

MUSEUM RECORDS
List of Standurd Names for Indian Tribes of the U. S.

Texas (cont'd)
Apache
Aranama
Atakapa
Bldal
Biloxl
Caddo Tribes
Cherokee
Choctaw
Coahulltecan Tribes
Comanche
Creeks
Deadose
Eyeish, or Haiah
Guasco
Halnal
Hasinal Confederacy
Isleta del Sur
Jicarllla
Kadohadacho Confederacy
Karankavan Tribes
Klchai
Kiowa
Koasati
Lipan
Muskogee
Nabedache, Nacachau,
Nacanish, Nacogdoche,
Nadaco, Namldish,
Nechaul, Neches,
and Nasoni
Nanatsoho
Nasoni, Upper
Pakana
Pascagoula
Patiri
Pueblos
Quapaw
Senecu del Sur
Shawnee
Shuman
Soacatino or Xacatin
Tawnkoni
Tonkawan Tribes
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Waco
Wichita
Utah
Bannock
GoBlute
Navaho
Palute, Southern
Shoahoni, Western
Ute
Vermont
Abnaki
Mahican
Missiasslk
Pennacook
Pocomtuc
Virgin Islands
Caribs
Virginia
Cherokee
Manahoac
Meherrin
Monacan
Nahyssan
Nottaway
Occaneechi
Powhatan
Saponi
Shawnee
Tutelo
Washington
Cathlamet
Cathlapotle
Cayuse
Chehalis
Chelan
Chilluckittequaw
Chlmakum
Chinook
September 1959
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List of Standard Names for Indian Tribes of the U. S.
Washington (cont'd)
Clackamas
Clallum
Columbia
Colville
Copalis
Cowlitz
Duvarnish
Hoh
Humptulip8
Kalispel
Klickitat
Kvaiailk
Kvalhioqua
I-ummi
Makah
Methov
Mical
Muckleshoot
Neketemeuk
Neepelem
Nez Perce
Nisqually
Nooksack
Ntlayapamuk
Okanagon
Ozette
Palouse
Pshvanvmpam
Puyallup
Queets or Quaitso
Quileute
Quinault
Sahehwamish
Samish
Sanpoi1
Satsop
Semiahmoo
Senijextee
Sinkaietk
Sinkakaius
Skagit
Slnkiuse-Columbia
Ski Hoot
Skin
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Snohomish
Snoqualmde
Spokan
Squaxon or Squakson
S^quamish
Swallah
Swlnomish
Taidnapam
Tvana
Wallawalla
Wanapam
WatlaLa
Wauyukma
Wenatchee (Winat ca)
Wishram
Wynoochee
Yakima
Wisconsin
Chippewa
Dakota
Foxes
Housatonic
Illinois
Iowa
Iroquois
Kickapoo
Mahican
MaBcouten
Menominee
Miami
Missouri
Mun3ee
Noquet
Oneida
Oto
Ottawa
Potawatorai
Sauk
Stockbridges
Tionontati
Wj nnebago
Wyandot

September 1959
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Wyoming
Arapaho
Bannock
Cheyenne
Comanche
Crows
Dakota
Kiowa
Kiowa Apache
Pawnee
Shoahonl
Ute
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CONDITION STANDARDS FOR FIREARMS
Taken From
NRA Oun Collectors Handbook,
National Rifle Association, Washington, D. C.
Factory New - all original parte; 100 percent original
finish; In perfect condition in every respect, inside and out.
Excellent - all original parts; over 80 percent original
finish; sharp lettering, numerals and design on metal and wood;
unmarred wood; fine bore.
Fine - all original parts; over 30 percent original finish;
sharp lettering, numerals and design on metal and wood; minor
marks in wood; good bore.
Very Good - all original parts; none to 30 percent original
finish; original metal surfaces smooth with all edges sharp;
clear lettering, numerals and design on metal; wood slightly
scratched or bruised; bore disregarded for collector firearm.
Good - some minor replacement parts; metal smoothly rusted
or lightly pitted in places, cleaned or reblued; principal
lettering, numerals and design on metal legible; wood reflnlshed,
scratched, bruised, or minor cracks repaired; in good working
order.
Fair - some major parts replaced, minor replacement parts
may be required; metal rusted, may be lightly pitted all over,
vigorously cleaned or reblued; rounded edges of metal and wood;
principal lettering, numerals and design on metal partly
obliterated; wood scratched, bruised, cracked or repaired where
broken, in fair working order or can be easily repaired and
placed in working order.
Poor - major and minor parts replaced; major replacement
parts required and extensive restoration needed; metal deeply
pitted; principal lettering, numerals and design obliterated,
wood badly scratched, bruised, cracked or broken; mechanically
inoperative; generally undesirable as a collector firearm.
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INTRODUCTION

An historic building authentically furnished and exhibited
becomes a museum.

This is so because it assembles and preserves

objects, provides opportunity for object-centered research and
interprets through contact with the real things it contains. These
are the functions that characterize museums. A furnished historic
structure, however, requires some policies, procedures and techniques differing from normal museum practice.

Part III concerns

these special aspects of curatorship.

The peculiar requirements of furnished historic structure
museums stem largely from two factors, one theoretical and the
second purely practical.

This kind of museum undertakes to recreate

the environment of some historic person, event or period.

An envi-

ronment is a complex whole. Emphasis upon it rather than on individual specimens and simpler concepts affects, development, operation
and use at every

turn.

On the practical side the buildings these

museums occupy were originally designed for other purposes. Any
museum that takes over a building secondhand has serious problems
in adapting the space.

When the structure is itself a specimen,

the historic partitions, doors, stairways, windows and other elements
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must remain or be restored as part of the setting.

The preservation

and display of objects and the handling of streams of visitors under
these relatively inflexible conditions demand adjustments which are
seldom easy.

All historic buildings in the national parks are classified in
an Inventory of Historic Structures.

The class to which a building

is assigned, however, does not affect its importance from the
museum standpoint.

A particular structure in any of the categories

may find its best use in being furnished for exhibition.

When this

is the case, each one regardless of class calls for the same
standards of accuracy and care in its development and operation as
a museum.

The terras applied to this kind of museum have caused some
confusion.

Historic house museum is the name in common use, but

it raises questions because people ordinarily picture a house as
a residence.

They hesitate to consider a blacksmith shop, a country

store, a chemical laboratory or e fort an historic house.

To

make clear that these museums may preserve and interpret the
setting for any sort of occupancy, this handbook adopts the more
inclusive name, furnished historic structure museum.
Release No.
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instances it refers to a single building such as Theodore Roosevelt's
Maltese Cross Ranch cabin.

Often the museum comprises a group of

buildings having an essential unity in organization and interpretation.
Such a group may be a house and its dependencies like the Adams
Home with its adjacent library and carriage house.

It may also be

a larger organic group, for example Hopewell. Village, Fort Laramie
or the Pioneer Yosemite History Center.

If, however, a park contains

two or more furnished historic structures that are separate interpretive entities, each is considered a museum.
Nielson House at Saratoga are examples.

The Schuyler House and

Sometimes explanatory

exhibits help interpret the furnished structure.

These are ordi-

narily and much preferably housed in a separate building designed
for the purpose, but are considered a part of the museum.

More

often the park has a distinct didactic museum in its visitor
center which may relate to, but is not subsidiary to the historic
structure museum.

Thus Saratoga National Historical Park has

a museum in its visitor center as well as two furnished historic
structure museums, while the Custis-Lee Mansion is a furnished
historic structure museum wi,th supplementary exhibits in a nearby
building.

The distinctions, though fine, may be helpful in using
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Part III. Finally, the historic structures involved in these
museums are usually original, hut may he reconstructions; are
usually on their original sites, hut may have heen moved.
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^DEVELOPMENT

-Criteria for Deciding to Furnish
Furnishing an historic building for exhibition costs more
than most other possible uses of the structure and presents greater
problems.

The decision to furnish it is therefore a critical one.

The project should warrant an affirmative answer to each of the
following questions:
1.

Will the building with its furnishings preserve an
important primary or secondary resource of the park?

2.

Is furnishing the best way to communicate the meaning
of this feature?

3.

Can the structure be furnished accurately?

h.

Can visitors see and enjoy the furnished space under
practical operating conditions?

Ask these questions at each successive planning stage in the
preservation of the structure.

Apply the criteria, for example, to the Nielson House at
Saratoga.

Unfurnished, this little farmhouse on Bemis Heights

would be simply a landmark of the battlefield.

Furnished as

makeshift quarters for the generals who occupied it while the army
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Criteria for Deciding to Furnish (con.)
was there, it preserves the setting for a particularly significant
detail of the battle story.
first criterion.

Therefore, furnishing it fulfills the

Benedict Arnold's unhappy relationship with

fellow officers, its dramatic expression in the battle and its
sorry aftermath at West Point involve complex and subtle ideas.
The furnished quarters he shared with other generals at Saratoga do
not tell the story singlehanded, but recreating this environment
calls attention to the situation which underlay events, stimulates
interest in it, adds reality and fills in a background.

Visitors

viewing the furnished rooms experience a variety of impressions
and feelings linked to the subject.

Thus furnishing the house in

this instance adds an appropriate form of supplementary interpi'etation
contributing importantly to visitor understanding.

We can give

a qualified 'yes', at least, to the second question.

In this example

the furnishing can be relatively accurate as required by question 3*
although existing records do not give a completely exact picture.
There is an inventory of the possessions left by Nielson's son,
and a hundred inventories of other upper Hudson Valley families
in the 1770's yield supporting data.

We know much about the field

equipment carried by Revolutionary generals and their staffs.
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Criteria for Deciding to Furnish (con.)
Considering the fourth question, the Nielson House is so small
that visitors can see enough from the front door and windows
without having to enter.

Its exhibition presents much simpler

problems than usual and is practical. The decision to furnish it
meets all four criteria and is justified.
Check List of Procedures
The development of a furnished historic structure in a
national park normally progresses through nine stages:
1.

Inventory of Historic Structures. The superintendent
first proposes the use of the building in the field
report which recommends its inclusion and classification
in the Inventory (Historic and Prehistoric Structures
Handbook, Part 1, Chapter h, page l).

2.

Master Plan.

. ,**

The list-of history resources in Chapter 1 . .v«l . .p^'

of the Master Plan confirms the building's significance
as a feature of the park.

The management programs described

in Chapter 3 fit it into the preservation and interpretation activities designed to accomplish the area objectives.
(See Master Plan Handbook, Chapter 1, Section 1, page h;
Chapter 3, Section 1, page k and Section 2, page 2.)
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Check List of Procedures (con.)
3.

Project Construction Proposal.

Following approval of the

Master Plan the superintendent submits a PCP to put the
project in line for funding and development (Historic
and Prehistoric Structures Handbook, Part 1, Chapter k,
page 1 ) .
h.

Interpretive Prospectus.

This intensive study of the

interpretive needs and possibilities of the park results
in a firm decision that furnishing for exhibition is
the best use of the building.
preliminary cost estimates,

The prospectus also supplies
(interpretive Planning Handbook,
.7-

Chapter 1).
5.

' 'Ai-Ji»*J "bYe •<< {*(>>**<•}<. *»*•*-

Historic Structures Report, Parts I and II. The Part I
report, together with the Interpretive Prospectus,
clarifies and justifies the need for funds to prepare
detailed plans and carry out development.
becomes part of the report.

A revised PCP

Part II records historical and

architectural data essential to the preservation and
furnishing of the building.

(See Historic and Prehistoric

Structures Handbook, Part 1, Chapter k, pages 5-15.
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f
Check List of Procedures (con.)
6.

Restoration Plans. The restoration architect and landscape architect prepare the detailed construction drawings and specifications for work on the fabric of the
building and its setting.

These plans interrelatewith

the Furnishing Plan at many points.
7«

Furnishing Plan.

It specifies the furnishings and their

arrangement based on a thorough study of the evidence
and the interpretive situation.

The plan should follow

promptly approval of the Historic Structures Report,
Part II. This report and the Interpretive Prospectus
provide information needed in working out the Furnishing
Plan.
8.

Implementation of Furnishing Plan.

Approval of the plan

starts a series of curatorial activities involving the
acquisition, preparation and installation of the
furnishings, quality control and the training of staff
in interpretive maintenance and operation.
9«

Confirmation of Furnishing Plan.

In carrying out the

approved plan some modifications may become necessary.
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7
Check List of Procedures (con.)
If so the plan is amended following installation to
show the furnishings as they actually are.

For minor

changes an addendum may suffice. The Furnishing Plan
then continues in force as the control for maintaining
historical accuracy.

Furnishings thereafter should

be rearranged or replaced only in accordance v/ith approved
changes in the plan.
Cooperative Responsibilities
Wise development of a furnished historic structure requires
cooperation among an array of specialists.

These technicians

normally include the park historian, a curator v/ith expert knowledge
of furnishings, a restoration architect, a landscape architect, an
archeologict, a research historian and an interpretive planner.
While none of them may work on the project from beginning to end,
the need to share their knowledge across specialty lines occurs at
every stage.

The sustained, intimate collaboration needed comes

through careful scheduling of assignments and mutual determination
to keep one another adequately informed.
In preparing the Interpretive Prospectus the park-historianand the interpretive-planners who work?v/ith him make the definitive
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TCooperative Responsibilities (con.)
recommendation to furnish and exhibit a building.

They can hardly

reach a fully considered decision without consulting a furnishings
curator and the restoration architect.

Will furnishing and exhibi-

tion create conditions that help or hinder the structure's preservation?

Can the nepded furniture be obtained at an acceptable cost?

Will furnishings be likely to communicate the desired interpretive
message?

Such key questions and others demand specialized knowledge

the architect and curator can contribute.
Part I of the Historic Structures Report calls for advice from
most of the experts.

The architect, landscape architect, archeologist,

resource studies historian and curator can each best estimate the
work in his specialty needed on the project and its probable cost.
Together they provide the data for a realistic PCP.

The furnishings

curator may also know from experience the difficulties often accompanying a cooperative agreement and can suggest ways to avoid them.
The Historic Structures Report, Part II, offers the occasion
for especially useful cooperation.

The restoration architect should

have the resource studies historian and the furnishings curator
participate in examining the structure for evidence of original
furnishings before removing any parts of the building fabric.
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Cooperative Responsibilities (con.)
He needs their advice in planning and specifying interior finishes,
wiring, lighting and climate control.

They and a safety expert

should advise on fire detection and control and other special
safety or security measures.

The archeologist should consult

with the architect, historian and curator as preliminary to excavation and obtain their participation, if possible, in examining evidence as he uncovers it. The landscape architect should
get from the archeologist, historian and curator whatever can be
learned about original plantings, paths and outdoor furniture.
He should discuss with the historians and the curator the interpretive effects the restored historic landscape setting aims to achieve.
The cooperative effort culminates in the Furnishing Plan.
The park historian, a resource studies historian and a furnishings curator usually join in its preparation.

They need to main-

tain close contact among themselves and with the architect restoring the building.

The architect and the curator should coordinate

their work step by step because many of the decisions each makes
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Cooperative Responslbilities (con.)
affect the other's plans. One determines the paint color, for
example, while the other selects wallpaper.

One is concerned about

window framing and the other with curtain fixtures that must fasten
to it. Both must help reconcile the practical requirements of
heating and wiring to the historic furniture arrangement.

Whenever

possible schedule the historian's research (Sections c and d)
followed by preparation of the curator's recommendations (Section e)
during the time the architect is preparing specifications for the
restoration work.

In defining the special protective and mainte-

nance provisions required (section f) the curator needs to involve
the architect and to consult the park's protection and maintenance
staffs.
Collaboration should continue in carrying out the plan.

The

park needs the expert help of the furnishings curator at several
points.

The curator often is in the best position to find and

acquire the pieces specified.

His knowledge of sources and values

can save time and avoid mistakes.

It is desirable that he work

closely with the park staff in installing the furnishings to be
sure the intent of the plan is achieved.
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Cooperative Responsibilities (con.)
valuable assistance in training the staff to assure that maintenance and operation of the furnished structure will contribute
to its interpretation as well as its preservation.

The park

should also call on the curator and the museum specialists in
the central laboratory for help in cleaning, repairing or restoring furnishings that need it before being exhibited.

When the

furnished structure opens to the public, cooperation takes the
form of a critical inspection.

The Chief Curator or his desig-

nated representative and other experts check the accuracy with
which the historic environment has been recreated and the apparent
effectiveness of its interpretation.
The Furnishing Plan
A furnished historic structure museum, like other museums,
requires an exhibit plan.

Called a Furnishing Plan in this

instance, it determines what furnishings to display and how to
arrange them.

It guides their acquisition and installation.

It

controls maintenance and replacements or other changes in the
furnishings to protect the quality and integrity of the museum.
To produce a good plan requires thorough research, an enlightened
understanding of the life which the furnishings should reflect
and considerable interpretive insightfor a team effort.
Release No.
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
Who Prepares the Furnishing Plan.

The plan develops in six

logical steps, each succeeding one dependent on those "before.
superintendent initiates the process,

The

ordinarily by having the

park interpretive staff prepare the first two sections. The next
two require a research historian to find and study the documentary
sources.

The remaining sections should be prepared by a curator

with expert knowledge of furnishings.

The steps may be summarised:

Section

Prepared by

a.

Definition of interpretive
objectives

Park interpreter

b.

Operating plan

Park interpreter

c.

Analysis of historic occupancy

Research historian

d.

Evidence of original furnishings

Research historian

e.

Description of recommended
furnishings with cost estimates

Furnishings curator

f.

Special installation, maintenance and protection
recommendations

Fiurnishings curator

The superintendent adjusts the assignments to fit the manpower
available.
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2 3

—1'he Furnishing Plan (con. )
history for vhich the superintendent submits a Resource Study
Proposal (Form ITo. 10-22).

The research historian assigned

through this procedure may be the park interpreter who prepared
the first sections or the furnishings curator if either is the
best qualified person'available for these studies.

When circum-

stances permit, the historian who worked on Part II of the Historic
Structures Report should gdTthe assignment because two studies
A

dovetail.

Since a pari: seldom has a qualified student of period

furnishings on the staff to prepare Sections e. and f,, the
superintendent ordinarily arranges through the regional director
to borrow,on a reimbursable basis,one of the Service's curators
who specializes in furnishings.

If none of these experts is

available, the Branch of Museum Operations will help the regional
director find a museum trained furnishings specialist to prepare
these Sections under contract.
When is it prepared. Preparation of the Furnishing Plan
follows as soon as possible approval of Part II of the Historic
Structures Report and of the Interpretive Prospectus.
reasons make prompt action advisable.

Three

First, the architect of

the restoration needs information from the Furnishing Plan before
he can satisfactorily complete structural work on the building.
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
The plan tells him vhat the furnishings and their proper display
require in regard to lighting, floor and vail finishes, protective
devices, atmosphere controls and perhaps other features.

Second,

the furnishings curator and the historian should have an opportunity
before and during restoration to study the building fabric with the
restoration architect to find any surviving evidence of original
furnishings or their placement such as carpet tacks, picture hangers,
shelf outlines or patterns of floor wear.

Third, the work required

to assemble, restore and install the furnishings takes so much time
that it can cause, an embarrassing delay in opening the restored
structure.

To make sure that funds are available when needed for

preparing the furnishing plan as well as for implementing it, the
superintendent should include the estimated cost of the plan as
well as the furnishings in the PCP. which accompanies Part I of the
Historic Structures Report.
What does it contain. Each section of the plan provides information needed to carry out a furnishing project successfully.
a.

Definition of interpretive objectives. Although the Master

Plan and the Interpretive Prospectus set goals for the project, the
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
Furnishing Plan needs to focus on the specific objectives more precisely.

What facts, insights, feelings and impressions should the

refurnished structure communicate to visitors?

Some- installations

interpret the everyday life of average people.

Others illumine the

character of an individual or the spirit of a family.
recapture the setting of a single event.

Still others

The Moore House at Yorktown

for example, is an upper middle class l8th century plantation home,
hut its interpretive objective is not to illustrate plantation life
or the Moores.

Here for a few tense hours in I78I a group of officers,

controlling their inner feelings of bitterness or elation and punctiliously observing military etiquette, hammered out the terms of
surrender.

The furnishings should give visitors a sense of the

reality of this event and help them understand its nature.
b.

Operating Plan.

To assure the practicality of refurnishing

proposals which follow in Section e, the park interpreter spells out
how the structure will be used?' He charts the path visitors willrtu*,w*££-•>
follow.

He indicates open hours and how visitors will be directed

or conducted.

He tells how many interpreters or guards will be on

duty and where they will be stationed.

He also considers the staff

and mechanical provisions necessary for maintaining the building
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
and its contents, and protecting them as veil as visitors from
special hazards.

This section may he abbreviated if the information

needed has been recorded in Section 3b-, c and d-of Part I or Section 3b-and c. of Part II, Historic Structures Report.
c.

Analysis of historic occupancy.

The historian must de-

termine who occupied the structure within the specific time limits
set by the interpretive objectives.
what they did there.

He must discover and evaluate

In this section he provides a documented

account of all the people involved.

It is important to learn as much

as possible about their ages at the time, their habits, tastes,
interests and activities. Their economic and social status will
influence the furnishings as well.

The account should include

the life that went on in it to the extent that records permit.
Illustrate this section with a set of floor plans identifying
each room.
d.

Evidence of original furnishings.

The aim of the plan is

to refurnish the structure exactly as it was at the chosen time, or
as near this ideal as possible. The more information obtained on
the original furnishings, the less remains for conjecture. This
section of the plan assembles all the available evidence of original
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
furnishings.

Such historical source as receipts, bills of sale,

inventories take;: to settle an estate or a bankruptcy, insurance
records, wills, deeds of gift, tax records, auction records,
letters, ftaiily papers, travelers' accounts, military records,
photographs and other pictures may contain useful data.
should be searched as fully as conditions permit.

They

Sometimes similar

records for other structures comparable in time and place can supply
valuable supplementary information.

Appendix A suggests resources

and techniques found useful in such research.

This section should

record the present or last known location of any furnishings
supposed to be original along with pictures, if available, and
documentary or traditional evidence on their history-

The informa-

tion './ill help in searching for original pieces or in identifying
objects offered as such by descendants or later purchasers.
e.

Description of recommen."'•.";. furnishings.

of the Furnishing Plan.

This is the core

It comprises a complete descriptive in-

ventory of the building's proposed contents. For each room in
turn the furnishings specialist explains the relationship of the
furnishings to the personalities, activities, interests or other
ideas they should communicate to visitors.
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
describes each item of furnishing.

He bases his recommendations

on the evidence in Section d, on additional research to clarify
confusing or incomplete contemporary records and on his thorough
knowledge of the culture of the period.

He selects the original

furnishings whenever possible, of course.

Where these are not

available, he describes the specific type of object to acqtiire.
Ordinarily, for example, the list should call for something as
specific as £ "a sack back Windsor chair of the type made in
Philadelphia by Francis Trumble in the 1770's" rather than for
just a "Windsor chair".

Photographs or sketches, with color

notes, should supplement verbal descriptions.

When neither

originalG nor period pieces of equivalent typo are obtainable,
even after thorough searching, the plan may have to specify reproductions.

In a few cases where an important original is known

but not available, a reproduction may be preferable to a period
piece only approximately like it. A few other circumstances will
justify the use of reproductions, for example when pieces will
receive extensive public use or when the need for large numbers of
identical items precludes finding enough originals. The furnishings
specialist will not make recommendations on the basis of modern standards
of taste, but will reflect period practices. He will resist the
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
temptation to select furnishings of better quality or design than
the evidence supports.

The lists should include the furnishings

for porches and grounds, if they are part of the restoration.
The descriptive list for each room should be accompanied by
a floor plan and an elevation of each v.'all shoving where the
furnishings are to be placed.
For each item in the list the specialist includes the estimated
cost of acquiring it, and of restoring it if necessary.
the costs for inclusion in the FCF.
from vhich to acquire it.

He totals

He also notes probable sources

In large projects he may vish to compile

a supplementary alphabetical index of all furnishings as a reference
aid in searching for many items in numerous sources.
f.

Special installation, r/iintcneuce and protection

recommend ations.

In this section the furnishings curator should

describe the provisions necessary for the safe and effective display
of the recommended furnishings.

If the rooms or furnishings require

labeling, the plan should specify the form, location and wording of
the labels.

If room barriers vill be needed, the plan should

suggest their location, height and general form.

If certain

accessories vithin reach vill need inconspicuous fastenings, this
should be indicated.

If delicate wallpapers, drapes or carpets

require protective covers at vulnerable points, these should be
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identified.

Should the importance of the furnishings call for

special protection from temperature and humidity changes,
sunlight, air pollution, infestation, fire or theft; the plan must
at least make the specific problems clear and may recommend solutions.
Lighting needs also should be considered both for viewing the
furnishings and for visitor safety.

As a general policy, electric

light should not be provided through wiring earlier types of light
sources.

This section should guard against the placement of

furnishings for convenience of protecting or displaying them
rather than for historic accuracy.

It should recommend a maintenance

schedule and point out any training the maintenance staff will need in
advance.

Include a realistic estimate of the annual maintenance and

operating costs.
Some historic structures come into Service custody with the original
furnishings more or less intact. The Furnishing Plan for such a
building should contain Sections a.and b. as usual.
be useful in the interpretation of the structure.

Section c«would
Section d.probably

would be brief, merely documenting the evidence that the furnishings
are original.

Section e. would record the existing furnishings and

their arrangement by photographs and lists.
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-The Furnishing Plan (con.)
Other structureo have been refurnished in past years without
a plan.

For these, Sections a., b-, c.and d. should be prepared as

though the structure were unfurnished.

Section e. would then be

based on the historical requirements, utilizing existing furnishings where appropriate and recommending whatever changes are necessary.
Section f. would cover the recommended conditions rather than the
existing state of the museum.
Who approves it. The regional director approves the Furnishing
Plan when thorough review assures him of its adequacy.

Before

recommending the plan to the regional director, the superintendent
sends one copy to the Chief, Branch of Restorations, Office of
Archeology and historic Preservation, who is responsible for
restoring the structure, and one copy through channels to the Branch
of Museum Operations.

The Branch of Restorations returns its copy to

the superintendent with any recommendations for changes necessary to
fit the physical requirements of m e restoration, and sends a copy
of these recommendations to the Branch of Museum Operations for
correlation with other comments.

The regional director may have

members of his technical staff review the plan thoroughly at this
6tate.

He sends their comments to the superintendent and forwards
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VChe Furnishing Plan (con.)
a copy with the plan to the Branch of Museum Operations for correlation.

The Division of History clears Sections c. and d.as a

resource studies project and provides a copy of its comments to
the Branch of Museum Operations. The Branch reviews the rest of
the plan from the technical standpoints involved.

It returns the

plan with consolidated comments directly to the superintendent.

The

superintendent has the plan revised as necessary and submits four
copies to the regional director along with a revision of the POP
reflecting the recommendations coirtained in the plan.

He makes sure

the PCP includes funds for necessary study and recording of the
furnishings.

When the regional director approves the Furnishing

Plan, he sends copies to the Director, the park and the <c*hief,
Branch of Restorations.
of Museum Operations.

The Director's copy is filed in the Branch

The park will often need extra copies for

staff use and for public relations. The following outline summarizes
review procedures:
1.

Park interpreter, research historian and furnishing

curator submit plan to superintendent.
2.

Superintendent reviews plan:
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
a.

Sends copy to <£hicf, Branch of Restorations, who
recommends changes if necessary for architectural
reasons and supplies copy of comments to Branch of
Museum Operations.

b.

Sends copy of Sections c. and d.to Division of
History for approval as a resource studies project.
Division supplies copy of comments to Branch of
Museum Operations.

c.

Sends copy through regional director to Branch of
Museum Operations for technical review, consolidation
of all specialist comments and return to park.

3.

Superintendent submits 4 copies of plan, revised if

necessary, to regional director with his recommendation and a
revised PCP.
4.

Regional director approves plan.
a.

Sends copy to superintendent.

b.

Sends copy to Branch of Restorations.

c.

Sends copy to Director for filing in Branch of
Museum Operations.
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Who carries out the plan.

The superintendent is responsible

for execution of the approved Furnishing Plan and for keeping the
refurnished structure in conformity with it. He calls on the
services of various specialists. The furnishings curator and the
restoration architect, for example, may need to collaborate on the
room barriers, vith the architect designing them to fit the
general specifications of the plan, then having them built and
installed.

Both specialists may need to cooperate with engineers

to assure that necessary protective devices are unobtrusive as veld
as effective.

The Kueeum Laboratory should produce any labels

required.

Its continuing role.

The Furnishing Plan as originally approved

may not describe the finished product exactly.

At the time of

approval most of the objects specified still have to be found and
acquired.

What the curator actual\y obtains may vary a little from

the ideal specimen envisaged in the plan.

During installation,

some desirable shifts in placement may become apparent. Any
major variance from the plan requires prior approval, of course,
but the accumulation of small legitimate changes creates another
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need.

After the initial installation, the Furnishing Plan con-

tinues in force as the established reference point for maintaining
the historical accuracy of the recreated environment.

The museum

must stay in conformance with the plan in order to prevent a slow
erosion of integrity that would result if changes to fit convenience
or individual tastes were allowed.

Consequently, as soon as the

furnishings have been installed and inspected, the curator should
amend or revise Section e., Description of Furnishings, and other
sections if necessary so the plan corresponds to the actual
situation.

Section e. should identify fully the furnishing materials

such as wallpaper, draperies, upholstery fabric and floor coverings
which must be replaced from time to tirue. Samples of these should
also be kept in the catalogue file folder.

To achieve the same a

end for all painted surfaces in the exhibited portions of the
structure,the plan should include precise definitions of the paint
standards.

Then, whenever repainting becomes necessary, the work

will remain faithful to the historic finishes.
At the same time the revised or amended plan should make
clear what aspects of the existing installation are incomplete
or unsatisfactory and 6hould specify remaining needs. The
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The Furnishing Plan (con.)
acquisition of historic furnishings tends to be a slow process.
The museum may well open to the public with a few gaps still to be
filled and with some pieces selected as the best available at the
moment.

The continuing plan which guards against undesirable

changes must not hinder improvements.
Implementing the Furnlshing Plan
Acquisition.

From the curatorial standpoint the first step in

carrying out a Furnishing Plan is to acquire the furnishings it
specifies.

Use an expert, for two reasons.

First, whoever searches

for the needed pieces and initiates their acquisition usually must
deal to some extent in the antiques market or with the interior
decoration trade.

People who sell historic furnishings on a

commercial basis naturally operate with objectives and standards
different from those of a museum.
for the inexperienced.

These divergences create pitfalls

The museum buyer should evaluate the

material at least as knowledgeabiy as the dealer in regard to both
historical authenticity and cost.

Second, the study of historic

furnishings is becoming more precise and detailed.

Scholars are

learning to recognize more and more accurately the individual
differences that characterize makers and localities. They are
defining the areas and time spans of particular types. A
familiarity with styles and periods no longer suffices.
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implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
in this field is groving rapidly and casual students cannot keep
abreast.

Ordinarily the superintendent should try to retain the

services of the furnishings curator who worked on the plan because
he already knows the plan and the structure as well as having
specialized knowledge of the furnishings involved.

When this is

impractical, the regional curator and the Branch of Museum
Operations may help in locating someone with suitable museum
experience.
The curator should acquire the furnishings needed by means
of gift, purchase, transfer, exchange or loan.
Museum Collections, Chapter 2 for instructions.

See Part I.
Note especially

the importance of avoiding restrictions on the use or disposal
of specimens.

An exception permitting come restriction might be

justified in the case of furniture that was unquestionably in
the building at the time to vhihi it is being restored.

Other-

wise, no piece should stand in the way of future changes to improve
the presentation.
Section i.of the Furnishing Plan provides the curator with
a good start on his search for original items.
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
that actually were in the structure at the historic time exist,
he should, as a rule, make every effort to get them back.
else is a substitute.

Anything

When such pieces come on the market, their

association with the historic person or event usually increases
the price.

Logically, the amount of increase should be pro-

portional to the fame of the person or event. The significance
of the part played by the object in question also should influence
the amount.

The pen used to sign the document gains more in

proportionate value from the event than does a painting hanging
on the wall nearby.

The curator must decide whether or not the

increase in price is reasonable.

If it is not, he needs to

question the seller's appraisal and negotiate a fair price. V/hen
he accepts the valuation, he may have to justify it to his procurement officer.

Common sense and a comparison with associative

values other museums and col3.ect.>rs have accepted are the best
available guides.
for comparison.

The regional curator can help find examples

Original furnishings in private hands, particularly

of descendants, involve other problems. Often the curator has to
persuade the owner to part v/ith a cherished possession.
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
conscience he can appeal to the public interest, b\it he should
also communicate his enthusiasm, his sense of the significance
of the completed project.

The curator should be prepared to

complete the deal on the spot.

To reach agreement and then come

back later to finish the transaction almost inevitably permits
second thoughts to complicate the matter.

The owner's conception

of the object's value, cither in terms of his desire to keep it
or if its price, goes up.

If he expects to buy the piece, the

curator should have the money in hand.

He may do this by using

either imprest funds or cash obtained from his cooperating association.
When the original furnishings are not available, the best
alternative is usually to acquire furnishings made and used at
the same period under comparable circumstances.

The curator hunts

for and selects items that are as nearly like the originals as he
can find.

They lack the full emotional impact of the actual

association pieces, but they have historic authenticity and an
important intangible value as having been part of life at the
time.

Much of the quality of the finished installation depends

on his knowledge and discrimination in choosing what will truly
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Implementing the Furnished Plan (con.)
recapture the essential characteristics of the original setting.
He faces three principal temptations, each of which leads to lover
standards.

One is to accept furnishings as gifts because they are

free or will promote good public relations even though he could
find more suitable items. The second is to select pieces that
are of finer quality or in better taste than the historic structure
actually contained.

The third is to acquire furniture because

it is available and might be useful later, accumulating a stock
in advance of known specific needs.

In searching for furnishings

that will really correspond as closely as possible to the originals
the curator should comb, the vicinity, write or visit antique dealers
and watch for auctions. He will find it helpful to enlist the
interest of other Service curators, local museums and private
collectors.

It may pay to broadcast his requirements through

notices in appropriate publications.

Unless he knows the material

thoroughly and examines the pieces carefully in advance, he should
acquire them on approval pending expert identification and
authentication.

Most dealers will send specimens on this basis

except at auctions. Buying at auction requires assurance through
prior examination or reliable documentation that the object is
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
what is wanted, even though a responsible dealer may redeem an item
he had unknowingly misrepresented.

An auction operates under

strict rules about bidding, payment and delivery.
may not be spelled out in the sale catalogue.

These may or

If the curator lacks

experience or the scene of the auction is too far away, he sometimes
can arrange to have an export bid for him eitlicr as a favor or on
commission.
offer.

The bidder needs to know the maximum amount be can

At some auctions the curator may send in a bid by mail

indicating the top price ho is willing to pay.

If the bidding at

the sale does not reach this figure, he obtains the item at a
figure somewhat above the next highest bid.
The use of reproductions rather than period pieces is Justified
in a few circumstances, for example:
• when the original piece cf furniture is well known but
unobtainable
- when the situation demands more identical pieces of a set
than can be found
- when the historic structure itself requires a peculiar
shape or particular size that cannot be matched
- when the item is* perishable and must be replaced periodically.
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The first situation may occur when another museum has the original
on exhibition and cannot or will not return it. The Congress Hall
chairs at Independence National Historical Park illustrate the
second case. Not nearly enough of the original chairs have
survived to equip the House and Seriate chambers.

The curved

desks for the lower house in Congress Hall had to fit a given
space exactly and represent the third justification.

The most

frequently reproduced furnishings are draperies and upholstery
fabrics that deteriorate from exposure to light, floor coverings
that wear out in use and wall coverings that resist transfer and
reinstallation.

In general, reproductions are likely to be as

costly as period pieces.

Sometimes, however, a manufacturer will

donate a reproduction in return for permission to market copies.
The Service cannot grant an exclusive right to anyone to copy
its specimens, but if permission to sell additional copies is
given, the superintendent should emphasize the importance of
accurate reproduction and truthful advertising.

All reproductions

should be clearly and permanently marked, on the bottom or in some
other inconspicuous place, so they cannot be mistaken for originals.
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In most instances the reproductions used in a furnished historic
structure museum should he exact copies of the originals.

When

the original is unknown, the curator may he justified in using
a period reproduction that is on the market ro.ther than selecting
a period piece for costly copying.
judgment.

This decision requires good

It usually involves textiles or wallpaper.

The money to acquire furnishings normally comes from the
construction funds for restoring the building.

The TCP for the

restoration therefore should he checked, and revised if necessary,
to make sure it fully reflects the cost estimates in the Furnishing
Plan.

In requesting the funds consider the time factor also.

Searching out old furniture is a slow task.
plan are likely

to he scarce and scattered.

market only occasionally.

Pieces that fit the
They may come on the

It often takes years to acquire every-

thing needed to complete the furnishings.

To avoid embarrassing

delays in opening the museiun, intensify the search.
concentrate on it and do the necessary traveling.

Let the curator

Under these

circumstances most furnished historic structures can he ready to
open one to three years after approval of the plan.

Some gaps will

remain, hut they can he filled as opportunity permits.
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
should be programmed in stages, if necessary, to avoid the disadvantage of carrying over unexpended project balances year after
year.

The initial restoration program, for example, may include

part of the money for furnishings.

The rest can be added a3 a

completion item the year after the main project closes.

If loose

ends of furnishing remain too long to keep the second account open,
provision for continuing occasional purchases should be made in
the lump sum for constructing museum exhibits in existing buildings.

Cooperating associations and private donors may also

help provide money for furnishings.
Study and recording.

Curatorial responsibility in implementing

the Furnishing Plan goes beyond acquisition.

The park interpreter

needs the curator's expert help in accessioning and cataloguing the
furnishings as they are acquired.

The details of the transactions

by which they are obtained should be entered in the Accession Book
immediately, of course.
important.

Prompt and thorough cataloguing is also

The unavoidable exposure of exhibited furnishings makes

them liable to loss from theft, accidental breakage or deterioration.
Recovery, accurate

repair and replacement depend on detailed

information in the catalogue. Photographs which reveal the individual characteristics of a piece, irubbings or other adequate
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Implementing the Furni.shing Plan (con.)
records of marks and labels and descriptions of other features
peculiar to the specimen have special value.
The curator can also make a vital contribution to the quality
of interpretation provided through the furnished structure.

He

should record his specialized analyses of individual items of
furnishing and file them permanently in the catalogue folders.
He chose the pieces because they illustrate particularly well some
aspect of the life or event being interpreted.

Explain the relation

between the specimen and the idea, so guides or attendants will
understand and communicate it. The curator should discover and
record as much as he can about the furnishings/ - who made them,
when, where, how, the materials and their sources, designs and their
history, marketing and so on.

This factual information lays a

solid basis for future research and also serves the special interests
of antiques-oriented visitors.

His appraisal as a connoisseur has

interpretive value too.. His informed judgment of the furnishings
in terms of period standards of taste and craftsmanship should be
added to the catalogue folder file.
The study and recording of the furnishings take time.
estimates should provide for it.
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Treatment . Old furnishings more often than not need cleaning,
repair or restoi'ation before being exhibited.

The park staff can

obtain valuable help at this stage also from the expert knowledge
of the furnishings curator.

The curator should analyze the con-

dition of each piece. He should recommend the kind and extent
of treatment.

If the work can be done by park employees or

craftsmen in the vicinity, he may supervise it from the technical
standpoint and inspect the results.

For more complex treatment

he will know whether to use the preservation sxxjciallsto in the
Museum Laboratories, obtain the assistance of another museum or
locate a qualified, reliable private chop.

In any event the

curator should insist on the observance of two principles.
First, preserve as much, es possible of the original object.
If a vooden part has deteriorated, impregnate it, reinforce it or
patch it. Replace it only as a last resort.

Clean and restore

the old finish rather than removing it and starting fresh.

Retain

original upholstery on an important association piece as long as
its appearance can be tolerated.

Get expert advice on mending

or backing frayed areas and splits. Perhaps the worst worn spots
can be concealed by laying an appropriate object over them-.
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
reupholstering becomes necessary, use the original stuffing and
backing or replace them with the some kind.

As the second principle,

restore each item as nearly as possible to the appearance it had
during the historic occasion or period.

In most instances the

furnishings at the time they were in use were in good, serviceable
condition, neither brand new nor antique looking.

It takes skill

and good Judgment to restore furnishings so the wear and decay of
the intervening years do not shov: without diminishing the integrity
of the specimens in the process.

The curator needs a clear under-

standing of the desired result in. order to specify and check the
work.

He should make sure that detailed treatment reports go into

the catalogue folders.
The methods used to clean, repair and restore furnishings
vary with the materials, and to some extent with their condition.
Each piece tends to present a unique problem.

Rather than rely

on necessarily generalized instructions, have the curator select
techniques in consultation with the craftsman who will perform
the work.

One treatment, however, can bo prescribed.

Most

furnishings contain wood, textiles or other organic matter which
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Implementing the Furnishing PJan (con.)
may invite insect attack.

All such pieces should be fumigated,

under vacuum if possible, as described in Part I, "Museum
Collections," Chapter 3, pages 1-5, Do this before the furnishings
are placed in the historic structure.

If pieces already on cxliibition

need repair or restoration, maintain the same standards of export
treatment.

Call on the regional curator if a furnishings specialist

is not at hand.
Installation.

Although the Furnishing Plan specifies the

arrangement of the furnishings for each room, the curator should
help install them if possible.
need expert checking.
piece?

Numerous last-minute questions

Will sunlight fall directly on a vulnerable-

Is any too clone to a heating vent?

Will small objects be-

easier to reach or more tempting than anticipated?
be made secure in an acceptable manner?

If so, can they

Above all will the room

with furniture in place have the visual effect intended, particularly
when seen from the visitors' viewing positions?
probably will be found desirable.
weighing all the factors involved.

Some adjustments

The curator should make them,
Be sure to record all changes

in the Furnishing Plan.
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
Installation need not vait until every object listed in the
plan has been acquired.

As soon as enough furnishings are on hand

to embody the ideas the museum should interpret, public interest
may warrant opening it.

In this event, however, do not relax

the search for the remaining items. Visitors will get an incomplete
and correspondingly unsatisfactory- impression until everything is
in place.
Quality control. The larger question of the integrity of the
installation requires prompt attention.

In opening the museum the

Service vouches for the essential accuracy of the furnishings and
their arrangement.

It says, in effect, that they truly represent

the time, place, people and ideas being interpreted.

Whoever acquires

and installs the furniture becomes too closely involved in decisions
to evaluate the results impartially.

Therefore, the chief curator

has responsibility for making a critical examination of the museum
as 60on as possible after it opens. He may call in advisors to
supplement his own expert knowledge, or he may delegate the appraisal
to another qualified specialist.

He checks four aspects in particular:

Is each item of furnishing correct for the period, locality,
form, function and taste or quality specified in the plan?
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Implementing the Furnishing Plan (con.)
Does the ensemble truthfully recreate the physical environ"
ment of the people and their activities it undertakes to show?
Are provisions for the exhibition, protection and preservation
of the furnishings adequate and appropriate?
Does the interpretive experience in total, and in detail seem
to communicate the intended understandings?
The chief curator reports his findings and recommendations to the
superintendent for whatever action may bo required.
report go to the regional director and the Director.

Copies of the
The Branch

of Museum Operations retains the latter.
Staff instruction . To be successful the furnished rooms of
an historic structure must strongly suggest the imminent presence
of the historic occupants.

While the curator creates this lived-in

atmosphere, the staff members working in and about the building
have a large part in preserving it.

Such an atmosphere is very

easily destroyed by the attitude or activity of an interpreter or
guard.

The maintenance staff can sustain it or ruin it unin-

tentionally in some instances, for example, by being too tidy.
The curator should therefore give the staff a clear, sympathetic
understanding of the nature and purpose of this intangible
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atmosphere and the elements vhich help communicate it. The following
chapter concerns other ax'eas in which the staff should be trained.
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FURNISHINGS RESEARCH

The historian vho prepares Sections c. and d. of a Furnishing
Plan needs to. search many sources for relevant information.

As

a first step he estahlishes the identity of the people associated
with the structure in its time of historic significance.

These

may include the members of the family in residence, for example,
and their relatives, friends and associates.

Then he determines

as fully and accurately as possible the material objects which
surrounded them in the structure.

One line of investigation

seeks the actual furnishings that have survived and way well
involve a systematic tracing of the disperssmen-t of their worldly
goods.

Another aspect of the search concerns specific references

to furnishings by people vho saw them or used them there at the
time.

The third approach hunts clues to the furnishings that

may be inferred from records of occupation, activities, interest
and tastes. Experience has demonstrated the importance of using
such sources as the following:?"--/
Letters - The correspondence of the family, friends and visitors
often contains references to specific items of furnishings as veil
as shedding light on activities that must have required certain
tools, instruments or other equipment.

Letters also reveal the
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cultural milieu which affected the original choice of furnishings.
While such letters may be in the possession of descendants,, look
for them also in'public and private manuscript collections.
Diaries, seraibooks and account books - Material of this
sort kept by the family in residence, relatives, friends and
Visitors is most helpful.

Look, for it in the hands of descendants

particularly.
Wills, inventories; papers of administration and other estate
records - Although copies may be found, in family papers, these
important sources are usually in the appropriate courthouse.

The

historian needs to understand the past and present legal procedures
for settling estates in order to explore the records intelligently.
Trie processes end terminologies vary from state to state.
that jurisdictional boundaries have changed also.

Remember

Sometimes the

old records move to the new court, but often they remain behind.
Such changes have happened four or five times in the history of
some estates.

Even when the right courthouse is known, the papers

may be hard to find.

So few people consult old wills and inventories

that they are seldom kept readily at hand.

The clerks have little

time or occasion to become familiar with them, although sometimes
one will become too possessive.
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inventories, papers of administration and other estate

records (con.) - these files in the cellars and attics of courthouses or city halls, under years of dust and in questionable
order.

To obtain access to thera the historian may need to vin

the cooperation of the person immediately responsible for their
care.

Prior knowledge that the records exist and polite determina-

tion may be necessary to ferret out their present location and gain
permission to examine them.

Do not let the initial reaction that

the records no longer exist, or were destroyed or stolen during the
Civil War terminate the search.

For example, papers on the estates

of residents of the Saratoga battlefield "did not exist," but thanks
to patient persistence were found in the courthouse basement along
with a magnificent collection of 17th and 18th century documents.
In ten years of searching the records of five Virginia counties, vhich
appears to be incomplete, all the papers sought were eventually
found except for those of one person.

Even stolen records probably

still can be located since several people usually can provide leads.
Some states have centralized the old records in well managed archives
which simplifies the task.

On tne other hand, the settlement of

estates may extend over many years vith long intervals of inactivity
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?-V7ills, inventories, papers of administration and other estate
records (con.) - so it is easy to overlook useful material even
uhen the papers are accessible.

If the particular papers cannot

be found, use those for other estates of people having similar
economic, cultural and social backgrounds and living nearby at the
same period.

Tax recordr, - Sometimes these contain much valuable information.
In late lOth century Philadelphia, for example, carriages and silver
were specifically taxable so were listed and described.
Miscellaneous legal papers - Civil suits, bankruptcy and
other actions may result in court records that contain needed
information.

A prosecution for debt established the occupation

of the resident of the Stone House in Georgetown in lOo'i, for
example.

Each jurisdiction may differ slightly in regard to these

records, so a survey of documents available for the period in
question should be made to determine the location of possible
information.

Indexes to civil court cases may prove helpful.

Census records - They may give occupation, age and other
relevant data.

The i860 census showed that the occupant of the

Stone House at Manassas v;as considered a farmer rather than an
inn keeper.
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t
License records - These will apply in some cases, although
their value varies with period and jurisdiction.
School records - V.hen some of the occupants were of school
age, these records indicate and sometimes specify possessions they
vould have had.
Church records - Dates of baptism, marriage and death may add
important information.

Church records may identify friends who

served as witnesses or godparents and so open nev leads.

These

sources may also record a person's occupation, sometimes his travels,
and at least suggest household objects associated with his religion.
Cemetery records - These may help with vital statistics.
Military records - Both personal service records and war
claims may provide needed information in some cases.
Fire Insurance policies - In some instances these indicate
content or use of particular rooms and placement of furniture.
Records of craftsmen and tradesmen - These often reflect the
purchase of objects used in furnishing a building.

The Lees pur-

chased silver for Arlington at Kirk's in Baltireore and furniture
from Green's in Alexandria.

Mrs. Madison's account at her

grocer's shows what bottles v;ere in her kitchen.
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City directories - They indicate occupation, names of
neighbors and of tradesmen whose records may prove helpful.
Newspapers - The papers recount activities at or near the
historic structure.

If the occupant was prominent, much more

information may appear in the contemporary papers.

Articles

describing Mr. Custis* celebration of St. Patrick's Day listed
his violin, titles of music in his library and his green coat - all
furnishings of Arlington.

He wrote a newspaper account of his

talks with Lafayette which revealed information about his
Washington collection.

Later newspapers assist greatly in

tracing the dispersal of furnishings in succeeding generations.
Magazines - The periodicals to which the occupants subscribed
may indicate interests that were reflected in the furnishings.
Magazine articles about the building or its occupants sometimes
are valuable.
Catalogues of furniture collections and antique sales. - These
may trace the ownership of individual pieces as veil as giving
descriptive and comparative data helpful in selecting furnishings.
Paintings, prints and photographs - Any contemporary pictures
of the structure may provide key data. Views of other buildings
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«y--p> Paintings, prints and photographs (con. ),<<.—•
comparable in time, place and function offer good supporting
information.

look for these in public or private collections.

Furnishings - The items of furnishing identified an original
often indicate additional objects not otherwise identified.

One

piece may establish a set of china or silver pattern, for example.
Period houses and furnishing collections in museums comprise
physical documents vorth consulting for comparative purposes.
Site evidence - A close study of the structure <vooi<>ted- by
VIA

It-

the architect, archeologist and curatory'give invaluable evidence
of the original furnishings and their placement.

Book especially

at the .layers of paint on the original vails, holes and lines in
the vails, marks on the floor, hardware or marks uhcre

it has

been removed or altered, sherds and other objects found in the
walls or basement or on the grounds, especially in old wells,
privies and dumps.
— L ^ D a t a provided by Mrs. Agnes D. Mullins, staff curator, Branch of
Museum Operations.
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INTERPRETATION
An accurately restored and furnished building is an historical resource.

The park preserves it because it embodies and

documents something important about the past.

It therefore is a

significant feature of the park, and visitors cOine to see it.
Merely looking at it, like vatching Old Faithful erupt, enriches
a visit.

But as vith a geyser or any other feature that has

significance, seeing it only taps the surface.

The more a visitor

understands about vhat ho sees, the more he appreciates and
enjoys- it.

Unaided, however, his aroused interest may be divert-

ed by details and miss the primary significance of a park feature.
Fortunately, a furnished historic structure is al30 an interpretive medium.

It displays real things arranged in context to

communicate meaning.

It uses the artifacts to transmit an ex-

perience of vhat is important about this^resource^featurcj'* *««£
medium.
Nature of the Experience
Visitors to a furnished historic structure museum encounter
an almost total environment preserved or re-created with the
objective of completeness rather then simplification.

Only the

historic persons who once occupied the rooms are absent. Evi-.
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Nature of the Experience (con.)
dence of their activity, however, pervades the scene. The place
looks lived in; under ideal conditions it feels as though the
historic occupants might return at any moment. A visitor's
first glimpse of a furnished room gives him a flood of sensory
stimuli. After the initial, quick, general impression his attention begins to focus on individual objects. His senses linger
with some, brush over others and miss some entirely. A mental
picture of the room forms. Emotional responses become more
specific. Noticing things that scam familiar or strange, esthetically pleasing or distasteful, suggestive of pleasant or unpleasant experience, he feels the room to bo comfortable and
inviting perhaps, or exciting, or saddening. At the same time
he starts to think about the room and its contents. Questions
come to mind. Ho associates what he sees with things remembered.
Speculations and judgments take shape. This is the critical
point. His thoughts may proceed, or be led, along either of two
paths. If the room retains its unity, he should acquire a strong
sense of the reality of the people ax-d activities represented by
tbi3 setting. Ee should gain a clearer conception of what the
people vere like and vhat took place here. His understanding,
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Nature of the Experience (con.)
enriched by ruany details, associations cud insights, should be
nearer the vhole truth. His feeling of discovery and accomplishment, linked vith a fresh desire to learn more and often reinforced by esthetic satisfactions, should add up to a thoroughly
enjoyable and rewarding experience.
If, on the other hand, the furnishings or architectural
details in themselves become the center of interest, the visitor
begins to misuse the medium. Because the objects arc arranged
throughoxit the room to illustrate their environmental role, as
individual pieces they get in each other's way, compete for
attention and defy close inspection, 'fhe Kentucley rifle hangs
on the frontier cabin wall to tell of lurking danger, of the need
to hunt fresh meat, of the concerns and activities of its owner.
When the visitor tries instead to study it;, distinctive features
and workmanship, he cannot get close enough, the lighting is
unsatisfactory and other things partially hide it or distract his
attention. He not only risks frustration, but loses sight of the
significant concepts the total setting is intended to express.
A second threat to n satisfactory experience in a furnished
structure museum comes from intrusions. The sense of reality a
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Nature of the Experience (con.)
furnlehccl space should convey is easily destroyed.

The thoughts

and feelings vhich make a room coma alive gat diverted vhcnever a
visitor becomes conscious of something incougruous or anachronictic.

Kc promptly loses part of the historical experience intend-

ed for him.

Individuals' vary in their sensitivity to distraction

but the lest course i» to eliminate as raany intrusions as possible and minimise the adverse effect of those that must remain.
Objectionable ones commonly encountered include:
—signs, especially those attached directly to the
historic structure; donor plaques on rooms or
furniture; "do not touch" signs; ported notices;
conspicuous room labels
—fee collecting end sales equipment or activity
inside the historic structure, especially near
the entrance
—extraneous conversation among attendants
—•exhibit cases or interpretive panels in a building primarily furnished, collections displayed
in cupboards, closets or other parts of the
furnished structure
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Naturo. _of the E>:perience (con.)
—visible evidence of modern wiring and heating, especially electric lights burning in
period fixtures, but also switches, vail outlets, thermostats and air duct grilles
--exposed protective devices such as fire extinguishers, hose cabinets, fire avid burglar detection and alarm systems, modern door locks,
room barriers and protective floor coverings
--modern screen doors and window screens,
'•-artificial flowers, wax fruit, plaster models'
of mer.tr; or baked goods, stuffed household
pets.
Unfortunately, vhen overcrowding or thoughtless behavior occur,
visitors th cms civeo r:cy become intrusive.
What to Interpret
Each furnished historic structure museum has an interpretive mission.

This is spelled out for it in the first section of

the Furnishing Plan (see Chapter 1, Page

) . Its task is to

illustrate,in depth,certain historical ideas.

The building, its

setting and the- furnishings unavoidably embody many ideas. The
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relatively few of these^ carefully chosen for active interpretation should fulfill three conditions. They should be important
in themselves or because they support a significant aspect of the
park story, for this makes them worth communicating.

They must

permit the furnishings to be selected and arranged in full agreement with the historical evidence, for the integrity of tho museum depends on this.

They must also find expression by means of

fully furnished rooms, for this is the nature of the medium.
Alternatives to complete furnishing, discussed at the end of this
chapter, create different interpretive means.
The ideas selected for interpretation comprise the central
subject vhich the complex environmental setting should make more
real, more understandable and more interesting. The kinds most
often appropriate involve:
Persons.

Some buildings serve best to help us understand

an historic person.• Tho structure, grounds and furnishings reflect his interests, activities, tastes, social position, economic status, family and friends. Concrete evidence about 6uch
facets of his life may not explain the acts vhich made him famous,
but it can make the man and his contribution to history more vital.
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What to Interpret (con.)
It provides data for considering him from many angles. Visitors
can get a fuller and more accurate conception of him. At the
some time the environment that surrounded him can. often shed
light on hey points of his character or career. For example, all
the things in and about the Custic-Lce Mansion vhich illustrate
Robert E. Joe's strong attachment to Arlington can be interpreted
to emphasize the heart-rending difficulty of his decision to go
vith the South. At Glexraont, Edison's library can recapture in
some mea-ure the tireless searching so characteristic of his
achievements. Theodore Roosevelt's love of adventure becomes
apparent in mauy of the furnishings at Sagamore Hill.

Furnished

buildings that interpret important individuals may illustrate
only one period of their lives, a lifetime, as at the Home of
Franhlin D. Rccitvclt, or oven several generation.-; as does the
Adams home. Each presents opportunities available novhere else
for illustrating selected aspects of a career vhich the detailed
setting can illuminate.
Events. The significant association for some buildings is
vith an event. What took place taere overshadows the participants. The ideas to interpret^accordinglyjcenter on the action
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What to Interpret (con.)
and its meaning. The furnished structure sets the scene, suggests
the nature of the action and recreates,to come extent,the atmosphere of the occasion. With this- help,visitors not only get the
emotional impact of ctanding at the actual spot, but c m visualize
vhat happened more vlwidly and in richer detail. This, in turn
should mate the significance of the act more understen-.i-ble.
Visitors to Independence Hall can picture the da.Tcgat„» signing
the Declaration and catch something of the spirit vhich must have
filled the room. Interpretation can extend the experience to
include the deliberation of the Continental Congress end the
Constitutional Convention. The McLean House at Appomattox
recreates the setting for the brief meeting of Grunt and Lee on
vhich the interpretation concentrates. The Moore House at Yorktova as noted ir. Chapter 1, page

presents a similar opportun-

ity. Such buildings vhcre the principal action involved only one
room force a difficult decision. Does the exhibition cf additional furnished rooms in each particular case enhance or dilute
interpretation of the main theme? In some other instances the
mood of the event demands primary consideration a3 in the House
Where Lincoln Died,and the Jackson Shrine.
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What to Interpret (con.)
Ways of life.

Other furnished structures illustrate concepts

about everyday activities of the past. The parsons who occupied
the buildings represent categories of people. They stand for
such groups as soldiers on garrison duty, the ironworkers at a
charcoal furnace, storekeepers and their customers, homesteaders,
lighthouse keepers or landed gentry of the G/iilded Age. Buildings
and furnishings combine to give a feeling approaching that of
participation, a strong impression that this is what it was like
to live as these people did.

Often the installation also makes

clear a technical operation, telling plainly that this is how
they did it.

Innumerable aspects of life and work might be

illustrated by furnished structures, each filling in a bit of the
mosaic of our history.

Careful selection of what to present

therefore becomes, necessary.

The choice should rest on activities

of historical significance in most cases. Occasionally a group
or activity of minor importance may merit the use of this medium
because it contributes a needed element to the interpretation of
a park. In furnishing a building to show a way of life, base it
on a known occupant if possible. This gives integrity and vitality to the setting. Lacking a known personality, a measure of
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What to Interpret (con,)
vitality can coins from a clearly imaged occupant.

In cither case,

however, the significantly typical rather than the individual
aspects of the scene should dominate the interpretation.
Architecture and the decorative arts.

Preservationists have

often restored a building because of its architectural merit and
have furnished it in harmony vith the style. The stru tuve and
its contents illustrate the artistic creativity and fine craftsman"
ship of a period. The purpose is to give esthetic pleasure,
cultivate good taste and even foster connoioseurship. These
commendable objectives seldom, if ever, control the development of
furnished historic structure museums in the national paries. This
is so first, becau-e buildings preserved in the parks arp significant
for historical rather than esthetic reasons. Secondly, if a building
is saved because it is architecturally ijaportant, interpretation
should try to emphasize and explain its architecture.

Refurnishing

vould conceal or draw attention e.vay from the aspects oi primary
concern.

In the same way, furnishings presei'ved for their individual

artistic quality call for different interpretation.

See alternative

methods at the end of the chapter. The Pope-Leighey House by irank
Lloyd \7right, a National Trust property, illustrates an exception
that vould prove the rule, A building

>
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Vhat to Interpret (con.)
designed by a famous architect and containing the furnishings he
intended for it becomes an historic document to be interpreted as
a vholc.
A furnished historic structure museum rarely interprets its
point of emphasis to the complete exclusion of other aspects.
For some visitors an installation primarily aimed to interpret a
person or event vi.ll give insights into a way of life or provide
esthetic enjoyment.

Visitors ore free agents bringing their

individual interests and reacting to various stimuli.

The task

of the interpreter is to help them grasp the particularly significant ideas the furnished structure illustrates.
Interpretive Methods
The interpretation of a furnished historic structure involves
three stages--preisaratico, the visit and follov-up.

The- actual

visit, although clearly the most important element, does not
constitute the entire exporien.ee cr the sole interpretive
opportunity.

Kach stage calls for the extra effort of intelligent

experimentation.

The unique aspects of every historic building

should rule out stereotyped methods, as should the state of the
interpretive art.
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Interpretive Methods (con.)
Preparation. Previsit interpretation alias first to induce a
receptive attitude. It seeks to generate anticipation and curiosity, set an appropriate mood, channel thinking toward the principal meaning of the furnished structure, and give people the
essential facts needed in order to grasp this meaning. The interpreter's tools for accomplishing these objective include
publications, s:ignn, the surroundings through which visitors
approach the building and personal contacts. Two special situations call for additional tools.
The publication visitors ordinarily see in advance ic the
free information Deaf let for the par]:. The minif older format
often allows only a sentence or two, or a captioned v'cture,
about the furnished historic structure museum. These words and
pictures that convey a first impression shodld be chosen carefully to express or suggest what is primarily significant about
the historic building and its contents. The folder should avoid
calling attention to subsidiary aspects, \7hen a crucial meeting
in the parlor is the real focus, for example, do not comment on
the ice house or the slave quarters however interesting they may
be. The text and illustrations vhich direct the visitor's
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Interpretive ? M h o d s (con.)
thoughts tovard the central theme can also begin to evoke feelings that vill help him catch the essence of the place. So can
the design of the folder, sometimes to a marked degree, by its
visual suggestion of dignity, excitement or other appropriate
attitude.

It is not beyond the power of the brief reference to

raise questions In the reader's mind and make the impending visit
seem a desirable and,perhaps, exciting thing to do. The folder
can do these tasks veil if the persons vho vrite, edit and design
it understand fully the interpretive purpose of the furnished
structure end the intended functions of the leaflet in helping
to attain it. On. the other hand, the free folder does not. seen
to be the best means for, giving visitors the background facte.
Who, for example, were the Wicks and hov* did their house fit into
the vinter erciji) :,:cnt of Washington's army tit Morrlstovn? The
leaflet, lacks space for such details unless the furnished building is the principal feature of the park. Even vhen the leaflet
does provide the background story, it can seldom call the information actively to the visitor's attention at the time he most
needs it.
Other publications which may prepare the prospective visitor
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Interpretive Methods (con.)
veil or poorly for hio experience are tour lot guidebooks and road
maps. An alert park historian, although he has no control over
these commercial aids to travelers, can often influence vhat they
ray about the historic feature. If the references to the furnished
structure museum create the right impression of its nature ami
purpose, these publications also contribute to the- visitor's
readiness.
Signs comprise a second set of preparatory tools. They
Interpret vhilc they inform. Postern, and signs having a similar
function, invite visitors to come. Porks do not ordinarily use
them to promote travel. Posted vithin the park, hovever, they
tell people that an historic feature is available. Post era arc
designed to attract attention and arouse interest. The decign
can use color cnci pictorial elements to turn thoughts touvrd the
dominant ideas of the furnished structure end help create the kind
of mood desired. A poster's fev vords usually name the feature,
perhaps tell vhere it is, and say no more.
A park may need directional signs to lead visitors to the
furnished structure. If so, these signs have considerable effect
on the attitude of visitors vhen they arrive. Making it easy
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Interpretive Kgthods (con.)
to find the way eliminates annoyances that veakcu or spoil the
interpretive experience of the actual visit.

Directional signs

should identify the destination and point the way clearly at a
glance. They should be placed wherever visitors question the
route.

They should catch the eye unfailingly.

It is ordinarily

unwise to as): them to do more. Without additional content,these
signs can increase respect and anticipation for the historic
building by the fine quality of their design, construction and
maintenance.

If the design incorporates, a symbol suggesting an

important aspect of the restored site, the visual impression will
start some visitors thinking along the lines desired.

Batter no

symbol, however, than one that interferes with showing the way.
When visitors reach the historic structure, they usually encounter one or more signs. 'Hhor^c may serve several functions--to
tell what the building is, to state xts central theme, to fit it
into a wider context", to identify sponsors, and to give information on open hours raid admission fees.

Visitors come upon them

at the moment when their minds should be shifting into high gear
for the actual visit. Kere the preparation for the visit attains
its climax. Every aspect of the signs at thd'a1 point affects
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Interpretive Method r. (con.)
interpretation. Their appearance helps to set the tone for the
visit.

Overall 1 quality is fully as important 0.3 with directional

signs, but the need, is greater here to keep in harmony with the
setting.

(Reflecting the period style of the furnished building

is not the only vay to«do this.) Their placement is also critical.
If they ore mounted directly on the historic s true tin* , they violate good practice in two ways.

The building no long-r looks ar>

nearly as possible like it did at the time of its sir; -ificance,
and fastening the signs to it exposes a lack of concern or respect
for the original fabric. Signs also intrude if they stand in the
vay of good vievs of the historic scene, cither for the eye or tho
camera.

Visitors should be able to look at and photograph the

building in its setting without interference from signs. What
the signs say is even more crucial than how they appear and vbere
they are placed.

There is always a temptation to tell too much

at this point. The preparatory signing Ghould prime the visitor's
imagination by providing it with the main ideas and key facts
necessary for understanding vhat will be seen. The signs should
stimulate his imagination to repeople the scene. What they tell
him should make him ready to feel as though he were taking partj
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Interpretive Methods (con.)
at least as an observer, in the activities implied by the furnishings.

He should leave the signs in a questioning mood, actively

searching for ancuers.

Too complete an account or a full

pictorial re-creation of the scene robs him of the incentive and
opportunity to discover and visualise for himself.

The most

timely message for this location is usually the central theme.
Tile principal ideas the furnished structure in intended to illustrate should he close to the center of the visitor's attention
as he begins his tour.

A Clear, brief, evocative statement in a

veil-designed pari properly placed sign should receive a high percentage of effective use. Tno visitor's next most important need
is often for the historical background vhich links the site to
the broader picture.

He should realize that the occupants of the

Wick House, for exarplo, rove involved with the impatient, hungry, cold army encamped around them.

Sometimes one sign can do

both of these Jobs. . If it vould require more than about 25-50
words, however, a supplementary audio station or an additional
sign should be considered.

With the danger of overcigning in

mind it is wise to subordinate or eliminate purely informational
messages like hours and fees or sponsors' names at this point.
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Interpretive Methods (con.)
The visitor gathers sensory impressions as he approaches
the historic site. What he sees, hears and smells along the vay
influences the mental set vith which he begins the actual visit.
If he drives to an l8th century, tidewater plantation through
tobacco fields and pastures, he is more ready to understand and
appreciate the rural life he finds interpreted at his destination.
The sight of cannon waiting to fire prepares him to visit a refurnished field hospital. Careful development of the approaches
pays interpretive dividends. Sometimes it is possible to recapture the genera?, character of the original environment for the
last quarter-milie or more of the vay. At others a single vista
glimpsed in passing can create the impression desired.

Screening

from viev modern intrusions that break the spell is aloo important.

Perhaps plantings can hide the neighboring factory or

utility lines can go underground.

The parking area makes one of

the last strong impressions before the visitor starts his tour.
Its location, treatment and screening affect interpretation and
require careful thought from this standpoint. The possibilities
of manipulating the approach to prepare the visitor's mind differ
vith each furnished structure. Good solutions contribute much to
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Interpretive Methods (con.)
the visit.
The personal contacts that prepare people for the Visit
usually take place at a visitor center information desk or an
entrance station, during a park orientation program, or vhere
the admission fee is collected.

The contact in each case is

likely to be brief and more informationo.l than Interpretive.

In

each, however, the Park Service representative can do much to
prepare visitors for a pleasant and rewarding visit to the furnished structure.

He can refer to the structure in terms of its

significance and in a manner that will arouse interest. He can
tell people to follow the tour signs to the VJick House and see
how a farmer and his family adjusted to a starving, freezing
army camped in their fields, for example. The collection of an
admission fee in the historic structure intrudes seriously on the
interpretive experience of the actual visit.

In most parks this

chore can be done more satisfactorily as part of a preparatory
contact, perhaps at the visitor center information desk.
Two situations give the opportunity for more intensive preparation. When the furnished structure is the park's principal
resource, the visitor center has this as its primary function.
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Most people stop at the visitor center to find out about the
historic building before they visit it. Here audiovisual and
exhibit methods can be \ised to prepare visitors more thoroughly
in keeping with the significance of the site. An audiovisual
presentation, for example, can do wonders to stir the feelings and
point the thoughts. Like the "Story of a Patriot" at Colonial
Williamsburg, it can prepare visitors unforgettably to grasp the
meaning of the building and its furnishings. Or it can use the
attributes of the AV medium to accomplish other results in preparation for the visit. Exhibits in the visitor center can use original
objects to point out the relation, of the people and events
represented in the furnished structure to the mainstream of history,
and to underline their reality. Both media can raise questions
for visitors to answer in their tour, but should avoid encroaching
on the visitor's chance to discover some things for himself.
The second situation calling for intensive preparation
involves visits by organized groups. When a school class or other
euch group plans to visit the furnished structure, preparation
should involve two steps. First, induce the teacher or leader to
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make a preliminary visit. This enables the teacher, for example,
to see how the historic resource fits into what the class will be
studying.

The teacher also becomes familiar with the mechanics

of the tour—where to park, the location of drinking fountains
and restrooms, the timing.

In discussing plans with the teacher,

the interpreter finds out the nature of the class aud its educational objective—the age and background of the children, whether
the visit is an introduction to a new subject, part of an ongoing
class project or the summarizing follow-up of previous work.
Second, supply the teacher and class with a packet of preparatory material—the free information folder, a suitable bibliography, a vocabulary of unfamiliar terras they will encounter,
perhaps postcards or other pictures to build anticipation and to
relate the structure to historical people or events already
studied, and any instructions about vhen and where to report or
about other details of the visit. A well-prepared group gets
maximum benefit from its trip.
The Visit.

Interpretation during the actual visit may take

several forms. A visitor may guide himself through the furnished building and grounds using a leaflet, labels or audio devices.
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One or more interpreters along the vay may assist him with directions, explanations, demonstrations and answers-to questions. A
guide may conduct him on a tour. Each of these methods—self
guiding, attended stations and conducted tours—has its advantages.

Each fits some circumstances better than others. The

park historian should therefore use them selectively. He can
also combine them creatively. The objective in each case is to
give the visitor understanding through an enjoyable experience
rich in both sensory impressions and mental responses.
A self guided tour with a leaflet has much to recommend it.
It allows each visitor maximum freedom. He can proceed at hie
own pace as dictated by his interest and available time. The
leaflet treats each visitor equally.

It does not get tired as

the day goes on. The visitor can carry it away to help him remember vhat he saw. To function well, however, a guide leaflet must
have good quality in form and context and should be distributed
properly. Regarding form,the leaflet should be suitable in size
and shape. The visitor should find it easy to hold, easy to leaf
through, easy to slip into pocket or purse. Both the 6" x 8Z-"
and k" x 9£" sizes familiar in other park publications have
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proven convenient in use. So has the 5" x 7" form of some
Eastern National Park and Monument Association guide booklets.
The leaflet should be staple-bound if it requires more space
than the four pages of a single fold sheet. A multifold format
becomes too much trouble to use vhen the visitor must stand, move
about and consult the text intermittently.

The leaflet should

be attractive. Its typography, color and decoration should invite use. If they also bring to mind the ideas being interpreted,
the design does double duty. The leaflet for a mansion can connote elegance, for example, or that for a fort strength. Design
elements can suggest period, person or event as veil. The major
concern of form, however, should be legibility. The visitor
6hould find the text easy to follow and pleasing to the eye. The
content of the leaflet has two principal functions--to guide
and to interpret. By using the leaflet the visitor should find
his way surely to each room or other feature

in turn. The text,

perhaps aided by a map or diagram, should do this without making
it necessary to post names or numbers at the rooms. Then it
should help him imagine the original occupants using the furnishings in vays that relate to the central theme. It should sharpen.
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his eyes for significant details.

It should encourage him to

maker-comparisons and speculate on how things were done or why.
It should lead him to consider matters ho will want to look up
later.

But it should strictly avoid diverting his attention to

things peripheral to the main Ideas. To prepare such a text requires interpretive insight and a good command of words. Fortunately, preliminary versions can be tried and refined in temporary
form before committing it to print. Occasionally something a
participant has said can make a room come alive and can be quoted
in the leaflet. Examples are cited in Appendix B. One additional consideration is important. Experience has demonstrated that
the way in which a visitor receives a guide leaflet strongly
affects his use of it. Vhhen an attendant offers it to him with
a friendly invitation to read it as he goe3 along, he is much
more likely to use it well.

If it must be dispensed impersonally,

a warmly worded label or audio message should tell him what he is
getting and how to use it. References to it during the preparatory phase can also help.
Guide leaflets have another use. Some visitors come with
a legitimate interest in aspects of the structure or furnishings
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intentionally passed over in the Interpretation of the main
theme. If the specialist can buy a supplementary guide explaining the architectural details or the furnishings of particular
interest to collectors, he finds his needs veil served without
loss to the main interpretive effort.
Self guiding through labels offers some of the advantages
of the leaflet and costs leGs. But it gives the visitor nothing
he can carry away for future reference, and introduces nonhistoric features', into the carefully recreated environment. Also,
only a few people can get close enough to a label to read it at
the same time. This adds to traffic problems when visitors are
numerous. Nevertheless, room labels when tbey are used, and any
directional or warning signs if those are essential, should receive as much core in their design and wording as a guide leaflet
requires. Legibility and attractiveness are as important as in
the leaflet. So the typography should be excellent. The size of
the letters becomes more critical, however, because a visitor cannot move a label to his best viewing distance as he can the leaflet.
For this reason most room labels should use 30-point type in
lines about Th" long or 2t~point with 6" lines. Two considera-
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tions control the mounting and placement of the labels, and of
any signs required. Do not attach them directly to the fabric
of the building or place them on an article of furnishing. To
do so vould show a lack of concern and respect for the historic
resource. Locate them -where a visitor can see the room vithout
having a label or sign in his field of vision. They should not
intrude vhile he looks at the room. The dilemma of having to
place a label where the visitor can use it conveniently but does
not see it in his view of the historic setting has several possible solutions. The label can be put on the room barrier, hanging just below the hand rail and hinged at the top so a visitor
can lift it to a good reading angle. It can be mounted on brackets on the room side of the barrier, low and at the proper angle
so a person standing at the barrier may look down and read it but
vill not see it a3 he looks up at the contents of the room. Similarly, the label can be on a vedge-shaped block placed on the
floor just inside the barrier. Another possibility is to mount
the label on a stanchion free-standing near the entrance so
visitors may read it before stepping into the doorway to look.
The location of the label helps to determine its color, shape.
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and material. It may be printed and framed, silk-screened onto
a hardboard plaque, made in raotalphoto, or produced by some other
technique.

It should be compatible vith the setting, and may

suggest the central theme or the period. YThatever form the label
takes, it must be brief to be unobtrusive. The text ha.3 the same
vork to do as that of a guide leaflet. The need for compression
requires at least equal writing skill.
The third method of self-guiding uses audio equipment. The
visitor carries a small, battery operated tape reproducer or
record player, or earphones to plug into a jack at each visiting
station.

Or each station may have a message repeater he can

activate and listen to through an attached earphone. He can
look while he listens. The experience and its interpretation go
on. simultaneously.

He can proceed at his own rate.

(Audio sys-

tems using individual receivers and a short range broadcasting
loop require listeners to move in a compact group at a predetermined rate. Tbey do not fit the requirements of a furnished
structure museum.) The great advantage of the audio technique
lies in the opportunities it offers to deepen and enrich tha interpretation.

Its disadvantages are largely operational. Equip-
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ment and maintenance are fairly expensive. Most existing installations amortize part of the cost by renting the sets to visitors.
Although fees are moderate, they come on top of the admission
charge.

Parks commonly find that only a small proportion of

visitors will pay to use the audio-devices. To avoid this wasteful and perhaps undemocratic situation, use of audio should oe
free to all visitors, if possible. The mechanics of checking the
equipment out and in, recharging it and cleaning ear pieces before
reuse require personnel and paraphernalia.

These become far too

intrusive if located in the historic structure, and belong at a
reception point preceding the actual visit. Even with individual
earphones some sound reaches other visitors,

when a number of

people are using the devices in the confined space of an historic
building, the faint voices spilling from several instruments
overlap and make it hard to concentrate. In spite of these difficulties the interpretive potential is enough to varrant full consideration of audio guiding. A visitor will usually tolerate more
vords vhen they are spoken than vhen he has to stand and read them.
This gives the interpreter a better chance to communicate in depth.
He can use voices to describe and explain, but also to recreate
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historic e counters.

Grant and Lee might discuss the surrender

terms in the McLean parlor, for example.

In exceptional cases the

voice of an historic participant can guide the visitor, as
Eleanor Roosevelt's does in the unforgettable interpretation at
Hyde Park.

The medium invites the use of appropriate sounds -

churning butter in the kitchen, a child practicing on the piano or
violin, or street noises from outside, for example.

As with a

guide leaflet, hov.'ever, the script should concentrate on the
central theme and should stimulate imagination and thought, not
supplant them.
A friendly, knowledgeable person can help visitors understand
and enjoy a furnished historic structure in ways beyond the reach
of printed or recorded guides.

He can observe individual needs or

interests and actively mold his presentation to fit them.

He can

respond immediately and flexibly to visitor reactions or questions.
To do his job well the live interpreter needs to know the central
theme and appreciate its significance.

His understanding of the

main ideas which the furnished structure represents should grow in
breadth and depth through continual directed study.

He also should

have a strong interest in the historic occupants and get to know
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them as intimately as sound scholarship permits.

He needs a

detailed knowledge of the activities they carried on in and about
the building and how they used the furnishings.

Stylistic knowl-

edge of the structure and its contents is useful, but less important.

At the same time the interpreter especially needs the ability

and the desire to transmit his interest and knowledge to visitors.
He should actively cultivate his skills of communication through
study, experimentation, observing other interpreters and selfcriticism.

Since personal services poorly rendered do more harm

than other media which can be more easily turned out, the interpreter needs to guard against various faults.

These include the set

speech memorized and parroted, the too long and too detailed
presentation that outlasts visitors' interest, the presentation
played for laughs, and dullness in manner or content.

The good

interpreter sets his goals in contagious enthusiasm tempered by
taste and judgment, and in an equal division of his interest
between the story he has to tell and the visitor whom he serves.

A live interpreter may be assigned to contact visitors as
they pass through a particular room or section of the building.
As a stationed attendant he may interpret his area by several
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methods.

He may give an informal talk, engage people in conversa-

tion, answer questions, use the queries to start a discussion, or
demonstrate some activity or technique appropriate to the room.
Ordinarily he will use such methods in varying combinations
tailored to the size of groups, ages and interests, time available
and similar factors. All his methods should use the furnished
space as a concrete, visual means of promoting interest in, and
understanding of, the central theme.

Since his station is only

part of the tour, what he tells should fit into the whole.

He

should recall what visitors have already seen as it relates to his
portion and should prepare them for what lies ahead, or summarize
if this is the last stop.

Whatever interpretive technique he uses

should allow for questions and discussion.

Demonstrations, because

of their strong appeal, should be clearly pertinent to the main
theme or of direct help in visualizing the historic occupancy.
Furnished historic structures offer many opportunities to show how
things were done and to let visitors take part.

Some demonstra-

tions can be almost continuous like preparing food in a kitchen,
spinning or weaving.

The attendant interrupts the work as

necessary to talk with visitors.

Other demonstrations may be

occasional, for instance playing a musical instrument or a game.
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Some are seasonal; others may be brief ones worked into a talk or
discussion.

The attendant might use a penknife to cut a quill, for

example, and let visitors try the pen as he talks about important
writings of the historic occupants.

Like the other methods,

demonstrations require accurate and detailed knowledge.

A stationed attendant becomes to some degree a part of the
setting.

Consequently, he or she should be of the sex appropriate

there - a man for duty in the guardroom at a fort, for example, and
a woman in a domestic kitchen.

For the same reason the interpreter

assigned to a particular station may well be in costume. If so, his
or her appearance should meet the same standards of accuracy as the
furnishings.
fit.

The costume should be correct in materials, cut and

A proper fit often requires the wearing of corresponding

undergarmerts.
accurate.
place.

Shoes, stockings and accessories should be equally

Hairdo and makeup should reflect the right time and

Any anachronisms tend to detract not only from the authen-

ticity of the scene but also from interpretive effectiveness.
attendant in costume takes on something of an actor's role.

An

He

plays the part of an observer of the historic activities, or even
of a participant in them.
-~-;
~
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"acting", although he must get to feel at ease in the costume.

In

special circumstances, if he has the talent and training for it, he
may literally act out a role with considerable interpretive impact.
The Raleigh Tavern baker at Colonial Williamsburg angrily appealing
to his customers to help look.for his truant apprentice affords an
example.

He used a dramatic technique, drawing the visitors into

it in this case, to give a vivid insight into the nature of masterapprentice relationships.

Other situations surely offer comparable

opportunities.
Instead of stationing interpreters at key points to serve
visitors as they pass, the park may assign guides to conduct people
through the furnished structure. A conducted tour gives the
interpreter more time in contact with each visitor.

He has longer

in which to communicate the ideas and attitudes that comprise the
main theme.

He has the opportunity to present a dramatic running

account of people and events so the story unfolds with maximum
clarity and interest.

He can make each room in turn come alive as

he stimulates the imagination of visitors while they look.

He is

able to answer questions on the spot and tie them into the storyline.

He can adjust to individual differences and cater to

individual needs. With these advantages a good guide can make a
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conducted tour the best way of seeing a furnished historic
sti-ucture.

To be good at it the interpreter must combine knowl-

edge, skill and enthusiasm.

Even these are not enough, if the

group is too large. A guide also has to minimize for visitors the
annoyances of being regimented into a group of strangers, being
permitted only so long to look and having to compete for vantage
points in order to see and hear.

To lead tours well an interpreter

should develop his skills as a cordial host, greeting people warmly
and putting them at ease.

He should become adept as a marshal,

organizing people into a coherent group and moving them under
control from room to room.

At each stop he needs to command atten-

tion for what he has to say.

He must allow everyone the chance to

look and react without letting others become restless.

He must

keep all his party with him in mind and body throughout the tour.
If at the end visitors recall how nice the guide was rather than
how interesting or important the theme, he has not been skillful
enough.
Conducted tours that have proved successful at one site often
include techniques which can be adapted for use elsewhere.
some of the best tours guides wear period costume.
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this device to help visitors repeople the furnished rooms and feel
closer to the past.

It should be said, however, that good guides

accomplish excellent results in modern civilian dress or uniform.
Skill is the paramount factor, not what the guide wears. Another
practice that has worked well is to start with a good introduction.
The interpreter assembles his group away from other people where
he can talk without distractions.

He makes his visitors comfort-

able, letting them sit if possible.

He sets an informal, conversa-

tional tone that will invite questions and comments.

He arouses

anticipation for what lies ahead, explains ground rules and tells
how long the visit will require.

Then he introduces them to the

historic occupants they will be seeing in imagination, underlines
what is significant about them and relates it to history that is
already familiar.

Finally he tells the group where they are going

next, how they will get there and what to look for as he shepherds
them to the second stopping point.

An effective technique for

each of the tour stops consists of brief comments by the guide
which induce his group to look at the furnishings with specific
interests in mind, imagine the historic occupants using them and
think about their broader meanings all more or less at the same
time.

The guide, for example, speaks warmly of Mrs. Lathrop
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sitting there in the wicker rocking chair before the fireplace,
rocking with her eyes closed and daydreaming the adventures of the
children who will people her next book.

Her thoughts, he recalls,

were typical of Victorian New England in their bright optimism,
strict morality and simple patriotism.

He then encourages visitors

to remember when they read her books and talk about it a little.
Good tours also have a well-structured conclusion: a remark or two
that will help drive home the main points of the experience and
suggest follow-up, a chance for visitors to get final questions or
comments off their chests, and a friendly farewell.

The sina qua

non of a satisfactory guided tour is, of course, a group small
enough not to overcrowd the available viewing spaces. When
numbers exceed this limit, use other interpretive methods.

School classes and other groups of children merit tour techniques adapted to their needs. They should not be subjected to
the standard package.

Their needs vary with age and cultural

background, but particularly with what the children are studying
in school or working on in their other group activities. The
tour should provide a vital element in a learning program, not an
isolated experience.
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out what the visit can contribute to the group's educational project and plan the tour to do so. As discussed under preparation
for the visit he needs to confer with the teacher or leader well
in advance.

The interpreter should take the initiative in assuring

that the visit is mutually planned so the class comes prepared and
leaves with a usable accomplishment.

In planning the tour he

should consider the potential resources represented by children
among the historic occupants of the structure and their role in
the historic activities.

Working their life into the tour, if

appropriate, would add authenticity and vitality.

When the group

arrives, every child should know that he has specific things to
look for and pertinent questions to find answers for in the
furnished rooms. Throughout the tour his eyes and mind should be
productively busy.

So should his hands.

Children have a real

need to touch things as part of the learning process.

Fortunately,

furnished historic structures offer many opportunities for children
to participate in firsthand experiences. To write on a slate,
snuff a candle, carry a pail of water from the well or stove wood
from the shed merely suggest the possibilities an alert guide can
develop.

Some historical restorations have groups of children

spend a day, a weekend,, or longer living as the children of historic
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occupants did.

They sleep in oldtime beds, eat traditional meals

cooked at an open hearth, do chores, study old school books and
play old games. Another kind of educational activity suited to a
children's tour involves the use of work sheets.

Each child fills

in the answers to questions requiring close observation and thought
and draws pictures of significant objects. The guide needs to
have the materials ready, of course.

Conducting children's tours

requires patience and understanding along with special skills.
Two books by Molly Harrison (see Part I, Appendix K, page 14)
contain helpful advice based on actual experience with methods
that are imaginative and aim at solid results.

Of all the means of interpretation that may operate during
the visit,the most important is the furnished structure itself.
If it does not speak to the visitor, supplementary methods will
add relatively little.

A room at first sight should communicate

a strong impression of the life it reflects. The furniture tells
what the room was used for, and its arrangement shows how it was
used.

The intimate grouping of objects makes people imagine the

action implied and sense the reality of the occupants.

Numerous

details, carefully thought out for their effect, give visitors
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Aw
flashes of insight, stir memories, spark discoveries. x#b/' detectable sham such as plastic flowers, wax fruit or plaster poultry
spoils the effect.

Smell and touch confirm that the ham is genuine.

Heat and the odor of smoke from the hearth fire attest its reality.
Everything conveys the flavor of life, of the specific life, of the
room - the soot above the candles, the reeking clay pipe, the
unfinished game of cards, the book or handwork just laid aside,
the mess around the cuspidor, or the profusion of bibelots in a
patrician drawing room.

The room should tell its story, skillfully

aided by the live interpreter, leaflet, label or audio.
Follow-up.

The interpreter has no control over visitors after

they leave, but with foresight he can add to their future enjoyment
and understanding.

He can do this by helping them recall the

experiences of their visit, sustain and expand the interests
created, and in the case of children clinch what they learned.
Visitors should get the chance to carry away reminders of what they
saw and what it meant.

Photographs they take during their visit

will be looked at on repeated occasions.
shown and described to friends.

Each time they will bring to mind

some aspect of the site or its story.
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shows Junior holding that quill pen and behind him the cluttered
table where the terms of surrender were drafted, he and his family
will remember the significance of the Moore House. An alert staff,
by creating opportunities or making suggestions, can help visitors
get better and more meaningful photographs.

The postcards, prints,

picture books and other illustrative materials visitors can buy
also aid recall.

Purchasers will receive better value if the

staff has chosen ones which call to mind the more significant
features.

Guide leaflets and information folders that visitors

take home have a similar effect.
visit wanting to learn more.

Some people go away after their

They are the interpreter's most

successful product and his greatest opportunity.
the interests he has aroused.

He can cultivate

He can encourage these people to

read a good biography of the historic occupant, for example, and
make it easy for them to find one.

He can stock the sales counter

with books and pamphlets carefully chosen to sustain the interests
of different ago groups.
accuracy and readability.

He can pick items that rate high in
He can offer selected bibliographies

and annotate them to stimulate, as well as guide,further reading.
He can have at hand information leaflets for related historic
sites and suggest visits to them.
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Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings should be in evidence too.
When the interpreter feels a real concern for making the visit a
highlight of an ongoing educational process, he will find opportunities to help people dig deeper, broaden their understanding or
follow specific leads.

For school classes, and to some extent for other groups of
children, follow-up can be more direct. When the visit is properly
integrated into a classroom project, the teacher will see to it.
She will have the children apply the experience in various ways.
They may prepare notebooks containing essays, stories or poems
they have written and pictures or maps they have drawn.
dramatize what they learned.

They may

What they produce may concentrate on

the furnished structure and its themes, but preferably it will tie
the story of the site into the larger concerns of the class projects.

The interpreter can often help by suggesting)during the

tour,, ideas the children can develop in class, but he should consult
the teacher beforehand.

The park can provide the class with an

imaginative quiz sheet which the teacher can use to reinforce the
learning experience.

This has the double advantage of offering the

interpreter some feedback to help appraise and improve the
r~j
~
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effectiveness of his visit techniques.

The park may also offer to

lend the class slides, mounted pictures or specimens that can be
handled to provide material for a follow-up discussion.

It may

also give the teacher references and reading lists. The familiar
packet of thank-you letters contributes little.

The interpreter,

working with and through the teacher., can do much to make the
visit a longer lasting part of the children's education.

Alternatives to Furnishing
A furnished historic structure museum is a complex and expensive interpretive device.

Complete furnishing is not the only

way to interpret an historic structure, nor always the best way.
It depends on whet the park wants to accomplish by exhibiting it,
and to some extent on limitations imposed by the structure.
Alternatives are largely experimental as yet,and wide open for
innovation.

They will differ profoundly from typical refurnishing

in one respect.

The furnished historic structure aims to re-create

an environment in all its rich detail.

The alternatives simplify

by selecting and emphasizing single aspects.

Hypothetical examples suggest some of the possibilities:

• ' V r
r:
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1.

Stage setting.

In the theater a few props carefully

selected and artfully placed turn the stage into a forest or an
elegant drawing room.

Often the sharp realism of a focal grouping

catches the essence of a scene and triggers the imagination of
spectators to fill in the rest.
in an historic structure.

Similar effects should be possible

For example, Thomas Jefferson hammered

out his draft for the Declaration of Independence in a Philadelphia
rooming house.

If the purpose is to focus attention on the framing

of a document that embodied the political and social aspirations of
an age, the room need not be furnished completely with its bed,
dresser, tables, chairs, fireplace fittings, draperies and accessories.

Instead, visitors might see only key objects in a darkened

and largely empty room.

Attention would concentrate on the single

central setting - a window chair drawn up to an appropriate table,
on the table a replica of Jefferson's writing box open and bearing
a partially finished manuscript, pen and ink ready for use, a
lighted candle illuminating the page, a few reference books and
discarded drafts lying about.

Theatrical lighting would contribute

all it could to enhance the effect.. With the aid of audio, great
phrases from the Declaration would echo through the minds of visitors as they looked.
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2.

Sound and light.

This versatile and dramatic technique

interprets historic structures from the outside, often with striking success.

It requires only such furnishings as would be visible

through the windows at a distance.
liers would ordinarily be enough.

Draperies and perhaps chandeThe adaptation of sound and

light for indoor use, as at Ford's Theatre, promises at least
equally good results when the situation permits gathering an
audience in full view of the scene of great events. The stirring
narration augmented by lights and shadows that change and move in
step with the story can carry visitors deeply into the experience.
The extent of furnishing required for this kind of presentation
will certainly vary, but the main reliance will be on stimulating
the imagination to see things that are not there.

Will sound and

light also work for visitors moving through the rooms of an historic
structure when only a few people at a time can see?

Perhaps the

technique can effectively stand in for live interpreters in situations where details need to be pointed out and explained.

Moving

and pointing lights synchronized with a description, for example,
might show how Pierce Mill or Mingus Mill worked without having to
restore the machinery to fully operating condition.

r ~ 7 ~ TT
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might explain the multiple functions a now-empty barn once served.
Lights and sound might even add a feeling of life in stalls and
pens.

Or consider the "Scotch"-Boardman House in Saugus.

It has

greater significance as an example of 17th century domestic architecture than as a setting for daily life or historic events..
Laymen, however, need considerable help to understand the architectural lessons it illustrates.

A tour of the unfurnished house

might prove very rewarding if at each room a sequence of spotlights
singled out structural features while an audio interpreted them.
In place of a fully automatic program, the lights could be activated
by visitor-operated push buttons.

The switches could be cross-

referenced to a guide booklet, and a booklet would offer the added
advantage of explanatory sketches.

Sound and light in any historic

structure should be installed in ways that will not violate the
original fabric of the building.

3.

Symbolism.

Objects sometimes have a symbolic value that

is heightened when they are seen out of normal context.

This attri-

bute of objects should be useful t,o highlight particular aspects of
historic interiors.

If visitors looked into the dormitory of the

Little Kinnakeet Coast Guard Station, for example, and saw instead
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of rows of cots and foot lockers an almost sculptural composition
of dripping slickers, so'westers and boots, would it help create a
sense of the imminence of danger in the lives of the historic
occupants?

Would these symbols of storm turn the thoughts of visi-

tors to shipwrecks and rescues?

Could sand-encrusted shoes and a

smoke-stained lantern make the dormitory seem a haven of comfort in
contrast to the long, lonely beach patrol?

Such symbols would

hardly be self-explanatory, but might well reinforce words strongly.
4.

Adaptive occupancy.

The most, frequently advocated alter-

native to furnishing an historic structure as a museum is to put it
to present-day use.

If an historic house is preserved primarily as

an example of period architecture or as part of an historic scene,
restoration of the exterior serves the main purpose.
can be adapted for current occupancy.

The interior

Bona fide activity in and

around the building gives it a genuine life that can be an interpretive asset. When the old house serves as a residence and, in
fact, whenever the new use relates to the old, visitors are more
likely to appreciate the historic role of the building.

Adaptive

use, however, is more a method of saving buildings that would
otherwise be lost than a way to interpret them.
February 1969
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Other ways to interpret special aspects of historic structures
should he conceived and tried.
solutions.

O'he problem invites avant-garde

At the same time;the techniques of interpretation by

complete furnishing should be continually improved.
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INTRODUCTION
In most national parks the park interpreter operates the
museum. He either carries out the day-to-day responsibilities
himself or supervises other staff members who share them with
him. Parts I and II of the "Museum Handbook" discuss his work
on the collections. He also must concern himself with the care
and U6e of the exhibits. Exhibits are tools of his trade. He
therefore keeps them In as good working condition as possible to
assure their maximum effectiveness. As a manager he also knows
they represent a substantial capital investment. It is his duty
to extend their useful life through! proper care. The chapters
which follow should help him with routine maintenance, the
problems of repair and the piocedures for replacement of exhibits.
The chief of maintenance, or whoever acts in this capacity,
is responsible for the regular cleaning and repair of park
facilities. These include the museum. He controls the
maintenance funds and directs the employees who do the work.
Maintaining the museum and its exhibits therefore involves both
the maintenance and interpretive branches of the park organization.
The maintenance staff performs the work within its capability.
Maintenance funds pay for this and for the more specialized
repairs or rehabilitation that must be done by others. The park
interpreter consults with the chief of maintenance to set standards,
establish schedules and estimate costs. The interpreter checks
to make sure the methods used will not harm the contents of 'he
museum and that accepted standards are met. When necessary, ue
and his staff supplement the work of the maintenance crew. The
chief of maintenance realizes that cleaning the exhibit room, and
particularly the exhibits requires a gentle and sympathetic hand.
Some have found it best to hire someone especially for such
housekeeping tasks, even if on a part-time basis.
The superintendent assures cooperation between the branches
and sees to it that the museum receives its fair share of the
funds and labor available for maintenance. Both visitors and
the park benefit directly from this teamwork.
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MAINTAINING THE EXHIBIT ROOM
Good housekeeping in the e x h i b i t room pays d i v i d e n d s .
It
helps- p r o t e c t the specimens from a g e n t s of d e t e r i o r a t i o n (see
P a r t I . Museum C o l l e c t i o n s , Chapter h, pp. U-12). I t impresses
v i s i t o r s f a v o r a b l y , tending to c r e a t e b e t t e r f r i e n d s and
s u p p o r t e r s for the park. I t adds to t h e i r enjoyment, which i s p a r t
of the p a r k ' s u n d e r l y i n g purpose. I t a c t s p s y c h o l o g i c a l l y to
reduce l i t t e r i n g and vandalism. The e x h i b i t room probably ranks
next t o t h e v i s i t o r r e n t e r lobby and restrooms a s an area' in which
the q u a l i t y of housekeeping makes t h e s t r o n g e s t impression.
Chapter ? c o n s i d e r s the c a r e of t h e e x h i b i t s . Maintenance
of t h e room, a s i d e from t h e e x h i b i t s t h e m s e l v e s , i n v o l v e s c l e a n i n g , r e f i n i s h i n g , keeping the room p r o p e r l y l i g h t e d and s u s t a i n i n g
t h e d e s i r e d atmosphere.
Cleaning
The choice of techniques and schedules for cleaning the
exhibit room depends on several variable factors. Each museum
must work out the best combination of practices to meet its needs.
The kind of floor, wa.il finishes, volume of traffic and weather
affect the decisions. Check the "Maintenance Handbook" for
specific methods and materials to use. One objective to keep in
mind is that no visitor should be aware of dust or dirt in the
room.
The floor ordinarily requires daily cleaning. Vacuuming
is best, but dust mopping provides a quicker although less
thorough way. Floors of stone, ceramic tile, composition tile,
linoleum or cement need to be mopped frequently-perhaps once a
week or oftener in sloppy weather. Wood, composition tile and
linoleum floors should be kept waxed. They should receive a
fresh coat and be polished, probably at weekly intervals under
reasonably heavy use. Remember, however, that museum floors
ought not to be highly reflective nor slippery. The accumulation
of old wax must be removed with a safe solvent about twice a
year. Avoid such evident signs of poor workmanship in floor care
as mop marks on baseboards and dark lines of dirty wax along
cracks and edges.
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Cleaning (con.)
All other surfaces where dust collects should be dusted
daily with a vacuum or a clean, soft cloth. These include
furniture, ledges, moldings, Light fixtures and so on. Walls and
other vertical surfaces should bo brushed down with a vacuum
about twice a year, or wiped more frequently with clean, dry
cloths. Hand marks and smudges on walls, doors, chair arms or
other places should be removed without delay. Most finishes now
in use will permit such spot removal first with a damp clotl
and a little mild soap (e.g. Ivory), then with a second damp
cloth to wipe away the soap and finally with a dry cloth. Work
gently avoiding scrubbing and an excess of water or soap. Dust
drapes and Venetian blinds as part of the daily vacuum cleaning.
The drapes will also need to be laundered or drycleaned at least
once a year. After cleaning be sure to renew the flame retardant.
Venetian blinds should be taken down and washed annually. Any
windows in the exhibit room should be washed regularly. To
minimize these housekeeping chores, clean or replace filters in
the air ducts on schedule.
Refinlshlng
In spite of regular cleaning the finish on walls and woodwork will deteriorate in time. The room should be repainted or
otherwise refinished before the deterioration becomes obvious.
Visitors are likely to notice shabbiness before someone who
lives with the gradual changes every day, so try to observe "the
room as through a visitor's eyes. Be sure the new finish matches
the original In color and texture because these relate to the
design of the exhibits. If any change is necessary, consult the
Museum Laboratory. Since it is often impossible to move the
exhibits out of the way, the painters or other workmen need to
apply the new finishes with special care.
Worn upholstery and faded drapes also require replacement
before their condition becomes conspicuous. They are part of
the overall design too, so should not be replaced by something
different.
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Lighting
In a properly designed exhibit room the general illumination
and special lighting effects have an important part in the total
scheme. Unplanned charges Ln the amount or quality of the light
can physically damage the exhibits as well as decreasing their
effectiveness. Maintenance c insists if keeping lamps lit at all
times their illuminatiin is intended, and of keeping them and
their fittings clean.
Lamps, reflectors, lenses and louvers should be dusted
frequently and washed as often as necessary to retain the full
amount of reflection or transmfssion. The remains of insects
attracted to the lights should be removed before they accumulate.
After each cleaning make sure that reflectors, louvers and spot
or flood lamps aim exactly where they did originally. Otherwise
the lighting will not function as planned and visitors will
encounter annoying glares.
As soon as an incandescent bulb burns out, put in a new one
of precisely the same type and wattage. Replace burned out or
flickering fluorescent tubes immediately, using the same color
and wattage. To minimize ultraviolet emission, most park museum
rooms use standard warm white tubes. Be sure to have a supply
of this kind on hand. A fluorescent tube may need replacement
before it burns out because its light output gradually diminishes.
After a tube has burned during normal open hours daily for nine
months, remove and destroy it.
Atmosphere
The environment created in the exhibit room influences the
amount of understanding and enjoyment visitors get from the
exhibits. Keep the right setting. This entails maintenance of
some other environmental factors in addition to those already
discussed. Movable items of furniture should remain in the
positions intended. If the decoration includes growing plants
or cut flowers, these should be well tended and replaced as
often as necessary. Artificial plants or flowers do not provide
an acceptable substitute. The temperature in the room should be
controlled for both the preservation of the specimens and the
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Atmosphere (con.)
comfort of visitors. The range should stay between 60° F. and
75° F. Relative humidity should be held as close as possible to
55$« In controlling temperature and humidity do not neglect air
circulation. Air should remain fresh in spite of the many people
who may be in the room.
Keeping the exhibit room in top condition will help in
the more specialized job of maintaining the exhibits.
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CLEANING EXHIBITS
Dirt on an exhibit is especially conspicuous to visitors
because it is unavoidably on display. Keeping exhibits clean
is therefore a never-ending aspect of museum maintenance. The
more BuccessiUl the exliibit, the sooner it gets soiled by visitor
use and the oftener it must be cleaned. The variety of materials
composing an exhibit, the susceptibility of its elements to
damage and the relatively high cost of their repair or replacement make cleaning a delicate and sometimes difficult task. In
general, three sets of problems occur - those of case exhibits,
open panels and exposed specimens. The first step in handling
each is a close, daily inspection by the park interpreter responsible. He must decide what, needs to be done, how often and by
what means.
Case Exhibits
Glass. Most exhibit cases in park museums have glass fronts,
tops and sometimes sides. The glass through which visitors look
at the exhibit gets touched continually. The resulting greasy
smears are disfiguring to the exhibit and annoying to subsequent
visitors. They need to be washed off every day. The old
reliable method is to use lukewarm water, adding a little household ammonia to cut the grease. Hub the glass vigorously with
clean cheesecloth or chamois well wrung out so the cleaning
solution does not drip on other parts of the case. Then wipe it
dry with a second clean cloth or chamois.
Numerous glass cleaners are on the market, but most are
less satisfactory for museum use than the ammonia water. Those
with an alcohol base tend to leave a film on the glass. So do
the ones with a polishing component. The cleaners containing
a mild abrasive leave a powder that accumulates in the edges of
the frame. They also may dull the surface of the glass in time.
Some spray-and-wipe glass cleaners, probably employing quaternary
ammonium compounds, work well (e.g. Cento, produced by the Center
Chemical Company, and Easy-Off).
Daily washing will not suffice in many instances to keep
case fronts in satisfactory condition. The museum attendant or
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a maintenance employee should walk through the exhibit room
several times during the day wiping the more obvious smears
from the glass with a dry cloth.
Visitors do not touch the inside of the glass, but a film
does develop on it slowly. Look through the glass at an acute
angle to see it. To remove it open the case and wash the inside
of the glass with ammonia water or other proven glass cleaners.
Do it at least once a year, and more often if the film becomes
noticeable.
The top glass invariably gathers dust, even when it is
covered. If the case is furred into a wall, lumps of plaster
and other detritus tend to collect on the glass. Dirt on the
case top reduces the amount of light reaching the exhibit as
well as being unsightly. Dust case tops frequently, preferably
with a vacuum. Wash the top glass whenever the lamps and
reflectors are cleaned. Be careful to wring out the cloth well
so no water runs down into the case.
Plastic. Clear acrylic plastic replaces glass in some
exhibit cases. It gets soiled and dusty like glass, but requires
different cleaning methods. Being softer than glass it scratches
more easily. Dust particles often leave scratches when wiped
off with a cloth. Rubbing the surface of the plastic creates
a static charge which attracts more dust. As the first step in
cleaning, use a dampened soft, clean cloth to lift off the dust.
Do not rub. Then go over the surface gently with one of the
plastic cleaners containing both a cleaning solution and an
antistatic component. Many brands are on the market. Avoid those
which contain an abrasive unless the case front has already
received fine scratches, e.g. from careless dusting. Ask your
nearest distributor of Rohm and Haas plastics to recommend a
safe cleaner for Plexiglas. The Museum Laboratory has used
Meguiar's Mirror Glaze (MGH-10) and Brillianize, for example.
To remove scratches requires cutting away the surrounding
plastic to the depth of the scratch. Careful hand rubbing with
a cleaning and polishing liquid containing a fine abrasive will
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eliminate small ones. The local Plexiglas dealer will suggest
a recommended brand cr choose one which conforms to military
specifications MIL-C-I8767B (ASG). The Museum laboratory, for
instance, has used Meguiar'a Mirror Cleaner (MGH-17). Deep
scratches may need buffing with a power driven cloth wheel and
,f8oh abrasive compound. This will leave a depression, but it
will ordinarily be less conspicuous and more transparent than
the scratched surface.
Metal Frames. Many exhibit cases have extruded aluminum
frames. A few have brass,-bronze, Monel metal or stainless
steel. Visitors touch the metal as they do the glass. Airborne
chemicals and dirt also affect the finish. It becomes dull and
soiled. To prevent this and keep the frames in good condition,
clean the metal regularly. Once a week should suffice under
normally heavy museum attendance. For aluminum, brass and bronze
use a non-abrasive metal cleaner such as GSA stock item 7920-0606040, Sheila Shine or equal, in aerosol cans, or item 7930-8239823 which is the same product in liquid form. The Museum
Laboratory has also used Cento Krome/Metal, a similar non-abrasive
polish. If extruded frames have gotten too discolored to respond
to this treatment, rub them carefully with a damp cloth pad dipped
in pumice. To clean stainless steel, Monel metal or anodized
aluminum, wash it with the same ammonia and water solution used
on glass.
Wooden Parts. Case bases are usually made of wood. So are
the sides frequently, and sometimes the frames which hold the
glass or Plexiglas. These parts of an exhibit case also get
dirty from handling and other causes. If the wood is painted or
covered with a vinyl wall fabric, wash it carefully as often as
necessary. Use mild soap (ivory) and water following the directions given below for cleaning exhibit panels. The same procedures should work whether the supporting material is solid wood,
plywood or hardboard.
When the wood has an oil finish, do not wash it. Instead
use a mixture containing equal parts of boiled linseed oil and
turpentine. Dip a cloth in the oil and turpentine mixture and
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wipe it over the wood to be cleaned. Then rub the wood with a
dry cloth, ordinarily a cleaning every two weeks should prove
adequate. Do it at the end of a day to allow the oil as much
time to dry as possible before the museum reopens.
Case Interiors. If a case is well built and properly
assembled, the interior stays remarkably clean. Air moves in
and out of a case to some extent, however, as temperatures and
air pressures change. The air entering the case carries some
dust. Insects find their way even into apparently tight cases.
Particles of dirt or other fragments fall from specimens or from
cut edges in the case construction. The result is slow accumulation of dark specks and small pieces of foreign matter on the
floor of the exhibit case, duch dirt is particularly conspicuous
and unsightly. It should be watched for critically. As soon as
any appears, open the case and use a soft clean brush to remove
it.
Open Exhibit Panels
Many exhibits in park museums are open panels unprotected
by cases. These units ordinarily have a background panel spray
painted in colored lacquers. The panel is usually of tempered
hardboard framed in wood, although older ones are of plywood.
The lacquered surface bears silk-screened or handpainted
illustrations and labels and the whole is covered in turn by a
coat of clear lacquer. Mounted photographs and specimens are
attached to the panel. The photographs have no protective
coating. If a specimen is rugged enough to permit handling, it
is merely fastened securely to the panel. When a specimen
requires more protection, a cover of transparent plastic shields
it. Being invitingly exposed, panel exhibits receive a full
share of the dirt in the museum.
Background Panels. Dust the top edge of the panel, the
lower sill of the frame and any other flat surfaces daily. Use
a vacuum cleaner, It- possible.
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Open Exhibit Panels (con.)
Whenever the panel face shows dirt, wash the lacquered
surface as follows. Dip a clean, soft cloth in lukewarm water.
Rub it on a bar of mild soap (ivory). Squeeze the cloth to work
the soap well through it and get rid of excess water. Then wash
the face of the panel itself with gentle, circular strokes. Carefully avoid getting soap or water on the specimens or photograplis.
Use a second clean cloth, dipped in clear water and wrung, to
rinse off the soap. With a third cloth dry the panel.
Spot cleaning individual smears by this method may be tried,
but usually shows where the cleaning stopped. It is generally
wise to do the whole painted surface on the panel at one time.
The frame and face of the panel might be cleaned separately, if
desirable.
Although the clear lacquer coat covers the labels and
background illustrations, these features are raised above the
general surface by the thickness of their paint. They therefore
receive more wear during cleaning. They are the most expensive
parts of the exhibit to replace. For this reason be sure the
washing, rinsing and drying are done gently. Do not scrub. At
the first sign of wear on the lettering request the Museum
Laboratory for advice about renewing the clear lacquer coat.
Photographs. Dust them frequently. Do not wash them. At
the most, wipe them with a slightly damp cloth and dry them
without rubbing. Replace them if they become obviously dirty.
Single smears can sometimes be removed by a solvent. Benzine
(petroleum), e. g. lighter fluid, serves this purpose, but should
be used with full precautions against fire.
Photographic prints, both black and white and color, are
not sprayed with clear lacquer because such protective coatings
tend to pull the emulsion away from the paper, i.e. to make it
crackle.
Specimens. Dust exposed specimens carefully with a vacuum
cleaner each day except as noted in the next section.
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The clear p l a s t i c sheets and boxes covering specimens should
be cleaned in the same manner as a c r y l i c case fronts described
on pages 2 and 3Exposed Specimens
Instructions for the day-to-day cleaning of specimens
openly displayed in the museum can be generalized to only a limited
extent. Each object c a l l s for i t s own regimen to some degree.
Therefore, apply the following d i r e c t i o n s with good Judgment.
Ask the Museum Laboratory for advice on specific problems.
Flags. Shake the dust off as part of each day's cleaning.
About once a week dust flags with a soft brush. Take them
outdoors for t h i s purpose, if possible, to avoid spreading du6t
in the exhibit room. Repeated touching or soot in the a i r can
deposit more persistent d i r t . To remove t h i s have the flags
drycleaned, perhaps annually.
Furniture. Pieces of furniture on display should be dusted
daily with a dry, soft cloth. Do not use furniture polish.
Vacuum the upholstery regularly.
About once a year clean the wood of most specimens with a
cloth dipped in turpentine. This will remove the coating of wax
on the finish with its accumulated dirt. Then apply a fresh coat
of wax. Use a hard, paste wax such as neutral Simoniz.
Fold a
12-inch piece of cheesecloth into a pad. Place a spoonful of the
wax within the folds. Apply a thin, even coating to the wood by
rubbing with a circular motion.
For furniture which has an oil finish do not use turpentine
and then wax, but wipe the wood with a cloth moistened in a halfand-half mixture of boiled linseed oil and turpentine. Then rub
it with a dry cloth.
Unfinished wood, such as tool handles for example, should
be dusted regularly with a dry cloth. Do not apply any cleaning
solution. If the wood gives evidence of drying out by checking
or cracking, notify the Museum Laboratory promptly.
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Metal Objects. Wipe them with a clean, dry cloth to remove
the corrosive fingerprints which result from touching by visitors.
The best time to do it is at the end of the day so the prints do
not remain on the specimens overnight. Should signs of corrosion
appear, report them to the Museum Laboratory.
If the exposed specimens include metals which tarnish
readily, check with the Museum Laboratory for cleaning methods.
The metal involved is most likely to be brass. It may be cleaned
by rubbing with precipitated chalk (whiting) in ammonia, being
careful not to get it on adjacent wood parts. Noxon is a product
with these ingredients. In many instances the easily tarnished
metal should be lacquered to avoid frequent treatment with
abrasives.
Models. Most models displayed without cases will need
regular careful dusting. They often invite touching, so require
additional cleaning periodically. Topographic models usually
have a painted surface that may be washed. Use the method
described on page 5 above for exhibit panels, but dampen the
cloth with only a minimum of water. Clean other models according
to the materials and finishes involved.
Mounted Animals. In a few instances mounted birds and
mammals are exhibited without a protective case. Do not attempt
to clean them. Dusting or gentle brushing may disarrange the
lay of fur or feathers which plays a big part in the proper
appearance of the specimen. When the animals become soiled or
dingy, return them to the taxidermist for cleaning.
Oil Paintings. Do not attempt to dust either the picture
or the frame unless the frame is a plain molding. GesBo and gold
leaf are very easily injured in cleaning. A museum specialist
will need to clean them periodically, framed water colors and
prints are also best left to the expert. Notify the Museum
Laboratory when pictures appear to need cleaning. If the glass
must be wiped off, use a mininrum of moisture.
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Stone• Geological specimens and stone carvings are often
shown exposed. Dust them frequently with a vacuum or soft brush.
Before they get too dirty, wash them with mild soap and warm
water as described above. A piece of marble sculpture should be
washed carefully, a small area at a time, beginning at the top
and making sure that no dirty water runs down. Use only a mild
soap and be sure the water contains no trace of iron. Distilled
water used in a glass container should be safe. Rinse the soap
off thoroughly. For marks and smears on marble, consult the
Museum Laboratory.
When visitors touch an exhibit, they get it dirty. At the
same time by touching they laara more about it. Children
especially seem to have a real need to feel with their fingers
as they look. This applies to labels as well as objects. For
adults feeling the shape and texture of a specimen and perhaps
testing its weight or balance also adds to understanding and
appreciation of it. Therefore, the right solution is not to
discourage people from touching the exhibits, but to clean them
as often as necessary. Specimens too valuable to risk the dangers
of public handling are installed in ways to provide adequate
protection.
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REB^ILITATION, REPAIR, REVISION AND REPLACEMENT
Exhibits gradually deteriorate. Colors fade, paint cracks
or wears thin, adhesives lose their grip. Before aging becomes
obvious the exhibits should either be put back into good condition
or replaced. This applies to parts as well as the whole. Not
all elements in the displays age at the same rate, 30 some need
rehabilitation or replacement before others. Accidents occur in
museums. So does vandalism. Damaged exhibits should be repaired
promptly or removed from sight. Changing conditions make some
exhibits obsolete in content, form or location. They should be
revised to remain functional or else replaced. A healthy chronic
dissatisfaction on the interpreter's part leads to new insights
and fresh ideas that call for changes in existing displays.
Whatever the cause, park staff members responsible for the care
and use cf the museum must take corrective action. They need
good Judgment and foresight to decide what rehabilitation or
repair can be done locally, what should be referred to the Museum
Laboratory and how much money to program for keeping the exhibits
in proper condition.
Preventive Maintenance
The scrupulous cleaning described in ChapteaE1 and 2
serves as an excellent form of preventive maintenance. So does
adequate surveillance, preferably by a friendly interpreter.
Equally important is keeping the right environmental conditions
in the exhibit room and inside display cases. These include
proper temperature, relative humidity, light intensity and a
m-in-jimim of air pollution and ultraviolet radiation (see Part I,
Chapter k, pages U-7, 12-19)• One sometimes overlooks such
seemingly minor matters as the screws holding case fronts in
place. A loose or missing screw makes it easier to break into
the case as well as admitting dust and perhaps insects. All
screws should therefore be in and tight. Other exhibit equipment
should be as well kept. It is up to the interpretive staff to
replenish insecticides and fungicides in exhibit cases as often
as necessary. Any exhibit case containing woolen cloth, fur,
feathers or other specimens especially susceptible to attack by
insects or mold should have the hidden container of paradichlorobenzene refilled regularly. In spite of the best of care, however,
exhibits sooner or later need more than routine maintenance.
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Programming the Work
Setting Priorities. It often becomes necessary to choose
among exhibits, each of which needs rehabilitation or replacement.
The following guidelines should help in making the decisions.
Apply them in turn:
1. Is the exhibit visibly deteriorating or inoperative?
Seeing a rundown or damaged exhibit gives visitors a bad impression
of the park and the Service. It detracts from their enjoyment
and may adversely affect their behavior toward protecting the
park. Such exhibits therefore demand first attention. The park
staff can take care of the situation in many instances. If a
jolt or continued vibration moves a specimen out of position, put
the object back promptly and carefully. If a photograph starts
to pull loose from its mounting, reattach the corner or edge with
a little Elmer's glue. Place wax paper over the mend before
clamping. Remove the clamp and paper in time to wash off any
excess glue before it sets. If a panel gets scratched, touch up
the scar temporarily with colored pencils matching the background
aB closely as possible. Splinters can be fastened back on with
Elmer's glue using the same precautions as with photographs. A
broken switch on a viBitor-actuated device can be replaced by a
new one of the same kind. If a case glass cracks or chips, have
a local glazier replace it. On the other hand, whenever the
deterioration or damage involves labels, illustrations, background
patterns, other art work or specimens, notify the regional curator.
He will consult the Museum Laboratory to determine whether the
exhibit should be sent in or referred to a qualified artist or
conservator nearer the park. If the problem involves malfunction
of an audio device, projector or other electronic component, use
the AV maintenance contract or pool without delay. A standby
unit should be available. In any event, do not make a temporary
"Out of order" sign and Scotch tape or thumb tack it to the
exhibit. This only compounds the unfavorable effect. Remove the
switch and its label, or cover them neatly. In applying this
first guideline watch out for the effects of slow degeneration.
Visitors may react to conditions that have developed too
gradually for the staff to notice.
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Photographs deteriorate more rapidly than most other exhibit
elements. Color slides and transparencies may fade noticeably
within a few months. Some color prints also fade quickly. Black
and white ones wear out under repeated touching by visitors or
the emulsion crackles. Plan to replace exhibit photographs as
soon and often as they need it.
• I s the exhibit clearly objectionable for other reasons?
Sometimes unforeseen circumstances make it necessary to change an
exhibit. The alteration may need to take precedence over instances
of deterioration or damage. A case may turn out to have very
annoying reflections in the glass, for example. If visitors
cannot see the contents of the case without considerable effort,
a corrective change should be scheduled. Occasionally some part
of the exnibit structure constitutes an apparent hazard. Visitors
trip over it, bump their heads or catch their clothing. Children
rather than adults may ue the ones endangered. Report such
situations to the regional curator for action by the Museum
Laboratory. Any temporary measures taken should avoid damage
to the exhibits or downgrading their appearance.
2

3• Does the exhibit contain factual inaccuracies? Museum
exhibits owe much of their effectiveness to their well earned
reputation for reliaoility. The effort to make and keep them
accurate in all respects is well repaid. Errors sometimes creep
into them during production. More often, further research alters
or overturns a conclusion. The park staff should report all
errors in exhibits as soon as they are discovered. Because of
the materials and techniques used in exhibit construction the
Museum Laboratory or a aeslgnated artist under contract will
usually need to make the correction. When the required changes
cannot be made at once, the laboratory probably should provide
a temporary Label pointing out the correction.
k. Does the exhibit fall to communicate? Each exhibit has,
or should have, a clearly stated interpretive purpose. Refer to
this and decide whether or not the exhibit transmits the facts
or ideas or arouses the feelings intended. If it does not, it
should be revised or replaced. Until the Service is in a position
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to measure the effectiveness of its exhibits, however, the guideline must be applied subjectively. Members of the park staff can
study the unit individually and compare their reactions. The
behavior of visitors at the exhibit also can be observed for
indirect but useful evidence. Do people stop to look at it? How
long do they stay? How does this compare with the time apparently
necessary to examine the specimens and read the labels? DoeB the
exhibit generate comments or questions? In Judging an exhibit on
this basis, remember the wide variation among visitors and use as
large a sample as circumstances permit. All exhibits will
communicate some unintended things to some visitors, but watch
particularly for signs of incorrect impressions being received.
5. Is the exhibit heavily used? When choices must be made
among exhibits needing rehabilitation or replacement for one or
more of the preceding reasons, the number of people likely to
benefit from the change merits consideration. Work is more
urgent on an unsatisfactory exhibit placed where 10,000 visitors
see it than on one which has only a few hundred viewers.
6. Is a museum revision planned?
If the interpretive
prospectus proposes redesign and replacement of existing exhibits,
discuss with the regional curator the advisability of investing
in interim rehabilitation. Some degree of aging or dissatisfaction
may be tolerated during the normal waiting period. Some conditions,
however, might need to be corrected in the meantime.
7* Is it a key exhibit? In even the most tightly coordinated
••ries of exhibits some units stand out as focal points of meaning or interest. The effectiveness of the museum depends
especially on them. Therefore, consider their rehabilitation or
replacement ahead of less important ones.
8. Is the exhibit obsolete in technique or design? Well
made and well cared for exhibits may remain in umble condition
for many years. Visitors change meanwhile in tastes, interests
and the background of education and experience they bring. When
an exhibit speaks less clearly and attractively to a new generation, even though the display is accurate and in good repair,
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consider changing it. This situation usually involves the entire
installation, so it is a costly operation. Sooner or later it
becomes necessary. An interpretive planning team will ordinarily
make this determination.
Funding - Programming the rehabilitation and replacement of
exhibits also entails funding the costs. A large part of the work
falls under the Buildings and Utilities activity of the Maintenance
and Rehabilitation program. Every park should request each year
for its MaR appropriation the funds to cover the estimated cost
of routine exhibit maintenance, exhibit repairs which can be carried
out by the park staff, replacement of photographs on display, and
the specialized rehabilitation or replacement which requires the
services of the Museum Laboratory. In the latter case, estimates
need to include shipping costs if the exhibit must be sent in for
work, or travel costs if a preparator must visit the park. Use
the guidelines above in selecting and justifying the projects to
be included.
As a supplement to the park's maintenance funds the Branch
of Museum Operations receives an annual allotment under the MaR
appropriation. This provides for emergency rehabilitation of
exhibits suffering from accidents, vandalism or other unpredictable
damage. It also enables the Museum Laboratory to rehabilitate some
exhibits in addition to those funded by parks. Each spring the
regional curators, applying the same guidelines, assemble priority
lists of exhibits needing attention. The Branch of Museum
Operations uses these lists to set up a schedule of rehabilitation
projects for the ensuing fiscal year, allocating the available
funds as equitably as possible among the regional priorities.
Each park involved receives notice of when to send the exhibits
to the laboratory or of what other action to take.
MaR Account ik'Jl covers all components of cost considered
essential and necessary to the performance of work associated
with the maintenance, repair and replacement of exhibit devices
and fixed equipment involving exhibit cases and other exhibit
equipment, exhibit lighting and animation, dioramas and scale
models, case displays and panel displays. Repair or replacement
of an audiovisual component in exhibits, however, should be charged
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to Account 1463, and work on outdoor exhibits falls under
Account 1462. Restoration, repair and preservative treatment
of paintings and prints and of other specimens are handled
under Accounts 1472 and 1473 respectively.
Funds appropriated for maintenance and rehabilitation may
not be used to increase the capital investment in a museum. The
redesign and replacement of a whole series of exhibits constitute
an effort to improve the overall quality of the installation.
Therefore, such work becomes a construction project. The park
should submit a Project Construction Proposal to get it into the
Construction program. An important and extensive revision may
properly become a line item in the appropriation act. More often
a museum replacement project is funded under the lump sum allotted
the Museum Laboratory to prepare exhibits for existing buildings.
Follow regular PCP procedures and actively explore both
possibilities.
Whenever an exhibit is rehabilitated or replaced, both the
park and the Museum Laboratory wish to improve it. Every chance
to work on an exhibit offers an opportunity to make it more
effective. The incidental redesigning and refining of displays
should accompany rehabilitation and replacement as a matter of
course. This does not ordinarily represent a significant
increase in capital values when individual exhibits rather than
entire installations are concerned. So qualitative improvement
characterizes MaR funded work as well as construction projects.
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CANNON AND CANNON CARRIAGES
Artillery preserved, in the parks consists of historical
specimens, most of them on exhibition outdoors. They require
proper care.
Tubes
Bronze guns under normal conditions of exposure acquire a
hard green patina. This tends to protect the metal from further
corrosion and should ordinarily be left intact. Chemically active
pollutants in the air may cause additional corrosion in some
situations, however. Rain usually washes harmful deposits off the
upper surfaces, but they may collect in less exposed portions.
If necessary, wash the cannon barrel using soap and a bristle
brush. Should evidence of active corrosion develop, consult the
Branch of Museum Operations because specialized treatment may be
needed.
When bronze guns were in service, they apparently were not
polished bright but allowed to tarnish to a dull bronze color.
If any cannon are to be displayed in this condition, do not attempt
to remove the green patina with abrasives. Removal of this
coating calls for expert chemical treatment. Maintaining the
bronze at the right degree of tarnish then becomes a problem.
Daily rubbing with a dry cloth should suffice. If the tarnish
gets too dark, use fine steel wool, grade 0 or 1.
Iron cannon rust if unprotected. In service they were
painted black and this practice should be continued. Repaint
them as often as necessary to prevent air and water coming into
direct contact with the metal. Inspect iron cannon tubes
frequently for signs of rust. If rust spots appear, clean the
rust away with a wire brush and steel wool. Then prime the
exposed metal with a red lead paint and follow with a second
coat of black paint. Select good quality paints formulated for
use on ironwork. While it is not the practice to paint the bore,
rainwater can collect in the chamber and should be drained out if
it does.
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Any original specimens of these vehicles with wood construction should be preserved indoors. The wooden partB probably will
need specialized treatment by the Museum Laboratory to cc>mpensate
for decay.
Many of the older replacement carriagea as well as some siege
and casemate ones were manufactured of iron and newer ones often
have cast iron wheels and fittings. These must be kept painted
and inspected regularly for signs of rust. Treat rust spots as
described above. Finish with black paint when the parts were
originally iron, but paint the castings that simulate wood in
the historically correct color as detailed below. Check to make
sure that water does not collect inside the hollow castings of
wheels or trails. Its presence would accelerate rusting in these
hidden areas. Provide for drainage, if necessary. Keep the wheels
and the end of the trail away from direct contact with moisture in
the ground
Cement blocks set under them almost flush with the
ground surface and suitably colored serve this purpose. Rotate
the wheels occasionally to equalize stress and strain.
Many replacement artillery vehicles include wooden members
as in the originals. The wood must be kept painted to withstand
the deteriorating effects of exposure. In service the wood was
thoroughly primed and given two coats of oil paint of the proper
color. It was then repainted as often as necessary to maintain
the protective coating. Nowadays, prime any cracks that develop
in the wood with boiled linseed oil, fill with glaziers' compound
and repaint. Use high quality exterior oil paint of the following
colors:
British, colonial - 1812
French, Valliere system
Gribeauval system
Spanish, to about 1750
after about 1750
American, Revolutionary
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1780 - l840
- light blue
1840 on
- olive drab
The colors were mixed to formulas which varied somewhat from
time to time and place to place so the exact shades must have
varied. The lead gray was a light gray such as would be obtained
by mixing 100 lbs. of white lead ground in oil, 1 lb. of lampblack
and 6 gals, of linseed oil. The red used was red lead. It gave
a fairly dark color. The blue was obtained by mixing Prussian
blue with white lead. Before 1780 it varied from light to almost
a royal blue. After 1780 American gun carriages generally were
light blue. Olive drab resulted from mixing 46 lb3. of French
yellow ochre, 40 lbs. of boiled linseed oil, 5 lbs. of litharge,
2 lbs. of lampblack, 5 lbs. of rurpentlne and 2 lbs. Japan varnish
according to one formula. Satisfactory approximations of the
historic colors can be obtained from paint dealers who mix white
house paint with colors ground in oil to customers' specifications.
For example, a local store mixed Pratt and Lambert paints as follows:
gray

- light base house paint with 1 oz. lampblack
and l/l2 oz. yellow ochre per quart.

blue (pre
1780)

•• deep base house paint with 5/8 oz. thalco blue,
5/8 oz. lampblack, 1-5/8 oz. ultramarine blue
and 10/43 oz. thalco green per quart.
- l i g h t base house paint with 26/48 oz. lampblack
5/6 oz. ultramarine blue, 10/48 oz. thalco
green and 1-1/2 oz. white per quart.

blue (post
1780)
olive

- deep base house paint with 4 oz. lampblack,
3-1/2 oz. burnt umber, 3 oz. yellow ochre
and l-l/l2 oz. Hansa yellow per quart.

To obtain a red satisfactory in color but more glossy than
preferred this store started with a red house paint (332 Rancho
Red) the pigment content of which was 40.8$ ferric oxide, 5^
molybdate orange, 21.63/ titanium oxide and 32.6^ magnesium
silicate. The mixer added 2-l/2 cz. of white color in oil per
quart of this paint. Color sample cards based on these mixtures
have been provided the parks concerned so they can order paint
from any dealer equipped to mix colors to match.
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With wood carriages it is even wore important to keep wheels
and trail ends away from direct contact with the ground and to
rotate the wheels periodically.
To attach labels to gun tubes or carriages by drilling holes
using screws or nails, or any other means that would deface or
alter the specimen is a form of vandalism that should not be
tolerated. Placing a label directly on a specimen in any event
is poor museum practice.
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CAST ALUMINUM MARXERS
Many parks use theBe markers for outdoor, on-site interpretation because they are exceptionally durable, resistant to
vandalism and easily maintained. The marker consists of a cast
aluminum plaque l/2" thick with lettering, outline maps and other
illustrative details raised about l/l6" above the background
surface. Trie manufacturers coat the plaque with a high grade
automotive baked enamel. They then roll on the letter colors
also using automotive enamels. The resulting surface is quite
weather-resistant and needs no additional protection. Attempts
to cover the markers tend to trap moisture which hastens the
otherwise slow deterioration of the paint.
Metalphotos, often mounted in recessed frames as part cf
the marker, sometimes deteriorate sooner and are more vulnerable
to vandalism. The Museum Laboratory supplies a duplicate of each
metalphoto with the marker and retains the negative on file.
This enables the park to replace a metalphoto as soon as it
becomes unsightly, merely by mounting a new print directly over
the old one with epoxy adhesive.
Cleaning
Dust and soot collect on these outdoor interpretive devices,
especially when the surface is not vertical. Rain runs off around
the raised parts leaving streaks of dirt. To keep the markers
satisfactorily clean, wash them as often as necessary. The enamel
finish permits them to be washed like a car. Use plenty of water
to flush away the dirt. Avoid rubbing because the dust acts on
the enamel as an abrasive. Use a soap or detergent that is safe
for car washing, but rinse it off throughly. Wipe dry with a
clean, soft cloth or sponge.
Repainting
When the enamel becomes worn, dull, faded or disfigured
by scratches or chipping, repaint the marker. Be sure to use
the type and colors of enamel specified for each when it is sent
to the park.
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First wash the marker as described above. Sand any scratches
or chipped areas lightly with 180 grit sandpaper to cut away
loose or rough edges of the paint film. Then clean the entire
surface with a solvent to remove all grease. Use Stoddard solvent
to lessen the fire hazard in this operation, but avoid overexposure to the liquid or fumes. When the marker is clean and
dry, cover any metalphoto inserts with heavy kraft paper and
masking tape.
Next spray the entire face of the marker with the background
color. If it is desirable to do the work with the marker in
place and the park's regular paint spraying equipment cannot be
used in this manner, the paint distributor should be able to
supply self-contained spray cans for the enamel.
After the overall spray coat has dried thoroughly, paint
the raised portions of the casting. The most efficient and
satisfactory method is to roll the enamel on with a brayer. Dab
a amall amount of the specified enamel on a glass sheet or other
smooth, flat surface. Roll the brayer back and forth through
the paint until it is completely coated. Then roll it lightly
over the letters and other raised surfaces. Do not attempt to
apply enough paint to color the letters adequately in one coat
because this will cause excess enamel to run down the letter
edges. A thin coat should be applied, allowed to dry, then
covered with another thin coat. If any raised details are too
small or otherwise inconvenient for rolling, apply the enamel
with a brush. When the second coat dries, remove the masking
from the metalphotos. Experience indicates that a dense rubber
or composition brayer should be used for the enamel. One marker
manufacturer uses the #1 brayer, 2" x 2-3/V' long, standard
composition, with handle produced by the Samuel Bingham's Son
Manufacturing Company, 88 South 13th Street, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 1S20J.
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Repair
If severe vandalism causes dents or holes in
repair them with the metal mending epoxy compound
repairs on automobiles. After filing and sanding
flush and smooth, repaint the marker as described
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STATUES AND STONE MONUMENTS
Sculptured metal and stone are relatively durable materials.
Exposed to weather or vandals, however, they require maintenance
to control corrosion, repair breaks and remove surface dirt. Many
parks have responsibility for the care of outdoor statues,
commemorative plaques, gravestones and other examples of
monumentalIon. Often metal sculpture is mounted on stone, so the
materials must be treated in combination. Too frequently
maintenance procedures must depend on experience unsupported by
scientific knowledge because the problems have not been sufficiently
studied.
Metal Sculptures
Bronze. Being by far the most common metal for outdoor
sculpture, thi6 material presents the most frequent problems.
Bronze tends to change in color from deep brown to blackish and
finally to pale green. These changes result largely from
sulphurous compounds, increasingly prevalent as pollutants in
the air. The airborne chemicals corrode the surface of the
bronze. A coating of dark sulphides develops. Slowly, often
over niany years, a light green patina composed principally of
basic copper sulphate replaces it. This forms a protective layerbetween the metal and the air inhibiting further corrosion.
Maintenance usually aims at promoting the natural development of
the patina. During the often unsightly intermediate stages when
the bronze is blotched or streaked with black and green, the patina
seems to form best on the areas washed clean by rain. Accumulations
of soot, bird droppings and other dirt not only add to the disfigurement but retard patination and may cause deeper corrosion.
Regular cleaning therefore becomes the primary maintenance practice.
Clean outdoor bronze sculptures by washing. Scrub the metal
with bristle brushes using warm water and a nonionic detergent,
e.g. Joy. Then rinse it thoroughly, using a hose stream if
possible. Some areas of encrusted dirt, perhaps mixed with thick
corrosion products, may resist brushing. Use a wooden or copper
scraper to loosen this grime. The underside of a figure or other
parts sheltered from rain and runoff may need particular attention.
Steam cleaning may be used instead of washing if the equipment is
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available. With either cleaning method protect the stone base
from the runoff of dirty water. Usually plastic sheeting can be
taped in place for this purpose.
Bronze that can be washed often enough probably needs no other
treatment. Waxing the metal when it is clean, however, may permit
an interval of 2 to 10 years between washings. The wax improves
the appearance of the bronze and does not prevent formation of the
green patina. Two thin coats of a hard paste wax, such as neutral
Slmoniz, applied and polished by hand on a warm day give satisfactory
results. Paraffin dissolved in carbon tetrachloride and sprayed on
the statue, beeswax dissolved in turpentine or in a suitable
petroleum distillate and sprayed or brushed on and a lanolin-paraffin
mixture in Stoddard solvent have been used, but each has
disadvantages.
When a statue has been waxed previously, brush and wipe it
with Stoddard solvent to remove all remnants of the old wax
before washing with water.
Inspect bronze sculpture at regular intervals between
washings. Look especially for spots of active corrosion that may
result from "bronze disease". Chloride pollution in the
atmosphere can cause chemical reactions in the bronze which are
not self healing like the sulphate patina. Such spots should be
scraped clean, given a protective coating of wax and watched for
any recurrence. If they persist, notify the Branch of Museum
Operations.
Vandalism of statues usually takes the form of breaking
off pieces, e.g. a sword, tassel or tail; scratching names; or
smearing with paint or other colored material. Missing parts
must ordinarily be remodeled by a sculptor, cast in bronze and
reattached, Sometimes the new parts can be securely fastened
by tapping and bolting. Bolt heads can be cut off and finished
flush to the surrounding surface leaving only a small spot of
brighter color. In other instances the replacements must be
welded to the statue. The heat of welding tends to discolor
the bronze for some distance around the mend. If scratches
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are too disfiguring to tolerate, they may be removed by abrading
away the surrounding metal to the depth of the cut. Ruffing may
remove light markings, but deep scratches require filing and
sanding first. Removal of scratches, of course, leaves a
conspicuous area of bare metal. A coating of darkened wax would
help conceal It temporarily. Paint or other color daubed or
sprayed on the bronze should be cleaned off without delay. Use a
paint remover composed of organic solvents, being particularly
careful to keep it off the stone base.
Some bronze is gilded. The film of gold over the bronze is
thin and relatively soft. The gold Bhows little tendency to
tarnish and, if the coating is complete, protects the bronze from
corrosion. Gilded statues get dirty, however. Wash them with
ammonia water and rinse thoroughly, but do not use brushes and
avoid hard rubbing. Proceed carefully watching for any abrading
of the gold.
If neglected bronze sculpture has reached too unsightly a
stage of corrosion and partial patination, a firm specializing
in bronze treatment can be employed to remove the natural coatings
and give the metal an artifical patina by chemical means. The
resulting finish seems to be iese durable and to require more
care than a naturally tormed patina.
Aluminum. The parks contain a few statues cast of aluminum.
Aluminum exposed to the weather acquires a dull tarnish which
tends to protect the metal by slowing the rate of further
corrosion. As with bronze, these sculptures should be washed
periodically to remove corrosive deposits of dirt. Use a nonionic
detergent because weathered aluminum is particularly sensitive to
alkalis. Rinse thoroughly. Protect the stone base from dirty
runoff. Do not wax the aluminum.
To repair after vandalism, see recommendations under
"Bronze" above.
Lead. Some parks have architectural or garden ornaments
of lead. This metal oxidizes when exposed to the weather. If
the dull gray oxide coating forms a continuous layer, it protects
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the surface from further reaction with the air. The sculpture
then requires no treatment, but should be washed periodically
like bronze to remove accumulations of dirt. Polluted air,
however, may oxidize the surface unevenly. Swelling incrustations
of lead carbonate may form. Active corrosion usually calls for
chemical treatment to remove the offending salts and seal the
surface against them. If 6uch problems develop, consult the
Branch of Museum Operations because treatment in the laboratory
may be advisable.
When lead sculpture Is vandalized, shallow scratches can
be burnished out, deeper ones can be filled with eolder and
replacements for broken parts can be attached by soldering.
Use organic solvent removers to clean off paint smears.
Iron and Steel. Modern sculptors use iron and various
kinds of steel among the materials for their creative work.
While still rare in the parks, such sculptures are already
installed on the Mall in Washington. Stainless steel should
only require washing. The same may be true of the metal
pre treated to develop a fine protective coating of rust. Many
works in iron or steel, however, are painted. The original
colors and textures comprise important aspects of the pieces.
Presumably they will need to be repainted every few years to
prevent rusting as the paint weathers. Follow the sculptor's
specifications for the paint, color and method of application.
When the artist cannot be consulted, clear with the recognized
authority (e.g. Fine Arts Commission) the details of treatment
including removal of old paint and rust spots. Since experience
with the weathering of iron and steel sculptures is limited,
inspect them frequently.
Stone
When an architect or sculptor chooses stone for a monument,
he can judge its appearance and test its workability, but
in regard to durability he can only depend on its reputation.
Whether he picks granite, marble, limestone, sandstone or some
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other kind, they are all composed of mineral particles bonded
together. They vary greatly in chemical content, grain size, the
nature and strength of cohesion between grains, porosity and
other aspects. Variation occurs not only between the different
kinds of rock, but also in the same kind from one quarry to the
next and even in stone coming from different parts of a single
quarry. Consequently some stones stand up well to weathering
while exposure causes others to crumble, flake or crack.
Maintenance involves delaying or counteracting disintegration,
repairing damage and preserving the desired appearance of the
stone.
Stone deteriorates as a result of chemical and physical
changes. Rainwater or dew, for example, may pick up acid from
airborne gases, soot deposits, bird droppings or plants clinging
to the rock. Acid reacts with some components of stone forming
soluble salts which leach out leaving the affected portions
weaker and more porous. This is the process which eventually
converts granite to clay and sand. When water penetrates into
stone, picks up soluble salts and then evaporates, the salts
recrystallize. The crystals occupy more space than the solution.
As they form, they exert pressure which may break the bonds
between rock particles causing crumbling or flaking. Water
alone, if it freezes in the pores of the stone has a similar
effect because it expands as it crystallizes.
For more than a century people have been trying to seal the
surface or impregnate stone to keep out water or to reinforce
weakened cohesion. No method has yet stood the test of time.
What too frequently happens is that the outer layers of the
stone affected by the treatment respond to daily and seasonal
temperature changes by expanding and contracting a little
differently than the untreated portion. When this occurs, cracks
may develop and the surface layers fall off in bigger flakes or
chunks than before.
Until better methods have been developed and proved, treat
•tone conservatively. Wash it frequently enough to prevent
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accumulations of foreign matter on the surface. Adjust the
washing technique to the condition of the stone
Perhaps steam
cleaning will do less harm to stone in excellent condition than
leaving it dirty, but this is a relatively drastic treatment.
Cemeteries use various strong chemical cleaners on gravestones.
These include chlorinated lime, and mixtures of dilute acids and
detergents. Such methods and other cure-alls should be considered
too drastic for use on historic monuments. British authorities
after much experimenting in cleaning old stone structures now
advocate using a gentle, long continued spray of water without
detergents or brushing. A lawn sprinkler head playing on an
area of stone for days or weeks has removed sooty incrustations
up to 3 inches thick, for example. Historic stone buildings in
France are being cleaned with plain water and nylon brushes. As
a rule, therefore, stone monuments in the parks should oe cleaned
using low water pressure, no soap or detergent and as Little
brushing or rubbing as the situation permits.
To remove paint from stone monuments use organic solvents
applied with cotton swabs. Soak up the dissolved pigment with
the cotton. Thick accumulations can be scraped carefully first
to cut away the paint almost down to the stone. If tne stone is
not too porous, it should be possible to get all the pigment out
with the solvents, but some staining from the paint vehicle
may remain. Start with a mixture of equal parts of acetone and
benzene (benzol). If stronger solvents are required, consult the
Branch of Museum Operations. For ink stains try chloramine-T
made up fresh in a 2^ aqueous solution. This is an oxidizing
agent, so the stone should be rinsed thoroughly afterwards. The
greenish stain that washes down from bronze statues or plaques
appears to be harmless to the stone and should ordinarily be left
alone except for the periodic washings.
On the basis of present knowledge, monumental stonework
should be protected from the penetration of moisture only by:
(l) providing good drainage so that no water stands on the stone
or accumulates around the foundations, (2) keeping all Joints
well pointed or caulked, and (j) inserting a waterproof barrier
between the stone and the ground if one is not already in place.
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Special instances of advanced deterioration may call for further
protection. In this case the Branch of Museum Operations should
be asked for advice.
The repair of stone sculptures and monuments calls for
individual diagnosis and treatment. In some circumstances a
stone that, because of weathering or accident, no longer performs
its function can be removed and replaced with a new one. Sometimes
the weathered portion of a stone can be cut away and new stone
fitted in its place. In either case a perfect match is unlikely.
The insert will look newer than the original work around it for a
long time. Broken corners and carvings are more often patched
with a plastic material molded to reproduce the original form.
Stone of the same kind as the original is ground and mixed with
cement or a synthetic resin to produce a similar texture and
color. The work is usually done under contract by specialists
who are still in the trade secret stage regarding the mixtures
they use. As long as the patch is durable and a good match,
concern centers on the method of attachment to the original
stone. Will the Joint cauae further damage to the stone from
water penetration or differential expansion and contraction?
So far, past experience with the same product and methods supplies
the best guide.
As research continues on the care of stone, recommendations
for treatment will be updated.
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